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3-Omega Measurements of
Vertically Oriented Carbon
Nanotubes on Silicon
An exploratory thermal interface structure, made of vertically oriented carbon nanotubes
directly grown on a silicon substrate, has been thermally characterized using a 3-omega
method. The effective thermal conductivities of the carbon nanotubes (CNT) sample,
including the effects of voids, are found to be 74 W/m K to 83 W/m K in the tempera-
ture range of 295 K to 323 K, one order higher than that of the best thermal greases or
phase change materials. This result suggests that the vertically oriented CNTs potentially
can be a promising next-generation thermal interface solution. However, fairly large
thermal resistances were observed at the interfaces between the CNT samples and the
experimental contact. Minimizing these contact resistances is critical for the application
of these materials. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352778�

Keywords: thermal conductivity, contact thermal resistance, carbon nanotube, thermal
interface material, 3-omega method, thermal management

Introduction
Excessive chip heating is becoming a major cause of failures in

electronic components and a critical obstacle in developing more
advanced electronic devices. Related to this problem is the fact
that the thermal interface materials �TIMs�, used for attaching an
electronic chip to its heat spreader or heat sink, have very low
thermal conductivity, which causes large thermal resistances at
packaging interfaces. These interface resistances are in series with
the resistance of any heat sink and cannot be removed or reduced
by using advanced cooling techniques on the heat sink side. Be-
cause chip sizes are remaining the same and power dissipation
continues to increase, without improvements in TIM thermal con-
ductivity, the temperature rise at package interfaces will increase
proportionally and occupy an increasing fraction of the total al-
lowable junction-to-ambient temperature rise. According to the
projection of the International Technology Roadmap for Semicon-
ductors �1�, by the year of 2010, if TIM thermal conductivity
remains the same, the overall thermal resistance budget will be
completely occupied by the TIM resistance, and performance im-
provements in electronic chips may no longer be sustained. To
meet the increasing power dissipation requirements, large im-
provements in TIM thermal conductivity are needed in next few
years.

Carbon nanotubes �CNTs�, a man-made material first reported
by Iijima in 1991 �2�, are promising candidates for improving
TIM thermal conductivity. Many reports suggest CNTs to be the
best heat conductor among all the materials. Hone et al. �3� found
that the thermal conductivity of aligned single-wall nanotube

�SWNT� ropes is about 250 W/m K at 300 K and estimated that
the thermal conductivity of a single SWNT in the longitude direc-
tion ranges from 1750 W/m K to 5800 W/m K. The thermal con-
ductivity of individual CNTs �multiwall nanotube �MWNT� �4� or
SWNT �5�� has been measured to be at least 3000 W/m K at
room temperature, which is about eight times higher than that of
copper and 20 times higher than that of silicon. Theoretical studies
predict even higher thermal conductivity values, such as
6600 W/m K at room temperature by Berber et al. �6�.

Owing to their high thermal conductivity, CNTs have received
much attention for thermal management in recent years. Early
attempts used CNTs as fillers to form high thermal conductivity
fluids or TIM composites. Choi et al. �7� measured the effective
thermal conductivity of nanotube-in-oil suspensions and found
that with only 1 vol % of nanotubes, the effective thermal conduc-
tivity can be 2.5 times the value of the base fluid. Such an increase
in thermal conductivity has never been found previously with any
other particles. Biercuk et al. �8� also found that epoxy filled with
1 wt % of CNTs exhibited a 70% increase in thermal conductivity
at 40 K and 125% at room temperature. Hu et al. �9� proposed the
combined use of CNTs and traditional heat conductive fillers for
TIMs. They achieved a thermal conductivity value seven times
that of the base material, almost double the thermal conductivity
of the corresponding TIM composite with only traditional fillers.
However, this thermal conductivity value is still one thousandth
that of an individual CNT. The potential heat conduction capabil-
ity of CNTs is far from optimal.

Two problems can lead to the low efficiency. One problem is
that CNTs are randomly dispersed, and only a few portions of
CNTs are effectively contributing to heat conduction. The other
problem is that heat is not directly conducted from one side to the
other through CNTs. CNTs are discontinued by other fillers or the
base fluid. The low thermal conductivity of the interstitial media,
as well as the contact resistance between those and CNTs, de-
grades the thermal performance of the CNT composites.

A more advanced approach is to grow CNTs directly on a sili-

1Current address: Intel Corporation, 5000 W Chandler Blvd, CH5-157, Chandler,
AZ 85226.
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con wafer and oriented CNTs in the direction of heat conduction
�i.e., perpendicular to the silicon wafer�. These CNTs can be at-
tached to a copper heat spreader and serve as a thermal interface
structure �10�. Xu and Fisher �11� first tested such a structure
using a 1D steady-state method. This test, however, can only yield
a total thermal resistance, summed over the depth of the CNT
layer including interfaces, and suffered from relatively large un-
certainties. In this paper, we develop an MEMS-based frequency-
domain measurement to precisely characterize the thermal prop-
erties of the aligned CNT sample and contact resistances. Various
challenges in using the aligned CNTs as an interfacial structure
and possible solutions are also discussed.

Experimental Measurements

Sample Preparation. The CNT samples are grown on 7 mm
�7 mm double-side-polished silicon chips using direct synthesis
with a trilayer �Ti-Al-Ni� catalyst configuration and microwave
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition �PECVD� �the same
process as �11��. The thicknesses of the titanium, aluminum, and
nickel layers are 30, 10, and 6 nm respectively, and the thickness
of the silicon substrate is about 420 �m. The H2/CH4 plasma is
excited at a chamber pressure of 10 Torr and a microwave power
of 150 W. The synthesis temperature is maintained at 800°C.

Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscope �SEM� images of
the synthesized CNTs on a silicon substrate. Vertically oriented,
multiwalled CNTs evenly cover all over the silicon substrate. The
length of the CNT layer is about 13 �m, and the diameters range
from 10 nm to 80 nm. The two images on the right side are taken
after the measurements, suggesting that the CNT sample can with-
stand an attachment pressure up to 100 kPa without noticeable
degrading in quality.

Measurement Method. A schematic of the experimental struc-
ture is given in Fig. 2. The CNT sample, with the CNT-side facing
downward, is attached to a test device under a controlled attach-
ment pressure. The test device is fabricated on a glass wafer to
reduce heat loss from the substrate and contains a microscale pat-
terned metal bridge operated in the kilohertz regime using the 3�
technique �for reviews of the 3� technique see �12,13��. The
metal bridge is a platinum line, 7 mm long, 50 �m wide, and
200 nm thick, with four-wire electrical connects. Beneath the
metal bridge, a 0.5 nm titanium layer is used to ensure good ad-
hesion to the substrate; and on top of the metal bridge, 20 nm
silicon nitride is deposited to insulate the electrical conductive
bridge from the CNT sample.

The experimental structure, attached with a chip carrier, is
placed in a Lakeshore MTD-135 cryostat chamber and connected
in an electrical circuit as shown in Fig. 3. The metal bridge serves
both as a heater and a thermometer. Driven by the sine out of a
SR830 lock-in amplifier at an angular frequency of �, the metal
bridge generates joule heat and produces a temperature oscillation
�T at 2�. It is noted that the electrical resistance of the metal
bridge is proportional to its temperature, and thus the electrical

resistance is also modulated at 2�. With the applied current at �,
the voltage drop along the metal bridge thus contains a modulated
component at 3�. This 3� voltage component, V3� is related to
the temperature oscillation �T as �12�

�T = 2
dT

dR

R0

V
V3� �1�

where V is the applied voltage and R0 is the electrical resistance
along the metal bridge, respectively, and dT /dR depicts the tem-
perature dependence of R0, which is calibrated at chamber tem-
peratures ranging from 295 K to 324 K. After subtracting the �
voltage component using a Wheatstone bridge, as shown in Fig. 3,
V3� is determined by measuring the nonequilibrium voltage v3�,
using the SR830 lock-in amplifier. The conversion from v3� to
V3� is given by �14�

V3w =
�R0 + R1� · �R2 + R3�

R1 · �R2 + R3�
v3w �2�

Thermal Model and Data Analysis. We model the transient
heat conduction problem using a one-dimensional �1D� model. 1D
heat conduction is a good approximation because the width of the
heater is several times larger than the thickness of the CNT layer
�50 �m versus 13 �m�, and more importantly, because the ther-
mal coupling between CNTs is weak and the in-plane heat con-
duction in the CNT layer is negligible. If not specially noted, the
thermal conductivity of the CNT layer in this paper is always
considered in the longitude direction.

For 1D heat conduction in a homogeneous medium, if only the

Fig. 1 SEM images of the CNT sample

Fig. 2 Schematic of the experimental structure

Fig. 3 Electronic circuit of the experimental system †14‡
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temperature difference relative to its substrate is considered, the
periodic steady-state heat conduction equation in the frequency
domain can be written as

d2�T�x,��
dx2 = a2�T�x,�� �3�

with boundary conditions

� − k
d�T�x,��

dx
�

x=0
= P� �4�

�T�l,�� = 0 �5�

where a=�j��c /k, j is imaginary unit, �, c, k, l are the density,
specific heat, thermal conductivity, and thickness of the media, P�
is the applied power density, and � is the angular frequency of the
heat flux. The solution of this differential equation at x=0 and a
given frequency � is

�T��� =
P�tanh�al�

ak
�6�

If we define a thermal impedance as Z���=�T��� /P�, then

Z��� =
tanh�al�

ak
�7�

For small al, tanh�al��2al / �2+a2l2� by neglecting O�a3L3�
terms, resulting in

Z−1��� = R−1 + j�C �8�
with thermal resistance

R = l/k �9�
and thermal capacitance

C = �cl/2 �10�

As al→�, tanh�al�→1, and

Z−1��� = �j��ck = ���ck/2 + j���ck/�2�� �11�
The thermal resistance and thermal capacitance for a semi-infinite
medium thus can be expressed as

R = �2/���ck� �12�
and

C = ��ck/�2�� �13�
The layer of CNT can be modeled as a thin film by introducing an
effective thermal conductivity

ke,CNT = �kCNT + �1 − ��kair � �ke,CNT �14�
and effective volume-based specific heat

Ce,CNT = ���c�CNT + �1 − ����c�air �15�

The two substrates �silicon and glass� are modeled as semi-infinite
media, and the corresponding thermal resistance and thermal ca-
pacitance are given by Eqs. �12� and �13�. Between the CNT
sample and the heater, a contact thermal resistance Rc exists,
which can be caused by the impacts of imperfect contact, bound-
ary scattering as well as passivation and catalyst. No capacitance
term exists at the contacts because the passivation and catalyst
layers are extremely thin ��0.07 �m in total�, without contribu-
tion to heat storage.

Thus the transient heat conduction problem can be modeled
using the equivalent thermal circuit given in Fig. 4. It should be
noted that the CNT capacitor should be grounded directly to the
ambient since the amount of heat storage in the CNT layer is
calculated based on the temperature rise above the ambient tem-
perature. A detailed solution for multilayered structures can be
found in �15,16�. As can be seen from Fig. 4, heat generated from
the heater diffuses to the ambient through two paths in parallel:

one through the CNT layer to the silicon substrate and the ambi-
ent; the other to the glass substrate and the ambient. The total
equivalent thermal impedance Zt��� can be calculated as

1

Zt���
=

1

RC + 1/��RCNT + ZSi����−1 + j�CCNT�
+

1

ZSiO2���
�16�

The temperature oscillation �T then can be predicted as

�T = P� · Zt��� �17�

The thermal properties of the CNT sample ke,CNT and ce,CNT, as
well as the contact thermal resistance Rc are obtained by fitting the
temperature oscillation data with the prediction of Eq. �17�. The
summed square of residues, minimized during the data fitting pro-
cess, is given by

S�ke,CNT,ce,CNT,Rc�P1�,Rc�P2�� = �
�

��Texp��� − �Tmdl�2���2

�18�

where P1=40 kPa and P2=100 kPa are attachment pressures, and
�Texp and �Tmdl are temperature oscillations obtained from the
experiment and modeling, respectively.

It should be noted that the contribution of the CNT layer to the
temperature oscillation is different than that of the contact resis-
tance. For variable modulated frequencies, the contact resistance
Rc contributes a fixed offset, but the contribution of the CNT layer
ZCNT is frequency dependent. For variable attachment pressures,
the contact resistance Rc varies with pressure, but, for moderate
pressures �such as the pressures of 40 kPa and 100 kPa used
herein�, the thermal properties of the CNTs should remain the
same. Therefore, both the effective thermal properties of the CNT
sample and the contact resistance can be subtracted by fitting the
experimental data at variable frequencies. Figure 5 shows an ex-
ample of data fitting at 300 K. The 1D model is clearly sufficient
for frequencies higher than 10 Hz. At lower frequencies, heat can
diffuse deep into the bulk substrates, and the assumption of 1D
heat conduction fails. Therefore, data points at frequencies lower
than 10 Hz are excluded from data fitting.

Results and Discussion
Measured results are given in Figs. 6 and 7 for thermal proper-

ties and contact thermal resistance, respectively. The hollow
points represent measured data and the solid lines shows the slope
of temperature dependence. The measurement uncertainty mainly

Fig. 4 Equivalent thermal circuit for 1D heat conduction
approximation
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comes from the uncertainty of the 3-omega signal V3w �about 2%�
and the measurements of dT /dR, R0, and V are found to be very
accurate ��0.1% �. According to Eq. �1�, the uncertainty of the
temperature oscillation �Texp is also about 2%. The uncertainty of
any fitted quantity y �y=ke,CNT, ce,CNT, Rc�P1� or Rc�P2�� is then
estimated by

		y

y

 = 	 �y

��T

		�Texp

�Texp

 �19�

The partial deviation of y with respect to �T can be estimated by
examining the difference of data fitting after applying an offset of
the temperature oscillations. The estimated uncertainties do not
include the approximations made to the analytical model.

The measured effective thermal conductivity of the CNT
sample is 74 W/m K at 295 K and increases to 83 W/m K at
323 K, an increase of 12%. The specific heat, from the slope of
the fitted curve, increases by more than 20% over the same tem-
perature range. Because the thermal conductivity of a CNT is
proportional to the product of its volume-based specific heat and
its phonon mean free path, the measured results can be explained
as follows. At higher temperatures, more phonons occupy higher
energy levels and carrying more heat �i.e., higher specific heat�,
conversely, the phonon mean free path decreases with increasing
temperature due to increased phonon-phonon scattering at higher
temperatures. The first factor is dominant in the measure tempera-
ture range, which increases the thermal conductivity of the CNT
sample, but at a smaller percentage than the increase of volume-
based specific heat due to the second factor. Another possible
reason is the increase of the thermal conductivity of the surround-
ing air with increasing ambient temperate since the samples are
exposed to the air during testing.

The actual thermal conductivity of a CNT itself, considering the
volume fraction of the CNT sample, can be hundreds of W/mK.
This value is still lower than the theoretical predictions �6� and the
measured results for an individual CNT �4�. However, with im-
provements in CNT quality, the effective thermal conductivity of
the aligned CNT layer can potentially increase further. These high
thermal conductivity values suggest that the aligned CNT can be a
promising candidate for future TIM solutions.

We also note that the contact resistance between the CNT and
the heater is rather large, even with increased attachment pres-
sures. This contact resistance includes the resistances summed
over the passivation and catalyst layers and the interfaces in be-
tween. But this portion should be small because the passivation

and catalyst layers are extremely thin and the interfaces are well
prepared. The contact resistance is probably dominated by other
factors. One problem is that the tubes are not exactly the same
length; some of them may not form good mechanical contacts.
Better mechanical contacts can be obtained by increasing attach-
ment pressure. However, there exist other fundamental problems
that may not be solved with increased pressure, such as constric-
tion effects and acoustic mismatch at the contact points. More
experimental and modeling work is needed to understand the fun-
damental mechanism of the heat transport at the contact points of
CNTs.

In practice, a few possible solutions exist to reduce the impact
of the contact thermal resistance without an overall increase in
attachment pressure. The first method is the combined use of other
TIM materials, including thermal greases �9� and phase change
materials �17�. The second possible solution is to grow vertically
orientated CNTs on both of the contact surfaces to form a CNT
cross-talk interface �18�.

Conclusions
In summary, vertically oriented CNTs on a silicon substrate

have been thermally characterized using a 3� method. The results
indicate that the aligned-CNT layer has much higher thermal con-
ductivity than that of common commercial TIMs, and therefore

Fig. 5 Observed temperature oscillation amplitudes versus
theoretic predictions at 300 K „empty circles and squares are
experimental data; solid lines are theoretic predictions…

Fig. 6 Measured effective thermal properties „solid lines are
linear curve fits…
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these materials may be a promising TIM candidate for next-
generation electronic packaging. The contact resistance at the tips
of the aligned CNTs, however, is still a challenge.
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Nomenclature
a 
 �j��c /k ,m−1

C 
 thermal capacitance, J /m3 K
c 
 specific heat, J /kg K
f 
 frequency, Hz
j 
 imaginary unit
k 
 thermal conductivity, W/m K
l 
 thickness, �m

P� 
 power density, W/m2

R 
 thermal resistance, K m2/W
R0 
 electrical resistance of the metal bridge, �
Ri 
 electrical resistance of the resistors in the

Wheatstone bridge, i=1,2 ,3
S 
 summed squares of residues, K2

T 
 temperature, K
V 
 electrical voltage along the metal bridge, mV

V3� 
 3� voltage component along the metal bridge,
mV

v3� 
 Nonequilibrium voltage of the Wheatstone
bridge, mV

y 
 ke,CNT, ce,CNT, Rc�P1� or Rc�P2�
Z 
 thermal impedance, K m2/W

Greek symbols
�T 
 Temperature oscillation along the metal bridge,

K
	 
 experimental uncertainty
� 
 volume fraction
� 
 density, kg/m3

� 
 angular frequency, rad/s

Subscripts
CNT 
 carbon nanotube

c 
 contact
e 
 effective value

exp 
 experimental measurement
mdl 
 model prediction

Si 
 silicon substrate
SiO2 
 glass substrate

t 
 total
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In-Plane and Out-Of-Plane
Thermal Conductivity of Silicon
Thin Films Predicted by
Molecular Dynamics
The thermal conductivity of silicon thin films is predicted in the directions parallel and
perpendicular to the film surfaces (in-plane and out-of-plane, respectively) using equi-
librium molecular dynamics, the Green-Kubo relation, and the Stillinger-Weber inter-
atomic potential. Three different boundary conditions are considered along the film sur-
faces: frozen atoms, surface potential, and free boundaries. Film thicknesses range from
2 to 217 nm and temperatures from 300 to 1000 K. The relation between the bulk pho-
non mean free path ��� and the film thickness �ds� spans from the ballistic regime ��
�ds� at 300 K to the diffusive, bulk-like regime ���ds� at 1000 K. When the film is thin
enough, the in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivity differ from each other and
decrease with decreasing film thickness, as a consequence of the scattering of phonons
with the film boundaries. The in-plane thermal conductivity follows the trend observed
experimentally at 300 K. In the ballistic limit, in accordance with the kinetic and phonon
radiative transfer theories, the predicted out-of-plane thermal conductivity varies linearly
with the film thickness, and is temperature-independent for temperatures near or above
the Debye’s temperature. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352781�

Keywords: equilibrium molecular dynamics, silicon thin films, in-plane, out-of-plane
thermal conductivity, ballistic phonon transport

Introduction
1The trend towards miniaturization of electronic devices has led

to device features in the nanometer range. In fact, silicon-on-
insulator �SOI� transistors are predicted to reach a gate length of
28 nm by the year 2009 �1�. Understanding and predicting thermal
transport at these length scales is essential to further the advance
of the nanoelectronics industry. Phonons �quantized lattice vibra-
tions� are the main carriers of thermal energy in semiconductors.
When the dimensions of the material are comparable to the pho-
non mean free path, boundary, or interface scattering can limit the
mean free path and affect the thermal conductivity �2–4�. At this
scale, the phonon group velocity and density of states may also be
modified �5�. These special phonon properties have led to theoret-
ical and experimental investigations of thermal transport in nano-
tubes �6–8�, nanowires �9–11�, silicon thin films �12–14�, and
multilayers �15–17�.

Silicon films with thicknesses in the nanometers are used in
silicon-on-insulator �SOI� and strained silicon transistors. The
thickness of the silicon film is comparable to or smaller than the
phonon’s mean free path �estimated as 300 nm at 300 K �12��.
The film is deposited on top of poor thermally conducting mate-
rials, and the thermal energy generated by the Joule effect is dis-
sipated along the silicon film plane. Measurements of the thermal
conductivities of silicon thin films found a large reduction with
respect to the thermal conductivity of bulk silicon �12–14�. This
reduction depends on the temperature and the thickness of the film
�12,18�. Comparisons of the experimental thermal conductivity to
predictions from the Boltzmann transport equation show that the

decrease in thermal conductivity with film thickness can be ex-
plained by assuming that the boundaries of the film provide an
additional scattering mechanism �13,19�. This phonon-boundary
scattering reduces the phonon mean free path with respect to its
bulk value �13,19�.

Several theoretical methods have been proposed to study the
thermal conductivity of semiconductors in different geometric
configurations. These approaches include solving the Boltzmann
transport equation �20–30�, Monte Carlo �31–34�, and molecular
dynamics �16,35–40�. Molecular dynamics allows the study of
phonon thermal transport without the need of prior assumptions
about the physics of the phonons. Given an interatomic potential
and the initial positions and velocities of the atoms, Newton’s
second law is used to obtain the atomic trajectories. The method is
entirely classical and, therefore, it does not account for quantum
effects. Recent studies have shown that molecular dynamics can
predict the thermal conductivity of crystalline materials
�35–38,41–43�, superlattices �15–17�, nanotubes �44�, amorphous
materials �40,45,46�, thin films �36,47�, and multilayers �16�. Re-
cently, the out-of-plane thermal conductivity of silicon thin films
has been predicted at 500 K by means of nonequilibrium molecu-
lar dynamics �47�. It was found that, for film thicknesses less than
approximately 32 nm, the out-of-plane thermal conductivity de-
creases linearly as the film thickness is reduced �47�. However,
comparisons of these predictions to experimental results are not
possible because, to date, the thermal conductivity of silicon thin
films has been experimentally measured only in the in-plane di-
rection.

In the present study, we apply equilibrium molecular dynamics
to the study of the thermal conductivities of silicon thin films.
Equilibrium molecular dynamics allows the prediction, from each
simulation, of both the in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conduc-
tivities. The predicted in-plane thermal conductivity is compared
to existing in-plane experimental data. Thermal conductivities are
obtained as a function of temperature, film thickness, and different

1Current address: University of Toronto, Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering.
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boundary conditions. The film thicknesses studied are ds
=2–217 nm, and the temperature of the simulations ranges be-
tween 300 and 1000 K. The phonon mean free path ��� in silicon
has been estimated from experimental thermal conductivity data
as 300 nm at 300 K �12�, and from kinetic theory as 30 nm at
1000 K. This range of phonon mean free paths and film thick-
nesses correspond to Knudsen numbers �Kn=� /ds� between Kn
=0.14 at 1000 K and Kn=150 at 300 K. Thus, our simulations
span the ballistic and diffusive regimes. In the diffusive regime,
�Kn�1�, the thermal conductivity is limited by the scattering
among phonons. In the ballistic regime, �Kn�1�, the probability
of scattering among phonons is negligible compared to that of the
scattering of phonons with the boundaries of the film, which be-
comes the dominant thermal resistance mechanism.

Molecular dynamics of single-crystal thin films can be per-
formed on a simulation domain consisting of a finite number of
lattice constants. Periodic boundary conditions are applied in the
directions parallel to the film surfaces �in-plane directions� in or-
der to simulate an infinite slab �Fig. 1�. Strategies to treat the
surfaces of the film include free boundary conditions �36,47–49�,
or constraining the atoms on the surface. The surface atoms can be
constrained by keeping a few layers of atoms frozen at their equi-
librium positions �36,47,50�, subjecting them to a harmonic po-
tential �50�, or to a one-dimensional force perpendicular to the
surface �39�. Free surface boundary conditions have been used to
predict the thermal conductivity of argon �36,50�, the longitudinal
thermal conductivity of silicon nanowires �9�, and the atomic re-
construction of silicon surfaces �48,49�. Recently, we have shown
that the addition of a one-dimensional force acting perpendicular
to the film surface and inwards towards the film can be used to
predict silicon thin films thermal conductivities using equilibrium
molecular dynamics �39�.

In this study, periodic boundary conditions are applied in the
directions parallel to the film surfaces. Atoms near the surfaces of
the film are subjected to the one-dimensional perpendicular force

�39� in addition to the Stillinger-Weber potential �51�. For com-
parison purposes, simulations are also performed adding to each
surface four layers of atoms kept frozen during the simulation,
and using free boundary conditions. Next, this paper presents the
numerical simulation methodology based on the molecular dy-
namics �MD� approach, and then reports the predicted in-plane
and out-of-plane thermal conductivities for the ballistic and diffu-
sive regimes. The MD predicted in-plane thermal conductivities
are next compared to reported experimental values for silicon thin
films at 300 K �12,13�.

Numerical Simulation Methodology
We focus on the numerical methodology in this section and

discuss its application to determining thermal properties of thin
films in the next section.

Molecular Dynamics Approach with Stillinger-Weber
Potential. Molecular dynamics refers to the solution of classical
equations of motion �Newton’s second law� for a set of atoms. In
the context of phonon transport in solids, this corresponds to solv-
ing the dynamics of atoms in a crystal lattice. The approach is
classical in origin and involves the use of statistical mechanics to
compute transport coefficients. The inputs to the molecular dy-
namics simulation are the interatomic potential and the initial po-
sitions of the atoms. Among the interatomic potentials available
for silicon, the Stillinger-Weber �SW� potential �51� accurately
predicts temperature related properties such as the melting point
�52� and the thermal expansion of silicon �53�, as well as the
elastic properties �54� and the yield strength �55�. Equations �1�
and �2� represent the two and three-body terms of the SW poten-
tial, respectively

�2�rij� = �� . A�B� �

rij
�p

− � �

rij
�q	 . e�/rij−�rc rij � �rc

0 rij � �rc

 �1�

�3�rij,rik� = ��	e�
�/�rij−�rc�+
�/�rik−�rc�� · �cos�� jik� +
1

3
�2

rij,rik � �rc

0 rij,rik � �rc

 �2�

Fig. 1 „a… Sketch of a thin film defining the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. „b… Simulation
domain consisting of 4Ã4Ã8 silicon lattice constants and film thickness ds.
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where the values of the potentials’ constants used in this work are
those reported in �51�.

A surface potential is added to the Stillinger-Weber potential of
atoms that are near the surfaces �39�

�w�dw� = ��w . � �

dw
�p

. e�/�dw−�rcw� dw � �rcw

0 dw � �rcw

 �3�

where �w=1.474�10−18 J, �=0.20951 nm, and the dimension-
less cutoff radius is rcw=1.26. While the mathematical expression
of Eq. �3� is similar to the first term in Eq. �1�, dw in Eq. �3� is not
an interatomic distance, it represents the distance between an atom
and a plane parallel to the nearest surface of the film. The distance
between this plane and the surface atoms is initially set at dw
=0.264 nm �39�. The force on atom i due to the surface potential
is given by

Fw = �w . � p

dw
+

�

�dw − �rcw�2� . n �4�

where n is the unit vector perpendicular to the reference plane.
The scalar quantities in Eq. �4� are always positive and, therefore,
the unit vector determines the direction of the force. In order to
result in an inward pressure that simulates the effect of a sur-
rounding gas, the unit vector always points into the film.

Green-Kubo Relation for Determining Thermal
Conductivity. To determine the thermal conductivity, equilibrium
molecular dynamics uses the Green-Kubo relation between the
thermal conductivity and the heat current autocorrelation function
J�� ·J�0� �56–58�

kMD =
1

nVkBTMD
2 �

0

�

�J�� · J�0�d �5�

where kMD is the thermal conductivity; V is the ensemble volume;
TMD is the ensemble average temperature; kB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant; n is the dimensionality �3 for bulk, 2 for the in-plane direc-
tions and 1 for the out-of-plane direction�; J is the heat current;
and the integrant is the ensemble average of the heat current au-
tocorrelation function. The in-plane thermal conductivity is given
by the average of the two in-plane components of the heat current,
while the orthogonal component gives the out-of-plane thermal
conductivity. The heat current is given by �56,58,59�

J =
�

�t��i

ri . Ei� �6�

where the total energy Ei is the sum of the kinetic and potential
energies of atom i.

Replacing the integral in Eq. �6� by a sum over equal-size time
steps �t, the thermal conductivity becomes

kMD�MD� =
�t

nVkBTMD
2 �

m=1

M
1

Ns − m �
n=1

Ns−m

J�m + n� · J�n� �7�

where Ns is the number of heat current autocorrelation function
averages; M is the number of time steps required for the heat
current autocorrelation function to decay to zero; and MD is the
integration time �38,43�. The simulations are stabilized for
100,000 molecular dynamics steps, during which the temperature
is scaled every ten time steps. The neighbor list �43� is updated
every 25 time steps.

Computational Domain. The thermal conductivities of silicon
thin films are predicted for film thicknesses ranging from 2.2 to
217.2 nm �corresponding to 4 to 400 silicon lattice constants in
the out-of-plane direction�. The simulation domain cross-section
consists of 2�2 lattice constants in the in-plane directions, with
periodic boundary conditions. The choice of this small cross-

section is justified by the observation that the predicted thermal
conductivity is independent of the number of lattice constants
used in the simulation domain cross-section, for simulation cross
sections between 2�2 and 10�10 lattice constants, at 300 and
1000 K. For example, simulations of a 4.3 nm film at 300 K
yielded in-plane thermal conductivities of 32 and 38±4 W/mK
for cross-sections of 2�2 and 10�10 lattice constants, respec-
tively.

Quantum Corrections. The temperature of the molecular dy-
namics simulation �TMD� is set at the beginning of the simulation
by scaling the atomic velocities according to the classical statisti-
cal mechanics equipartition theorem �60�

3
2NkBTMD = 1

2�
i=1

N

mivi · vi �8�

where N is the number of atoms in the ensemble and �i is the
velocity of atom i.

Since molecular dynamics is a classical method, quantum cor-
rections must be applied to the MD predicted thermal conductivity
and to the temperature given by Eq. �8� at temperatures below the
Debye temperature ��D�, where, for a solid, quantum effects start
to become important. Quantum corrections can be estimated by
equating the ensemble’s total energy to the phonons’ total energy
�15,42,45� as

3NkBTMD = �
i

� f�i

0 + 1
2���i �9�

where � is the phonon’s frequency and f�i

0 is the equilibrium
phonon distribution function, given by the Bose-Einstein distribu-
tion function. The summation is over the phonons’ frequencies
and branches. The quantum energy of a system includes the zero-
point energy, the factor 1

2�� in Eq. �9�. In this study, we have
included this factor, because our objective is to correct the classi-
cal energy �left hand side of Eq. �9��, and obtain the quantum one
�right hand side of Eq. �9��. Quantum-correction factors can be
estimated as �15�

k

kMD
=

�TMD

�T
�10�

where kMD, TMD, k, and T are the MD predicted thermal conduc-
tivity, the temperature of the simulation, and the quantum-
corrected thermal conductivity and temperature, respectively.
Since the derivative with respect to the temperature of the energy
is the specific heat C, Eqs. �9� and �10� become

k

kMD
=

�TMD

�T
=

C

3NkB
�11�

and the correction factors can be taken from the reported experi-
mental specific heat for silicon �61,62�. The correction factors for
the temperature are obtained by integrating Eq. �11�.

Equation �9� can also be solved analytically, assuming that the
medium is isotropic, the first Brillouin zone is approximated by a
sphere, and the number of atoms is large enough so that the dis-
persion relation can be treated as a continuum curve. The disper-
sion relation for silicon is calculated from the Stillinger Weber
potential �63�. Table 1 lists the temperature of the molecular dy-
namics simulation �TMD�, the corrected temperatures �Tc and Ta�
and thermal conductivity correction factors �kc /kMD and ka /kMD�,
determined from the experimental silicon specific heat �61,62�,
and analytically, respectively. Table 1 shows that, for T��D �with
�D�625 K for silicon �64��, T and k depend on the quantum
correction scheme selected; while for T��D, where the system
behaves classically, these corrections are negligible.

All MD predicted thermal conductivities reported in this paper
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are corrected according to the experimental specific heat, thus
avoiding the mathematical approximations of the analytical
method.

Results and Discussion
Our molecular dynamics simulations show that the atomic po-

sitions near the surfaces depend on the applied boundary condi-
tions: The addition of a surface potential to the Stillinger Weber
potential of the atoms near the surface, addition of a layer of
frozen atoms, or free boundaries. It has been experimentally ob-
served that when a free surface is formed, the atoms on the sur-
face rearrange themselves in order to minimize the number of
dangling bonds. MD simulations using either the surface potential
or free boundaries allow this reconfiguration of the atoms on the
surfaces. However, when the film is limited by four layers of
frozen atoms, no surface reconstruction can take place. Figure
2�a� shows the starting configuration of the silicon atoms on the
surface layer, with the atoms in the crystallographic face centered
cube locations. Figure 2�b� shows the same layer after several
steps of molecular dynamics, performed using either the surface
potential or free boundaries. The silicon atoms have spontane-
ously rearranged to form dimes aligned in the �110� crystallo-
graphic direction. The distance between the atoms in a dime is
2.4 Å, in close agreement with experimental observations �65�
and previous theoretical studies of Si surfaces �48,49,66�.

The different boundary conditions also affect the atomic vibra-
tions of several atomic layers below the surfaces. These vibrations
are analyzed by means of the two-dimensional radial distribution
function g�r�, which depends on the relative atomic distances as

g�r� =
1

N . Natoms · Ns
�
s=1

Ns

�
j=1

Natoms−1

�
k=j+1

Natoms

��2 if ���xj
�s� − xk

�s��2 + �yj
�s� − yk

�s��2 − r� � binwidth

0 otherwise
�
�12�

where Ns is the number of samples from the molecular dynamics
simulation, Natoms is the number of atoms in a layer, N is the
number of atoms in the crystal structure occupying the same bin
area, and binwidth is the width of the bin at the radial distance r.
The distribution function is computed using 2000 bins of width
0.0027 nm. Figure 3 shows the two-dimensional radial distribu-
tion function of the first four layers of a film consisting of 7�7
�8 lattice constants �ds=4.3 nm�, simulated at 1000 K using pe-
riodic boundary conditions in the in-plane direction and different
boundary conditions in the out-of-plane direction �i.e., surface po-
tential, atoms kept frozen or free boundaries�. The first layer in the
case of frozen atoms refers to the first atomic layer of atoms not
kept frozen, and to the film surface in the case of the other two
boundary conditions studied. Large differences are observed in the
atomic distribution of the atoms on the first atomic layer �Fig.
3�a��. When the film is limited by a layer of frozen atoms, the
in-plane mobility of the first layer of nonfrozen atoms is strongly
altered, and the atoms remain, in average, at their crystallographic
equilibrium positions. Very similar amplitudes of vibrations �as

seen by the width of the peaks in Fig. 3�a�� and atomic positions
are observed on the surface layers for both the surface potential
and the free boundaries. These two boundary conditions result in a
peak at 0.24 nm, corresponding to the interatomic distance be-
tween the dimes on the reconstructed surface. This peak is absent
for the frozen atoms boundary conditions, because no surface re-
construction takes place, and the first atomic position occurs at
0.38 nm, corresponding to the atoms centered on the cube face.
Free boundaries and surface potential predict identical radial dis-
tributions for the second, third, and fourth layers, while differ-
ences in the amplitudes of vibration are observed with the frozen
boundary conditions even for the second and third atomic layers.
On the fourth atomic layer, �Fig. 3�d��, the amplitude of vibrations
and atomic positions become independent of the boundary condi-
tions investigated.

The MD predicted in-plane thermal conductivities are shown in
Fig. 4 for TMD=400 K, for the three surface boundary conditions
studied. It is seen that similar thermal conductivities are predicted
with the three boundary conditions, except for very small film
thicknesses. When the film thickness is smaller than approxi-
mately 10 nm �shown as an inset in Fig. 4�, the thermal conduc-
tivities predicted using the surface potential or free boundaries
follow the experimentally observed trend of decreasing thermal
conductivity with decreasing film thickness, while those calcu-
lated with frozen atoms do not. Adding a few layers of atoms kept
frozen decreases the amplitude of vibrations of the atoms located
near the frozen atoms �as shown in Fig. 3�, suggesting a stronger
harmonic component of the potential, which would result in an
increase of the thermal conductivity. Similar results are obtained
at 1000 K. No differences between the three surface treatments
are observed for the out-of-plane thermal conductivity.

Since the molecular dynamics simulations using the surface po-
tential or free boundaries predict similar thermal conductivities,
we next report only the results obtained using the surface poten-
tial. The MD predicted thermal conductivities are shown for
TMD=400 and 1000 K �Fig. 5�, as a function of film thickness.
The experimental bulk thermal conductivities �67� corresponding
to the quantum-corrected temperatures Tc=375 and 1000 K are
shown as dashed lines. It is seen that both the in-plane and out-
of-plane thermal conductivities are affected by the thickness of the
film. For thicknesses smaller than the phonon mean free path �ap-
proximately 300 and 30 nm at 300 and 1000 K, respectively�,
both the in-plane and out-of-plane thermal conductivities decrease
with decreasing thickness, an effect attributed to the scattering of
phonons with the boundaries of the thin film. This effect is more
pronounced in the out-of-plane direction, where the dimensions of

Fig. 2 „a… Starting configuration of the atoms located on the
surface of a film consisting of 10Ã10 lattice constants in the
cross-section, and eight lattice constants „4.34 nm… thickness.
„b… Surface reconstruction after 100,000 steps of molecular dy-
namics, showing the individual dimes oriented in the †110‡
crystallographic direction and the group of dimes aligned in
the †1 1̄ 0‡ direction.

Table 1 Temperature of the molecular dynamics simulation
„TMD…, and quantum correction factors determined from the ex-
perimental specific heat „Tc and kc… and analytically „Ta and ka…

TMD Tc Ta kc /kMD ka /kMD

300 248 140 0.72 0.40
400 375 305 0.85 0.75
500 480 430 0.91 0.85
700 700 650 0.94 0.93

1000 1000 970 0.99 0.97
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the thin film make the phonon transport ballistic. At large thick-
nesses �ds���, corresponding to diffusive regimes, the in-plane
and out-of-plane thermal conductivities asymptotically approach

the bulk value. The bulk thermal conductivity value is reached at
smaller thicknesses at 1000 K, due to the smaller phonon mean
free path at this temperature.

Figure 6 shows the MD predicted in-plane thermal conductivi-
ties at TMD=400 K, as a function of film thickness. We performed
three different MD simulations for each thickness, starting with
different initial atomic velocities, from which the average thermal
conductivity and the statistical deviations, shown in Fig. 6, are
calculated. The temperature of the simulations is 400 K, which,
quantum corrected according to Table 1, corresponds to Tc
=375 K or Ta=305 K. The MD predicted thermal conductivities
are corrected according to the experimental specific heat reported
in Table 1; however, the exact value of T and k will depend on the
quantum correction scheme used. The MD results are compared to
the available experimental data at 300 K �12–14�. It is seen that
the MD predictions, while reproducing the observed experimental
trend of decreasing thermal conductivity with decreasing film
thickness, are higher than the experimental results. The discrep-
ancy increases for film thicknesses smaller than approximately
75 nm. This discrepancy might be a consequence of quantum ef-
fects, not captured by classical MD, and not appropriately cor-
rected by the quantum correction factors used in this study. These

Fig. 3 Radial distribution functions of the atoms located on
the first four layers of a film consisting of 7Ã7Ã8 lattice con-
stants, for the different boundary conditions used

Fig. 4 MD predicted in-plane thermal conductivity at TMD
=400 K as a function of film thickness, for the three boundary
conditions simulated: Addition of a surface potential „�…, fro-
zen atoms „�…, and free boundaries „�…

Fig. 5 MD predicted thermal conductivities: In-plane „�… and
out-of-plane „�… at TMD=400 K, and in-plane „�… and out-of-
plane „�… at TMD=1000 K, as a function of film thickness ds.
Experimental bulk silicon thermal conductivities at 375 and
1000 K are shown as dashed lines †67‡.
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effects are expected to be higher at temperatures below the De-
bye’s temperature, and for small film thicknesses. Other sources
of discrepancy may include the interatomic potential used in the
MD simulations.

The predicted out-of-plane thermal conductivities are shown in
Fig. 7 for temperatures ranging from TMD=300 to 1000 K, for
film thicknesses up to 217 nm, and as an inset, up to 14 nm. It is
seen that for small thicknesses �smaller than the smallest mean
free path, approximately 30 nm at 1000 K� the out-of-plane ther-
mal conductivity varies linearly with the thickness of the film, and
is almost independent of the temperature. These results are con-
sistent with the expression for the thermal conductivity deducted
from kinetic theory �60�

k = 1
3Cv� �13�

where k is the thermal conductivity, C is the specific heat, v is the
phonon group velocity, and � is the phonon mean free path. In the
ballistic limit, the predominant collision mechanism is the scatter-
ing of phonons with the boundaries of the film, and the phonon
mean free path becomes of the order of the film thickness, ds. At
the temperatures studied, the silicon specific heat varies only
slightly with temperature, decreasing a maximum of 30% for
TMD=300 K. Therefore, the out-of-plane thermal conductivity is
almost independent of the temperature until the film is thick
enough for scattering among phonons to become relevant. This

limit is reached faster at 1000 K, because of the shorter phonon
mean free path �30 nm at 1000 K�. Even though the transport in
the thin film limit is ballistic, the predicted out-of-plane thermal
conductivities are consistent with the predictions from kinetic
theory, Eq. �13�, which assumes local equilibrium. Indeed, it has
been recently shown that, in the ballistic regime at T��D, the
thermal conductivity developed from the phonon radiative transfer
equations reduces to that given by the kinetic theory �Eq. �13��, if
� is replaced by an effective phonon mean free path �eff given by
�68�

�eff =
�

1 +
4�

3ds

�14�

Our results indicate that Eqs. �13� and �14� are also valid in the
limit ��ds at T��D.

Conclusions
Using equilibrium molecular dynamics, we have studied the

thermal conductivity of silicon thin films in a broad range of film
thicknesses �2 nm�ds�217 nm� and temperatures �300 K�T
�1000 K�, spanning from the ballistic to the diffusive phonon
transport regimes. Three different boundary conditions are used to
treat the atoms on the surfaces of the thin films: The addition of
four layers of atoms kept frozen at their crystallographic positions,
the addition of a surface potential to the atoms located near the
surfaces, and free boundary conditions. Differences in the thermal
conductivity between the three boundary conditions are predicted
only for the in-plane thermal conductivity of very thin films �ds

�10 nm�.
For film thicknesses much larger than the phonon mean free

path, the molecular dynamics predicted in-plane and out-of-plane
thermal conductivities asymptotically approach the experimen-
tally determined bulk value. This limit is reached faster at the
highest temperature investigated �1000 K�, because of the smaller
phonon mean free path at this temperature. As the film thickness
becomes comparable to the phonon mean free path, the in-plane
and out-of-plane thermal conductivities differ from each other.
Molecular dynamics simulations performed with the addition of a
surface potential or with free boundaries both predict similar ther-
mal conductivities. Comparisons of the in-plane thermal conduc-
tivity with the available experimental data at 300 K show that
these predictions follow the experimentally observed trend of de-
creasing thermal conductivity with decreasing film thickness.
Simulations performed adding four layers of frozen atoms do not
reproduce the observed experimental trend for thicknesses ds
�10 nm, because the presence of frozen atoms alters the vibra-
tions of the neighboring atoms.

The reduction of the thermal conductivity with film thickness is
more pronounced in the out-of-plane direction and at low tem-
perature �TMD=400 K�. In the ballistic limit ���ds� the probabil-
ity of scattering among phonons becomes negligible compared to
the probability of collisions of the phonons with the boundaries of
the film. In this limit, the out-of-plane thermal conductivity de-
pends linearly on the film’s thickness and is independent of tem-
perature, for temperatures TMD between 400 and 1000 K. These
results are in agreement with predictions from the kinetic theory
�60� and the equation for phonon radiative transfer �68�. Accord-
ing to these theories, when the phonon mean free path is limited
by the scattering with the boundaries of the film, the thermal
conductivity becomes proportional to an effective mean free path,
which is of the order of the film thickness. The temperature de-
pendence of the thermal conductivity is given mainly by the spe-
cific heat, which is almost constant for T=400–1000 K �the tem-
perature of Debye for silicon is �D�625 K�. Our results for the
out-of-plane thermal conductivity show the broad application of

Fig. 6 In-plane silicon thermal conductivity predicted by mo-
lecular dynamics at TMD=400 K „�…, and experimental data at
300 K: „�… †12‡, „�… †13‡, and „�… †14‡

Fig. 7 Out-of-plane thermal conductivity versus film thickness
at different temperatures TMD, for film thicknesses up to
217 nm, and in the insert, for film thicknesses up to 14 nm
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the kinetic theory �which is derived for diffusion and assumes
local equilibrium� and the phonon radiative theory �derived for
T��D� in the range ��ds and T��D.

Our results show that equilibrium molecular dynamics and the
Green-Kubo formalism allow the prediction of the in-plane and
out-of-plane thermal conductivities of silicon thin films in a wide
range of film thicknesses and temperatures. These results are rel-
evant for predictions of the thermal performance of devices with
nano-sized thin films, such as silicon-on-insulator and strained
silicon transistors.
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Nomenclature
dw � distance between an atom and the surface po-

tential reference plane, nm
ds � thin film thickness, nm
Ei � total energy of atom i, J

Fw � force on an atom due to the surface potential,
N

f�
0 � equilibrium phonon distribution function

g�r� � radial distribution function
J � heat current, J /m2

k � thermal conductivity, W/�mK�
kB � Boltzmann’s constant, 1.3807�10−23 J /K

kMD � MD predicted thermal conductivity, W/�mK�
n � unit vector perpendicular to the reference plane

rij � relative distance between atoms i and j, nm
rc, rcw � cutoff radius for the Stillinger Weber potential

and the surface potential, respectively.
TMD � temperature of the MD simulation, K

V � volume, m3

v � phonon group velocity, m/s
vi � velocity of atom i, m/s

Greek symbols
�w � surface potential scaling factor, J
�2 � two-body term of the SW potential, J
�3 � three-body term of the SW potential, J
�w � surface potential, J
� � phonon mean free path, nm

�D � Debye’s temperature, K
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Turbulent Heat Transfer in an
Enclosure With a Horizontal
Permeable Plate in the Middle
Turbulent natural convection in a vertical two-dimensional square cavity, isothermally
heated from below and cooled at the upper surface, is numerically analyzed using the
finite volume method. The enclosure has a thin horizontal porous obstruction, made of a
highly porous material and extremely permeable, located at the cavity midheight. Gov-
erning equations are written in terms of primitive variables and are recast into a general
form. For empty cavities, no discrepancies result for the Nusselt number when laminar
and turbulent model solutions are compared for Rayleigh numbers up to 107. Also, in
general the porous obstruction decreases the heat transfer across the heated walls show-
ing overall lower Nusselt numbers when compared with those without the porous obstruc-
tion. However, the presence of a porous plate in the cavity seems to force an earlier
separation from laminar to turbulence model solutions due to higher generation rates of
turbulent kinetic energy into the porous matrix. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352779�
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1 Introduction
The analysis of buoyancy-driven flows in an enclosed cavity

provides useful comparisons for evaluating the robustness and
performance of numerical methods dealing with viscous flow cal-
culations. The importance of the enclosure natural-convection
phenomena can best be appreciated by noting several of their
application areas. Nuclear reactor safety, heat exchangers, under-
ground spread of pollutants, environmental control, grain storage,
food processing, material processing, geothermal systems, oil ex-
traction, store of nuclear waste material, solar power collectors,
optimal design of furnaces, crystal growth in liquids, and packed-
bed catalytic reactors are some examples of applications of heat
removal or addition by free convection mechanism.

The study of natural convection in enclosures still attracts the
attention of researchers and a significant number of experimental
and theoretical works have been carried out mainly from the
1970s. During the conference on Numerical Methods in Thermal
Problems, which took place in Swansea, Jones �1� proposed that
buoyancy-driven flow in a square cavity would be a suitable ve-
hicle for testing and validating computer codes. Following discus-
sions at Swansea, contributions for the solution of the problem
were invited. The compilation and discussion of the main contri-
butions yielded the classical benchmark of Refs. �2,3�.

The first to introduce a turbulence model in their calculations
were Markatos and Pericleous �4�. They performed steady 2D
simulations for Ra up to 1016 and presented a complete set of
results. The work of Henkes, van der Vlugt, and Hoogendoorn �5�
used the same turbulence model adopted by Markatos and Pericle-
ous �4� for 2D calculations up to Ra=1011. In Ref. �5� 2D calcu-
lations using various versions of the k-� turbulence model was
performed. These versions included the standard as well as the
low-Reynolds number k-� models. A comparison with experimen-
tal results for Nu showed the superiority of the low-Reynolds
number k-� closures. In Ref. �6�, 3D calculations for laminar flow

for Ra up to 1010 were presented. Their graphs revealed the 3D
character of the flow. Comparisons were made with 2D simula-
tions and differences were reported for the heat transfer correla-
tion between Nu and Ra. A recent paper by Barakos, Mitsoulis,
and Assimacopoulos �7� reworked the problem for laminar and
turbulent flows for a wide range of Ra. Turbulence was modeled
with the standard k-� closure and the effect of wall functions on
heat transfer was investigated.

Studies concerning natural convection in porous media can be
found in the monographs of Refs. �8,9�. The case of free convec-
tion in a rectangular cavity heated on a side and cooled at the
opposing side is also an important problem in thermal convection
in porous media. The works of Walker and Homsy �10�, Bejan
�11�, Prasad and Kulacki �12�, Beckermann, Viskanta, and Ra-
madhyani �13�, Gross, Bear, and Hickox �14�, and Manole and
Lage �15� have contributed with some important results to this
problem. The recent work of Baytas and Pop �16� was concerned
with a numerical study of the steady free convection flow in rect-
angular and oblique cavities filled with homogeneous porous me-
dia using a nonlinear axis transformation. The Darcy momentum
and energy equations are solved numerically using the �ADI�
method.

Studies on macroscopic transport modeling of incompressible
flows in porous media have been based on the volume-average
methodology for either heat �17� or mass transfer �18–20�. In
turbulent flows, when time fluctuations of the flow properties are
also considered in addition to spatial deviations, there are two
possible methodologies to follow in order to obtain macroscopic
equations: �a� application of time-average operator followed by
volume averaging �21–24�, or �b� use of volume-averaging before
time-averaging is applied �25–27�. However, both sets of macro-
scopic mass transport equations are equivalent when examined
under the recently established double decomposition concept
�28–31�. This theoretical work has been extended to heat transfer
in porous media where both time fluctuations and spatial devia-
tions were considered for temperature and velocity �32,33�. Fur-
ther, a consistent program of systematic analyzes based on the
double-decomposition theory for treating turbulent buoyant flows
�34,35�, nonequilibrium heat transfer �36,37�, mass transfer �38�,
and double diffusion �39�, has been applied to investigate flow
trough porous inserts �40�, heat transfer in permeable baffles �41�,
and flow over a finite porous substrate considering a diffusion-
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jump condition at the interface for the mean �42,43� and turbu-
lence fields �44,45�. All those studies were based on the concepts
first proposed by �28–31�, which were compared to other views
the literature in �46�. Recently, a book has been published on the
subject of turbulence modeling in porous media �47�.

Motivated by the foregoing work, this work presents turbulent
natural convection in a vertical two-dimensional square cavity,
isothermally heated from below and cooled at the upper surface.
The enclosure has a thin horizontal porous obstruction located at
the cavity mid height. As the overall heat flux across the enclosure
is from bottom to top, this geometry is here considered a vertical.
The turbulence model here adopted is the standard k-� with wall
function.

2 The Problem Considered
The problem considered is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and

refers to the two-dimensional flow of a Boussinesq fluid of Prandtl
number 1 in a square cavity of side L=1 m. The cavity is assumed
to be of infinite depth along the z-axis and is isothermally heated
from the bottom and cooled from the ceiling. The vertical square
cavity has a porous obstruction of thickness d=0.05 m positioned
at cavity midheight.

The no-slip condition is applied for velocity and the resulting
flow is treated as steady. The controlling parameter is the Rayleigh
number, Ra=g�H3�T /��, which was varied up to 107 only to
ensure that for unobstructed cavities the flow is practically lami-
nar. Further, a relationship for the permeability was proposed in
Refs. �46,48� for circular rods, which are in good accord with the
empirical expression proposed by Ref. �49�, as:

K =
Dp

2�3

144�1 − ��2 �1�

3 Governing Equations
The equations used herein are derived in details in the work of

Refs. �29,32,33,35�. Basically, for porous media analysis, a mac-
roscopic form of the governing equations is obtained by taking the
volumetric average of the entire equation set. In that development,
the porous medium is considered to be rigid and saturated by an
incompressible fluid.

The macroscopic continuity equation is given by,

� · ūD = 0 �2�

The Dupuit–Forchheimer relationship, ūD=��ū�i, has been
used and �ū�i identifies the intrinsic �liquid� average of the local

velocity vector ū. The macroscopic time-mean Navier–Stokes
�NS� equation for an incompressible fluid with constant properties
is given as

�� �ūD

�t
+ � · � ūDūD

�
	
 = − ����p̄�i� + ��2ūD + � · �− ���u�u��i�

− ���g���T̄�i − Tref�

− ���

K
ūD +

cF���ūD�ūD

�K

 �3�

The use of Eq. �3� is largely employed in the literature when
“numerical” solutions are sought for a “macroscopic” view of the
flow. As such, Eq. �3� is used when one seeks modeling the “over-
all” effect of the porous substrate on the flow. The interested
reader is referred to Refs. �28–31� for extensive discussions on
this important point.

Further, when treating turbulence with statistical tools, the cor-
relation −�u�u� appears after application of the time-average op-
erator to the local instantaneous NS equation. Applying further the
volume-average procedure to this correlation results in the term
−���u�u��i. This term is here recalled the macroscopic Reynolds
stress tensor �MRST�. Further, a model for the MRST in analogy
with the Boussinesq concept for clear fluid can be written as

− ���u�u��i = �t�
2�D̄�v − 2

3���k�iI �4�

where

�D̄�v = 1
2 �����ū�i� + �����ū�i��T� �5�

is the macroscopic deformation rate tensor, �k�i is the intrinsic
average for k and �t�

is the macroscopic turbulent viscosity. The
macroscopic turbulent viscosity, �t�

, is modeled similarly to the
case of clear fluid flow and a proposal for it was presented in Ref.
�29� as

�t�
= �c�

�k�i2

���i �6�

In a similar way, applying both time and volumetric average to
the microscopic energy equation, for either the fluid or the porous
matrix, two equations arise. Assuming further the local thermal

equilibrium hypothesis, which considers �Tf�i= �Ts�i= �T̄�i, and
adding up these two equations, one has

��cp� f � · ���uTf�i�

= ��cp� f � · ���ū�i

↑
I

�Tf�i + �u��i�Tf��
i

↑
II

+ �iūiTf�i

↑
III

+ �iu�iTf��
i

↑
IV

��
�7�

where to each term on the right hand side of Eq. �7�, the following
significance can be attributed: I convection—due to macroscopic
time-averaged velocity and temperature, II turbulent heat flux—
due to the macroscopic time fluctuations of local velocity and
temperature, III thermal dispersion—associated with spatial de-
viations of the time averaged velocity and temperature. Note that
this term is also present in laminar flows in porous media. IV
turbulent thermal dispersion—due to both time fluctuations and
spatial deviations of local velocity and temperature.

A modeled form of Eq. �7� has been given in detail in the work
of Rocamora, Jr. and de Lemos �32,33�, as

���cp� f� + ��cp�s�1 − ���
��T̄�i

�t
+ ��cp� f � · �uD�T̄�i�

= � · �Keff · ��T̄�i� �8�

where, Keff, given by

Fig. 1 Geometry under consideration
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Keff = ��kf + �1 − ��ks�I + Ktor + Kt + Kdisp + Kdisp,t �9�

is the effective conductivity tensor. In order to be able to apply
�8�, it is necessary to determine the conductivity tensors in �9�,
i.e., Ktor, Kt, Kdisp, and Kdisp,t. Following Ref. �23�, this can be
accomplished for the tortuosity and thermal dispersion conductiv-
ity tensors, Ktor and Kdisp, by making use of a unit cell subjected
to periodic boundary conditions for the flow and a linear tempera-
ture gradient imposed over the domain. The conductivity tensors
are then obtained directly from the microscopic results for the unit
cell �see Ref. �23� for details on the expressions here used�.

The turbulent heat flux and turbulent thermal dispersion terms,
Kt and Kdisp,t, which cannot be determined from such a micro-
scopic calculation, are modeled here through the Eddy diffusivity
concept, similarly to Ref. �24�. It should be noticed that these
terms arise only if the flow is turbulent, whereas the tortuosity and
the thermal dispersion terms exist for both laminar and turbulent
flow regimes.

Starting out from the time averaged energy equation coupled
with the microscopic modeling for the “turbulent heat flux”
through the eddy diffusivity concept, one can write, after volume
averaging

− ��cp� f�u�Tf��
i = ��cp� f

�t�

	T
� �T̄f�i �10�

where the symbol �t�
expresses the macroscopic eddy viscosity,

�t�
=� f�t�

, given by �6� and 	T is a constant. According to �10�,
the macroscopic heat flux due to turbulence is taken as the sum of
the turbulent heat flux and the turbulent thermal dispersion found
by Ref. �33�. In view of the arguments given above, the turbulent
heat flux and turbulent thermal dispersion components of the con-
ductivity tensor, Kt and Kdisp,t, respectively, are expressed as

Kt + Kdisp,t = ���cp� f

�t�

	T
I �11�

In the equation set shown above, when the variable �=1, the
domain is considered as a clear medium. For any other value of �,
the domain is treated as a porous medium.

3.1 Nusselt tumber. The local Nusselt number on the hot
wall for the square cavity at x=0 is defined as

Nu = hH/k � Nu = � ��T�v

�y
	

y=0

H

TH − TC
�12�

and the average Nusselt number is given by

Nu¯ =
1

L�0

L

Nudx �13�

4 Turbulence Model

Transport equations for �k�i= �u� ·u��i /2 and �
�i

=���u� : ��u��T�i /� in their so-called high Reynolds number
form are proposed in Ref. �29� and extended in Ref. �35� to in-
corporate the buoyant effects as

�� �

�t
���k�i� + � · �ūD�k�i�
 = � · ��� +

�t�

	k
	 � ���k�i�


+ Pi + Gi + G�
i − �����i �14�

�� �

�t
�����i� + � · �ūD���i�
 = � · ��� +

�t�

	�

	 � �����i�

+ c1P

i ���i

�k�i + c2
���i

�k�i G
i + c1c3G�

i ���i

�k�i

− c2��
���i2

�k�i �15�

where c1, c2, c3, and ck are constants, Pi= �−��u�u��i :�ūD�
is the production rate of �k�i due to gradients of ūD, Gi

�=ck����k�i�ūD� /�K�� is the generation rate of the intrinsic aver-
age of k due to the action of the porous matrix and G�

i

�=���t�
/	t�g��� �T̄�i� is the generation rate of �k�i due to the

buoyant effects.
Before proceeding, a word about the class of problems under

consideration herein seems timely. Cases here investigated are
akin to having a forced flow through a grid. The grid, or any
“highly permeable” structure, will perturb the flow rather the
“suppress” it, inducing instabilities leading eventually to turbulent
regime. Evidently, if the flow restriction is intense, then a substan-
tial reduction on the mass flow rate across the porous material is
resultant for the same �T across the cavity. This, however, is not
the situation here. The class of problems treated in this paper deals
only with highly permeable, highly porous structure so that no
substantial head loss is added to the flow. The source term Gi in
Eq. �14� reflects this notion and physically represents an addi-
tional generation rate of k due to the flow perturbation caused by
the highly permeable obstruction. Comprehensive discussions on
this matter are available in Refs. �29–31,46�, which are suggested
for further reading.

The interface conditions between the clear medium and the po-
rous medium follows the work of Ochoa-Tapia and Whitaker �50�
using the “shear stress jump” concept. At the interface one has
�see Fig. 1�,

�ūD���1 = �ūD��=1 �16�

��p̄�i���1 = ��p̄�i��=1 �17�

�−1� �ūD1

�x2
�

��1
− � �ūD1

�x2
�

�=1
=

�i

�K
�ūD1

�interface �18�

��k�v���1 = ��k�v��=1 �19�

�� +
�t�

	k
	� ��k�v

�x2
�

��1
= ��� +

�t

	k
	 ��k�v

�x2
�

�=1
�20�

Fig. 2 Isotherms for laminar solution for a square cavity
heated from below and cooled from the ceiling for Ra=4Ã104
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����v���1 = ����v��=1 �21�

�� +
�t�

	�

	� ����v

�x2
�

��1
= ��� +

�t

	�
	 ����v

�x2
�

�=1
�22�

��T̄�i���1 = ��T̄�i��=1 �23�

e2 · ��K= eff · ��T̄�i����1 = �kf
��T̄�i

�x2

�
�=1

�24�

where �i in Eq. �18� is a nondimensional coefficient that expresses
a “jump” condition in the shear stress at the interface. Such dis-
continuity might be due to interface roughness or be a way to
comply with irregular interfaces. In addition, it can also be seen as
an accommodation of the fact that close to the interface the per-
meability K attains higher values than those used within the po-
rous substrate. The interface conditions for k and �, Eqs. �19�–�22�
were proposed by Ref. �51� and used in Refs. �42–45�. They as-
sume continuity of k and � at the interface. On should point out,
however, that the use of Eq. �18� has very little influence on flows
mostly normal to the interface, as in the case here analyzed �see
Ref. �40� for flow computations normal to a porous insert�. Here,
Eq. �18� is considered for the sake of completeness only.

5 Numerical Method and Solution Procedure
The numerical method employed for discretizing the governing

equations is the control-volume approach with a generalized col-
located grid. The flux blended deferred correction which combines
linearly the upwind differencing scheme and central differencing
scheme, was used for interpolating the convective fluxes, see Ref.
�52�. The well-established SIMPLE algorithm �53� is followed for
handling the pressure-velocity coupling. Individual algebraic
equation sets were solved by the SIP procedure of �see Refs.
�54,55� for details�. Further, concentration of nodal points to walls
reduces eventual errors due to numerical diffusion which, in turn,
are further annihilated due to the hybrid scheme here adopted.

6 Results and Discussion
Calculations for turbulent flow were performed for all cases

using an 80�120 grid with concentration of nodes near the hori-
zontal walls. Runs were performed with high porosity, �=0.95,
ks /kf =2, Pr=1, and an equivalent particle diameter, Dp=1 mm
�see Eq. �1��, which gives a Da=K /L2=0.2382�10−5 in order to
permit a high mass flux through the porous obstruction and to
avoid suppression of convective currents.

It is important to emphasize that the main objective of this work
is not to simulate the transition mechanism from laminar regime
to fully turbulent flow, which involves modeling of complex
physical processes and hydrodynamic instabilities. Here, the aim
of this work is to establish when both turbulent and laminar mod-
els do not differ substantially as far as predictions of overall Nu
are of concern. Therefore, a strategy for determining the range of
validity of a laminar flow solution was to simulate the laminar-
ization of turbulent flow when the Raleigh number is reduced. Or
say, we start with a low value of Ra and the “laminar” model,
compute Nu and repeat the calculations for increasing Raleigh
numbers. Also, we turn on the k-� model for Ra=107, calculate
Nu, and repeat the procedure for smaller Ra’s, remembering that
such a two-equation model was first proposed with the aim of
predicting the laminarization process. We perform calculations
with and without the porous obstruction and compare the behavior
of Nu in both cases.

According to Ref. �5�, the separation of the averaged wall-heat
transfer between laminar and turbulent fields depends on the tur-
bulence model used. When Ra is varied, the literature often refers
to laminar and turbulent “branches” of solutions as Ra passes a
critical value. When a turbulence model is included, the solution

can depart from the laminar branch for RaRac and follows the
turbulent branch: Rac in this analysis is called separation point of
the governing equations.

The Rayleigh number is calculated as in the clear fluid case. It
is important to emphasize that the present results were started with
the solution for the cavity without the porous obstruction and
Ra=4�104, Fig. 2, which has a remarkable plume impinging at
the center of the cavity. It is known that the solutions for vertical
cavities are not unique, but, the bifurcation of the solution is out
of the concern of this work.

Figures 3–5 show the streamlines, isotherms, and isolines of
turbulent kinetic energy for turbulent flow in a vertical square
cavity with a porous obstruction at its midheight for Ra ranging
from 4�104 to 107. For lower values of Ra, not shown here, the
isotherms are stratified and the main mechanism of heat transfer is
conduction and the generation of turbulent kinetic energy is null
due to the low velocity gradients.

For Ra=4�104, a plume arise from the bottom of the heated
wall impinging through the porous obstruction, Fig. 4�a�. The
flow is divided in two vortices of each side of the porous obstruc-
tion, Fig. 3�a�. The generation of turbulent kinetic energy remains
small and it is almost null everywhere, Fig. 5�a�.

Increasing Ra to 106, the plume becomes stronger, impinging
through the porous obstruction more intensively, Fig. 4�b�. The
vortices move a little faster than before, Fig. 3�b�, and the genera-
tion of turbulent kinetic energy is now evident, mainly inside and
around the vicinity of the porous obstruction �Fig. 5�b��. As pro-
posed by Ref. �29�, the porous matrix contributes with the genera-
tion of turbulent kinetic energy such that a new term Gi in the �k�i

transport equation �14� was introduced. For a fixed value of the
Darcy velocity through a porous bed, the amount of mechanical
energy converted into turbulence should depend on the medium
properties. For the limiting case of high porosity and permeability
media ��→1⇒K→�� no fraction of this available mechanical
energy is expected to generate turbulence. The flow, in this situa-
tion, behaves like clear fluid flow. As the flow resistance in-
creases, by increasing � /�K, gradients of local u within the pore
will contribute to increasing �k�i. This porous obstruction, as will
be shown later, forces an earlier departure of Nu calculated for
both regimes, namely, laminar and turbulent.

For Ra=107, two plumes arise from the porous obstruction of
each side of the square cavity. Both plumes point to opposing
directions and move toward to the heated walls, Fig. 4�c�. This
feature makes the streamlines, Fig. 3�c�, change its directions,
probably to minimize the shear stresses between the vortices.
Therefore, the isolines of turbulent kinetic energy are very pro-
nounced in the porous matrix and present symmetry with respect
to the center of the cavity, Fig. 5�c�.

Table 1 shows the Nusselt numbers for a vertical square cavity
with two possibilities: �a� vertical square cavity with a porous
obstruction and �b� vertical square cavity without a porous ob-
struction. It is interesting to note that for clear cavities �unob-
structed flow� the values of Nu calculated with and without the
turbulence model shows nearly the same values �cases �b� in Table
1�. As mentioned above, this is an indication that within the se-
lected range for Ra, namely 102�Ra�107, turbulence seems to
be not yet fully established in an “empty” cavity. An increase in k
within the flow has to be “promoted” by some sort of agent,
similarly to what happens when an orderly laminar flow is forced
through a “grid,” generating turbulence by disturbing the flow past
the solid wires.

Further, Table 1 clearly shows that the overall values of the
Nusselt number for a vertical square cavity without a porous ob-
struction are higher than those with porous obstruction �cases �a�
and �b� in Table 1�. The porous plate damps the heat transfer
across the heated walls, showing an overall lower Nusselt num-
bers, for each Ra, when compared with those without porous ob-
struction.

Also, when the two solutions are compared for the cases with
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Fig. 3 Streamlines of turbulent solution of a vertical square cavity with
a porous obstruction for Ra=4Ã104, 106, and 107 with �=0.95 and Dp
=1 mm
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the porous plate �cases �a� in Table 1�, even for a relatively low
Ra number, Ra�107, the turbulent model solution differs by a
considerably amount from the laminar one. For example, for Ra

Fig. 4 Isotherms of turbulent solution of a vertical square cav-
ity with a porous obstruction for „a… Ra=4Ã104, „b… 106, and „c…
107 with �=0.95 and Dp=1 mm

Fig. 5 Isolines of k for turbulent solution for a vertical square
cavity with a porous obstruction for Ra=4Ã104, 106, and 107

with �=0.95 and Dp=1 mm
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=106 Nu is 100� �5.44−3.79� /3.79=43.53% higher if the turbu-
lent model is compared with the laminar result, whereas for the
clear cavity case the laminar and turbulent solutions gives similar
values. For Ra=107, the inclusion of the porous plate yield an
increase in Nu by 100� �10.83−7.05� /7.05=53.62% when turbu-
lent and laminar models are compared. As such, the presence of a
porous obstruction in the square cavity seems to force an earlier
increase in Nu, and that can be interpreted as an earlier separation
of the laminar branch to the turbulent branch of the solution.

7 Conclusion
This paper presented computations for laminar and turbulent

flows with the standard k-� model with a wall function for natural
convection in a square cavity with a porous obstruction in the
middle. Nusselt numbers for a vertical square cavity without a
porous obstruction are higher than those with porous obstruction.
The porous obstruction damps the heat transfer across the heated
walls, showing an overall lower Nusselt numbers when compared
with those with porous obstruction. However, the presence of a
porous obstruction in the square cavity seems to force an earlier
separation of the laminar branch to the turbulent branch due to the
higher generation of turbulent kinetic energy in the porous matrix.
Analyses of important environmental and engineering flows can
benefit from the derivations herein and, ultimately, it is expected
that additional research on this new subject be stimulated by the
work here presented.
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Nomenclature

Latin Characters
cF � Forchheimer coefficient

c1,2,3,k,� � model constants
cp � fluid specific heat, J/kg°C

Da � Darcy number, Da=K /L2

g � gravity acceleration vector, m/s2

H � square height, m
K � permeability, K=Dp

2�3 /144�1−��2, m2

k � turbulent kinetic energy, J/kg
kf � fluid thermal conductivity, W/m°C
ks � solid thermal conductivity, W/m°C
L � square width

Nu � Nu=hH /k, Nusselt number
Ra � Ra=g�H3�T /v�, fluid Rayleigh number
T � Temperature, °C
u � microscopic velocity, m/s

uD � Darcy or superficial velocity �volume average
of u�

Greek Characters
� � fluid thermal diffusivity, m2/s
� � fluid thermal expansion coefficient, 1/°K

�V � representative elementary volume, m2

�Vf � fluid volume inside �V
� � dissipation rate ok k, W/kg
� � fluid dynamic viscosity, N s/m2

�t� � macroscopic turbulent viscosity, N s/m2

� � fluid kinematic viscosity, m2/s
� � fluid density, kg/m3

	k,�,T � turbulence model constants
� � �=�Vf /�V, prosity

Special Characters
� � general variable
�̄ � temporal average

�� � temporal fluctuation
���i � intrinsic average
���v � volume average

i� � spatial deviation
� � vectorial general variable

�s,f � solid/fluid
�H,C � hot/cold

� �T � transpose
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Rotational Buoyancy Effects on
Heat Transfer in Five Different
Aspect-Ratio Rectangular
Channels With Smooth Walls and
45 Degree Ribbed Walls
This paper experimentally studies the effects of the buoyancy force and channel aspect
ratio �W:H� on heat transfer in two-pass rotating rectangular channels with smooth walls
and 45 deg ribbed walls. The channel aspect ratios include 4:1, 2:1, 1:1, 1:2, and 1:4.
Four Reynolds numbers are studied: 5000, 10,000, 25,000, and 40,000. The rotation
speed is fixed at 550 rpm for all tests, and for each channel, two channel orientations are
studied: 90 deg and 45 or 135 deg, with respect to the plane of rotation. The maximum
inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio ��� /��inlet is maintained around 0.12. Rib turbulators
are placed on the leading and trailing walls of the channels at an angle of 45 deg to the
flow direction. The ribs have a 1.59 by 1.59 mm square cross section, and the rib pitch-
to-height ratio �P /e� is 10 for all tests. Under the fixed rotation speed �550 rpm� and
fixed inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio (0.12), the local buoyancy parameter is varied
with different Reynolds numbers, local rotating radius, local coolant-to-wall density ra-
tio, and channel hydraulic diameter. The effects of the local buoyancy parameter and
channel aspect ratio on the regional Nusselt number ratio are presented. The results
show that increasing the local buoyancy parameter increases the Nusselt number ratio on
the trailing surface and decreases the Nusselt number ratio on the leading surface in the
first pass for all channels. However, the trend of the Nusselt number ratio in the second
pass is more complicated due to the strong effect of the 180 deg turn. Results are also
presented for this critical turn region of the two-pass channels. In addition to these
regions, the channel averaged heat transfer, friction factor, and thermal performance are
determined for each channel. With the channels having comparable Nusselt number
ratios, the 1:4 channel has the superior thermal performance because it incurs the least
pressure penalty. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352782�

Introduction
Gas turbines are playing an increasingly important role

throughout the industrialized world. While these engines are most
notably used for aircraft propulsion and land based power genera-
tion, they are also used for marine propulsion, and a variety of
other industrial applications. As the demand for power, in the form
electricity or thrust, continues to increase, engineers must develop
engines to meet this demand. The power output can be increased
by raising the temperature of the gas entering the turbine. How-
ever, increasing the gas temperature must be done cautiously. The
temperature of this hot mainstream gas is limited by the turbine
components, namely the turbine blades and vanes. The extremely
hot gases create excessive thermal stresses and result in premature
failure of a blade or vane which is detrimental to the operation of
the engine.

Various cooling techniques have been implemented in the en-
gine design to increase the life of the turbine components. Air is
extracted from the compressor and injected into the blades and
vanes of the turbine. This cooling air passes internally through the

components. This coolant air removes heat from the blade before
it is expelled out of the blade through film cooling holes. This
relatively cool air forms a protective film on the surface of the
blade protecting the blade from the hot mainstream gas.

A number of methods are commonly used in various combina-
tions to remove heat from the blade internally. Internally, jet im-
pingement is a common technique used for the leading edge. One
cooling technique for the trailing edge is pin-fin cooling. With the
pins attached to both the pressure and suction sides of the cooling
channel, they provide additional structural support while enhanc-
ing the heat transfer in this narrow cooling passage.

With the leading and trailing edges of the blades being cooled,
only the midchord region remains. A number of serpentine pas-
sages can be used as channels for the coolant air. The cooling
channels are commonly lined with rib turbulators, or trip strips.
These ribs enhance the heat transfer in the cooling channels by
tripping the boundary layer and creating additional mixing of the
warmer fluid near the channel wall with the relatively cooler air
near the center of the channel. The cross section of the channels
varies depending on where the channel is located in the blade. In
other words, channels closer to the leading edge may have a rela-
tively large distance between the leading and trailing surfaces �in
the cooling channel, the leading surface of the channel is on the
suction side of the blade, and the trailing surface is on the pressure
side�. Near the trailing edge of the blade, the opposite may be true
for the cooling channels; the channels have a very small distance
between the leading and trailing surfaces. The channels near the
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center of the blade vary from the two extremes of the leading and
trailing edges, and these channels may have cross sections which
are nearly square.

Although cooling the turbine components with air taken from
the compressor effectively increases the life of the components, it
also reduces the overall efficiency of the engine. The coolant air
reduces the amount of the working fluid used to generate power.
Therefore, a balance must be maintained between increasing the
gas temperature and extracting gas for cooling. Understanding
flow through the coolant channels can lead to effective cooling
designs which minimize the amount of coolant. These optimized
cooling schemes lead to engines which operate more efficiently
with increased power output.

Researchers have spent many years trying to optimize the cool-
ant flow through these internal channels. Han et al. �1� chronicle
many studies that began with flow through nonrotating channels
with and without rib turbulators. The size, shape, and placement
of the turbulators have been varied to determine the optimal de-
sign for given flow conditions. Early cooling designs used trans-
verse ribs, or ribs placed 90 deg to the coolant flow. These ribs
created more heat transfer enhancement than a smooth channel,
but this configuration was soon replaced with angled, or skewed,
ribs. The angled ribs induce secondary flow along the ribs that
further increase the heat transfer from the channel wall to the
coolant. Although multiple rib configurations have been shown to
increase the heat transfer beyond that of angled ribs, this geometry
is commonly used in the engine due to the simplicity of the de-
sign.

Additional consideration must be given to the fact that many
blades use serpentine passages. These cooling passages wind
through the blade, and are not limited to a simple straight channel.
Coolant flow in the 180 deg turns is very complex, and the heat
transfer is dependent on both the channel and turn geometry. Due
to the complexity of the turn, studies have concentrated on the
heat transfer in only the turn areas �2–4�. It has been determined
that the heat transfer coefficients in the turn and downstream of
the turn are greater than those upstream of the turn. However, the
overall level of heat transfer enhancement is dependent on the
cross section of the channel.

Understanding the flow through the coolant passages is not lim-
ited to understanding the flow through turbulated, serpentine pas-
sages. With the turbine blades rotating, the coolant flow does not
behave as typical channel flow. Wagner et al. �5,6� first recorded a
difference in the heat transfer coefficients on the leading and trail-
ing surfaces of a rotating channel. From their studies they showed
in a square channel �AR=1:1� with radially outward flow, the heat
transfer coefficients from the trailing surface increase with rota-
tion, while they decrease from the leading surface. Due to the
reversal of the Coriolis force, in channels with radially inward
flow, the heat transfer coefficients on the leading surface increase,
and they decrease on the trailing surface. Johnson et al. �7� ex-
tended this work to show that when the channel is oriented so it is
not orthogonal to the direction of rotation, the effect of rotation
decreases; in other words, the difference between the heat transfer
coefficients on the leading and trailing surfaces decreases. Dutta
and Han �8� confirmed this result, and they noted the effect of
rotation is greatest in the first pass, and the effect decreases in the
subsequent passes.

As stated previously, the geometry of the cooling channels var-
ies depending on the location of the channel in the blade. Many
studies have been conducted to study the effect of rotation on
rectangular channels. High aspect ratio channels located near the
trailing edge have been thoroughly investigated. Azad et al. �9�
used a 2:1 �W:H� two-pass channel, a more narrow 4:1 channel
was used in multiple studies �10–12�, and a very narrow 10:1
channel was investigated by Willett and Bergles �13�. In these
narrow channels, the heat transfer coefficients on the leading and
trailing surfaces are not equal. If the orientation of the 2:1 channel

is varied, the trends are similar to the 1:1 channel; however, when
the orientation of the 4:1 channel is varied, all surfaces experience
heat transfer enhancement with rotation.

Because the secondary flow patterns in rotating channels are
strongly influenced by the cross section of the channel, it is im-
perative to investigate the effect of rotation in low aspect ratio
channels �W /H�1� located near the leading edge of a turbine
blade. Cho et al. �14� used a mass transfer method to study the
effect of rotation in a rotating two-pass rectangular channel �AR
=1:2�. Their results showed that the rotation effect diminished in
the second pass due the 180 deg turn effect. An experimental re-
sult for a 1:4 rotating two-pass channel was reported by Agarwal
et al. �15� using the mass transfer method. For a smooth surface,
they found that the 1:4 channel has lower heat/mass transfer com-
pared to square channel. Fu et al. �16� studied the effect of rota-
tion in both 1:2 and 1:4 channels. They confirmed the reduced
effect of rotation in the second pass.

As it was noted earlier, in gas turbine blades, rib turbulators are
used in the cooling channels to enhance the heat transfer from the
channel walls. Although it is beneficial to study coolant flows in
channels with smooth walls, an understanding of flow in channels
with ribs is needed by the engine designers. Johnson et al. �7,17�
used their square channel to measure the heat transfer coefficients
in channels with 45 deg angled ribs. Similar to their smooth chan-
nels, the leading and trailing surfaces of the channel experience
different levels of heat transfer enhancement. However, because
the rib turbulators increase the heat transfer from the channel
walls, the difference between the leading and trailing ribbed walls
is less than the difference between the smooth walls. Similar re-
sults have been observed in square channels with angled ribs by
Dutta et al. �18�.

Similar to the progression of smooth channels, studies of rotat-
ing channels with ribs have evolved to include a wide range of
channel cross sections. Al-Hadhrami et al. �19� and Fu et al. �20�
investigated the heat transfer enhancement in 2:1 channels with
rib turbulators. The more narrow 4:1 channels with rib turbulators
have been the focus of several studies �10,21�. With these chan-
nels having relatively wide leading and trailing surfaces, both
studies recorded significant spanwise variation in the heat transfer
coefficients on both the leading and trailing surfaces. The effect of
rotation on the heat transfer coefficients in channels located near
the leading edge of the blade has also been reported. Similar to the
smooth channels, the effect of rotation reduces in these 1:2
�14,22� and 1:4 �15,22� channels.

Many studies have investigated the effect of rotation on the heat
transfer in a wide range of cooling channels. However, designers
are still left with many holes when applying the published results
to their cooling designs. The majority of data available for design-
ers focuses only on the leading and trailing surfaces of the chan-
nel; however, it would be beneficial for them to know the heat
transfer coefficients on the inner and outer walls of the channels.
In addition, the turn regions remain an area of concern. Many
factors affect the level of heat transfer enhancement in the
180 deg turns, but these data are rarely reported. Not only are
there gaps in the heat transfer data provided to designers, in most
cases the overall thermal performance of a cooling scheme is not
reported. In other words, the heat transfer enhancement comes at
the sacrifice of pressure losses in the channel. Therefore, designers
need more information than heat transfer coefficients; they need to
know how the rib geometry, turn geometry, and rotation affect the
friction factor in the channel.

With these areas needing more attention, the current study is an
attempt to fill many of these gaps. With that in mind, the objec-
tives of the current study are the following:

1. Provide designers with heat transfer results at specific loca-
tions in channels with smooth walls or walls with angled ribs.
Results will be obtained on both the leading and trailing surfaces,
as well as the inner and outer walls in selected regions of the
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channels. Data for the outer wall of the turn will also be obtained.
These measurements are taken in cooling channels with aspect
ratios of 1:4, 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1.

2. Compare the overall heat transfer enhancement in rotating
channels in various aspect ratio channels. These channel averaged
results will give designers an overall picture of the heat transfer
trends in various size cooling channels.

3. Provide friction factor for each cooling channel. The overall
friction factor will include pressure losses due to channel flow, the
180 deg turn, and, in ribbed channels, the 45 deg angled ribs.

4. Calculate the overall thermal performance �ratio of heat
transfer enhancement to friction losses� for each channel and
present for comparison of the various channels.

Experimental Facility
To meet the objectives stated above, the rotating test rig previ-

ously used by Fu et al. �22� is used here, but the rig underwent
minor modification following the previous study. In addition to
the components described in the previous study, a 48 channel
Scani-valve pressure transducer was fixed to the rotating rig above
the slip ring, on the axis of rotation. The signals to and from the
transducer were transmitted through the slip ring, as with the ther-
mocouples and heaters �as described in detail by Fu et al. �22��.

Although this study involves the comparison of results from
four test sections with various cross sections, the test section com-
prising the square channel is described here. A schematic of the
test section is shown in Fig. 1. The 1:1 �W:H� test section is
12.7�12.7 mm in cross section. The test section contains a
222.25 mm unheated entrance length to provide a hydrodynamic

fully developed flow condition. Each pass has a 152.4 mm long
heating section. The clearance of the 180 deg sharp turn is
12.7 mm from tip to end wall. The divider wall has a thickness of
19.1 mm with a 9.53 mm radius at the tip.

As shown in Fig. 1, each pass is divided into six segments.
Each segment contains four copper plates: one for the leading, one
for the trailing, one for the outer, and one for the inner wall. The
inner wall has only five segments in the flow direction because of
the 180 deg turn. The copper plates are mounted in a nylon sub-
strate, which comprises the bulk of the test section. Prefabricated
flexible heaters are installed beneath the copper plates. The round
tip of the divider wall is unheated. A total of nine heaters are used
for this test section. As shown in Fig. 1�b�, each pass has four
heaters, and the ninth heater is placed at the tip. All heaters supply
steady, uniform heat flux to the copper plates. Sufficient power is
supplied in order to maintain a maximum wall temperature of
nearly 65°C for the corresponding section. Thermal conducting
paste is applied between the heater and copper plates to promote
heat transfer from the heater to the plates. Each 3.18 mm thick
copper plate has a 1.59 mm deep blind hole drilled in the backside
in which a copper-constantan thermocouple is installed 1.59 mm
from the plate surface with thermal conducting glue. Thin nylon
strips �1.59 mm� between the copper plates reduce the conduction
effect between the plates.

Static pressure taps are used to measure the pressure of the
coolant at the inlet and outlet of the test section. The inlet pressure
tap is located on the outer wall near the inlet of the first pass, and
likewise, the outlet tap is placed on the outer wall of the channel
downstream of the copper plates. Each pressure tap is connected
to a separate channel of the Scani-valve pressure transducer. From
the calibration of the transducer with a standard U-tube manom-
eter, the voltage signals obtained from the Scani-valve give the
gauge pressure at both the inlet and outlet of the test section. From
these measurements, the total pressure drop incurred in the test
section can be determined.

The ribs made of brass with a 1.59�1.59 mm cross section are
glued on the leading and trailing walls at an angle of 45 deg to the
flow direction. There is a 0.79 mm gap between the ribs and the
sidewalls to prevent the conduction from ribs to the sidewalls. A
thin layer of conductive glue is used so the thermal resistance
between the brass ribs and the copper plates is negligible. The
ratio of rib pitch-to-rib height is 10. This rib configuration was
chosen due to its wide acceptability as a good design. In addition,
with this angle and spacing, it is possible to make comparisons
with previous studies. The entire test duct is surrounded by insu-
lating nylon material and fits in a hollow cylindrical aluminum
alloy arm for structural rigidity.

In addition to the square �AR=1:1� test section described in
detail, the thermal performance of four other test sections is con-
sidered �W:H=1:4, 1:2, 2:1, and 4:1�. For comparison all cooling
channels have an unheated entrance with a constant cross section
matching the respective channel. Therefore, in each channel the
flow is hydrodynamically developed at the entrance of the heated
section. Table 1 shows the dimensions for each test section and

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional view of the square „AR=1:1… test
section

Table 1 Dimension of various aspect ratio channels „unit:
mm…

W:H 1:4 1:2 1:1 2:1 4:1a

W 12.7 12.7 12.7 25.4 50.8
H 50.8 25.4 12.7 12.7 12.7
e 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59

Dh
20.32 16.93 12.7 16.93 20.32

e /Dh
0.078 0.094 0.125 0.094 0.078

e /H 0.031 0.063 0.125 0.125 0.125
P /e 10 10 10 10 10

aOne-pass channel.
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the rib parameters. With a constant rib height, the rib height-to-
hydraulic diameter ratio varies with the changing hydraulic diam-
eter. In addition, the rib spacing remains constant for each channel
�P /e=10�. Further details for each test section are given by Fu
�23�. For all test sections, the experiments were conducted for
Reynolds numbers of 5000, 10,000, 25,000, and 40,000, and the
test sections rotate at a speed of 550 rpm.

Data Reduction

Heat Transfer Enhancement. This study investigates the re-
gionally averaged heat transfer coefficient at various locations
within the rotating ducts. The heat transfer coefficient is deter-
mined by the net heat transferred from the heated plate, the sur-
face area of the plate, the regionally averaged temperature of the
plate, and the local bulk mean temperature in the channel. There-
fore, the heat transfer coefficient is given as

h = �Qnet/A�/�Tw − Tb,x� �1�

The net heat transfer is calculated using the measured voltage and
current supplied to each heater from the variac transformers mul-
tiplied by the area fraction of the heater exposed to the respective
plate minus the external heat losses escaping from the test section.
The heat losses are predetermined by performing a heat loss cali-
bration for both the rotational and stationary experiments for each
test section. The heat loss calibration is performed under no-flow
condition by inserting insulation material �fiberglass� into the
channel. Therefore the natural convection inside the channel was
eliminated. During the calibration, the heat transfer �in the form of
power from the variac transformers� and wall temperature of each
plate are measured; therefore, from the conservation of energy
principle it is possible to know how much heat is being lost to the
environment.

The surface area used in this study is the projected surface area
of the channel; in other words the surface area of a smooth chan-
nel �the 24% area increase due to the ribs is neglected�. The re-
gionally averaged wall temperature �Tw,x� is directly measured
using the thermocouple installed in the blind hole on the backside
of each copper plate. Because the plates are made of copper,
which has a high thermal conductivity, the temperature of each
plate is assumed uniform. One thermocouple at the inlet and one
thermocouple at the outlet of the test section measure the inlet and
outlet bulk temperatures, respectively. Therefore, the bulk tem-
perature at any location in the test section can be calculated using
linear interpolation. The results presented from this study are
based on the linear interpolation method. Figure 2 shows typical
heat flux and temperature distributions for the square channel. The
temperature distributions for other Reynolds numbers or channels
will be similar to this square channel with Re=10,000. However,
the level of power supplied by the heaters will vary, but the trend
in the streamwise direction will be similar to the square channel.
The data were collected for both rotating and nonrotating ribbed
channels, and the Reynolds number of the flow is 10,000. Al-
though linear interpolation is the method of choice for determin-
ing the coolant temperature at various locations in the channel, the
coolant temperature can also be calculated using the conservation
of energy principle. For the present study, both methods compare
very well.

The Dittus-Boelter/McAdams �24� correlation for heating
�Tw,x�Tb,x� is used in this study to provide a basis of comparison.
The Dittus-Boelter/McAdams correlation is used to calculate the
Nusselt number for fully developed turbulent flow through a
smooth stationary circular tube. Therefore, the Nusselt number
ratio is given as

Nu/Nu0 = �hDh/k�/�0.023Re0.8Pr0.4� �2�

All air properties are taken based on the bulk air temperature with
a Prandtl number �Pr� for air of 0.71.

Frictional Losses. The frictional losses in the cooling channel
are determined by measuring the pressure drop from the inlet to
the outlet of the heated test section. The friction factor is calcu-
lated using the measured inlet and outlet pressures as shown in
Eq. �3�

f = �Pi − Po�/�4�L/Dh��0.5�V2�� �3�
The friction factor ratio can then be calculated by dividing the

fiction factor by the turbulent friction factor in a smooth tube as
given by the Blasius equation �25�. This ratio is shown in Eq. �4�

f/f0 = f/�0.079Re−0.25� �4�

Thermal Performance. Based on the heat transfer enhance-
ment �Nu/Nu0� and the pressure loss penalty �f / f0�, the thermal
performance, �, of each rib configuration can be calculated. Equa-
tion �5� shows the thermal performance based on the constant
pumping power condition as used by Han et al. �26�

� = �Nu/Nu0�/�f/f0�1/3 �5�
An uncertainty analysis was performed based on the method

described by Kline and McClintock �27�. Air properties were
taken based on the mean bulk air temperature. The estimated un-
certainty for the temperature measurements is 0.5°C. The uncer-
tainty of the Nusselt number ratio is approximately 5–8% for the
highest Reynolds number. For the lowest Reynolds number �Re
=5000�, the maximum uncertainty is approximately 20% on the
low heat flux wall under the rotating condition. The maximum
uncertainty of the friction factor ratio is 7% at Re=10,000. The
uncertainty of the friction factor ratio decreases to approximately
3% at the highest Reynolds number.

Results and Discussion

Secondary Flow Behavior. As briefly described earlier, the
flow through a serpentine, rotating passage is influenced by many
factors, each increasing the complexity of the flow. Only a brief
discussion of these factors is given here, as several previous ex-
perimental �1,22� and numerical �28,29� studies describe the sec-
ondary flow in more detail.

When the coolant travels through the 180 deg turn of a serpen-
tine passage, areas of impingement, separation, and recirculation
are created, as shown in Fig. 3. On the outer walls, where the flow

Fig. 2 Sample temperature and heat flux distributions in the
square channel
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impinges, the heat transfer coefficients are typically elevated.
However, near the inner wall, were flow separation occurs, the
heat transfer coefficients typically decrease. Depending on the
turn geometry, pockets of recirculation may also appear in the
corners of the turn.

Angled rib turbulators induce secondary flow patterns that have
been shown to increase the heat transfer in the cooling channel.
Not only do the angled ribs effectively trip the boundary layer of
the coolant, they also induce secondary flow vortices �also shown
in Fig. 3� which further enhance the heat transfer. The rib induced
vortices impinge on the outer wall in the first pass and on the
inner wall in the second pass as a result of the rib orientation. In
addition to the leading and trailing walls, heat transfer enhance-
ment is expected on the outer wall in the first pass and on the
inner wall in the second pass due to the rib induced secondary
flow.

The coolant flow through a rotating channel is altered by both
Coriolis forces and buoyancy. The Coriolis force alters both the
velocity and temperature profiles of the coolant through the chan-
nel. In a channel with radial outward flow �first pass�, the coolant
is forced toward the trailing surface of the channel, and in chan-
nels with radial inward flow �second pass�, the core of the coolant
is forced toward the leading surface. A secondary effect of the
Coriolis force is the formation of a pair of counter-rotating vorti-
ces, conceptually drawn in Fig. 3. These vortices significantly
increase the heat transfer on the trailing wall in the first pass and
the leading wall of the second pass, while the heat transfer de-

creases on the leading wall of the first pass and the trailing wall of
the second pass. The strength of the Coriolis force is dependent
upon the velocity of the coolant, the channel geometry, and the
rotational speed of the channel. These factors can be combined to
define the rotation number, Ro, and are shown in Eq. �6�

Ro = �Dh/V �6�
In aircraft engines, the rotation number may vary up to 0.25.

The buoyancy parameter due to the centrifugal force and tem-
perature difference is important because of the high rotating speed
and large temperature difference in the actual engine. For the ra-
dial outward flow, the rotation-induced buoyancy force aids the
inertia force. This force opposes the inertia force in the second
pass because the flow direction is reversed. A local buoyancy
parameter is used to present the combined effects of the Coriolis
and buoyancy forces, and in aircraft engines this parameter typi-
cally varies from 0-1

Box = ���/��x��Rx/V���Dh/V� = ���/��x�Ro2��Rx/Dh� �7�

This local buoyancy parameter can be rewritten by incorporating
the measured wall and coolant temperatures. Also, as a more di-
rect derivation from the Grashof number of natural convection,
the coefficient of volume expansion is defined using the local film
temperature. Therefore, the local buoyancy parameter can be de-
fined as shown in Eq. �8�

Box = ��Tw,x − Tb,x�/Tf ,x��Ro2��Rx/Dh� �8�

The local film temperature is the average of the local wall and the
local coolant temperatures

Tf ,x = �Tw,x + Tb,x�/2 �9�

Square Channel Results. Before meaningful comparisons can
be made, it is important to establish a baseline data set. Figure 4
shows the regionally averaged Nusselt number ratio for a square
channel �W:H=1:1�; the heat transfer enhancement is shown for
both smooth and ribbed channels. As expected, the Nusselt num-
ber ratios in the smooth non-rotating channels approach a value of
unity when the flow becomes fully developed. Through the turn,
the values are elevated, and as the flow redevelops in the second
pass the Nusselt number ratios gradually decrease. The effect of
rotation is most clearly shown for the Reynolds number of 5000.
Because the experiments were performed at a constant rotational
speed of 550 rpm, the rotation number varies inversely with the
Reynolds number of the coolant. Therefore, as the Reynolds num-
ber increases, the effect of rotation decreases. At Re=5000, the
heat transfer from the trailing surface of the first pass is clearly
enhanced above the nonrotating channel, while the first pass lead-
ing surface decreases. In the second pass, the trends are reversed,
with rotation enhancing the heat transfer from the leading surface.
As previous studies have shown �Johnson et al. �7�, Dutta and Han
�18�, and Fu et al. �22��, the effect of rotation is greater in a
channel oriented normal to the direction of rotation, than the chan-
nel oriented at 135 deg to the direction of rotation. The effect of
rotation diminishes as the Reynolds number increases to 40,000
�rotation number decreases�.

Figures 4�c� and 4�d� show typical trends for the square channel
with angled ribs. Immediately, one can see the angled ribs en-
hance the heat transfer 2–4 times greater than flow through a
smooth channel. In addition the effect of rotation is clearly seen at
the Reynolds number of 5000 �Ro=0.118�. However, the effect of
rotation is less in the ribbed channel than the smooth channel.

Aspect Ratio Comparisons—Channel Average. With a basic
understanding of flow through a square channel, these results can
be extended and compared with other aspect ratio channels. Be-
cause the cooling channels of the blades vary as the cross section
of the blade changes, designers need measurements for a wide
range of channels. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the aspect
ratios that were used to obtain data. Four aspect ratios are consid-

Fig. 3 Conceptual secondary flow patterns
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ered: W:H=1:4, 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1. Measurements were taken in
channels with both smooth walls and ribbed walls. In addition,
both nonrotating and rotating channels are considered, and the
orientation of the rotating channels is varied. The 1:4 and 1:2
channels are rotated at �=90 and 45 deg, and the 1:1 and 2:1
channels are rotated at �=90 and 135 deg. The orientation angles
are comparable to the actual alignment of the various cooling
passages in the turbine blades. The data were taken under a fixed
maximum inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio �0.12� for both non-
rotating and rotating channels. The rotational speed was fixed at
550 rpm for rotating channels.

The first comparisons are done for the overall, or channel av-
eraged, heat transfer. Figure 6 presents the channel averaged Nus-
selt number ratios for smooth and ribbed channels, and the figure
is separated by the channel aspect ratio. The channel averaged
Nusselt number ratio is obtained by averaging the leading and
trailing surfaces of every point �including the turn�. In Fig. 6�a�,
the Nusselt number ratios in the smooth, rotating channels are
greater than the nonrotating channels. The ratios never reach the
expected value of unity due to the elevated values at the entrance
and in the turn. As the Reynolds number increases, the difference
between the rotating and nonrotating results decreases. Similar
trends are seen for the 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1 channels in Figs. 6�b�,
6�c�, and 6�d�, respectively. The heat transfer enhancement pro-

vided by the rib turbulators is clearly seen in Fig. 6. The trends of
the Nusselt number ratios in the ribbed channels are similar to
those in the smooth channels with the level of enhancement rang-
ing from 3.7 to 2.5.

Although the levels of heat transfer enhancement for the vari-
ous aspect ratios are comparable, more information is needed for
a complete comparison. Figure 7 shows the friction factor ratio for
each of the channels. The pressure penalty for the smooth chan-
nels ranges from approximately 2 to 4. These friction ratios are
elevated above unity due to the pressure loss incurred in the
180 deg turn. As shown in Fig. 7�a�, the friction factor ratio for
the 1:4 ribbed channels are only 1.5–2 times greater than the 1:4
smooth channels. This is a stark contrast to the 2:1 channels
shown in Fig. 7�d�. The pressure penalty for the 2:1 ribbed chan-
nels is four times greater than the smooth channels. The size of the
rib turbulators is the same for every channel. Therefore, the ribs
placed on the leading and trailing walls of the 1:4 channel only
affect a very small portion on the coolant flow. However, in the
2:1 channels, these ribs block a significant part of the flow area;
therefore, the flow is obstructed, and a significant pressure drop is

Fig. 4 Regionally averaged Nusselt number distributions for
the square channel with smooth and ribbed walls

Fig. 5 Channel cross sections considered in the current study

Fig. 6 Channel averaged Nusselt number ratios for nonrotat-
ing and rotating channels
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incurred. This blockage effect is clearly seen by comparing the rib
height-to-channel height ratio for each channel �e /H�. As shown
in Table 1, this blockage ratio is 0.031 for the 1:4 channel, 0.094
for the 1:2 channel, and 0.125 for the 1:1 and 2:1 channels. The
effective blockage in the 1:1 and 2:1 channels is four times greater
than in the 1:4 channel, and this clearly affects the pressure drop
in these channels. The difference between the ribbed and smooth
surfaces increases from the 1:4 to the 1:2 channels, and similarly
to the 1:1 channel.

Finally, with the channel averaged Nusselt number and friction
factor ratios, the thermal performance for each channel can be
calculated. As shown in Fig. 8, the trends for the thermal perfor-
mance are similar to those for the Nusselt number ratios. This
should be expected as no significant variations are present with
the Nusselt number ratios and the friction factor ratio has a small
impact on performance �one-third power on friction factor ratio�.
The performance for all the smooth channels is approximately 1.
Both the Nusselt number ratios and the friction factor ratios are
elevated above unity, and when they are combined with the con-
stant pumping power expression, the performance of the smooth
channels is approximately one. As shown in Fig. 8, the thermal
performance in a channel decreases as the aspect ratio increases.
Therefore, the 1:4 channel has the superior thermal performance.
This is directly related to the increasing friction factor ratio with
the increasing aspect ratio.

Aspect Ratio Comparison—Regional Comparisons. Not
only is it desirable to compare the overall performance of the
channels, it is also interesting to compare the heat transfer en-
hancement at specific locations in the channels. All of the two-
pass channels contain six copper plates in the first pass and six
plates in the second pass. A W:H=4:1 single pass test section is
also compared to the first pass of the other test sections, and this
single pass test section consists of six copper plates in the stream-
wise direction. Because the test sections have similar construction,
the Nusselt number ratios are compared at specific copper plates,
rather than at a given x /Dh location. The regions chosen for com-
parison are 4, 11, 6, and 7; the locations of these regions can be
seen in Fig. 1. Regions 4 and 11 should represent fully developed
flow in the first and second passes, respectively. Regions 6 and 7

are interesting, as they give more insight to the complexities of the
180 deg turn. For regions 4 and 11, the Nusselt number ratios are
presented on the leading, trailing, inner, and outer walls. At re-
gions 6 and 7, similar results are shown including the leading,
trailing, outer, and tip surfaces. These local comparisons are com-
pleted to show how the heat transfer enhancement varies with the
increasing buoyancy parameter, and the comparisons are made for
both smooth and ribbed channels positioned normal and skewed
to the direction of rotation. Reference points for a nonrotating
channel �Box=0, Re=40,000� are included on each figure. In the
nonrotating channels, the difference between the leading and trail-
ing surfaces is negligible, so the points shown are the average of
the Nusselt number ratios on the leading and trailing surfaces at
the given region. However, the reference points for the inner,
outer, and tip surfaces are all included.

Figure 9 shows the effect of the buoyancy parameter on the

Fig. 7 Overall friction factor ratios for nonrotating and rotating
channels

Fig. 8 Overall thermal performance for nonrotating and rotat-
ing channels

Fig. 9 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 4 in the
smooth channels „�=90 deg…
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Nusselt number ratios at region 4, in the smooth channels oriented
at �=90 deg. The separation of the leading and trailing surfaces is
clearly seen in Fig. 9�a�. For the 2:1, 1:1, and 1:2 channels, the
Nusselt number ratios on the trailing surface continue to increase
with the increasing buoyancy parameter, while the leading sur-
faces experience a gradual decrease in the heat transfer coeffi-
cients. However, in the 1:4 channel, the trailing surface behaves as
expected, while the leading surface decreases to a minimum at
Box=0.08, and then the Nusselt number ratios increase with the
increasing effect of rotation. The 4:1 channel behaves similarly,
with less degradation on the leading surface. The trends for the
outer and inner walls are less decisive than the leading and trailing
surfaces. As Fig. 9�b� shows, the heat transfer on both the outer
and inner walls increases with rotation for all channels. The level
of enhancement for the inner and outer walls of a given aspect
ratio is comparable, with the largest separation of the two surfaces
occurring in the 1:4 channel.

As expected, the trends for the heat transfer enhancement in the
second pass are opposite of those in the first pass. Figure 10
shows the Nusselt number ratios at region 11 in the second pass.
As the effect of rotation increases, the heat transfer on the leading
surfaces increases and decreases on the trailing surfaces. The level
of enhancement and declination is reduced as the effect of rotation
is reduced in the second pass. In general, the heat transfer from
both the inner and outer surfaces increases with the buoyancy
parameter. Figure 10�b� shows the exception is with the inner wall
of the 2:1 channel. It is conjectured that the elevated Nusselt
number ratios, at the lower buoyancy parameters, are the result of
flow reattachment after the turn. This 2:1 channel has the largest
turn gap; therefore, flow reattachment may occur further down-
stream than the other channels in the present study. However, it
appears as the buoyancy parameter continues to increase, the Nus-
selt number ratios will continue to rise, after the initial decline, as
the effect of rotation overcomes the effect of the turn.

Figures 11 and 12 show the Nusselt number ratios in the
180 deg turns. In region 6 �Fig. 11�, both the leading and trailing
surfaces experience heat transfer enhancement with rotation, with
the trailing surfaces enhanced more than the leading surfaces. In
Fig. 11�b� it can be seen that the Nusselt numbers on the tip also
increase as the rotation number increases. The enhancement on
the tip is greater than the leading and trailing surfaces, and this is
expected as the coolant flow impinges on the tip. Results for the
outer wall are also shown for the 1:1 and 2:1 channels; data were
not recorded for this location in the 1:4 and 1:2 channels. It is
clear the level of enhancement on this outer wall is much less than

on the tip. In the corner of the turn an area of recirculation exists
which hurts the heat transfer performance, and the impingement
that occurs on the tip is absent on the outer walls.

Figure 12 shows the Nusselt number ratios for the second half
of the turn. As with region 11, the heat transfer on the leading
surfaces is enhanced. It is more difficult to make a blanket state-
ment for trailing surface, as both enhancement and declination are
shown depending on the channel aspect ratio. An important obser-
vation is the comparison of the heat transfer coefficients in region
7 with those in region 6. The level of enhancement in region 7 is
significantly greater than in region 6. Figure 12�b� shows the tip
and outer wall results. The Nusselt number ratios on the outer wall
are much higher than those on the outer wall of region 6. As the
flow travels through the turn, it now impinges on this outer wall.
In general, the level of enhancement on the tip is the same at both
locations in the turn.

Local comparisons were also made for the smooth channel with
varied orientations. To model the location of the cooling channels
in the blade, Figs. 13–16 show the Nusselt number ratios for the
1:4 and 1:2 channels oriented at 45 deg, the 1:1 channel maintain-
ing its orientation of 90 deg, and the 2:1 and 4:1 channels oriented
at 135 deg, with respect to the direction of rotation. Immediately
seen in Fig. 13�a� is that the effect of rotation decreases in the
skewed channels. The heat transfer on the trailing surfaces in-

Fig. 10 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 11 in the
smooth channels „�=90 deg…

Fig. 11 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 6 in the
smooth channels „�=90 deg…

Fig. 12 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 7 in the
smooth channels „�=90 deg…
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creases at region 4 in every channel. While on the leading surface,
the Nusselt number ratios increase for the 4:1 and 2:1 channels,
and see a slight declination in the 1:4 and 1:2 channels.

The general increase that was seen for the inner and outer sur-
faces in the normal channel is not seen for the skewed channels.
The rotation induced vortices are altered, as shown in Fig. 3, and
they do not impinge directly on the trailing surface of the first pass
�as they do when the orientation angle is 90 deg�. In the 1:4 and
1:2 channels, with �=45 deg the rotation induced vortices travel
from the leading-outer corner to the trailing-inner corner. There-
fore, the secondary flow impinges on the inner wall of these chan-
nels; thus increasing the heat transfer coefficients on the inner
surface. However, the 2:1 and 4:1 channels are oriented at
135 deg, so the secondary induced vortices travel from the
leading-inner wall to the trailing-outer all. For this orientation, the
coolant impinges on the outer surface, rather than the inner, and
the heat transfer coefficients increase on the outer wall.

For region 11, the heat transfer coefficients on the leading sur-
face are greater than the trailing surface for all channels, as shown
in Fig. 14. With the skewed channel ��=45 deg�, both the leading
and trailing surfaces of the 1:4 and 1:2 channels experience heat
transfer enhancement with rotation. The trends for the inner and
outer wall are similar to those of region 4. Again, due to the

shifting of the rotation induced vortices, the inner walls of the 1:2
and 1:4 are the recipients of impingement of the coolant, and
therefore, the enhancement is greater for the inner walls than the
outer walls. The opposite is true for the 2:1 channel ��
=135 deg� where the rotation induced secondary flow impinges
on the outer wall.

The turn results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16 for regions 6 and
7, respectively. The trends for region 6 are similar to those of
region 4; the difference lies with the level of enhancement. The
heat transfer enhancement of region 6 is much greater than of
region 4. The same can be said for the trends of regions 7 and 11.
The orientation angle does not have a significant effect on the
Nusselt number ratios on the tip and outer walls of the points in
the turn �Figs. 15�b� and 16�b��. The level of the trends for the
heat transfer enhancement on both the outer and tip walls is very
similar to the results for the channels oriented normal ��
=90 deg� to the direction of rotation �Figs. 11�b� and 12�b��.

The sequence of Figs. 17–24 is the same as Figs. 9–16.
Whereas the previous figures compared the Nusselt number ratios
in smooth channels, the following figures compare the heat trans-
fer enhancement in rotating channels with angled ribs. Figure 17
shows the Nusselt number ratios at region 4 in the ribbed channel
with �=90 deg. For all aspect ratios, heat transfer from the trail-

Fig. 13 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 4 in the
smooth channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 14 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 11 in the
smooth channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 15 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 6 in the
smooth channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 16 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 7 in the
smooth channels „�=45 or 135 deg…
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ing surfaces is enhanced with rotation. However, the trends on the
leading surfaces vary significantly depending on the aspect ratio.
The heat transfer coefficients on the leading surface decrease in
the 2:1, 1:2, and 1:4 channels. The most severe declination clearly
occurs in the 1:4 channel. The predictions of Su et al. �29� showed
two vortices are formed from the interaction of the rotation and
rib induced secondary flow. One vortex encompasses the majority
of the channel, while the second, much smaller vortex, is limited
to a small area near the leading surface of the channel. With
limited interaction of the coolant core with the leading wall, this
would explain why the Nusselt number ratios on the leading sur-
face are very low.

The heat transfer on all of the inner and outer walls in region 4
is enhanced with rotation. The ribs are placed so the coolant near
the wall travels from the inner wall to the outer wall. With the
varying aspect ratios, the actual length of the ribs varies. In other
words, the ribs in the 1:2 and 1:4 channels are much shorter than
those in the 2:1 and 4:1 channels. In the 1:2 and 1:4 channels, the
heat transfer on the outer walls is greater than the inner walls. The
coolant travels along the rib from the inner wall and impinges on
the outer surface; thus, increasing the heat transfer. Although the
secondary flow pattern in the 2:1 and 4:1 channels is the same as
for the 1:2 and 1:4 channels, the heat transfer coefficients on the

inner surface are greater than those on the outer surface. In this
case the ribs are much longer, and as the coolant travels along the
rib, the boundary becomes thicker, and the heat transfer decreases
as the coolant temperature increases. Therefore, the impingement
of the relatively warmer fluid on the outer wall is less effective
than in the 1:2 and 1:4 channels.

Figure 18 shows the results for region 11 in the ribbed chan-
nels. In the second pass, the heat transfer on both the leading and
trailing surfaces increases with rotation. In the second pass, the
ribs are placed so the secondary flow travels from the outer to the
inner wall. However, the clear distinction between the outer and
inner walls is not seen in the second pass as it is in the first pass.
The extreme drop in the Nusselt number ratios on the inner wall
of the 2:1 channel is unusual, and this result must be further
investigated to establish the validity of the trend.

The data collected in the 180 deg turns of the ribbed channels
are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. As shown in Fig. 1, the ribs do not
extend all the way to the tip of the turn. The trends for the leading
and trailing surfaces of region 6 �Fig. 19�a�� are similar to those of
region 4. In this location the Nusselt numbers are much greater
than those at region 4. The tip and outer wall of region 6 are
shown in Fig. 19�b�, the increase with rotation is less than for the
smooth channel, but this is expected as the effect of rotation de-

Fig. 17 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 4 in the
ribbed channels „�=90 deg…

Fig. 18 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 11 in the
ribbed channels „�=90 deg…

Fig. 19 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 6 in the
ribbed channels „�=90 deg…

Fig. 20 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 7 in the
ribbed channels „�=90 deg…
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creases with the use of rib turbulators. All surfaces at region 7 are
increasing with rotation �Fig. 20�. As with the smooth channel, the
Nusselt number ratios are greater after the turn than before the
turn.

The final group of plots �Figs. 21–24� shows the Nusselt num-
ber ratios in ribbed channels with varying orientations. Combina-
tions of the various trends shown previously are shown in these
plots. The effect of rotation is reduced with the varied orientation.
The difference between the leading surface and the trailing surface
is smaller compared to the channel oriented normal to the flow
direction. With only a couple of exceptions, the heat transfer from
all surfaces at all locations is enhanced with rotation. This offers
positive information for the engine designers. The most glaring
exception occurs in the 1:4 channel. The low heat transfer from
the leading surface is the result of the interaction of the rotation
and rib induced secondary flow. The combined effect traps the
warm air near the surface, resulting in decreased heat transfer on
the leading surface in the first pass.

Conclusions
This study presents a variety of heat transfer results in a wide

range of turbine blade cooling channels. The data were taken with
a fixed, maximum inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio �0.12� for

both nonrotating and rotating channels and a fixed rotational
speed �550 rpm� for rotating channels. In addition to the W:H
=1:1 channel results, both smooth and angled ribs, overall chan-
nel averaged and regional results are shown for aspect ratios rang-
ing from 1:4 to 4:1. This range of cross sections covers the ma-
jority of channels that could be seen in actual engines. From this
experimental study, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The overall levels of heat transfer enhancement for all the
ribbed channels are comparable. However, significant differences
arise with the pressure losses incurred in the channel. The 1:4
channel incurred the lowest pressure penalty; therefore, the ther-
mal performance of the 1:4 channel is superior to 1:2, 1:1, and 2:1
channels, respectively.

2. The trends of the Nusselt number ratios on the leading and
trailing surfaces of the smooth channel depend on the location
within the channel. In the first pass, the heat transfer on the trail-
ing surfaces increases, while it decreases on the leading surfaces.
However, at the inlet of the 180 deg turn, the heat transfer in-
creases on both the leading and trailing surfaces for all aspect
ratios. In the second passes of the smooth channels, the effect of
rotation is reduced.

3. In general, the heat transfer coefficients on the inner and
outer walls of the smooth channel increase with rotation. The
elevation of the inner above the outer, or vice versa, depends on

Fig. 21 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 4 in the
ribbed channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 22 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 11 in the
ribbed channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 23 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 6 in the
ribbed channels „�=45 or 135 deg…

Fig. 24 Nusselt number ratio comparison at region 7 in the
ribbed channels „�=45 or 135 deg…
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which location of which channel is being considered. For channels
with �=90 deg, the inner and outer wall are enhanced equally.
However, when the orientation is altered, separation occurs be-
tween the inner and outer surfaces depending on the direction of
the rotation induced vortices.

4. The general trends of the leading and trailing surfaces in
ribbed channels follow those of the smooth channel. For the cho-
sen angled rib geometry, the first pass, leading surface is adversely
affected by the interaction of the rotation and rib induced vortices.

5. Positive information for designers is the heat transfer en-
hancement on both the inner and outer walls in the ribbed chan-
nels. With the increasing buoyancy parameter, the Nusselt number
ratios increase at each point on both the inner and outer walls.

To further understand the heat transfer in rotating channels with
smooth walls and ribbed walls, future studies should include the
following parameters: rotational speed, Reynolds number �includ-
ing high Reynolds numbers�, coolant-to-wall density ratio, rib
spacing, and rib height-to-channel hydraulic diameter ratio.

Nomenclature
A 	 area of smooth wall

AR 	 aspect ratio, W:H
Box 	 local buoyancy parameter,

��� /��x�Ro2��Rx /Dh�
Dh 	 channel hydraulic diameter

e 	 rib height
f 	 friction factor

f0 	 fully developed friction factor in nonrotating
smooth tube

h 	 heat transfer coefficient
H 	 channel height
k 	 thermal conductivity of coolant
L 	 heated length of the test section

Nu 	 local Nusselt number, hDh /k
Nu0 	 Nusselt number for fully developed turbulent

flow in smooth pipe
P 	 rib pitch
Pi 	 pressure at the inlet of the test section
Po 	 pressure at the outlet of the test section
Pr 	 Prandtl number
Q 	 heat transfer rate at wall

Qnet 	 net heat transfer rate at wall
Qloss 	 heat loss

R 	 rotating radius
Rx 	 local rotating radius
Re 	 Reynolds number, �VDh /

Ro 	 rotation number, �Dh /V
Tb,i 	 inlet coolant temperature
Tb,x 	 local coolant temperature
Tf ,x 	 local film temperature, Tf ,x= �Tb,x+Tw,x� /2
Tw,x 	 regionally averaged wall temperature

V 	 bulk velocity in streamwise direction
W 	 channel width
x 	 streamwise location
� 	 angle of channel orientation with respect to the

axis of rotation

 	 dynamic viscosity of coolant
� 	 density of coolant

��� /��inlet 	 maximum inlet coolant-to-wall density ratio,
��� /��inlet= �Tw−Tb,i� /Tw

��� /��x 	 local coolant-to-wall density ratio, ��� /��x

= �Tw,x−Tb,x� /Tf ,x
� 	 rotational speed
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An Analytical Approach to the
Heat and Mass Transfer
Processes in Counterflow Cooling
Towers
Quick and accurate analysis of cooling tower performance, outlet conditions of moist air,
and parameter profiles along the tower height is very important in rating and design
calculations. This paper developed an analytical model for the coupled heat and mass
transfer processes in counterflow cooling towers based on operating conditions more
realistic than most conventionally adopted Merkel approximations. In modeling, values of
the Lewis factor were not necessarily specified as unity. Effects of water loss by evapo-
ration and water film heat transfer resistance were also considered in the model equa-
tions. Within a relatively narrow range of operating conditions, the humidity ratio of air
in equilibrium with the water surface was assumed to be a linear function of the surface
temperature. The differential equations were rearranged and an analytical solution was
developed for newly defined parameters. The analytical model predicts the tower perfor-
mances, outlet conditions, and parameter profiles quickly and accurately when compar-
ing with the numerical integration of the original differential equations.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2352780�

Keywords: cooling towers, performances, parameter profiles, modeling

1 Introduction
Cooling towers are widely used in most industrial power gen-

eration units, refrigeration and air conditioning plants, chemical,
petrochemical, and petroleum industries to reject waste heat to the
environment. Quick and accurate analysis of tower performance,
outlet conditions of moist air, as well as parameter profiles along
the tower height is very important in rating and design calcula-
tions. This paper aims at developing an analytical model for coun-
terflow cooling tower operation.

Systems of differential equations for simultaneous heat and
mass transfer processes in counterflow cooling towers were devel-
oped with different assumptions in history. The Merkel method
�1�, developed in the 1920s, relies on several critical assumptions
to reduce the solution to a simple manual iteration. These assump-
tions are: �1� the resistance for heat transfer in the water film is
negligible, �2� the effect of water loss by evaporation on energy
balance or air process state is neglected, �3� the specific heat of
air-stream mixture at constant pressure is same as that of the dry
air, and �4� the Lewis factor for humid air is unity. Merkel com-
bined equations for heat and water vapor transfer into a single
equation similar as

ṁwcwdtw = hDadV�hI − ha� = ṁadha �1�

Further, when the outlet conditions of air are to be calculated, air
is assumed to be saturated at the exit position �2,3�. Baker and
Shryock �4� reviewed Merkel’s work and examined the effects of
the first two approximations listed above. An offset ratio, which
was defined as the reciprocal of the slope of tie line E �5� as
follows, was introduced to improve the model accuracy

tI − tw
hI − ha

= −
hD

hc,w
= −

1

E
�2�

Exactly to say, the E value which is equal to hc,w /hD represents
the slope of tie line only when the Lewis factor is equal to unity.
Otherwise, Eq. �2� may not be true and E only represents the ratio
of the water film heat transfer coefficient to the air film mass
transfer coefficient. Baker and Shryock found that taking into con-
sideration the effect of water film heat transfer resistance with a
value of −0.09 lb F/Btu offset ratio �i.e., E=11.1 Btu/ lb F
=46.5 kJ/kg K� and the effect of water loss by evaporation on
energy balance yields the best results. However, when dealing
with the effect of water film heat transfer resistance, Dessouky
et al. �5� used the values of E=15−� J / �kg K� and Khan and
Zubair �6� used the values of E=11.1−� kJ/ �kg K� while Webb
�7� assumed that tw is nearly equal to �ti+0.5�°C. A comparative
study showed that the error caused by the Merkel approximation
increases as the E value decreases. Sutherland �8� compared a
simulation analysis of mechanical draught cooling towers, includ-
ing the effect of water loss by evaporation and setting the Lewis
factor to 0.9, with the approximate Merkel method analysis. The
results showed that substantial underestimates of tower volume of
from 5% to 15% with the average value being as good as 8% were
obtained when the approximate Merkel method was used. Osterle
�9� developed a wet-cooling tower model that corrected the Mer-
kel assumption so that the effect of water loss by evaporation was
accounted for. However, he still assumed that the Lewis factor
was equal to unity. Khan and Zubair �6� performed simulation
studies with the Lewis factor ranges from 0.8 to 1.2. Kloppers and
Kröger �2� argued by citation from published literatures that the
Lewis factor may deviate significantly from unity in different op-
erating conditions and different Lewis factors were specified for
their investigations. The minimum Lewis factor specified was 0.5
and the maximum 1.5. It was found that the higher the Lewis
factor, the more heat is rejected from the tower, with a corre-
sponding increase in outlet air temperature and a decrease in the
outlet water temperature. The Poppe method �10�, developed in
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the 1970s, does not make most of the simplifying assumptions of
the Merkel method but still neglects the liquid film heat transfer
resistance. The Poppe method allows the moist air to be super-
saturated during the heat and mass transfer processes. A compara-
tive study of the Merkel, Poppe, and effectiveness-number of
transfer units �e-NTU� methods was performed by Kloppers and
Kröger �3�. The Merkel number �or transfer characteristic� was
found to be underestimated by the Merkel method due to the
neglecting of the effect of water loss by evaporation on energy
balance. It was also found that the degree of supersaturation does
not have a great influence on the relative difference between the
outlet air temperatures predicted by the Merkel and Poppe analy-
ses. In the unsaturated region, however, a large discrepancy in the
air temperatures predicted by the Poppe and Merkel methods was
found.

Hardly can an analytical solution be developed without assort-
ing to at least some of the Merkel approximations discussed
above. Maclaine-Cross and Banks �11� developed an analytical
solution for wet surface heat exchangers where the Lewis factor
was assumed to be unity. When the flowing fluid is water and the
wall is removed, the model represents a cooling tower. In model-
ing, the moisture content of air in equilibrium with the water
surface was assumed as a linear function of the water surface
temperature. The differential equations were rearranged, enabling
solutions for wet bulb depression and wet bulb temperature to be
obtained independently, by analogy from conventional solutions
for dry surface heat exchangers. Jaber and Webb �12� presented an
effectiveness-number of transfer units ��-NTU� approach. The
model assumed Lewis factor to be unity and a linear variation of
moist air saturation enthalpy versus temperature. The model did
not consider the effect of water film heat transfer resistance and
the effect of water loss by evaporation on the air process states
along the vertical length of the tower. Braun et al. �13� also pre-
sented an effectiveness model for cooling towers. They also did
not consider the effect of water film heat transfer resistance. They
did consider the effect of water evaporation on the air process
states along the vertical length of the tower. The results were also
only presented for the Lewis factor equal to unity. Dessouky �5�
presented a modified version of Jaber and Webb’s model with the
inclusion of the Lewis factor, which appeared only as a multipli-
cation factor to the enthalpy driving potential. Comparison of the
results from Dessouky’s model with numerical results of a more
realistic model performed by Khan and Zubair �6� showed that an
appreciable difference occurred with the nonunity Lewis factors.
Halasz �14,15� presented a general nondimensional mathematical
model for the description of all types of evaporative cooling de-
vices. The model was composed of a system of four ordinary
differential equations. However, no general analytical solution
was given in his works for this set of equations. When applied to
counterflow cooling towers, the general model was reduced to a
system of three ordinary differential equations that did not con-
sider the water film heat transfer resistance either. The analytical
solution of parameter profiles was obtained for the cases with the
Lewis factor being equal to unity. A cooling tower performance
was obtained simply by further rearranging the reduced differen-
tial equations and by solving the resultant equations similar to
those for the counterflow recuperative heat exchangers. This is in
effect similar to the Maclaine-Cross and Banks’ method except for
the differences between the linear approximations to the real air
saturation humidity data and between the evaluations of the ther-
modynamic properties such as latent heat of evaporation and
moist air specific heat capacity. Makkinejad �16� presented a
mathematical solution for cooling towers and industrial absorbers
based on a model that also neglected the water film heat transfer
resistance and assumed a unity Lewis factor. The moisture content
of air at the water surface was still linearized with respect to the
surface temperature within their boundary values but with no dif-
ference between the real and linearized distribution at the bound-
aries themselves. In order to make the differential equation for the

moisture content of bulk air simply integrable, a critical and
somewhat arbitrary assumption was made without theoretical
foundation that the water surface temperature and, in conse-
quence, the moisture content of air at the water surface would be
linearized with respect to the moisture content of bulk air.

In conclusion, to develop an analytical model with contempla-
tion of all the critical Merkel approximations is still worthy to be
investigated. This paper aims at developing an analytical model
for the coupled heat and mass transfer processes in counterflow
cooling towers based on operating conditions more realistic than
most conventionally adopted Merkel approximations. A compari-
son of analytical and numerical results will be given in this paper
and good agreements will be shown for the typical cases studied.
Compared with the numerical integration of the original differen-
tial equations, the model also accommodates direct and quick cal-
culation of gas, liquid and interface temperature profiles, and
moisture content of air along the vertical length of the tower.

2 Mathematical Formulation
A schematic of a counterflow cooling tower is given in Fig. 1.

The major assumptions that were used to derive the basic model-
ing equations are summarized as follows:

�1� heat and mass transfer in a direction normal to the flows
only

�2� no heat transfer to the surroundings occurs
�3� negligible heat transfer from the tower fans to air or water

streams
�4� water lost by drift is negligible
�5� constant specific heats of water, water vapor and dry air
�6� constant heat and mass transfer coefficients along the heat

exchanger surface
�7� humidity ratio of air in equilibrium with the water surface

is assumed to be a linear function of the water surface
temperature and the relation is given by

WI = d + etI �3�

Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of a counterflow cooling tower
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The errors introduced by condition �7� can be minimized by
choosing appropriate values of constants d and e in Eq. �3� to give
an approximate least squares fit to the true or actual saturation line
over the range of water surface temperatures �11�.

From steady state energy and mass balances on an incremental
volume �refer to Fig. 1�, a set of differential equations can be
obtained as follows:

Energy balance equation for air

ṁadha = − �hca�tI − ta� + hDa�WI − Wa�hg,I�dV �4�

Mass balance equation for air and water

ṁadWa = − hDa�WI − Wa�dV = dṁw �5�

Energy balance equation for the incremental volume

d�ṁwcpwtw� − ṁadha = 0 �6�

Energy balance equation for interface

hc,wa�tw − tI� = hca�tI − ta� + hfg,IhDa�WI − Wa� �7�

For specific enthalpy of moist air, the following equation applies

ha = cpata + Wahfg,0 �8�
Detailed simulation can be obtained by numerical integration of

Eqs. �4�–�8�. However, an analytical solution will be more valu-
able in application because it gives the tower performance and
parameter profiles more directly and quickly. In addition, it re-
duces the round-off errors in numerical simulation.

3 Linearized Differential Equations
After rearrangement of Eqs. �4�–�8�, we can get the following

set of equations:

dta = −
Lef

B1
�tI − ta�dNTU �9�

dWa = − �WI − Wa�dNTU �10�

dtw = − �tw − tI�
Ẽ

Cw
* B2dNTU �11�

Using Eq. �3� to eliminate WI in Eq. �7� and solving the resultant
equation for tI give the following equation:

tI = � Ẽ

Lef
tw + ta + B3h̄fg,0

1

Lef
�Wa − d���� Ẽ

Lef
+ B4	 �12�

In the above equations, the dimensionless B coefficients can be
expressed as B1= �1+WaRcv� / �1+ �Rcv /Lef��WI−Wa��, B2=1

+ �Rcw / Ẽ��WI−Wa�, B3=1+ tI�Rcv−Rcw� / h̄fg,0 and B4=1

+B3eh̄fg,0 /Lef. Here, B1, B2, and B3 are all approximately equal to
unity. The definition of the other grouped parameters appeared in
above equations are given as follows:

NTU=hDaV / ṁa—the number of transfer units;

Ẽ=hc,w /hDcp,da—dimensionless E value;
Cw

* = ṁwcw / ṁacp,da—water to dry air heat capacity rate ratio;

h̄fg,0=hfg,0 /cp,da—a normalized heat of evaporation at refer-
ence temperature �0°C�;

Rcv=cpv /cp,da and Rcw=cpw /cp,da—water vapor and liquid wa-
ter to dry air specific heat capacity ratios, respectively;

Lef =hca / �hDacp,da�—Lewis factor for air water mixture �for
simplicity and consistency, the definition of Lef is slightly differ-
ent from that in conventional practice, where Le is defined as
hc /hDcpa. The relation between these two different definitions is
Lef =Le�1+WaRcv� if hca / �hDa�=hc /hD�.

A dimensionless temperature variable is defined as follows:

� = t/h̄fg,0 �13�

Using Eqs. �3� and �12� to eliminate WI and tI in Eqs. �9�–�11� and
rewriting the resultant equations in dimensionless form will give a
set of differential equations as follows:

d

dNTU
Y = AY �14�

where the variable vector Y is defined as

Y = ��w,�a,Wa − d�T �15�

and the coefficients matrix A is as follows:

A = �aij�3�3

=
Lef

Ẽ + B4Lef
 −
Ẽ

Cw
* B2B4

Ẽ

Cw
* B2

Ẽ

Cw
* Lef

B2B3

−
Ẽ

B1
−

Lef�1 − B4� − Ẽ

B1

−
B3

B1

− eh̄fg,0
Ẽ

Lef
− eh̄fg,0 � Ẽ

Lef
+ 1	 �

�16�
Mathematical details with regard to the differential equations

�14�–�16� are given in the Appendix. All the elements in the co-
efficients matrix are approximately equal to constants. For simpli-
fication of analysis, these elements will be represented with the
averaged values along the vertical length of the tower. By this
approximation, Eq. �14� represents a set of linear and homoge-
neous ordinary equations and can be solved analytically.

4 Analytical Approach
For Eq. �14�, the characteristic equation is as follows:

��E − A� = 0 �17�

Within the practical range of operating conditions, numerical cal-
culation shows that the solution of this characteristic equation will
give three different real roots. Thus, the analytical solution of Eq.
�14� can be expressed as follows:

Y = K�C1e
�1NTUx,C2e

�2NTUx,C3e
�3NTUx�T �18�

The elements of coefficients matrix K= �kij�3�3 can be determined
by the following equation:

��iE − A��k1i,k2i,k3i�T = 0 �19�

By satisfying Eq. �18� to the top boundary condition, i.e., for
NTUx=0, Y=YT, we can get

�C1,C2,C3�T = K−1YT �20�

Here YT= ��w,T ,�a,T ,Wa,T−d�T. By substituting Eq. �20� into Eq.
�18�, we get

Y = Ke�NTUx�K−1YT �21�

where

e�NTUx� = e�1NTUx 0

e�2NTUx

0 e�3NTUx
� �22�

Setting NTUx=NTU in Eq. �21�, we can get the function vector at
the heat exchanger’s bottom position as:

YB = BYT �23�

where the coefficients matrix B is defined as
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B = �bij�3�3 = Ke�NTU�K−1 �24�

Equation �23� correlates three unknown variables �w,o, �a,o, and
Wa,o in three linear algebraic equations and can be rearranged to
give the following equation

P��w,o,�a,o,Wa,o − d�T = q �25�

where the expressions for coefficients matrix P and vector q are
given as follows:

P = 1 − b12 − b13

0 − b22 − b23

0 − b32 − b33
� and q = 
 b11�w,i

b21�w,i − �a,i

b31�w,i − �Wa,i − d�
� �26�

Solving Eq. �25� will give the three unknown outlet variables
�w,o, �a,o, and Wa,o �or in consequence tw,o, ta,o, and Wa,o�. With
these calculated outlet parameters, parameter profiles along the
vertical length of the tower can be calculated directly and quickly
using Eqs. �21� and �12�.

5 Solution Procedures
For a given set of control parameters �for example, with known

values of tw,i, ta,i, Wa,i, Cw,i
* , Ẽ, Lec, and NTU�, it will still be

necessary to evaluate the averaged values of constants and coef-
ficients d, e, B1, B2, B3, and B4 involved in the analytical model.
These constants and coefficients will also depend on the analytical
results of outlet parameters and thus 2–4 steps in iteration will be
needed for the analytical solution. In evaluating constants d and e,
Maclaine-Cross and Banks’ suggestion �11� was utilized to give
an approximate least squares fit to actual saturation line over the
range of water surface temperatures. That is

e = �WI,max − WI,min�/�tI,max − tI,min� �27�

d = �2�WI,min + WI,mean� − WI,max�/3 − etI,min �28�

Here, tI,max= tI,T and tI,min= tI,B and WI,mean is saturation humidity
at temperature of tI,mean= �tI,max+ tI,min� /2. Both tI,T and tI,B can be
obtained by solving Eq. �12� with given values of parameters tw,
ta, and Wa at the top and bottom positions, respectively. In the
above calculations, outlet temperatures tw,o, ta,o and humidities
Wa,o can be obtained by analytical solutions. For preliminary
evaluation, however, analytical results of outlet temperatures tw,o,
ta,o and humidities Wa,o are not available and the two temperatures
tI,max and tI,min have to be evaluated in another way. In this occa-
sion, these two temperatures can be given by letting tI,min= �tw,i
+ ta,i� /2 and tI,max= tI,min+1. Though this is rather arbitrarily an
evaluation of the two temperatures, it will not affect the final
results of the iteration solution. In evaluating the averaged values
of B1, B2, B3, and B4, the arithmetic mean values of temperatures
and humidities at end positions of the tower were used in their
expressions.

Based on the given conditions and the evaluated constants and
coefficients, procedures for the analytical solution are as follows:

�1� Calculate values of the elements of coefficients matrix A
according to Eq. �16�;

�2� Solve Eq. �17� for the roots of the characteristic equation
��1–�3�;

�3� Solve Eq. �19� for the values of the elements of coefficients
matrix K;

�4� Calculate values of the elements of coefficients matrix B
according to Eq. �24�;

�5� Calculate values of the elements of coefficients matrix P
and vector q according to Eq. �26�;

�6� Solve Eq. �25� to get the dimensionless outlet parameters
��w,o, �a,o, and Wa,o� and using the definition of these di-
mensionless parameters to get the values of the original
variables �tw,o, ta,o, and Wa,o�;

�7� If parameter profiles needs to be determined, Eq. �21�

should only be solved explicitly using dimensionless pa-
rameters vector YT and NTUx as input parameters. Here YT
can be determined from given values or analytical results of
parameters at top position. This solution gives the dimen-
sionless parameters vector defined in Eq. �15� at any local
positions. Use the definition of these dimensionless param-
eters to get the values of the original variables and use Eq.
�12� to calculate the interface temperatures.

For evaluating, cooling tower performance were usually defined
as

� =
tw,i − tw,o

tw,i − twb,i
�29�

This definition was also adopted in this study. With the given
values of the inlet parameters and the analytical results of the
outlet parameters, the performance defined in the above equation
can be easily calculated.

6 Comparison and Discussion
In the analytical model, the assumption of the linear relation of

saturation humidity with water surface temperature as described
by Eq. �3� and the assumptions of constant coefficients d, e, B1,
B2, B3, and B4 were adopted. These are the only differences be-
tween the analytical model and the model described by the origi-
nal differential equations �4�–�8� where the saturation humidity
can be calculated from an accurately fitted equation of the pub-
lished data �17�. In order to demonstrate the validity of the ana-
lytical model, the results of the analytical model were compared
with those from the numerical integration of the original differen-
tial equations. For numerical integration, the tower was divided
into 160 intervals with equal �NTU=hDa�V / ṁa across each in-
terval. Above this number of intervals, the numerical results were
found to be unaffected by the increased intervals. Finite difference
equations derived from Eqs. �4�–�6� were used to determine the
values of ha, Wa, and tw at each node between intervals or at the
top or bottom position. Equations �7� and �8� were utilized to
calculate the values of temperatures tI and ta. Numerical integra-
tion was implemented starting from the air inlet side of the tower.
The guess value of the water temperature at the position of the air
inlet must be assumed. Iteration proceeded until the calculated
water inlet temperature matched the actual temperature value.

For supersaturated air, Eqs. �4�, �5�, �7�, and �8� should be re-
placed with the following equations �according to the discussions
in Ref. �3��

ṁadha = − �hca�tI − ta� + hDa�WI − Wsa�hg,I�dV �30�

ṁadWa = − hDa�WI − Wsa�dV = dṁw �31�

hc,wa�tw − tI� = hca�tI − ta� + hfg,IhDa�WI − Wsa� �32�
and

ha = cp,data + Wsa�cpvta + hfg,0� + �W − Wsa�cpwta �33�
Numerical integration should be performed over Eqs. �6� and
�30�–�33� for supersaturated air. In order to make the analytical
model be also applicable for supersaturated air, the following
equations were utilized to get the supersaturated air humidity Wa

and temperature ta from the analytical results �Wa� , ta�� by Eq. �25�
or Eq. �21�

Wa = Wa� �34�

cpata + Wsahfg = cpata� + Wahfg �35�

Here hfg and Wsa are enthalpy of evaporation and saturation hu-
midity at temperature ta, respectively.

The comparison was made under typical operating conditions
determined to be within the range of the conditions investigated
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by many researchers �2–8,11,12�. The base case condition was
chosen as tw,i=40°C, ta,i=35°C, Wa,i=0.00852 kgw /kga, Cw,i

*

=4.161, Ẽ=11, Lef =1, and NTU=3. Other conditions were basi-
cally obtained by changing one or a few independent input param-
eters from their base case values each test. The performances and
outlet parameters of the cooling towers were predicted by the
analytical method and numerical integrations. Results were pre-
sented in Table 1, where relative errors for the outlet water tem-
perature and air humidity were defined as the ratios of the errors
�the differences between the analytical and numerical results� to
the overall changes of the corresponding variables �the differences
between the outlet and inlet values of those variables� by numeri-
cal integration and relative errors for the effectiveness value were
defined as the ratios of the errors to the numerical results. These
relative errors also reflect the relative errors in the calculation of
the cooling power and the amount of evaporated water from the
cooling tower, respectively, and can thus be considered as physi-
cally meaningful. Due to the possible big curvature of air dry bulb
temperature distributions along the tower, the overall changes of
that temperature may be very small and cannot reflect the order of
the maximum changes of that temperature in the tower and, thus,
the “physically meaningful” definition cannot reflect exactly the
relative error. For dry bulb temperatures, relative errors were de-
fined as the ratios of the errors to the overall changes of the wet
bulb temperatures �the differences between the outlet and inlet
values of wet bulb temperatures�. Though this definition is not
physically meaningful, it can be utilized in evaluating the relative
errors by different methods fairly and with ease of implementa-
tion. From Table 1, it is easy to find that the relative errors for the
outlet water temperature are always equal to those for the effec-
tiveness value. This is because both these relative errors reflect the
errors in the calculation of the cooling power. From Table 1, it can
also be found that the relative errors by the analytical method are
generally less than 2% except for cases 1 and 6. In case 1, the inlet
water temperature is very high and the error in the linearization of
air saturation humidity at the water surface is great. This leads to
increased relative errors by the analytical model. In case 6, the
great relative errors by the analytical method are due to the fact
that the water flow rate is small and the tower water temperature is
quickly approaching its theoretical limit, i.e., the inlet wet bulb
temperature of air in the cooling tower, where the linearized air
saturation humidity is significantly different from the actual value.
In case 12, a relatively great error �approximately 1%� in the
predicted effectiveness value results from a small denominator in
its definition though the absolute error is actually small. By com-
paring cases 3 and 4, it can also be found that a larger cooling
range of water �tw,i− tw,o� would increase the linearization error
and thus the relative errors by the analytical method.

In order to show the improvement in accuracy when the ana-
lytical procedure presented by this paper is implemented, results
calculated by the Merkel method were also presented in Table 1
and the corresponding errors were defined similarly as above. The
results show that, for all the given operating conditions and tower
volume �characterized by NTU�, the Merkel method always gives
lower water outlet temperatures and higher effectiveness values
than those from numerical integration. This is due to the fact that
the Merkel method neglected water film heat transfer resistance
and the effect of water loss by evaporation on energy balance.
This phenomenon is also consistent with the observation that, as is
reviewed in Sec. 1, the tower volumes or Merkel numbers would
be underestimated by the Merkel approximate analysis with given
inlet conditions and specified tower performances �3,8�. By com-
paring cases 8 and 12, large relative errors in the outlet air param-
eters by the Merkel method can be observed for small tower vol-
ume due to the assumption of the saturated outlet air conditions.
By comparing cases 8 and 10 and 11, it can be observed that the
Merkel method predicts the outlet parameters with different rela-
tive errors in accordance with different values of the Lewis factor.
With smaller values of the Lewis factor, the numerical method
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predicts lower outlet air and water temperatures and higher outlet
humidity ratios while the Merkel method gives no differences in
these cases. Averagely, the analytical method predicts the outlet
conditions with a relative error of 0.67% for outlet water tempera-
tures, 0.6% for outlet air temperatures, and 0.9% for outlet air
humidity ratios for the set of the operating conditions presented in
Table 1. In contrast, the Merkel approximate analysis predicts the
outlet conditions with an averaged relative error of 13.56% for
outlet water temperatures, 11.58% for outlet air temperatures, and
9.85% for outlet air humidity ratios under the same set of operat-
ing conditions. Thus, for the cases discussed, the analytical
method gives rather accurate predictions of the outlet conditions,
with 12.89–8.95% reduction in the averaged relative errors from
those by the Merkel method.

Parameter profiles determined by different methods were also
compared. Figure 2 shows as examples such profiles for two dif-
ferent cases listed in Table 1. Figure 2�a� shows the parameter
profiles for case 7. In that case, the water to dry air heat capacity
rate ratio is large �Cw,i

* =8.323� and the cooling range of water is
less than the air wet bulb temperature change over the length of
the tower. Thus, the water to air wet bulb temperature difference
increases as NTU increases from the tower top to bottom. This
increasing heat transfer driving potential makes the curves of the
water temperature and the air wet bulb temperature to bend down

toward the lower right corner of the figure. Figure 2�b� shows the
parameter profiles for case 11. In that case, the Lewis factor is
equal to 1.5 that is much greater than unity, and as a result, the
curve for the dry bulb temperature of air bends away from its wet
bulb temperature. In both cases, the dry bulb temperature of air
drops first and then rises again along its flow direction. The nu-
merical integration shows that the temperature difference between
the bulk water and the water surface, and thus the water film heat
transfer resistance, is not negligible. This is in contrast with the
Merkel approximation. In addition, the bulk air humidity ratio
cannot always be correlated with the water surface temperature in
a linear relation �see for example Fig. 2�b��, i.e., the linear ap-
proximation of Eq. �13� by Makkinejad �16� may not necessarily
be satisfied. Nevertheless, the analytical method predicts these
trends and variations quite accurately. This is shown by the coin-
cidence of data from the analytical method and the numerical
integration of the original differential equations plotted in Figs.
2�a� and 2�b�. The maximum relative error is only 2.36% for the
interface temperature occurred at NTU=1.5 in Fig. 2�b�. For all
other predicted values in both cases, the relative errors by the
analytical method are uniformly less than this value. However, the
predicted values by the Merkel method deviate significantly from
that by numerical integration of the original differential equations
and the relative errors are very high. This can be obviously ob-
served from both Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. The maximum errors
amount to 13.6% for water temperature, 12.9% for interface tem-
perature, 42.3% for air temperature, 9.96% for air saturation hu-
midity, and 7.49% for wet bulb temperature. For the two cases
discussed, the analytical method gives rather accurate predictions
of the parameter profiles, with about 6.1–41.3% reduction in the
maximum relative errors and about 2.6–17.9% reduction in the
averaged relative errors along the vertical length of the tower from
those by the Merkel method.

On the above comparison and discussion, it can be concluded
that good agreements are observed between analytical predictions
and numerical integrations for both the outlet parameters and the
parameter profiles, with both the averaged and maximum relative
errors being much less than those by Merkel method for the typi-
cal cases discussed. Because the analytical model requires only a
few steps of iteration to calculate the related constants and coef-
ficients to obtain accurate analytical results, the model thus also
accommodates a direct and quick calculation of gas, liquid, and
interface temperature profiles and moisture content of air along
the vertical length of the tower in comparison with accurate nu-
merical integration. The validity and usefulness of the analytical
model are thus demonstrated.

7 Conclusion
Quick and accurate analysis of tower performance, exit condi-

tions of moist air as well as profiles of temperatures and moisture
content along the tower height is very important in rating and
design calculations. This paper developed an analytical model for
the counterflow cooling towers based on more realistic conditions
as discussed by many recent studies �2,3,6,8� than the most con-
ventionally adopted Merkel approximations. The analytical model
predicts the tower performances and outlet conditions accurately
when comparing with the numerical integration of the one-
dimensional differential equations. The analytical model also ac-
commodates the direct and quick calculation of gas, liquid, and
interface temperature profiles and moisture content of air along
the vertical length of the tower. However, this model does not use
the assumption of correlating the absolute humidity of bulk air
with the interface temperature in a linear relation as adopted by
Makkinejad �16� and will thus be expected to be more accurate.

Nomenclature
A � coefficients matrix defined in Eq. �16�

B1–B4 � constants in Eqs. �9�, �11�, and �12�, etc.
B � coefficients matrix defined in Eq. �24�

Fig. 2 Parameter profiles along the vertical length of the tower
for the conditions with tw,i=40°C, ta,i=35°C, twb,i=20°C, Wa,i

=0.00852 kgw /kga, NTU=3, and Ẽ=11
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cp � specific heat capacity, kJ/kg°C
cp,da � specific heat capacity of dry air, kJ/kga°C

cpa � specific heat capacity of moist air �cpa=cp,da

+wacpv�, kJ/kga°C
d ,e � constants in Eq. �3�

E � ratio of water film heat transfer coefficient to
air film mass transfer coefficient, kJ/kga K

Ẽ � dimensionless E value defined as hc,w /hDcp,da
e�NTUx� � independent variable matrix defined in Eq. �22�

Cw
* � water to air heat capacity rate ratio

ṁwcpw / ṁacp,da
C1–C3 � coefficients in Eq. �18�

h � specific enthalpy of moist air, kJ/kga
hc,w � water film heat transfer coefficient, kW/m2°C
hca � volumetric convective heat transfer coefficient,

kW/m3°C
hD � air film mass transfer coefficient,

kgw /m2 s �kgw /kga�
hDa � volumetric convective mass transfer coeffi-

cient, kgw /m3 s �kgw /kga�
hfg � enthalpy of evaporation of water, kJ/kgw

hfg,0 � enthalpy of evaporation of water at reference
temperature condition �0°C�, kJ/kgw

h̄fg,0 � normalized enthalpy of evaporation of water at
reference temperature condition, °C

hg � specific enthalpy of saturated water vapor,
kJ/kgw

K � coefficients matrix in Eq. �18�
Lef � Lewis factor �Lef =hca /hDaca�

ṁ � mass flow rate, kg/s
NTU � number of transfer units �hDaV / ṁa�

NTUx � number of transfer units measured from tower
top to any local position

P � coefficients matrix in Eq. �25�
q � constants vector in Eq. �25�

Rcv, Rcw � water vapor and liquid water to dry air specific
heat capacity ratios, respectively

t � temperature, °C
V � tower volume for heat and mass transfer, m3

W � humidity ratio of moist air, kgw /kga
Y � function variable vector defined in Eq. �15�

Greek Letters
� � effectiveness
� � dimensionless temperature defined in Eq. �13�

�1–�3 � roots of the characteristic equation

Subscript
a � bulk air
B � bottom position
i � inlet
I � for interface or at interface temperature

condition
max � maximum value
min � minimum value

mean � mean value
o � outlet

sa � for saturated moist air at temperature ta
sw � for saturated moist air at temperature tw
T � top position
v � water vapor
w � for bulk water

wb � wet bulb

Appendix: Mathematical Details With Regard to the
Differential Equations (14)–(16)

Substituting Eqs. �12� and �13� into Eq. �11� gives

d�w =
Lef

Ẽ + B4Lef

�−
Ẽ

Cw
* B2B4�w +

Ẽ

Cw
* B2�a

+
Ẽ

Cw
* Lef

B2B3�Wa − d��dNTU �A1�

Substituting Eqs. �12� and �13� into Eq. �9� gives

d�a =
Lef

Ẽ + B4Lef

�−
Ẽ

B1
�w −

Lef�1 − B4� − Ẽ

B1
�a

−
B3

B1
�Wa − d��dNTU �A2�

Substituting Eqs. �3� and �12� into Eq. �10� gives

d�Wa − d� =
Lef

Ẽ + B4Lef

�− eh̄fg,0
Ẽ

Lef
�w − eh̄fg,0�a + � Ẽ

Lef
+ 1	

��Wa − d��dNTU �A3�

Simply writing Eqs. �A1�–�A3� in matrix form gives the differen-
tial equations �14�–�16�.
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A Three-Dimensional Numerical
Modeling of Atmospheric Pool
Boiling by the Coupled Map
Lattice Method
In the present paper, the characteristic atmospheric pool boiling curve is qualitatively
reproduced for water on a temperature controlled thin copper strip having comparable
length and breadth by the coupled map lattice (CML) method using a three-dimensional
boiling field model. The basic objective of the work is to improve the prediction of the
critical heat flux (CHF) with respect to the 2D CML model of Ghoshdastidar et al.
(Ghoshdastidar, P. S., Kabelac, S., and Mohanty, A., 2004, “Numerical Modelling of
Atmospheric Pool Boiling by the Coupled Map Lattice Method,” J. Mech. Eng. Sci.,
IMechE Part C, 218, pp. 195–205). The work models saturated pool boiling of water at
1 bar on a large (much larger than the minimum wavelength of 2D Taylor waves) and
thin horizontal copper strip. The pool height is 0.7 mm, indicating thin film boiling. In
the present model, it is assumed that boiling is governed by (a) nucleation from cavities
on a heated surface, (b) thermal diffusion, (c) bubble rising motion and associated
convection, (d) phase change and (e) Taylor instability. The changes with respect to the
2D model are primarily with respect to 3D modeling of thermal diffusion and 2D distri-
bution of nucleating cavity sizes. The predicted CHF is 1.57 MW/m2 as compared to the
actual value of 1.3 and 0.36 MW/m2 predicted by the 2D CML model of Ghoshdastidar
et al. (see above). It can be said that for the first time a coupled map lattice method which
is essentially qualitative in nature has been able to predict the CHF of saturated pool
boiling of water at 1 bar very close to the actual value. Furthermore, a sensitivity analy-
sis shows that the model gives physically realistic and stable results.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2352785�

Keywords: pool boiling, coupled map lattice, CML, 3D numerical modeling, nonlinear
dynamics

1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction and Literature Review. Nukiyama �1� was
the first to identify different regimes of saturated pool boiling of
water at 1 bar on a horizontal nichrome wire which was heated by
passing electric current through it. The experiment was heat flux
�qw

� � controlled. Nukiyama observed that boiling did not begin
until �Tw�5°C. As the imposed heat flux increased slightly
above the critical value qmax

� , the wire temperature jumped to the
melting point and burnout occurred. However, repeating the ex-
periment with a platinum wire having a higher melting point
�2045 versus 1500 K�, he was able to maintain heat fluxes above
the maximum value qmax

� without burnout. When he ran the ex-
periment in reverse, that is, by decreasing the heat flux, he found
that below qmin

� , the vapor film collapsed, isolated bubbles formed
and the wire temperature dropped to the low level associated with
the nucleate boiling regime. In short, during heat flux controlled
boiling the transition boiling regime was inaccessible. The miss-
ing transitional boiling regime of the curve was obtained by Drew
and Mueller �2� in temperature �Tw� controlled experiments on
pool boiling of low boiling point organic fluids.

Since the pioneering work of Nukiyama �1� many researchers
conducted experiments on pool boiling to understand the basic

physics and obtain various experimental correlations. Jakob �3�
was the first to report the relationship between wall heat flux and
the density of active nucleation sites. Wang and Dhir �4� in a
significant work quantified experimentally how surface wettability
affects the active nucleation site density and the distribution of the
active nucleation sites.

For the past several decades, numerous researchers have made
efforts to model nucleate boiling. Recently, Sakashita and Ku-
mada �5� proposed a nucleate boiling correlation based on the
model in which heat transfer occurs primarily by heat conduction
through conduction layers formed under primary bubbles. The
correlation results in a good agreement with the data of heat flux,
wall superheat, and nucleation site density from the isolated to
coalesced bubble region. He et al. �6� reported a numerical simu-
lation model of boiling heat transfer. In this model, the boiling
curve is reproduced numerically by determining the macrolayer
thickness. Based on the physical model of Maruyama et al. �7�
they used a simple numerical method and fewer empirical rela-
tions to determine the wall superheat from the heat flux. In addi-
tion, the formation of nucleation site density was included to in-
vestigate the effect of surface cavities. Furthermore, the model is
applied in the transient boiling process. From the aforementioned
literature review it is clear that there is no complete numerical
model which can predict the entire pool boiling curve.

Ideally speaking, a computational fluid dynamics study of pool
boiling would be possible if the Navier-Stokes equations could be
solved together with continuity and energy equations along with
phase change and appropriate boundary conditions. However,
there are several problems with simulating the boiling phenomena
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based on the Navier-Stokes equations. First, numerical instability
will occur because the boundary of the two phases is complex and
varies in time. Second, the amount of CPU time needed for the
integration of the equation will be very large since the calculations
need to be carried out with high accuracy to avoid such numerical
instabilities. Therefore, the models based on Navier-Stokes equa-
tions cannot be used for the simulation of boiling phenomena in a
practical sense. With the numerical techniques available at present
only a few bubbles at most can be dealt with.

Coupled map lattice �CML� has been recognized as a powerful
tool of analysis to grasp the qualitative and fundamental nature of
complex boiling phenomena and has been applied to many physi-
cal systems �8,9�. The CML method is based on a dynamic system
with continuous field variables but discrete space and time, in
which local dynamics propagates in space by diffusion or flow
and time is advanced by repeated mapping.

From the study of non-linear chaos dynamics it is known that a
complex physical system is not always governed by a complex
system of equations. Earlier studies of boiling based on non-linear
dynamics, though few and recent, suggest that boiling is a kind of
spatio-temporal chaotic phenomenon. The relevant papers in this
regard are by Sadasivan et al. �10�, Shoji and Tajima �11�, Shoji
�12�, Ellepola and Kenning �13�, and Nelson et al. �14,15�. How-
ever, applications to CML are not restricted to the problems in
spatio-temporal chaos, but include pattern formations, some solid-
state problems, biological information processing, and engineer-
ing problems �8�.

Using the CML method, Yanagita �16� simulated the pool boil-
ing phenomenon and succeeded in explaining the mode of transi-
tion from nucleate to film boiling. He assumed that fundamental
dynamic processes of boiling are thermal convection, bubble ris-
ing motion, and phase change. Although Yanagita’s model is very
attractive and path breaking, it deviates from the actual boiling
process at some points. First, his model permits liquid to evapo-
rate in the bulk, a phenomenon known as homogeneous nucle-
ation, which is different from boiling in the usual sense. Second,
in Yanagita’s model, pool boiling takes place even when the heater
surface temperature is less than the saturation temperature of the
liquid. This never happens in the actual boiling systems. Finally,
the strict mode of film boiling is not realized by Yanagita’s model.

Shoji �12� corrected the deficiencies of the model of Yanagita
by including nucleation sites on the heater surface and the Taylor
instability. The model was applied to saturated and transient pool
boiling of water on a small heated surface at 1 bar. The effects of
liquid subcooling and surface roughness were also investigated.
Although Shoji’s model is basically sound, it has the following
limitations. First, the calculation of nucleation superheat distribu-
tion is sketchy and cannot be easily reproduced by other research-
ers. Second, no effect due to stirring action of bubbles is incorpo-
rated into his model. Finally, rather than using actual heat flux he
used an apparent heat flux �without a unit� to plot the pool boiling
curve and hence no information about the predicted CHF could be
obtained.

Ghoshdastidar et al. �17� modified the basic theoretical model
proposed by Shoji �12� in terms of nucleation superheat distribu-
tion and mixing. The stirring action of the bubbles was modeled
by increasing the fluid thermal diffusivity by an enhancement fac-
tor. The effectiveness of the enhancement factor approach in the
model of Ghoshdastidar et al. �17� is clearly seen in its capability
of reproducing the atmospheric saturated pool boiling curve for
water well and predicting the critical heat flux in the same order of
magnitude of the actual value.

1.2 Objectives. The basic objective of this work is to improve
the prediction of the critical heat flux �CHF� with respect to the
2D CML model of Ghoshdastidar et al. �17�.

2 Problem Formulation
A CML is a dynamical system with discrete time, discrete

space, and continuous states. It usually consists of dynamical el-

ements on a lattice which interact �are “coupled”� with suitably
chosen sets of other elements. Basically in this method a �set of�
macroscopic variable�s� is chosen on a lattice. The basic physical
processes underlying the phenomena are then decomposed into
independent components. Each component is then replaced by a
simple parallel dynamics on a lattice. Finally each unit dynamics
�or procedure� is carried out successively �Kaneko �8��.

In the present problem it is assumed that boiling is governed by
�a� nucleation from cavities on a heated surface, �b� thermal dif-
fusion, �c� bubble rising motion and associated convection, �d�
phase change, and �e� Taylor instability.

2.1 Modeling. Saturated boiling of water at one atmospheric
pressure on a large �much larger than the minimum wavelength of
2D Taylor waves� and thin horizontal strip is considered, but boil-
ing only on a 3.5 mm�3.5 mm section is investigated in this
work. It is assumed that the boiling scenario is identical in every
3.5 mm�3.5 mm section of the plate. The heater material is cop-
per. The temperature distribution in the copper strip is ignored as
it has a very high thermal conductivity and very small thickness.
The three-dimensional boiling field is approximated and modeling
is based on CML method as followed by Shoji �12�. The height of
the pool of water on the strip is 0.7 mm, indicating thin-film boil-
ing �Kenning �18��. No prior assumption regarding the chaotic
nature of the boiling phenomena needs to be made.

2.2 Computational Domain and Lattices. The computa-
tional domain is divided into 30�30�30 lattices as shown in
Fig. 1. The volume of each lattice in the pool can contain either
liquid or vapor. There are 30 grid points in the horizontal direc-
tion, 30 in the vertical direction, and 30 grid points in the direction
perpendicular to the plane of paper. The intersection of solid lines

Fig. 1 „a… Computational domain and lattices; „b… expanded
view of an interior cubic lattice
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in Fig. 1�a� represents location of grid points. The broken lines in
the same figure indicate the faces of lattices. Each lattice contains
one grid point at its center. A typical lattice is shown by the
shaded region in Fig. 1�a� and an expanded view of an interior
lattice is shown in Fig. 1�b�. Grid points at the boundaries or at the
interface between the heater and the liquid are surrounded by half
lattices while those at the corners are surrounded by quarter-
lattices, as shown in Fig. 1�a�. A grid point is designated by
�i , j ,k� with “i” increasing in the x direction, “j” in the y direction,
and “k” in the “z” direction. A cubic lattice that encloses a grid
point �i , j ,k� is also referred to as �i , j ,k� as shown in Fig. 1�b�.

2.3 Field Variable. For simplicity, temperature is employed
as the only one field variable. In addition, a flag function, Fi,j,k is
used for the convenience of calculations to show the phase of each
lattice. Fi,j,k�“0” and “1” represent the lattice �i , j ,k� in liquid
and vapor phases, respectively.

2.4 Formulation of Dynamic Processes. In the CML
method, dynamic processes are usually formulated in mappings.
In the present model, it is assumed that boiling is governed by the
following physics and dynamics.

2.4.1 Nucleation on the Heated Surface. According to Wang
and Dhir �4�, nucleation cavities are distributed at random on the
heated surface. Many cavities are distributed on each surface lat-
tice but if it is assumed that every cavity has a conical shape, a
larger cavity yields lower nucleation superheat. Therefore, only
the cavity of maximum size �in this case, Dc as calculated from
Eq. �2�� is employed, since the active cavity of each surface lattice
which determines the local nucleation superheat, �Tact �Eq. �1��,
is required for bubble nucleation. The term �R�i , j� is added to Dm
to create a randomness among the size of the large cavities. The
nucleation superheat is given by

�Tact = Tact − Tsat =
4�Tsat

�vhfgDc
�1�

where Dc is the diameter of the largest nucleating cavity on a
surface lattice. To calculate Dc, the following formula is used:

Dc�i, j,1� = Dm + �R�i, j� �2�

where Dc�i , j ,1� represents the diameter of the largest nucleating
cavity on the lattice �i , j ,1�, Dm is the minimum diameter of
nucleating cavities on a heater surface lattice, �, which is assigned
a value of 0.99, and indicates the maximum deviation from Dm
and has the same unit as Dc and Dm, i.e., micrometer, and R�i , j� is
a random number between 0 and 1 assigned at the ith surface
lattice, with i and j varying from 1 to 30. Although the number of
grid points in the x and y directions is taken as 30�30 in the
present study, it may be varied. A total of 302�302 random num-
bers is generated in x and y directions, that is, from i=1 to l and
j=1 to m using a numerical algorithm group library random num-
ber generator subroutine. Every tenth random number of the set is
employed at each �i , j� surface lattice starting from the first, that
is, for each j starting from 1, i is varying from 1 to l.

The minimum cavity diameter is arbitrarily taken as 1.77 �m.
It is assumed that sites smaller than 1.77 �m do not exist on this
particular heater surface. Thus, the maximum diameter of the
nucleating cavities on a heater surface lattice becomes 2.76 �m as
calculated from Eq. �2� when the random number takes on a value
of 1.

Thus, using Eqs. �1� and �2�, the nucleation superheat distribu-
tion on the horizontal surface is calculated. Figures 2�a� and 2�b�
show the distribution of nucleation superheat at j=10 and j=15 in
the present case. It can be seen that with an increase of wall
superheat more and more nucleation sites are activated. The
bubble nucleation is formulated as follows:

If Fi,j,k = 0 and Ti,j,1 � Tact then Fi,j,k = 1 �3�

Thus one nucleation event suddenly fills a complete column of
lattices with vapor. Although this is unlikely to occur in an actual
case, in the present model this happens only once �i.e., only when
the pool is completely liquid� in the iterative cycle leading to the
steady state for each wall temperature. This is required for creat-
ing the transitional boiling regime at a later stage. It may be noted
that there is a fundamental assumption that the nucleate-to-film
boiling transition is determined by events in the vapor-liquid
space and not by surface chemistry.

Thus to sum up the procedure of obtaining the nucleation su-
perheat distribution, the following points should be kept in mind.
The most important point in the calculation of nucleation super-
heat distribution is the minimum cavity diameter, Dm, on a surface
lattice. It may be noted that the minimum cavity diameter is as-
sumed to be the same for all surface lattices in the present prob-
lem. If for a given surface Dm is provided then the nucleation
superheat distribution can be calculated by the combined applica-

Fig. 2 „a… Nucleation superheat distribution in the x-z plane at
j=10 of the pool; „b… nucleation superheat distribution in the
x-z plane at j=15 of the pool
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tion of Eqs. �1� and �2�.
The following needs to be said about the physical �and math-

ematical� basis of Eq. �2�. Since � is the maximum deviation from
the minimum cavity diameter, the product of � and the random
number R�i , j�, which takes on a value between 0 and 1, essen-
tially implies that a fraction of that maximum deviation is taken.
The product �i.e., �R�i , j�� is then added to the minimum value,
Dm, to get Dc from Eq. �2�. It can be easily seen that Dc can vary
from 1.77 to 2.76 �m. The deviation � does not have to have a
fixed value. The choice of a value for � should be dictated by the
information the analyst has about the minimum cavity size on a
given surface lattice and the maximum cavity size on the heater
surface. Thus, � may vary from one surface lattice to the other.

2.4.2 Thermal Diffusion

2.4.2.1 Governing equation. Since thermal conduction is oc-
curring in the fluid, the following governing equation is applicable
as a three-dimensional boiling field is simulated.

�T

�t
= 	� �2T

�x2 +
�2T

�y2 +
�2T

�z2 � �4�

The medium is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. The
fluid may exist in the state of either liquid, liquid and vapor, but
each fluid lattice can contain either liquid or vapor at a given time.

2.4.2.2 Boundary conditions. A periodic boundary condition
�19� is imposed on four sides of boiling field, i=1, i= l, j=1, and
j=m because it is assumed that the heater surface is infinite in the
x and y directions, respectively, and the boiling scenario is iden-
tical in every 3.5 mm�3.5 mm section. Thus the theory of Taylor
instability can be applied in the present model. The temperature
on the top of the field �k=n� is fixed at a constant prescribed
liquid temperature �saturation temperature in this case�. The bot-
tom, k=1, is at prescribed heater temperature �Tw�.

2.4.2.3 Initial condition. At t=0,

Ti,j,k = Tsat for all i, j,k �5�

Fi,j,k = 0 for all i, j,k �6�

2.4.2.4 Discretization scheme. An explicit finite difference
scheme is used to discretize the governing equation.

2.4.2.5 Finite difference equations. In the present study, l
=30, m=30, and n=30. It may be noted that, in the following
equations,

r1 = 	�t/��x�2

r2 = 	�t/��y�2

r3 = 	�t/��z�2

At any interior grid point �i , j ,k�, the following equation is valid:

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k
p �1 − 2r1 − 2r2 − 2r3� + r1�Ti−1,j,k

p + Ti+1,j,k
p �

+ r2�Ti,j−1,k
p + Ti,j+1,k

p � + r3�Ti,j,k−1
p + Ti,j,k+1

p � �7�

At the left boundary �i=1, j=2 to m−1, k=2 to n−1�, using
periodic boundary condition, T0,j,k

p =Tl,j,k
p in Eq. �7�, gives

T1,j,k� = T1,j,k
p �1 − 2r1 − 2r2 − 2r3� + r1�Tl,j,k

p + T2,j,k
p �

+ r2�T1,j−1,k
p + T1,j+1,k

p � + r3�T1,j,k−1
p + T1,j,k+1

p � �8�

At the right boundary �i= l, j=2 to m−1, k=2 to n−1�, using the
periodic boundary condition, Tl+1,j,k

p =T1,j,k
p in Eq. �7�, gives

Tl,j,k� = Tl,j,k
p �1 − 2r1 − 2r2 − 2r3� + r1�Tl−1,j,k

p + T1,j,k
p �

+ r2�Tl,j−1,k
p + Tl,j+1,k

p � + r3�Tl,j,k−1
p + Tl,j,k+1

p � �9�

At the front boundary �j= l, i=2 to l−1, k=2 to n−1�, using the

periodic boundary condition, Ti,0,k
p =Ti,m,k

p in Eq. �7�, gives

Ti,1,k� = Ti,1,k
p �1 − 2r1 − 2r2 − 2r3� + r1�Ti−1,1,k

p + Ti+1,1,k
p �

+ r2�Ti,m,k
p + Ti,2,k

p � + r3�Ti,1,k−1
p + Ti,1,k+1

p � �10�

At the rear boundary �j=n, i=2 to l−1, k=2 to n−1�, using the
periodic boundary condition, Ti,m+1,k

p =Ti,1,k
p in Eq. �7�, gives

Ti,m,k� = Ti,m,k
p �1 − 2r1 − 2r2 − 2r3� + r1�Ti−1,m,k

p + Ti+1,m,k
p �

+ r2�Ti,m−1,k
p + Ti,1,k

p � + r3�Ti,m,k−1
p + Ti,m,k+1

p � �11�

Note that �0, j ,k� and �l+1, j ,k� are fictitious points outside the
computational domain placed at a distance of �x from the left and
right vertical boundaries and �i ,0 ,k� and �i ,m+1,k� are fictitious
points outside the computational domain placed at a distance of
�y from the front and rear boundaries, respectively.

At the top boundary �i=1 to l, j=1 to m, k=n�,

T� = Tsat �12�

At the bottom boundary �i=1 to l, j=1 to l, k=1�,

T� = Tw �13�

2.4.2.6 Stability. For the stability of numerical calculations,
the following condition should be satisfied:

�t 

1

2	���x�−2 + ��y�−2 + ��z�−2�
�14�

2.4.2.7 Grid spacing and stability. In the present case, �x
=0.120 mm and �y=0.120 mm; �z=0.024 mm, �t=10−5 s is
used to ensure numerical stability.

2.4.3 Bubble Rising Motion and Thermal Convection. The
bubble motion due to buoyancy and its effect on temperature may
be expressed simply by the following mapping.

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� +
Si,j,k

2
��i,j,k+1 − �i,j,k−1�Ti,j,k� �15�

where �=1 for a liquid lattice and �=0 for a vapor lattice. Note
that � is dimensionless in this case. The parameter Si,j,k represents
the velocity of bubble rising motion and the strength of thermal
convection. Equation �15� has been derived from the equations of
motion and energy by assuming that the liquid motion is mainly
driven by the buoyancy force, and velocities in the x and y direc-
tions and viscous force may be negligibly small �see the Appen-
dix�.

2.4.4 Phase Change and Effects of Bubble Motion. It is known
that latent heat is consumed when liquid evaporates and is re-
leased when vapor condenses. This phase change process is for-
mulated as follows �12�:

If Fi,j,k = 0 and Ti,j,k� � Tc�i,j,k� then Tn�i,j,k�
p+1 = Tn�i,j,k�� − �

�16�

If Fi,j,k = 1 and Ti,j,k� � Tc�i,j,k� then Tn�i,j,k�
p+1 = Tn�i,j,k�� + �

�17�

The suffix n�i , j ,k� represents the nearest neighboring four lat-
tices and Tc�i,j,k� is the phase change temperature, which is deter-
mined according to the phase change criteria given below. In Eqs.
�16� and �17�, � is a parameter related to the enthalpy of vapor-
ization and has a unit of °C. The aforesaid equations also represent
the mixing effect of bulk liquid due to bubble motion.

2.4.4.1 Phase change criteria. The value of Tc�i,j,k� for the
liquid lattice adjacent to the heater is nucleation superheat, as
shown in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� at j=1 to m in the x-z planes. The
value for liquid lattices in the bulk is assumed to be the homoge-
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neous nucleation temperature of the liquid �which is 300°C for
water�, but for liquid lattice neighboring the vapor lattice, the
saturation temperature of liquid which is 100°C for water.

2.4.5 Taylor Instability. In film boiling, vapor bubbles depart
from the vapor film on a heated surface at regular horizontal spac-
ing due to Taylor instability, i.e., the unstable configuration of
liquid over vapor. The heavy phase falls down at one node of a
wave and the light fluid rises into the other node. In the present
model, this effect is included in the dynamic process mentioned
earlier �Sec. 2.4.3� by defining Si,j,k in Eq. �15� as follows �12�:

Si,j,k =  when cos�2�i/�*��cos 2�j/�*� � 	 2a �18�

Si,j,k = −  when cos�2�i/�*��cos 2�j/�*� 
 	 2a �19�

where �* is the magnitude of � corresponding to its mm dimen-
sion as calculated by

� =
2�	6

	��l − �v�g/�
�20�

for two-dimensional waves �20� and a is an appropriate constant;
and i and j in the cos function of Eqs. �18� and �19� are the grid
point number in the x and y directions, respectively. The idea
behind the use of Eq. �19� is to inhibit the bubble rising motion in
order to create a situation conducive to transitional boiling. The
CHF criterion is Taylor-Helmholtz instability as proposed by
Zuber �21�.

3 Method of Solution

3.1 Time Advancement. Time is advanced by repeating a set
of mapping the dynamic processes �Secs. 2.4.2–2.4.5� in such a
manner that

Tp → T� → T� → Tp+1 �21�

where the superscripts p and p+1 indicate the present and future
time values of the temperature.

3.2 Parameter Values. The present model has four param-
eters. In the CML method, the parameter values are determined so
as to reproduce the phenomena satisfactorily. In the present com-
putations, the parameter values are

 = 0.015

�* = 38.178

� = 1 �k � 2�

a = 0.85

The � value for k=2 grid points is employed as shown in Fig. 3 to
include the microlayer and macrolayer evaporation. The negative
sign before 2 indicates a decrease in temperature. It should be
noted that different parameter values might be needed for different
boiling systems and conditions.

The value of “” is dictated by Eq. �A7� and that of �* by Eq.
�20�. The value of � is determined by taking into consideration the
observation of Nukiyama �1� who reported a drop of 0.2–0.5°C
in the temperature of bulk water adjacent to steam bubbles. The
choice of the value of “a” is arbitrary. It is chosen to make sure
that the pool boiling curve is reproduced satisfactorily.

3.3 Overall Solution Algorithm.

1. Specify Tw=101°C and Tp.
2. Calculate T� by solving the thermal diffusion equation

�Eq. �4��.
3. Apply the nucleation criterion �Equation �3�� only if the

entire pool is in the liquid state, i.e., Fi.j,k=0.
4. Determine the phase state of each fluid lattice by using

phase change criteria.

5. Use Eq. �15� to get T�.
6. Check the phase state of each fluid lattice again.
7. Apply Eqs. �16� and �17� to obtain Tp+1.
8. Check the phase state of each fluid lattice once more.

Is steady state reached? If yes, go to step 10. If not, calculate
the overall vapor fraction, f �by volume�, and equivalent density,
specific heat, and thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the
liquid/vapor mixture using the following equations, enhance the
molecular thermal conductivity and diffusivity of the fluid by a
suitable factor as described below to include the effect of mixing
effect of the bubbles, and go to step 2:

keq = fkv + �1 − f�kl �22�

�eq = f�v + �1 − f��l �23�

ceq = fcv + �1 − f�cl �24�

	eq =
keq

�eqceq
�25�

The overall vapor fraction, f , is defined as the ratio of the volume
of vapor and the volume of liquid/vapor mixture in the pool:

If f 
0.1, then keq and hence 	eq is multiplied by a factor of
1.5.
If f �0.1, then the enhancement factor is 2.

The enhancement factor basically takes into account the turbu-
lent mixing in the fluid resulting from the bubble stirring action
which enhances the thermal diffusivity of the fluid.

9. Calculate the steady state wall heat flux as follows:

q� = − keq�1/lm�

i=1

l



j=1

m � �T

�z
�

i,j,1

�26�

where ��T/�z�i,j,1 is calculated by a five-point forward
difference scheme �19� and 1�total number of grid
points in the x direction �=30 in the present case�,
m�total number of grid points in the y direction �=30 in
the present case�.

10. Print the wall superheat, heat flux.

Fig. 3 Values of � for k=2 evaporating „i , j ,k… lattices
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11. Tw=Tw+1; respecify Tp.
12. Is Tw�145°C? If yes, go to step 13. If no, go to step 2.
13. STOP

A concise flow chart of the solution algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.

4 Result and Discussion

4.1 Saturated Pool Boiling Curve for Water. Figure 5
shows the comparison of pool boiling curve for water at 1 bar

using 3D and 2D CML �at t=1 s, which is approximately the time
required to reach the steady condition�. For the prescribed wall
temperature mapping is repeated 100,000 times �since �t
=10−5 s� until the stationary �steady� state is attained. The steady
state here means that the temperature at each grid point shows
virtually no time variation. The input data are shown in Table 1.

The sources of the property data for water �liquid and vapor
phases� and pure copper are Holman �22�, Incropera and Dewitt
�23�, and van Stralen and Cole �24�. The optimum number of grid
points after a grid independent test is carried out is 30�30�30.
On the SUN Enterprise 10,000 computer system approximately
336 h of CPU time were required to produce the pool boiling
curve using a step of 1 K wall superheat in 45 such steps. It is
evident that the CML model has qualitatively reproduced the clas-
sical pool boiling curve. The predicted critical heat flux �CHF� is
1.57 MW/m2 as compared to the actual value of 1.3 MW/m2

�obtained from Zuber’s correlation �21�� and 0.36 MW/m2 pre-
dicted by the 2D CML model of Ghoshdastidar et al. �17�.

It may be noted that in the present 3D model enhancement
factor used is only 1.5–2.0 as compared to 10–15 in the model of
Ghoshdastidar et al. �17�. Thus, the 3D CML model has been able
to capture the physics of pool boiling significantly better than the
corresponding 2D model. It is evident that 3D modeling is a natu-
ral and necessary step for the simulation of turbulent mixing. Thus
bubble stirring action is realistically captured in the case of 3D
CML modeling. The capability of the present model in predicting
CHF very close to the actual value and producing a realistic pool

Fig. 4 Flow chart of the overall solution algorithm

Fig. 5 Comparison of saturated pool boiling curves for water
at 1 bar based on 2D and 3D CML models

Table 1 Properties of water in liquid and vapor phases at 1 bar

Water �liquid phase�

1. Surface tension�58.8�10−3 N/m
2. Saturation temperature�100°C
3. Homogeneous nucleation temperature�300°C
4. Latent heat of vaporization�2257 kJ/kg
5. Thermal conductivity�0.68 W/mk
6. Specific heat�4.2 kJ/kg K
7. Density�960 kg/m3

Water �vapor phase�
1. Density�0.5955 kg/m3

2. Thermal conductivity�24.6�10−3 W/mk
3. Specific heat�2.06 kJ/kg K
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boiling curve is a significant improvement over the earlier works.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the pool boiling curve pre-

dicted by the present 3D CML model and that produced in the
experiment of Nukiyama �1�. A careful look at the two graphs
reveals that �i� the basic shape of the curve produced by the
present CML model matches with that of Nukiyama �1�; �ii� CHF
predicted by the numerical model is very close to that obtained in
the Nukiyama experiment; �iii� as in Nukiyama curve the sharp
increase of heat flux from the natural convection regime to the
nucleate boiling regime is clearly reflected in CML results. There
is a major difference, however, between the two curves, that is,
the transition boiling regime in the CML-generated curve is too
narrow. While in the Nukiyama experiment the minimum heat
flux occurred at a wall superheat of 120 K, the CML simulation
result shows that the corresponding wall superheat is only 40 K.
The modeling of transition boiling regime can be made more re-
alistic by making cavity sizes smaller as is evident from Fig. 8.

4.2 Vapor Fractions Versus Wall Superheat Plots. Figure 7
shows the overall vapor fractions versus wall superheat plots for
the 3D CML model. The vapor fraction is calculated on the basis
of the vapor content in different layers of the pool. In the present
case j=10 and j=15 are considered. The effect of third dimension
can be clearly visualized from the plots. In the stable film boiling
regime the entire pool is in vapor phase.

5 Sensitivity Study
Several arbitrary parameters have been used in the present

CML model. They are minimum cavity diameter �Dm�, � in Eq.
�2�, � �in Eqs. �16� and �17��, a in Eqs. �18� and �19�, and en-
hancement factor used in Eqs. �22�–�25�. In the following sensi-
tivity study the effect of the above parameters on the atmospheric
saturated pool boiling curve for water is investigated.

5.1 Minimum Cavity Diameter „Dm…. Figure 8 shows pool
boiling curves for Dm=1, 1.77, and 3 �m. Lower Dm gives rise to
lower Dc �see Eq. �2�� and hence, larger activation or nucleation
superheat �see Eq. �1��. As a result, with decrease in Dm, boiling
curve shifts to the right. Furthermore, CHF increases with de-
crease in the minimum cavity diameter. Furthermore, as the cavity
diameter decreases the transition boiling regime becomes broader

which is more realistic. It may be noted here that for Dm=1 �m,
full boiling curve could not be reproduced as the computation was
carried out up to �Tw=45 K.

5.2 Parameter �. “�” appears in Eq. �2�. Since � is the maxi-
mum deviation from the minimum cavity diameter, larger value of
� implies larger cavity diameters. In this study three values of �
were taken, that is, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.99. As expected, with increase
in the value of �, the boiling curve shifts to the left �Fig. 9�.
However, CHFs for �=0.8 and �=0.99 are more or less the same
although for �=0.7 CHF is showing a lower value.

5.3 Parameter �. “�” appears in Eqs. �16� and �17�. � is a
parameter related to the enthalpy of vaporization and has a unit of
°C. It is seen from Fig. 10 that changing � �for k�2 grid points�

Fig. 6 Comparison of the saturated pool boiling curve for wa-
ter at 1 bar predicted by the present 3D CML model and that
produced in the experiment of Nukiyama †1‡

Fig. 7 Variation of vapor fraction in the x-z plane at j=10 and
j=15 of the pool

Fig. 8 Effect of minimum cavity diameter „Dm… on the satu-
rated pool boiling curve for water at 1 bar
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from 1 to 3 �the corresponding value for k=2 being 2–4� has little
effect on the pool boiling curve except in the transition boiling
regime.

5.4 Parameter a. “a” is used in Eqs. �18� and �19�. Figure 11
shows that varying a from 0.75 to 0.95 does not change the pool
boiling curve significantly.

5.5 Enhancement Factor. The enhancement factor is used to
increase keq, �eq, ceq, and 	eq in Eqs. �22�–�25�, respectively, in
order to include mixing effect of bubbles. In the present 3D CML
model, if overall vapor fraction f is less than or equal to 0.1, then
the factor is taken as 1.5, otherwise it is 2. The CHF predicted is
1.57 MW/m2 which is very close to the actual value of
1.3 MW/m2. This clearly shows that in the present model there is
little need to artificially increase the thermal diffusivity. The tur-
bulent mixing due to bubble stirring action is automatically taken

care of in the 3D CML model as there is now mixing due to
evaporation and condensation of vapor lattices in both x-y as well
as x-z planes. When the enhancement factors are increased from
1.5 to 10, and 2 to 15 it is observed from Fig. 12 that CHF rises to
around 16 MW/m2 which clearly shows that unlike in the 2D
CML model, in the 3D CML model raising the value of thermal
diffusivity by an order of magnitude is not required.

Thus, the above sensitivity analysis clearly shows that the
present 3D CML model gives physically realistic and stable re-
sults.

6 Conclusions
In conclusion it can be said that the present 3D CML model has

been able to capture the physics of pool boiling significantly better
than the corresponding 2D model. For the first time a coupled map

Fig. 9 Effect of the parameter � „in Eq. „2…… on the saturated
pool boiling curve for water at 1 bar

Fig. 10 Effect of the parameter � „in Eqs. „16… and „17…… on the
saturated pool boiling curve for water at 1 bar

Fig. 11 Effect of the parameter a „in Eqs. „18… and „19…… on the
saturated pool boiling curve for water at 1 bar

Fig. 12 Effect of enhancement factor on the saturated pool
boiling curve for water at 1 bar
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lattice method which is essentially qualitative in nature has been
able to predict the CHF of saturated pool boiling of water at 1 bar
very close to the actual value. A sensitivity analysis shows that the
model gives physically realistic and stable results. This shows the
promise of using a CML model for the quantitative prediction of
CHF in future for fluid other than water and pressures other than
1 bar.

Nomenclature
c � specific heat �J /kg K�

Dc � diameter of the largest nucleating cavity on a
surface lattice ��m�

Dm � minimum cavity diameter on a surface lattice
��m�

f � overall vapor fraction in the pool
Fi,j,k � flag function

g � acceleration due to gravity �m/s2�
hfg � latent heat of vaporization �J/kg�

i � grid point index in the x direction
j � grid point index in the y direction
k � thermal conductivity �W/mK�, grid point index

in the z direction
l � number of grid points in the x direction

m � number of grid points in the y direction
n � number of grid points in the z direction
q� � wall heat flux �W/m2�
R � random number between 0 and 1

Si,j,k � parameter for thermal convection
t � time �s�

�t � time increment �s�
T � temperature �K�

Tact � nucleation wall temperature �K�
Tsat � saturation temperature �K�
Tw � wall temperature �K�

�Tact � nucleation superheat, Tact−Tsat �K�
�Tw � wall superheat, Tw−Tsat �K�

x ,y ,z � Cartesian coordinates

Greek Symbols
	 � thermal diffusivity��k /�c� �m2/s�
� � maximum deviation from Dm ��m�
 � parameter in Eq. �15�
� � parameter in phase change or mixing �°C�
� � wave length of Taylor instability �m� �Eq. �20��

�* � magnitude of � corresponding to its mm di-
mension �Eqs. �16� and �17��

� � density �kg/m3�
� � ratio of liquid or vapor density to saturation

density of the liquid, Eq. �15�
� � surface tension �N/m�

Subscripts
eq � equivalent

l � liquid
m � minimum

sat � saturation
v � vapor

Superscripts
* � dimensionless
p � present time

p+1 � future time, at the end of overall mapping pro-
cess in time step, �t

Abbreviations
CHF � critical heat flux
CML � coupled map lattice

Appendix

Derivation of Eq. (15)

Assumptions.

1. No horizontal component of velocity, i.e., u=0, v=0, V

=wk̂
2. Inviscid flow, i.e., ��0
3. Ideal gas equation is valid for the fluid for which the

equation of state is p=�RT

where “p” is pressure, “�” is the density of the fluid, “R” is the
particular gas constant, “T” is the temperature of the fluid.

Continuity Equation.

�u

�x
+

�v
�y

+
�w

�z
= 0 �A1�

Here, ��constant except in the z-momentum equation, using the
Boussinesq approximation.

Since, u=0, v=0, Eq. �A1� reduces to �w /�z=0.
Hence w�constant in the z direction.

Momentum Equations. x and y-momentum equations are ne-
glected as u=0, v=0

z-momentum equation:

�
�w

�t
+ u

�w

�x
+ v

�w

�y
+ w

�w

�z
= Z −

�p

�z
+ ��2w �A2�

Since u=0, v=0, �w /�z=0 and ��0, Eq. �A2� reduces to

�
�w

�t
= Z −

�p

�z
�A3�

Energy Equation. Note that thermal diffusion has already been
considered in the first map and hence the diffusion term in the
right hand side term is not appearing here.

�T

�t
+ u

�T

�x
+ v

�T

�y
+ w

�T

�z
= 0

Since u=0, v=0, energy equation reduces to

�T

�t
+ w

�T

�z
= 0 �A4�

Now in equation �A3�, Z=−�g �here, y is positive upward and “g”
is acting downward� where � is the density in the thermal bound-
ary layer.

�p

�z
= − ��g �hydrostatic�

where �� is the bulk density of the fluid.
Substituting “Z” and �p

�z in Eq. �A3�

�
�w

�t
= − �g − �− ��g� = − �g + ��g = g��� − ��

�w

�t
=

g

�
��� − �� �A5�

Assuming � versus T linearly varying in the small temperature
range,

�� − �

T� − T
=

��

�T
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�� − � = �T� − T�
��

�T

Putting the value of ���−�� in Eq. �A5�, we get

�w

�t
=

g

�

��

�T
�T� − T�

Using the explicit finite difference scheme �note that superscript

� refers to thermal diffusion map and bubble rising velocity is
zero at that time�

⇒
w − 0

�T
=

g

�

��

�T
�T� − Ti,j,k� �

�A6�

⇒w =
g

�

��

�T
�T� − Ti,j,k� ��t

From Eq. �A6�, �T
�t =−w �T

�z
Substituting the expression for “w” from Eq. �A6� in the above

equation

�T

�t
= −

g

�

��

�T
�T� − Ti,j,k� ��t

�T

�z

⇒
�T

�t
= −

g

�
�T� − Ti,j,k� ��t

��

�T

�T

�z

⇒
�T

�t
= −

g

�
�T� − Ti,j,k� ��t

��

�z

Using the explicit finite difference scheme

Ti,j,k� − Ti,j,k�

�t
= −

g

�
�T� − Ti,j,k� ��t

��

�z

⇒Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� −
g

�
�T� − Ti,j,k� ���t�2��

�z

= Ti,j,k� −
g

�
�T� − Ti,j,k� �

���t�2��i,j,k+1 − �i,j,k−1

2�z
�

= Ti,j,k� −
1

2
�g�T� − Ti,j,k� ���t�2

�z
�1

�
��i,j,k+1

− �i,j,k−1�

= Ti,j,k�

−
1

2
�g�T� − Ti,j,k� ���t�2

�z
�RTi,j,k�

P
��i,j,k+1

− �i,j,k−1� �since � =
p

RT
�

Assuming p=psat=constant=�satRTsat

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� −
1

2
�g�T� − Ti,j,k� ���t�2

�z
�

Ti,j,k�
1

�satTsat
��i,j,k+1 − �i,j,k−1�

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� +
1

2
�− g�T� − Ti,j,k� ���t�2

�zTsat
�Ti,j,k� ��i,j,k+1

�sat
−

�i,j,k−1

�sat
�

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� +


2
Ti,j,k� ��i,j,k+1

�sat
−

�i,j,k−1

�sat
�

where  = �− g�T� − T���t�2

�zTsat
� �A7�

When the fluid is in the liquid state,

�i,j,k+1

�sat
or

�i,j,k−1

�sat
= �i,j,k+1 or �i,j,k−1 = 1

�sat is the saturation density of the liquid.
When the fluid is in vapor state,

�i,j,k+1

�sat
or

�i,j,k−1

�sat
= �i,j,k+1 or �i,j,k−1 = 0

Finally, the convection equation reduces to the following form

Ti,j,k� = Ti,j,k� +
Si,j,k

2
��i,j,k+1 − �i,j,k−1�Ti,j,k� �A8�

where Si,j,k= +=− depending upon Taylor instability criteria,
that is, Eqs. �18� and �19�.
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Effect of Surface Orientation on
Nucleate Boiling of FC-72 on
Porous Graphite
Effects of orientations of porous graphite and smooth copper surfaces, measuring
10 mm�10 mm, on saturation nucleate boiling and critical heat flux (CHF) of FC-72
dielectric liquid and of liquid subcooling (0, 10, 20, and 30 K) on nucleate boiling in the
upward facing orientation are investigated. Inclination angles ��� considered are 0 deg
(upward-facing), 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 deg (downward facing). The values of nucle-
ate boiling heat flux, nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient (NBHTC), and CHF are
compared with those measured on the smooth copper surface of the same dimensions and
CHF values on both copper and porous graphite are compared with those reported by
other investigators on the smooth surfaces and microporous coatings. Results demon-
strated higher NBHTC and CHF on porous graphite, particularly in the downward-
facing orientation ��=180 deg�. In the upward-facing orientation, NBHTCs on both sur-
faces decrease with increased subcooling, but increase with increased surface superheat
reaching maxima then decrease with further increase in surface superheat. In saturation
boiling on copper and both saturation and subcooled boiling on porous graphite these
maxima occur at or near the end of the discrete bubble region, and near CHF in sub-
cooled boiling on copper. Maximum saturation NBHTC on porous graphite increases
with decreased surface superheat and inclination angle, while that on copper increases
with increased surface superheat and decreased surface inclination. At low surface su-
perheats, saturation nucleate boiling heat flux increases with increased inclination, but
decreases with increased inclination at high surface superheats, consistent with previ-
ously reported data for dielectric and nondielectric liquids. The fractional decreases in
saturation CHF with increased � on smooth copper and microporous coatings are almost
identical, but markedly larger than on porous graphite, particularly in the downward-
facing orientation. In this orientation, saturation CHF on porous graphite of 16 W/cm2

is much higher than on copper �4.9 W/cm2� and as much as 53% of that in the upward-
facing orientation, compared to only �18% on copper. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352783�

Introduction
Advanced cooling methods and techniques are being developed

for removing anticipated high thermal power dissipation by new
generation computer chips. The increases in packing density of
transistors and the clock speed of these chips not only increase the
total thermal power dissipated and dissipation heat flux but also
cause hot spots on the surface. The hot-spot heat flux on the sur-
face of POWER4 chips from IBM exceeds 100 W/cm2 and is
almost twice the average heat flux �1�. The average dissipation
heat flux from a single chip package is projected to reach
100 W/cm2 and the hot-spot local heat flux could be more than
two times higher �2�. The thermal gradient and mechanical
stresses caused by the developed hot spot could cause the chip or
CPU to fail and/or shorten its useful life.

To remove the anticipated high dissipation thermal power and
mitigate the effect of the nonuniform surface heat flux, liquid-
based, rather than air-based, cooling methods are more effective.
These methods include forced convection in microchannels, liquid
spray and impinging jets, and immersion pool boiling of dielectric
liquids �e.g., �3–10��. In immersion pool boiling of dielectric liq-
uids, such as FC-72 and HFE-7100, the dissipated thermal power
by a CPU or a high performance chip, is removed by nucleate
boiling at high heat fluxes �e.g., �3–6,11–19��. In addition to the

low saturation temperature of the candidate dielectric liquids
��61°C�, nucleate boiling helps make the surface temperatures of
the spreader and the computer chip more uniform, effectively de-
creasing the junction or die temperature. The dissipated thermal
power by the chip would also be removed at a relatively small
total resistance ��0.5°C/W�, depending on the properties and
subcooling of the boiling liquid and the characteristics of the ex-
posed surface of the spreader on which boiling takes place
�20–22�. Such a surface could be made of smooth copper or sili-
con, has microfins or manufactured cavities, or covered by a thin
layer of microporous coatings or highly porous materials.

Experimentally determined nucleate boiling heat fluxes and
heat transfer coefficients and critical heat flux �CHF� of dielectric
liquids on microporous coatings, microfinned surfaces, and
porous graphite are significantly higher than those reported on
smooth copper and silicon �3,4,12,13,15–18,23–25�. Most re-
ported results are in the upward-facing orientation �inclination
angle �=0 deg� at different liquids subcoolings and surface sizes
ranging in sizes from 10 mm�10 mm to 50 mm�50 mm. In
these investigations, the size of the boiling surface had little or no
effect on the nucleate boiling heat flux and CHF. Fewer results
have been reported on nucleate boiling of saturation and sub-
cooled dielectric liquids at other than the upward-facing orienta-
tion �5,6,11,15,19,26–29�.

The reported results on the effect of surface orientation are
consistent with earlier data for nondielectric liquids such as water,
nitrogen, and helium �30–33� showing that at low surface super-
heats, nucleate boiling heat flux increases as � increases from
0 deg to 180 deg �downward facing�, but at higher surface super-
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heats it decreases with increased surface inclination. CHF de-
creases slightly as � increases to 90 deg then it decreases rapidly
with increased inclination to its lowest value at 180 deg. The re-
ported values of saturation boiling CHF for FC-72 and HFE-7100
on smooth copper and microporous coatings in the downward-
facing orientation ��=180 deg� are typically �7% to 28% of
those measured in the upward-facing position ��=0 deg�
�5,6,11,19,26–29�. The fractional decreases in CHF for both
FC-72 and HFE-7100 liquids on smooth copper and microporous
coatings with increasing � are very similar, however, the actual
CHF values for HFE-7100 are much higher than for FC-72 and
those measured on microporous coatings and microfinned surfaces
are higher than on smooth copper and silicon �4–6,12,13,25,34�.
Microporous and microfinned surfaces significantly decrease tem-
perature excursion at boiling incipience caused by the high wet-
ting property of dielectric liquids. On copper, such temperature
excursions could be as much as 35 K, which may cause the junc-
tion temperature of the chips to exceed the recommended value of
85°C. Recent experiments have shown no temperature excursion
prior to boiling incipience and large increases in the saturation
nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient and CHF for both FC-72
and HFE-7100 liquids on porous graphite in the upward-facing
orientation �17,18,23,24�.

Compact electronics packing and high thermal power dissipa-
tion may require changing the orientation of the boiling surface or
using subcooled liquids. This paper investigates the effects of sur-
face orientation on saturation boiling of degassed FC-72 liquid on
porous graphite and copper surfaces measuring 10 mm�10 mm
and of liquid subcooling of 10, 20, and 30 K on the nucleate
boiling heat transfer coefficient �NBHTC� on both surfaces in the
upward-facing orientation. The results on copper are used herein,
as a reference, to quantify the enhancement in the nucleate boiling
heat transfer on porous graphite and those reported by other in-
vestigators on different surfaces �11,26–28�. Digital photographs
of nucleate boiling on porous graphite are recorded to illustrate
the processes of vapor bubbles nucleation, growth, coalescence,
and release and the induced mixing in the boundary layer in the
different orientations. For practical applications, most of the pre-
sented results on porous graphite are for an aged surface. In ad-
dition, fewer results on unaged porous graphite surface are in-
cluded for comparison. For consistency of comparing with other
surfaces, the present results on smooth copper are all for a newly
prepared surface.

Experiments
Descriptions of the experimental facility, test section construc-

tion and assembly, and experiment procedures have been detailed
elsewhere �5,6,17�, and a brief summary is provided below. Fig-
ures 1�a� and 1�b�, respectively, present the scanning electron mi-
croscope �SEM� images of the porous graphite and copper sur-
faces used in the present pool boiling experiments; both surfaces
measure 10 mm�10 mm and are 3 mm and 1.6 mm thick, re-
spectively. The graphite is highly porous has randomly intercon-
nected pores and cavities with sizes ranging from �1.0 to tens
and hundreds of microns and anisotropic thermal conductivity that
is lower than that of copper �Fig. 1�a� and Table 1�. The reentrant
cavities in porous graphite have noncircular openings and ragged
nonsmooth interiors and could be several hundred microns deep
�Fig. 1�a��. The porous graphite is used in the present experiments
without any surface preparation, while the copper surface �Fig.
1�b�� is prepared following consistent procedures. First, it is
sanded with emery paper #400 in even strokes to remove deep
scratches and dents, then polished with a metal polishing liquid
and cleansed with water and alcohol, and finally finished using
fine emery paper #1500 by applying equal number of strokes in
two perpendicular directions. The induced markings on the copper
surface seen in the SEM image in Fig. 1�b� show randomly dis-

tributed longitudinal and cross groves �5 �m wide, 2–3 �m
deep, and �5–1000 �m long. A deeper indent could still be seen
in the prepared copper surface.

FC-72 liquid has very high air solubility of as much as 48% by
volume at atmospheric pressure and room temperature. Thus, for
consistency of results, the present experiments are conducted with
degassed FC-72 liquid. It typically took a few hours of continuous
boiling in conjunction with using a magnetic stirrer to outgas the
FC-72 liquid pool prior to conducting the experiments �35�. At the
conclusion of the degassing process and venting of the released
air, the test vessel is tightly sealed to prevent liquid leakage and
air from entering the test vessel. The monitored degassing process
considered complete when the formation of air bubbles in the
liquid pool and at selected sites on the wall of the vessel ceases to
occur. During degassing, the temperature of the water bath in
which the test vessel is immersed is kept a few degrees �5–7 K�
above the saturation temperature of FC-72. Studies investigating
the effect of dissolved gas on nucleate boiling on plane, mi-
croporous, and microfinned surfaces �4,25,34� concluded that dis-
solved gas reduces incipient boiling temperature and improves
nucleate boiling in the low heat flux region. However, there is
little or no effect of the dissolved gas on nucleate boiling in the
high heat flux region or on CHF. The reported data showed that
the boiling curves for gas-dissolved and degassed liquid merge at
values between approximately 10% and 30% of CHF �4,25,34�.

Fig. 1 SEM images of porous graphite

Table 1 Properties of porous graphite and copper surfaces in
the present experiments

Material

Thermal
conductivity

�W/m K�
Density
�kg/m3�

Volume
porosity

�%�

Open
pores
�%�

Copper �36� 400 8,950 NA NA
Porous graphite �37� 70 in plane and

�245 normal to
the plane surface

900 �61 �95
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In the present experiments, the temperature of FC-72 liquid
pool is monitored using four submerged K-type thermocouples.
The liquid bulk temperature is taken as the average of those indi-
cated by the two thermocouples placed �5–10 mm from the po-
rous graphite or copper surface to avoid disturbing pool boiling on
the surface, while providing accurate measurements of the liquid
bulk temperature as close to the surface as possible. In the
upward-facing orientation, the height of the liquid above the sur-
face of the test section in the vessel is kept constant at �8 cm.
The test vessel is immersed in a water bath, which has a sub-
merged electrical heater to regulate the subcooling of the FC-72
pool in the experiments and also maintain the pool temperature
above saturation during the outgassing procedures. The test vessel
is equipped with a water-cooled copper reflux condenser that is
fastened to the inside of the top cover.

In subcooled boiling experiments, the two copper cooling coils
submerged in the FC-72 liquid pool are used to adjust and main-
tain the pool temperature to within a fraction of a degree of the
desired values. The temperature of the submerged coils is regu-
lated using a liquid bath chiller. To avoid disturbing the boiling
process in the experiments the test vessel dimensions are signifi-
cantly large, allowing at least 5 cm clearance between the as-
sembled test section and any possible obstruction at all orienta-
tions. In addition, the volume of the liquid pool in the test vessel
�120 mm�140 mm�220 mm� is significantly larger than that of
the assembled test section �30 mm�30 mm�16.9 mm�, the ac-
tual height of the vessel is 300 mm.

The assembled test section consists of a Teflon block with a
square cavity ��1.0 mm deep� at the center of the top surface for
placing the heating elements. The porous graphite or copper sec-
tion is mounted onto the heating element using a thin layer
��0.1 mm� of high thermal conductivity �1.4 W/m K� and high
electrical resistivity �1015 � cm� epoxy. The porous graphite
block is 3.0 mm thick and its surface protrudes �1.4 mm into the
liquid, and the copper block is 1.6 mm thick and protrudes
�0.3 mm into the liquid pool. The Nicrome wire-heating element
is wound tightly below the porous graphite or copper blocks and
the wires are insulated using the high electrical resistivity epoxy.
To determine the surface temperature in the experiments, two
K-type thermocouples are inserted in two 0.6 mm diameter hori-
zontal holes on one side, �0.8 mm from the exposed surface, and
half way into the graphite or the copper blocks. The exposed tips
of the thermocouples are covered with a very thin layer of the
same epoxy used for mounting the graphite and copper blocks
onto the heating element to ensure good solid-solid contact, and in
case of the porous graphite also avoid wetting the thermocouples
with liquid from the pool and recording false temperature read-
ings. For constructing the pool boiling curves the average reading
of these thermocouples is taken as the surface temperature, after
accounting for the temperature drop due to conduction to the sur-
face of the porous graphite or copper block; estimated at �2.0 K
and 0.5 K, respectively. Due to the high elevation in Albuquerque,
NM, the local atmospheric pressure for all the experiments re-
ported in this paper is �0.085 MPa.

The fully assembled test section �Fig. 2� is encased in a Lexan
frame with a closed bottom and measures 30 mm�30 mm. The
shallow cavity on top is filled with translucent two-part epoxy
adhesive that also seals the sides of the porous graphite �or cop-
per� block, leaving no tiny grooves that could act as active nucle-
ation sites for vapor bubbles in the experiments, thus skewing the
pool boiling curves. Thus, the exposed surface area of the porous
graphite and of copper blocks �10 mm�10 mm� is the effective
area for nucleate boiling in the present experiments. In the experi-
ments, no bubble nucleation is observed on the sidewalls of either
the copper or the porous graphite blocks. The heat losses through
the sides of the assembled test section are calculated using ANSYS

finite element software to be negligibly small, thus the dissipated
power from the boiling surface is taken the same as that generated
by the underlying heating elements. This power is determined

from the measured voltage across the heating element and the
electric current provided by the power supply.

The estimated uncertainties in the experiments are +0.7 K in
the temperature and ±2% in the steady state nucleate boiling heat
flux measurements. Implemented in the procedures in the experi-
ments the electrical power to the heating element is incrementally
increased by increasing the applied dc voltage to the Nichrome-
wire heating element in steps of �0.2 V. As the nucleate boiling
heat flux increases, the incremental increase in the applied voltage
to the heating element in the test section is adjusted down to
ensure that the maximum power increase is no more than 0.5 W
�or the increase in the surface heat flux is �0.5 W/cm2�. When
approaching CHF, the incremental increases in the heater’s power
are limited to �0.15 W, to avoid a large temperature surge and
burning the test section. The nucleate boiling heat flux and aver-
age surface temperature for constructing the boiling curves are
recorded after reaching steady state, when the measured change in
the average surface temperature in subsequent measurements is
�0.2 K. Each of these surface temperatures is the average of �30
consecutive measurements. Near CHF, the incremental increase in
the heating element’s power could result in a large increase in the
average surface temperature. However, to determine CHF and the
corresponding surface superheat while at the same time avoid
burning the heating element, when the measured increase in sub-
sequent average surface temperatures exceeds 30 K, it is consid-
ered an indication of reaching CHF and the experiment was ter-
minated. A higher increase in the surface temperature criterion
could burn the test section, with �2% increase in CHF, as the
slope of the boiling curves near CHF is relatively small �Fig. 3�.
Visual observations, backed up with digital photographs and video
confirmed the transition to film boiling when increasing the sur-
face temperature criterion beyond 30 K. With the present proce-
dures, the estimated uncertainty in the CHF values is �3% how-
ever; the uncertainty in the corresponding surface superheat could
be as much as 4 K.

Results and Discussion
This section presents the measured saturation pool boiling

curves for FC-72 on both porous graphite and on smooth copper
at the different surface orientations. The inclination angles inves-
tigated are �=0 deg �upward facing�, 60, 90 �vertical�, 120, 150,
and 180 deg �downward facing�. Photographs of saturation boil-
ing on porous graphite in the different orientations are presented
and discussed. In addition, the results on the effect of liquid sub-
cooling of 10, 20, and 30 K on the nucleate boiling heat transfer
coefficient �NBHTC� and CHF of FC-72 on both porous graphite
and copper in the upward-facing orientation are compared. The
present saturation CHF values are compared with those reported
by other investigators on smooth and microporous surfaces and
correlated as a function of inclination angle. The presented results

Fig. 2 SEM images of copper surface
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on porous graphite are for both aged and new �or unaged� sur-
faces. The aged surface has been submerged in the FC-72 liquid
pool for �50 days during which more than 165 hours of boiling in
50 tests at different liquid subcoolings are conducted. The unaged
surface has been submerged in the FC-72 liquid pool for only tens
of hours and used in less than ten boiling tests. For each condition,
the presented pool boiling curves are highly reproducible �Fig.
3�a��. As shown in Fig. 3�b�, the nucleate boiling heat fluxes on
the aged porous graphite surface are lower and the corresponding
surface superheats are higher than those on the unaged surface. In
addition, the CHF and the corresponding surface superheat are
much higher on the aged surface. This difference between the
results on the aged and unaged porpous graphite is pronounced at
and near CHF, but decreases with decreased nucleate boiling heat
flux, becoming insignificant at low surface superheats. Most of the
results presented in the following sections on porous graphite are
for the aged surface and a fewer results are for the unaged surface.
The copper results are all for a recently prepared surface.

The effect of aging on the boiling curves on copper is partially
caused by the deposition of the plasticizers leached into the di-
electric liquid from the epoxy used in the test section assembly.
The increase in the surface tension of the FC-72 liquid due to the
increase of the plasticizers in the pool over time in the experi-
ments, may also contribute to the aging effect. However, since
graphite is inert, the second cause is solely responsible for the
aging effects on the boiling curves. This is confirmed with the
experimental measurements showing that using new graphite tests
section with both aged and fresh FC-72 liquids give the same
aging effects as shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. The increased sur-
face tension of the FC-72 liquid due to the presence of plasticizers
decreases the nucleate boiling heat flux and shifts the boiling
curve to higher surface superheats, which is consistent with the
present results and those of Chang �38�. He reported that the pres-

ence of plasticizers in FC-72 liquid caused the saturation boiling
CHF on microporous coatings to increase slightly and occur at a
significantly higher superheat.

Effect of Surface Orientation. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� present
the measured saturation pool boiling curves of FC-72 on smooth
copper and aged porous graphite, respectively, in the upward-
facing ��=0 deg�, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 deg �downward-
facing� orientations. The results in these figures are consistent
with those previously published by other investigators of the ef-
fect of surface orientation on the nucleate boiling of dielectric
liquids �5,6,11,15,19,26–29� and of non-dielectric liquids �30–33�.
Excluding the 180 deg orientation, when the surface superheat of
copper is �11.5 K, the nucleate boiling heat flux generally in-
creases with increased inclination angle, but decreases with in-
creased inclination angle at higher surface superheats �Fig. 4�a��.
Similarly, the nucleate boiling heat flux on porous graphite in-
creases slightly with increased surface inclination at low surface
superheats, �Tsat� �5 K, but decreases with increased inclina-
tion angle at higher surface superheats �Fig. 4�b��.

The solid square symbols at the end of the boiling curves in
Figs. 4�a� and 4�b� and 5�a�–5�f� indicate the CHF values deter-
mined using the experimental procedures described earlier. CHF
of FC-72 on either porous graphite or smooth Cu decreases with
increased inclination angle and so does the surface superheat at
CHF. The latter shows some variation due to the uncertainties
associated with the procedures used in the present experiment for
determining CHF. Figures 4�a� and 4�b� show marked enhance-
ment in nucleate boiling and increase in CHF of FC-72 on porous
graphite. For the same inclination and surface superheat, the
nucleate boiling heat flux of FC-72 on porous graphite is 2–20
times that on copper.

The saturation pool boiling curves of FC-72 on copper and

Fig. 3 Effect of aging on pool boiling of FC-72 on porous graphite
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porous graphite at 0, 60, 90, 120, 150, and 180 deg inclinations
are compared in Figs. 5�a�–5�f�. These figures show no excursion
in the surface temperature of porous graphite prior to boiling in-
cipience; however, on copper temperature excursions of 10.5 K to
19 K are measured. The CHF values of FC-72 on porous graphite
are higher than those measured on copper, with the largest differ-
ence in the downward-facing orientation �180 deg�. In this orien-
tation, CHF of FC-72 on porous graphite is 6.4 times that on
copper but at lower inclinations of 150, 90, and 0 deg it is �4.14,
1.69, and 1.67 times that on copper. The surface superheat at CHF
on porous graphite is also higher than on copper, particularly in
the downward facing orientation �Fig. 5�f��.

Nucleate Boiling Heat Transfer Coefficient. Figures 6�a� and
6�b� plot the calculated saturation NBHTC of FC-72 versus the
measured surface superheat at different orientations of the porous
graphite and the copper surface, respectively. The values of
NBHTC are calculated from the measured pool boiling curves by
dividing the measured nucleate boiling heat flux by the corre-
sponding �Tb, the difference between the measured surface tem-
perature Tw, and that of the liquid pool near the boiling surface Tb
in the experiments. The solid circle symbols in these figures indi-
cate the maximum NBHTC, whose values and those of the corre-
sponding wall superheat depend not only on the surface orienta-
tion but also on the surface material and characteristic �porous
graphite or copper�. At the same surface superheats, the values of
NBHTC of FC-72 on porous graphite are typically 2–3 time those
on copper �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��. On both porous graphite and
copper, the nucleate boiling heat flux and NBHTC at higher sur-
face superheats decrease with increased surface inclination �Figs.
4 and 5�. On porous graphite, NBHTC increases with decreased
surface superheat reaching a maximum then decreases with fur-
ther decrease in the surface superheat �Fig. 6�a��. Such depen-
dence of NBHTC on surface superheat is also true on copper, but
the rate of change in its value with decreasing wall superheat is
much milder than on porous graphite �Fig. 6�b��. Figure 6�a�

shows that although NBHTC of FC-72 on porous graphite in the
downward facing orientation at high surface superheat ��1.5 K�
is the lowest, its maximum value is the highest.

As delineated in Figs. 4�b� and 6�a�, at the same surface super-
heat the saturation nucleate boiling heat flux of FC-72 on porous
graphite is higher than on copper, which explains the significantly
higher NBHTC of FC-72 on the former. In the upward-facing
orientation ��=0 deg�, the maximum NBHTC of FC-72 on porous
graphite is �2.25�104 W/m2 K and occurs at a surface super-
heat of 8 K, compared to only 0.85�104 W/m2 K and 18 K on
copper. Similarly, in the downward-facing orientation ��
=180 deg�, the maximum NBHTC of FC-72 on porous graphite is
2.75�104 W/m2 K and the corresponding wall superheat is only
1.5 K, compared to only 0.19�104 W/m2 K and as much as
13 K on copper �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��. The high values of the
maximum NBHTC on porous graphite reflect higher nucleate
boiling heat fluxes and lower surface superheats, compared to
those on copper. The importance to electronic cooling applications
is that a porous graphite spreader at the maximum NBHTC not
only enhances the cooling processes of the underlying chip but
also decreases significantly the junctions’ temperature, compared
to a copper spreader �20,22�. However, due to the low thermal
conductivity of porous graphite in plane �Table 1� but high
NBHTCs, a composite spreader composed of a top layer of porous
graphite and a copper substrate would dissipate much more ther-
mal power from the underlying chip than a porous graphite or
copper spreader. Copper is a good spreader material because of its
high and homogeneous thermal conductivity �Table 1�, but as de-
lineated in Figs. 4 and 5 it is not as good as porous graphite for
nucleate boiling cooling �20,22�.

The maximum saturation NBHTC, hNB
* , and the corresponding

maximum Nusselt number NuNB
* , for FC-72 on porous graphite

and copper are determined from the calculated values of hNB and
NuNB and are plotted in Figs. 6–8. Figure 7�a� shows that both
NuNB

* and hNB
* on porous graphite increase as the surface super-

Fig. 4 Comparison of saturation pool boiling curves of FC-72 liquid at different
inclinations on smooth copper and aged porous graphite
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heat decreases because of the high nucleate boiling heat flux and
the low corresponding surface superheat �Figs. 4�b� and 6�a��.
Conversely, NuNB

* and hNB
* for FC-72 on copper increase as the

surface superheat increases because of the low nucleate boiling
heat flux and the high corresponding surface superheat �Figs. 4�a�
and 6�b��. The effect of inclination angle on NuNB

* and hNB
* on

porous graphite is also opposite to that on copper �Figs. 6�a� and
6�b��. As these figures indicate, both NuNB

* and hNB
* of FC-72 on

porous graphite increase while those on copper decrease as the
surface inclination increases. This trend may be attributed to a
higher nucleation site density on porous graphite and the intense
mixing in the boundary layer by the departing vapor bubbles,
confirmed in the video images and photographs taken of the boil-
ing process. As the inclination angle increases the residence time
of the sliding bubbles on the surface increases, which together
with the high nucleation sites density on porous graphite explain
the higher nucleate boiling heat flux and CHF of FC-72, compared
to those on copper �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b��; more on that later in the
paper. The relatively low nucleation density on copper allows de-
parting bubbles to grow, decreasing mixing, and effectively in-
creasing the heat transfer resistance in the boundary layer with
increased surface inclination. The scattering in the data in Fig.
7�a� �±8% � is due to larger uncertainty in the measured small
surface superheats �1.5–8.5 K�. Conversely, the smaller scattering
�±3% � in the values of NuNB

* and hNB
* on copper is because of the

higher values of the corresponding surface superheats of 13–18 K

�Fig. 7�b��. The values of NuNB
* and hNB

* in Figs. 7�a� and 7�b� are
empirically correlated using second-degree polynomials as

1. On porous graphite �Fig. 7�a��

NuNB
* = 4,975 + 114�Tsat − 27�Tsat

2 , and �1a�

hNB
* = 2.69 + 0.0616�Tsat − 0.0146�Tsat

2 . �1b�
2. On copper �Fig. 7�b��

NuNB
* = 394 + 419��Tsat − 13� − 35.8��Tsat − 13�2, and

�2a�

hNB
* = 0.249 + 0.226��Tsat − 13� − 0.193��Tsat − 13�2.

�2b�

Figure 8 plots the values of the saturation NuNB
* for FC-72 on

both copper and porous graphite versus the inclination angle. On
porous graphite, NuNB

* increases with increased inclination angle
and its values are much higher than on copper. Also on the latter,
NuNB

* decreases with increased inclination angle. In the upward-
facing orientation ��=0 deg� NuNB

* on porous graphite is �2.8
times that on copper, while in the downward-facing position ��
=180 deg� NuNB

* on porous graphite is 13 times that on copper.
NuNB

* and hNB
* on aged porous graphite increase with increased

Fig. 5 Saturation boiling curves of FC-72 on porous graphite and copper at different inclinations
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inclination because the saturation nucleate boiling heat flux de-
creases less than the corresponding surface superheat with in-
creased surface inclination �Figs. 6�a��. On the other hand, NuNB

*

and hNB
* on copper decrease with increased surface inclination

because the nucleate boiling heat flux decreases more than the
corresponding surface superheat with increased inclination �Fig.
6�b��.

Figure 9 plots the ratio of the saturation NBHTC for FC-72 on
aged porous graphite and on copper versus the surface superheat
for different inclination angles. Except at 180 deg �downward-
facing orientation�, the ratio of the NBHTC decrease with in-
creased inclination angle at low surface superheats ��12.5 K,
but increases with increased inclination angle at higher super-
heats. When �Tsat=12.5 K, the ratio of the NBHTC is in excess
of �3.5 and as much as 20–24 at lower surface superheats; the
highest value occurs at �=0 deg �upward-facing orientation�.

Conversely, for �Tsat�12.5 K the ratio of the NBHTC increases
with increased inclination angle, with the lowest value also occur-
ring at 0 deg inclination. At these high surface superheats and �
=0 deg, the NBHTC ratio approaches �1.67 K at 24 K surface
superheat, which is near that corresponding to CHF �Figs. 4 and
5�a��. In the downward facing orientation ��=180 deg�, the
NBHTC ratio decreases from as much as 20 at �Tsat=7 K to �4.0
at �13 K, which is close to that at CHF �Figs. 4 and 5�f��.

Photographs of Saturation Nucleate Boiling on Porous
Graphite. The fact that at the same surface temperature or super-
heat, the nucleate boiling heat flux of FC-72 on porous graphite is
much higher than on copper �Figs. 4 and 5� is indicative of the
higher density of active nucleate sites on the former. Figures
10–12 present saturation pool boiling curves of FC-72 on porous
graphite in the upward-facing �0 deg�, vertical �90 deg�, and

Fig. 6 Effect of surface orientation on saturation NBHTC of FC-72 on aged porous graphite and on copper

Fig. 9 Ratios of saturation NBHTC of FC-72 on porous graphite and copper
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Fig. 7 Effect of surface orientation on maximum NBHTC and Nusselt number of
FC-72 on aged porous graphite and on copper

Fig. 8 Dependences of maximum NBHTC and Nusselt number of FC-72 on aged
porous graphite and copper on surface orientation
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downward-facing �180 deg� orientations. In these figures, the
solid circle symbols indicate the nucleate boiling heat flux and
surface superheat at the maximum NBHTC, hNB

* , or NuNB
* , and the

inserted photographs are of the boiling process at the surface su-
perheats and heat fluxes indicated by the arrows. Because of the
low surface tension of the dielectric liquids of FC-72 and HFE-
7100, the average diameter of a single detaching bubble is in the
order of 0.5–0.6 mm �5�.

Nucleate boiling of FC-72 on porous graphite at 0 deg and
90 deg inclinations �Figs. 10 and 11� can generally be divided into
three distinct regions, with increased surface superheat, or de-
creased slope of the boiling curve, namely: �I� developing discrete

bubbles; �II� developed discrete bubbles; and �III� bubbles coales-
cence. In the first region, discrete bubbles nucleate at selective
sites on the surface and the density of the active sites increases
and hence, the values of the nucleate boiling heat flux and
NBHTC increases as the surface superheat increases. Higher ac-
tive nucleation sites density, with some lateral coalescence, char-
acterize region �II�, in which there is a steep rise in the nucleate
boiling heat flux with little increase in the surface superheat �Figs.
10 and 11�. At the end of this region, indicated by the solid circle
symbol, the density of the active nucleation sites peaks, which
corresponds to the maximum saturation NBHTC. Further increase
in the nucleate boiling heat flux into region �III� increases lateral

Fig. 10 Saturation boiling curve and photographs on aged porous graphite in
upward facing orientation

Fig. 11 Saturation boiling curve and photographs on aged porous graphite in
vertical orientation
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coalescence of departing bubbles near the surface, causing
NBHTC to decrease as the surface temperature increases. This is
indicated by the decrease in the slope of the boiling curves in this
region. The increase in bubbles coalescence and the formation of
large vapor masses near the surface in region �III� become in-
creasingly detrimental to the heat removal from the surface as
indicated by the low slope of the boiling curve, eventually reach-
ing CHF.

The photographs in Fig. 10, starting at the low surface super-
heat, are of saturation nucleate boiling of FC-72 in regions I, II,
and III, respectively, on porous graphite in the upward-facing ori-
entation. In this orientation, gravity plays a pivotal role in the
detachment of the vapor bubbles from the surface. As the active
nucleation sites density increases, in the presence of a limited
lateral coalescence, mixing in the boundary layer above the sur-
face increases, increasing the nucleate boiling heat transfer coef-
ficient �region II�. In region III, despite the intense mixing in the
boundary layer, the lateral coalescence of detaching bubbles near
the surface decreases the rate of increase in the nucleate boiling
heat flux and thus, decreases the heat transfer coefficient �Fig.
6�a�� with increased surface superheat. The photographs embed-
ded in Figs. 10 and 11 show the increased intensity of the hydro-
dynamics mixing in the two-phase boundary layer at and above
the porous graphite surface with increased nucleate boiling heat
flux.

Regions II and I are indistinguishable in the downward-facing
orientation. In this orientation ��=180 deg�, the gravity and the
opposing inertia force of the vapor generating at the contact line
of the bubbles with the surface prior to detachment influence
nucleate boiling. During the initial growth phase, the bubbles are
spherical despite the gravity acting in the upward direction be-
cause of the high inertia of the generating vapor, which forces the
bubbles to detach from the surface. The upward gravity forces the
detached bubbles to spread laterally; coalescing with adjacent
bubbles and becoming flat with a very thin liquid film separating
them from the heated surface. These flattened vapor masses con-
tinue to spread laterally and slide across the surface �see embed-
ded photographs in Fig. 12�. As they slide laterally across the
porous graphite surface, separated by a thin liquid film, the flat-
tened large masses of the vapor cause some mixing in the bound-

ary layer. They also continue to grow due to the vapor generation
at the liquid film-vapor interface by the heat transfer across the
underlying thin liquid film �approximately several microns thick�.

For a 10 �m thick liquid film, the film heat transfer coefficient
could be as high as �5.4�104 W/m2 K, despite the low thermal
conductivity of the FC-72 liquid ��0.054 W/m K�. Such a heat
transfer coefficient is much higher than the maximum NBHTC
measured in the present work for FC-72 on porous graphite in the
downward-facing orientation �Figs. 6�a� and 7�a��. The processes
of bubbles nucleation, detachment, and lateral coalesce and slid-
ing across the surface, and their eventual release from the edge of
the test section occurs cyclically within 2–3 video frames �or
�70–100 ms�. Such a cyclical process has been observed in all
orientations, but at slightly higher frequencies. The photographs
embedded in Fig. 12 show individual bubbles spreading across the
surface, even at low surface superheat. As the heat flux increases,
the coalescence of detached and laterally growing bubbles de-
creases the NBHTC with increased surface temperature or super-
heat �Fig. 6�a��.

Figure 13 presents a series of photographs of the saturation
nucleate boiling of FC-72 on porous graphite in the vertical ori-
entation ��=90 deg� at increasing heat flux values. Note the in-
crease in the intensity of the hydrodynamic mixing in the bound-
ary layer by growing and coalescing vapor bubbles with
increasing the nucleate boiling heat flux. The photograph at a heat
flux of 27.1 W/cm2 shows the boiling process near CHF on the
porous graphite. In the vertical orientation, the build up of vapor
near the boiling surface and the subsequent release from the upper
edge of the test section is also cyclical with an average frequency
of �15 Hz, compared to �10 Hz in the downward-facing orien-
tation. Figure 14 presents four photographs of the saturation
nucleate boiling of FC-72 liquid on porous graphite in the inclined
orientation of 150 deg. These photographs also show increased
hydrodynamic and two-phase mixing within the boundary layer
by growing and sliding vapor bubbles with increased nucleate
boiling heat flux.

Effect of Liquid Subcooling. The results presented in this sec-
tion on the effect of liquid subcooling on the nucleate boiling heat
transfer and CHF of FC-72 liquid on smooth copper �Fig. 15� and

Fig. 12 Saturation boiling curve and photographs on aged porous graphite in
downward-facing orientation
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porous graphite �Fig. 16� are only in the upward-facing orientation
�18�. Investigating the effect of varying the surface orientation on
subcooled boiling of both FC-72 and HFE-7100 is ongoing and
will be reported in a future paper. The solid circle symbols in Figs.
15 and 16 indicate the maximum NBHTC, which in saturation
boiling coincides with the transition from region II to III of the
boiling curves on both porous graphite and copper. The maximum
NBHTC also coincides with the transition from regions II and III
in subcooled boiling on porous graphite �Fig. 16� but close to
CHF on copper �Fig. 15�. In order to clearly distinguish the vari-
ous boiling regions, the nucleate boiling heat flux �Figs. 15�a� and
16�a�� and NBHTC �Figs. 15�b� and 16�b�� are plotted versus
�Tb, which is the temperature drop in the boundary layer, or the
difference between the surface and the bulk liquid temperatures
�Tb. The extents of these boiling regions are determined from the
change in the slope of the boiling curves with increasing surface
superheat, and thus are approximate.

In region I, the density of the active nucleation sites on the
surface increases at an increasing rate with increasing surface
temperature. In region II, however, the rate of increase in the
nucleate boiling heat flux, or of NBHTC, with increased surface
temperature is much higher than in region I due to the higher and
continuous increase in the active nucleation sites density. Near the
end of region II and in region III, the nucleate boiling heat flux
continues to increase, but the coalescence of the vapor bubbles
near the surface causes the surface temperature to increase and

NBHTC to decrease. The maximum NBHTC of FC-72 on copper
occurs at a much higher surface temperature than on porous
graphite, typically at the end of region II in saturation boiling and
near CHF in subcooled boiling �Figs. 15 and 16�. Figures 15�b�
and 16�b� show that NBHTC of FC-72 on porous graphite is not
only much higher than on copper but the surface temperature is
much lower. For example, in 10 K and 30 K subcooled nucleate
boiling the maximum NBHTC on copper is 0.675
�104 W/m2 K and 0.546�104 W/m2 K and occurs at �Tb
=31.2 K and 53.41 K, respectively, while those on porous graph-
ite �1.676�104 W/m2 K and 1.205�104 W/m2 K� are �2.5 and
2.3 times those on copper and occur at lower �Tb of 20.3 K and
44.7 K, respectively. As shown in Figs. 15�a� and 16�a�, CHF on
both copper and the unaged porous graphite increases linearly
with liquid subcooling �18�, however, the rate of fractional in-
crease of CHF with increased liquid subcooling on porous graph-
ite of 0.041 K−1 is much higher than that on copper of 0.018 K−1.
The results of the effect of surface orientation on saturation boil-
ing CHF of FC-72 on both graphite and copper are present and
discussed next.

Critical Heat Flux. Figure 17 compares the present values of
saturation CHF of FC-72 on porous graphite and smooth copper
as functions of the surface orientation �or inclination angle� with
those reported by other investigators on copper and microporous
coatings. The CHF values in this figure are for 10 mm�10 mm,
12.7 mm�12.7 mm, and 30 mm diameter surfaces, showing no
clear effect of the size of the surface on CHF. The highest CHF
values are those measured in the present work on porous
graphite followed by those reported on microporous coatings; the
lowest values are those measured in this work and reported
earlier by other investigators on copper. In the upward-facing ori-
entation ��=0 deg�, saturation CHF on porous graphite
�29.6–30.3 W/cm2� is �12% higher than that reported by Chang
and You �11� on microporous coatings �26.8 W/cm2�, and �57%
higher than the average of the values measured in this work and
reported by others on copper ��19.1 W/cm2�. On copper, the
reported CHF values vary from as low as 16.1 W/cm2 to as much
as 22.4 W/cm2 �11,19,26,27,29�, compared to 17.9–18.3 W/cm2

in the present work.
There is a relatively large scattering in the reported saturation

CHF values of FC-72 on copper by the different investigators at
all inclination angles, including 180 deg �downward facing�. In
this orientation, the reported CHF values vary from 1.6 W/cm2

�11� to as much as 4.9 W/cm2 �26�; the value determined in the

Fig. 13 Saturation boiling photographs on aged porous graphite in vertical
orientation

Fig. 14 Saturation boiling photographs on aged porous
graphite in 150 deg orientation
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present work is �2.5 W/cm2. Such large variation in CHF values
in the 180 deg inclination is attributed to the sensitivity of CHF to
the slightest error in adjusting the surface inclination. Such sensi-
tivity also exists, but to a much lesser extent with decreased in-
clination angle. The decreases in saturation CHF of FC-72 with
increased inclination are similar on copper, microporous coatings,
and porous graphite, but the actual values are different �Fig. 17�.

In general, CHF decreases slowly with increased inclination
angle up to 90 deg �vertical� then decreases much faster with in-
creased inclination angle to its lowest value at 180 deg �Fig. 17�.
The rate of decrease in the saturation CHF of FC-72 with in-
creased inclination angle up to 90 deg is very similar on porous
graphite, microporous coatings, and copper. Beyond 90 deg, how-
ever, the rate of decrease in the saturation CHF on porous graphite
with increased inclination angle is much lower than reported for
the same liquid on microporous coatings, measured in this work,
and reported by other investigators on copper. The results in Fig.
17 show consistently higher CHF values on porous graphite
�17,23,24�. The saturation CHF on porous graphite in the
downward-facing orientation �180 deg�, 16 W/cm2, is �53% of
that measured in the upward-facing orientation �0 deg� and 6.4
times that measured in the present work on copper, while that
reported on microporous coatings of 4.9 W/cm2 is only 18% of
that reported in the upward-facing orientation �11� and 1.96 times
the present value on copper.

The present and reported values of the saturation CHF of FC-72
liquid on the various surfaces in Fig. 17 are correlated using the
general form suggested by Kutateladze �39�. This form has been
employed successfully for correlating CHF data of water, liquid
helium, liquid nitrogen, and HFE-7100 as function of inclination
angle � �5,6,31�. The suggested correlation for the saturation CHF
of FC-72 liquid can be written as

CHF��� = CCHF���	v
0.5hfg�
g�	� − 	v��0.25 �3�

The coefficient in this correlation CCHF��� depends on the liquid
properties, the surface characteristics �e.g., porous or smooth�, and
�. It can be expressed as the product of two quantities representing
the separate effects of the surface characteristic, CCHF,sat, and the
inclination angle R��� as

CCHF��� = CCHF,sat . R��� �4�

In Fig. 18, the values of CCHF,sat for CHF of FC-72 liquid on
porous graphite and on copper are based on CHF measurements in
9 and 19 sequential tests, respectively �17,23,24�. The least
squares fit of these and others based on the reported CHF values
by other investigators on copper and silicon surfaces of different
dimensions yields CCHF,sat=0.166, which is within +6% and
−10% of all the data in Fig. 18 �3,4,18,19,25,27,40–42�. Similarly,
the obtained value of CCHF,sat from the least squares fit of the
present CHF data on porous graphite and of the values based on
the reported CHF values of FC-72 on micro-porous coatings
�3,13,41,43� and on microfined silicon surfaces �34� is 0.263 �Fig.
18�. This value is �58% higher than that on smooth surfaces
�0.166� and within ±7% of the entire set of data �Fig. 18�.

The empirical CHF orientation coefficient R��� is determined
from the CHF data of FC-72 liquid on smooth copper, porous
graphite, and microporous coatings. The reported empirical corre-
lations of R��� for saturation boiling of FC-72 and HFE-7100 on
copper are almost identical to those on microporous coatings �6�

1. FC-72 on copper; �11� �0 deg���180 deg�:

R��� = �1 − 0.0012� tan�0.414�� − 0.122 sin�0.318���
�5a�

Fig. 15 Effect of subcooling on nucleate boiling of FC-72 on copper in upward-
facing orientation
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2. FC-72 and HFE-7100 on copper; �6� �0 deg���180 deg�:

R��� = ��1 − 0.00127��−4 + �3.03 − 0.016��−4�−0.25 �5b�
3. FC-72 and HFE-7100 on copper; �19� �0 deg��

�175 deg�:

R��� = 1 − 1.1117 � 10−3� + 7.794 � 10−6�2

− 1.3768 � 10−7�3 �5c�

As delineated in Figs. 19�a� and 19�b�, Eqs. �5a�–�5c� fit most

Fig. 16 Effect of subcooling on nucleate boiling of FC-72 on unaged porous
graphite in upward facing orientation

Fig. 17 Effect of inclination angle on saturation CHF of FC-72 on different
surfaces
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saturation CHF data of FC-72 and HFE-7100 on copper
�6,11,19,26–29,44,45� and microporous coatings �11,28� to within
±10%. The values of R��� on porous graphite �Fig. 19�b��, are
consistently higher than those of FC-72 on copper and micro-
porous coatings and correlated as

R��� = ��1 − 0.000796��−4 + �1.8 − 0.00703��−4�−0.25 �6�
Equation �6� fits the present porous graphite CHF data to within
±5%. It is worth noting that R��� given by any of the above
empirical correlations �Eqs. �5a�–�5c� and �6�� is a fraction whose
value increases as the inclination angle decreases, and becomes
unity in the upward-facing orientation ��=0 deg�. Figure 19�c�
compares Eqs. �5a�–�5c� and �6� for R���. The values on porous
graphite are significantly higher than on copper and microporous
coatings, particularly at higher inclinations. For example,
R�180 deg� on porous graphite is 0.54 versus only 0.15 on both
Cu and microporous coatings. Similarly, at lower inclinations of
150 deg and 90 deg, R��� on porous graphite is �0.73 and �0.9
versus �0.56 and 0.84, respectively, on both Cu or microporous
coatings.

Although R��� for FC-72 on Cu and microporous coatings are
similar, the actual CHF values on the latter are significantly higher
than on the former �Fig. 17�. To illustrate this difference, the re-
ported values of saturation CHF for FC-72 on microporous coat-
ings and the present values on porous graphite are divided by
those measured in the present work on smooth copper. The ob-
tained ratios are plotted in Fig. 20 versus the inclination angle.
This figure indicates that CHF on porous graphite in the upward-
facing orientation is �1.65 times that on Cu. This ratio increases
slightly with increased inclination up to 60 deg, then increase pre-
cipitously with a further increase in the inclination angle to its
highest value of �6.4 in the downward-facing orientation ��
=180 deg�. On 20 mm�20 mm and 50 mm�50 mm surfaces
with microporous coatings, CHF ratios �28� are identical at all
inclinations except 180 deg and �15% higher than those mea-
sured on Cu in the present work. In the downward-facing orien-

tation, the reported values of the saturation CHF for FC-72 liquid
on microporous coatings is as much as two times those measured
in this work on copper �Fig. 17�. The ratios of the reported CHF
by Chang and You �11� on microporous coatings onto a 10 mm
�10 mm surface are similar, but are �15%−20% higher than
reported by Rainey and You �28� for microporous coatings on
larger surfaces �Fig. 20�.

Summary and Conclusions
Experiments performed which investigated saturation pool boil-

ing of FC-72 liquid on flat, aged porous graphite, and on smooth
newly prepared copper surfaces measuring 10 mm�10 mm and
the effect of surface orientation on NBHTC and CHF. The incli-
nation angles considered are 0 deg �upward facing�, 60 deg,
90 deg �vertical�, 120, 150, and 180 deg �downward facing�. Also
investigated are the effects of liquid subcooling of 10, 20, and
30 K on NBHTC of FC-72 liquid on copper and porous graphite
in the upward-facing orientation. Results demonstrated significant
increases in NBHTC and CHF on aged porous graphite compared
to those on copper. At low surface superheats, nucleate boiling
heat flux increases with an increasing inclination angle, but de-
creases with an increased inclination angle at high surface super-
heats. Photographs and video images of pool boiling on porous
graphite at different orientations showed the process to be cyclical
with an average frequency of �15 Hz in the vertical and �10 Hz
in the downward facing orientation.

On both copper and porous graphite, nucleate boiling heat flux
and NBHTC at higher surface superheats ��6 K� decrease with
increased surface inclination. Saturation NBHTC of FC-72 on po-
rous graphite increases with decreased surface superheat. It
reaches a maximum then decreases with further decrease in the
surface superheat. Such a trend is also true on copper, but the rate
of change in NBHTC with increasing surface superheat is much
milder than on porous graphite and the maximum values on the
latter are much higher. At high surface superheats ��6 K�, al-
though in the downward-facing orientation the NBHTC on porous

Fig. 18 Saturation CHF coefficients for FC-72 on different surfaces
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graphite is the lowest, its maximum value is the highest. The
maximum NBHTC decreases; however, the corresponding surface
superheat increases with decreased surface inclination. Con-
versely, on copper both the maximum NBHTC and the corre-
sponding wall superheat increase with decreased surface inclina-
tion.

The CHF on copper and porous graphite decrease slowly with
an increased inclination angle up to 90 deg, then faster with in-
creased inclination beyond 90 deg to its lowest values at 180 deg
�downward-facing orientation�. The rate of decrease in the satura-
tion CHF with increased inclination angle up to 90 deg is similar
on porous graphite, microporous coatings, and copper. Beyond
90 deg, the rate of decrease in CHF on porous graphite with an
increased inclination angle is smaller than reported by other in-
vestigators on copper and microporous coatings and measured in
this work on copper. The values of CHF are highest on porous
graphite followed closely with those on microporous coatings; but
those on copper are significantly lower. CHF on porous graphite
in the downward-facing orientation �16�104 W/m2� is �53% of
that in the upward-facing orientation �0 deg� and 6.4 times that

measured in the present work on copper. The reported value in the
downward-facing orientation on microporous coatings of 4.9
�104 W/m2 is 1.96 times the present value on copper and only
�18% of that in the upward-facing orientation. The present CHF
values for FC-72 liquid on porous graphite at inclinations of 0, 90,
and 150 deg are �1.67, 1.69, and 4.14 times those on copper.

The general form suggested by Kutateladze �39� is used suc-
cessfully to correlate the saturation CHF values of FC-72 on po-
rous graphite to within ±5%, and the database of the present and
reported CHF values by other investigators on copper to within
±10%. The value of the coefficient in the present CHF correlation
depends on both the surface characteristics and orientation. In the
upward-facing orientation, the value of this coefficient for porous
graphite, microporous coatings, and microfinned silicon surface is
the same �0.263�, but much larger than that on smooth copper and
silicon �0.166�. This coefficient decreases with increased inclina-
tion, but on porous graphite, its rate of decrease is smaller than on
copper and microporous coatings.

Fig. 19 Inclination coefficients of saturation CHF of FC-72 on different surfaces
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Nomenclature
CHF � critical heat flux �W/m2�
CCHF � CHF coefficient

CCHF,sat � saturation CHF coefficient
g � gravitational acceleration �m/s2�

hfg � latent heat of vaporization �J/kg�
hNB � NBHTC �W/m2 K�
hNB

* � maximum NBHTC �W/m2 K�
hfg � latent heat of vaporization �J/kg�
kl � liquid thermal conductivity �W/m K�
L � characteristic length of boiling surface

�10 mm�
NBHTC � nucleate boiling heat transfer coefficient,

q� /�Tb�W/m2 K�
NuNB � Nusselt number, �q�L� / ��Tbkl�
NuNB

* � maximum Nusselt number
q� � nucleate boiling heat flux �W/cm2 or W/m2�
R � CHF orientation coefficient

Tb � liquid pool temperature �K�
Tsat � liquid saturation temperature �K�
Tw � wall or boiling surface temperature �K�

Greek Symbols
�Tb � �Tw−Tb� �K�

�Tsat � �Tw−Tsat� �K�
� � inclination angle �°�

	v � vapor density �kg/m3�
	l � liquid density �kg/m3�

 � surface tension �N/m�
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This study applies the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) to simulate incompressible steady
low Reynolds number backward-facing step flows. In order to restrict the simulations to
two-dimensional flows, the investigated Reynolds number range is limited to a maximum
value of Re�200. The field synergy principle is applied to demonstrate that the increased
interruption within the fluid caused by the introduction of two inclined plates reduces the
intersection angle between the velocity vector and the temperature gradient. The present
results obtained for the velocity and temperature fields are found to be in good agreement
with the published experimental and numerical results. Furthermore, the numerical re-
sults confirm the relationship between the velocity and temperature gradient predicted by
the field synergy principle. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352786�
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the lattice Boltzmann method �LBM� has

emerged as a promising numerical scheme for simulating fluid
flows and modeling the physics of fluids �1�. Unlike conventional
numerical schemes based on the discretization of macroscopic
continuum equations, the LBM is based on microscopic models
and mesoscopic kinetic equations. These algorithms attempt to
model a fluid by simulating a discretized one-particle phase space
distribution function similar to that described by the traditional
Boltzmann equation. The fluid is treated on a statistical level and
the movements and interactions of a single particle or ensemble-
average particle density distribution function are simulated by
solving a velocity discrete Boltzmann equation. The fundamental
concept of the LBM is to construct simplified kinetic models
which incorporate the essential physics of microscopic or mesos-
copic processes such that the macroscopic averaged properties
obey the desired macroscopic equations.

The use of the lattice Boltzmann equation as a numerical
scheme was first proposed by McNamara and Zanetti �2�. This
equation neglects the motion of individual particles and results in
a smooth macroscopic behavior. Higuera and Jimenez �3� and
Succi and Benzi �4� introduced a linearized collision operator to
simplify the scheme and eliminate statistical noise. A particularly
simple linearized version of the collision operator is the
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook collision operator �5�, which uses a single
relaxation time parameter. The relaxation term is known as the
BGK operator and the corresponding model is referred to as the
lattice Boltzmann BGK model. The BGK collision operator
greatly accelerates the computation process. Due to its extreme
simplicity, the lattice BGK �LBGK� equation �6� has emerged as
the most widely employed version of the lattice Boltzmann model.

Since the method typically uses uniform regular Cartesian lat-

tices in space, curved boundaries are generally approximated by a
series of stairs. However, this approximation leads to a reduction
in the computational accuracy. Accordingly, an approach for
curved walls has recently been proposed by Fillipova and Hanel
�7� based on an improvement of the bounce-back rule. The nu-
merical stability was further improved by Mei et al. �8� with a
revision expression for ��1/2. Guo et al. �9� extended the ex-
trapolation scheme proposed by Chen et al. �10� to develop a new
treatment for curved boundaries.

The problem of channel flow over a backward-facing step is
often used to evaluate the accuracy of a numerical scheme. The
main characteristic of flows of this type is the formation of a
recirculation region immediately downstream of the step. The
length of the recirculation region is a function of the geometry of
the channel �i.e., the expansion ratio�, the fluid momentum �i.e.,
the Reynolds number�, and the flow regime �i.e., laminar or tur-
bulent�. This flow pattern has a large number of practical engi-
neering applications, including airfoils, electrical devices, diffus-
ers, and combustors. Kondoh �11� used a traditional
computational fluid dynamics �CFD� method to simulate laminar
heat transfer in a separating and reattaching flow. The numerical
results were found to be in good agreement with the experimental
data of Aung �12� and Hall and Pletcher �13�.

Drawing an analogy between heat convection and heat conduc-
tion, Guo et al. �14� and Wang �15� studied the mechanisms of
convective heat transfer and proposed a novel approach for en-
hancing convective heat transfer under a parabolic fluid flow
structure. Guo et al. �14� suggested that the convection term can
be transformed into a dot product of the velocity vector and the
temperature gradient and the energy equation integrated over the
thermal boundary layer. This novel approach was aimed at im-
proving the uniformity of the velocity and temperature profiles
and reducing the included angle between the velocity vector and
the temperature gradient. Guo et al. �14� referred to this approach
as the field synergy principle and Tao et al. �16,17� extended the
concept from parabolic to elliptic fluid flows and to other transport
phenomena.

The objective of this study is to analyze the velocity and tem-
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perature fields of incompressible steady low Reynolds number
backward-facing step flows. The flow is investigated both with
and without the insertion of double plates orientated at various
angles to the flow direction downstream from the step. The influ-
ence of the angle of inclination of the double plates on the heat
transfer performance is verified for different Re numbers �Re
�200�. The computed results are then compared with the pub-
lished experimental and numerical results.

2 Lattice Boltzmann Equations

2.1 Lattice Boltzmann Equations for Density and Velocity
Fields. This study simulates the steady backward-facing step flow
using the nine-velocity LBM model with a two-dimensional �2D�
square lattice, designated the D2Q9 model. In this model, c
=�x /�t=�y /�t is the lattice streaming speed and �x and �y are the
grid spacings in the x and y directions, respectively, and corre-
spond to the distance which a particle moves in each time step of
the LBM simulation. The discrete velocities for the D2Q9 model
are defined as

e�� = �0,0�, � = 0, rest particle

e�� = �±c,0�,�0, ± c�, � = 1,2,3,4

e�� = �±c, ± c�, � = 5,6,7,8 �1�
The LBM solves the microscopic kinetic equation for the par-

ticle distribution f�x� ,V� , t�, where x� and V� are the particle position

and velocity vectors, respectively, in phase space �x� ,V� � and time t.
The governing equation for the density distribution function is
given by

f��x� + e���t,t + �t� − f��x�,t� = −
1

��

�f��x�,t� − f�
eq�x�,t�� �2�

where �� characterizes the relaxation time of the density distribu-
tion function toward the local equilibrium f�

eq. The equilibrium
density distribution is expressed as

f�
eq = w���1 +

3e�� · V�

c2 +
9

2

�e�� · V� �2

c4 −
3

2

V� 2

c2 � �3�

where w0=4/9, w�=1/9 for �=1,2 ,3 ,4, w�=1/36 for �
=5,6 ,7 ,8.

The macroscopic density and velocity are calculated from

� = �
�

f� �4�

�V� = �
�

e��f� �5�

Adopting the same procedure as that employed by Hou et al.
�18�, the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations can be derived
through the Chapman-Enskog expansion of the density distribu-
tion function. The details of this derivation are provided in �18�. If
only the physics in the long-wavelength and low-frequency limit
are of interest, the lattice spacing �x and the time increment �t can
be regarded as small parameters of the same order �. The Navier-
Stokes equation and continuity equation are then given by

�t� + � · ��V� � = 0 + ��2� �6�

�t��V� � + � · ��V�V� � = − �p + ���2��V� � + ��� · ��V� ��� + O��2�
�7�

where p=cs
2� is the pressure, derived from the equation of state

for an ideal gas, cs=c /�3 is the speed of sound, and the kinematic
viscosity is given by

� =
�2�� − 1�

6

��x�2

�t
�8�

The Mach number is defined as M =V� /cs. A low Mach number
assumption can be invoked as the nearly incompressible limit is
approached, i.e., M�1. The incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tion and continuity equation are expressed as

� · V� = 0 + O��2� �9�

�tV� + V� · �V� = −
�p

�
+ ��2V� + O��2� �10�

2.2 Lattice Boltzmann Equation for Temperature Field. In
general, previous thermal Lattice Boltzmann models fall into three
distinct categories: the multispeed approach �19�; the passive sca-
lar temperature distribution approach �20�; and the thermal energy
distribution model �21�. The multispeed approach is a straightfor-
ward extension of the isothermal model, but suffers severe nu-
merical instability. The temperature variation is limited to a nar-
row range and a fixed Prandtl number. The passive scalar
approach utilizes the fact that the macroscopic temperature satis-
fies the same evolution equation as a passive scalar. However, it
neglects viscous heat dissipation and the compression work done
by pressure. Finally, although the thermal energy distribution
model is an adequate tool for solving real thermal problems, it
suffers a number of shortcomings. For example, it contains a com-
plicated gradient operator term in the evolution equation for the
temperature, and hence the simplicity characterizing the LBM is
lost. Furthermore, since viscosity is involved not only in the mo-
mentum equation, but also in the energy equation, additional vari-
ables for the thermal energy distribution function must be intro-
duced in order to ensure that the viscosity remains consistent in
the governing equations of the thermal energy distribution model
and to avoid implicitness of the schemes �21�. Consequently, the
current study employs the simplified thermal model proposed by
Peng et al. �22� for simulation purposes. This model considers that
the compression work done by the pressure and the viscous heat
dissipation can be neglected for incompressible flow, and hence
the gradient term used to recover these terms through the
Chapman-Enskog expansion can be dropped from the evolution
equation.

The governing equation of the simplified thermal energy distri-
bution model is given by

g��x� + e���t,t + �t� − g��x�,t� = −
1

�c
�g��x�,t� − g�

eq�x�,t�� �11�

According to He, Chen, and Doolen �21�, the equilibrium en-
ergy distribution functions g can be written as

g0
eq = −

2�	

3

V� 2

c2 �12�

g1,2,3,4
eq =

�	

9
�3

2
+

3

2

e�� · V�

c2 +
9

2

�e�� · V� �2

c4 −
3

2

V� 2

c2 � �13�

g5,6,7,8
eq =

�	

36
�3 + 6

e�� · V�

c2 +
9

2

�e�� · V� �2

c4 −
3

2

V� 2

c2 � �14�

where 	=DRT /2, in which R is the gas constant and D is the
dimension. The macroscopic temperature can then be calculated
by

�	 = �
�

g� �15�

Using the procedure presented by Hou et al. �18�, the Chapman-
Enskog expansion for the new thermal energy distribution func-
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tion can be used to recover the macroscopic energy equation. Us-
ing g�

�0� rather than g�
eq, and expanding g� about g�

�0�, it can be
shown that

g� = g�
�0� + �g�

�1� + �2g�
�2� + O��3� �16�

where � is the expansion parameter. To investigate changes in
different time scales, t0 and t1 are introduced as t0= t , t1=�t , . . .;
such that

�t = �t0 + ��t1 + �2�t2 + ¯ �17�

The first-order expansion of Eq. �11� is

��t0 + e� · ��g�
�0� = −

1

�c
g�

�1� �18�

The second-order expansion of Eq. �11� is

�t1g�
�0� + 	1 −

1

2�c

��to + e� · ��g�

�1� = −
1

�c
g�

�2� �19�

Summing Eqs. �18� and �19� gives

�t0��	� + � · ��V� 	� = 0 �20�

�t1��	� + 	1 −
1

2�c

��1�

= 0 �21�

where ��1�=−�2/3��c�
2��	�. Combining Eqs. �20� and �21�, the

energy equation can be obtained as

�t��	� + � · ��V� 	� = 
�2��	� + O�M2�T� �22�

Furthermore, the diffusivity 
 is determined by


 =
2

3
	�c −

1

2

�t �23�

Equations �2� and �11� should both be solved using a two-step
procedure, i.e., a collision step followed by a streaming step. The
streaming step requires little computational effort since it simply
advances the data from the neighboring lattice points, while the
collision step is completely localized.

2.3 Boundary Conditions in LBM. The implementation of
appropriate boundary conditions is very important when simulat-
ing backward-facing step flows. A difficulty inherent in the LBM
is that the boundary conditions for the distribution function are not
known beforehand. It is therefore necessary to construct suitable
conditions for f� and g� based on the macroscopic flow variables.
The simulations performed in this study consider three specific
cases.

• Case A: The thermal boundary condition is the same as that
presented by Kondoh et al. �11�, i.e., the step-side lower
wall downstream of the step is maintained at a constant
temperature higher than that of the inlet temperature, while
the remaining part of the wall is considered adiabatic.

• Case B: A constant high inlet temperature with the walls at
a constant lower temperature.

• Case C: Double plates inserted at different angles of incli-
nation with respect to the direction of flow. The thermal
boundary conditions are the same as those of case B. The
inserted plates are assumed to be thermally isolated such
that they play no role in heat transfer, but serve only to
interrupt the flow. As shown in Fig. 1, the double plates are
separated by a distance of 1/3 H and are located at a dis-
tance of 5/6 H downstream from the step. In the simula-
tions, the distance between the lee side of each plate and the
walls is specified as either 1/6, 1/4, or 1 /3 H, corresponding
to angles of 45, 27, and 0 deg, respectively. The area of the
plates remains constant at each angle.

A uniform grid is used throughout the current numerical simu-
lations. The convergence criteria in each run are as follows:

�i,j
�V� �xi,j,t + �t� − V� �xi,j,t��

�i,j
�V� �xi,j,t��

� 1.0 � 10−8 �24�

�i,j
�T�xi,j,t + �t� − T�xi,j,t��

�i,j
�T�xi,j,t��

� 1.0 � 10−8 �25�

where �* � is the L2 norm.

2.3.1 Boundary Conditions of Velocity Field. A constant ve-
locity flow of 0.05 is applied at the inlet. The velocity is specifi-
cally chosen to be less than 10% of the speed of sound to avoid
generating significant compressibility effects, which are known to
increase with the square of the Mach number. Using the bounce-
back rule of the nonequilibrium distribution proposed by Zou and
He �23�, the equilibrium density distribution function is computed
from the pressure and the given velocity and imposed at the first
lattice column. At the outlet, a fixed pressure is imposed in terms
of the equilibrium distribution function. The velocity components
are extrapolated upstream.

The bounce-back rule of the nonequilibrium distribution pro-
posed by Zou and He �23� is used for the no-slip boundary con-
dition at the wall. The density distribution function at the bound-
ary must satisfy the following condition:

f�
neq = f

neq �26�

where e� and e have opposite directions. The velocity at the wall
is used when calculating feq for the boundary nodes in order to
enforce the no-slip boundary condition.

2.3.2 Boundary Conditions of Temperature Field. For the ther-
mal problem, the thermal energy distribution function at the
boundary satisfies

g�
neq − e�

2 f�
neq = − �g

neq − e
2 f

neq� �27�

The temperature of the wall is used when calculating geq for the
boundary nodes in order to satisfy the given temperature. This
study imposes Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions for the
temperature field. For the Dirichlet type condition, the given tem-
perature is applied directly on the boundary. Meanwhile, the Neu-
mann type condition �adiabatic or constant heat flux� is transferred
to the Dirichlet type condition through the conventional second-
order finite difference approximation in order to obtain the tem-
perature at the boundary �24�. When the temperature gradient is
given, the temperature at the boundary can be calculated by

 �T

�y


x,1

=
− 3Tx,1 + 4Tx,2 − Tx,3

2�y
�28�

Equation �28� yields the corresponding Dirichlet type boundary
condition for both the adiabatic and constant heat flux boundary
conditions.

Fig. 1 Geometry of backward-facing step with double plates
inclined at angle to flow direction
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2.4 Validation of Simplified Thermal Energy Distribution
Model. To validate the proposed thermal energy distribution
model, this study considers the porous plate with a temperature
gradient analyzed previously by Peng et al. �22�. The porous plate
problem involves a channel flow in which the upper cool plate
moves with a constant velocity while a constant normal flow of
fluid is injected through the bottom warm plate and withdrawn at
the same rate from the upper plate. The analytical solution of the
steady state velocity field is given by

u = uup	 e�Re y/L� − 1

eRe − 1

 �29�

where uup is the velocity of the upper plate, Re is the Reynolds
number corresponding to the injection velocity, and L is the chan-
nel width. The temperature profile in the steady state is expressed
as

T = Tc + �T	 e�Pr Re y/L� − 1

ePr Re − 1

 �30�

where �T=Th−Tc is the difference between the temperature of the
hot bottom plate �i.e., Th� and that of the cool upper plate �i.e., Tc�.

In the current verification simulation, the Prandtl number is set
to 0.71 and the Reynolds number is Re=10. The simulated veloc-
ity and temperature profiles are presented in Fig. 2. It is apparent
that a good agreement exists between the current results and the
analytical solutions. Therefore, the verification results confirm that
the developed thermal model can be applied to simulate the cur-
rent backward-facing step flow problem.

2.5 Boundary Condition Treatment of Double Plates
Aligned at Angle. This study applies the boundary treatment pro-
posed by Guo et al. �9� to the double plates inserted in the channel
downstream of the backward step. Basically, this boundary treat-
ment decomposes the distribution function f� at a wall node into
equilibrium and nonequilibrium parts. The nonequilibrium part is
approximated by that of the neighboring fluid node along the link,
while the equilibrium part is determined by an imaginary equilib-
rium distribution where the boundary condition is enforced. As
shown in Fig. 3, the link between the fluid node x� f and the wall
node x�w intersects the physical boundary at x�b. The fraction of the
intersected link in the fluid region is defined as

� = ��x� f − x�b��/��x� f − x�w�� �31�

In order to specify f��x�w , t�, it is necessary to decompose
f��x�w , t� into f�

eq�x�w , t� and f�
ne�x�w , t�. Rather than using the origi-

nal definition of the equilibrium density distribution given in Eq.
�3�, the equilibrium part f�

eq�x�w , t� can be defined approximately as

f�
eq�x�w,t� = w��w�1 +

3e�� · V� w

c2 +
9

2

�e�� · V� w�2

c4 −
3

2

V� w
2

c2 � �32�

where V� w is an approximation of V� w=V� �x�w� and �w���x� f� is an

approximation of �w=��x�w�. It is reasonable to determine V� w via

linear extrapolation using either V� w1= �V� b+ ��−1�V� f� /� or V� w2

= �2V� b+ ��−1�V� f f� / �1+�� and V� w=V� w1= �V� b+ ��−1�V� f� /� for

��0.75 and V� w=�V� w1+ �1−��V� w2 for ��0.75. Guo et al. �9�
proposed the nonequilibrium part as f�

ne�x�w , t�= f�
ne�x� f , t� for �

�0.75 and f�
ne�x�w , t�=�f�

ne�x� f , t�+ �1−��f�
ne�x� f f , t� for ��0.75.

Finally, the post-collision distribution function f�
+�x�w , t� can be

obtained as

f�
+�x�w,t� = f�

eq�x�w,t� + �1 − 1/���f�
ne�x�w,t� �33�

The thermal boundary condition of the double plates is adia-
batic. Based on the fraction of the intersected link in the fluid
region �, the temperature of x� f can be approximated by interpo-
lation of the neighboring points.

Fig. 2 Dimensionless velocity and temperature profiles for porous plate
flow

Fig. 3 Curved boundary and lattice nodes
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Overview of Velocity Field. The simulations in the cur-
rent study were performed using a uniform rectangular mesh
�801�61�. The channel expansion ratio �ER� was defined as H /h
�see Fig. 1� and the Reynolds number �Re� of the flow as 4U�H
−h� /3�, where U is the maximum velocity in the inlet. The ve-
locity vector plots in Fig. 4�a�, corresponding to the case where
the double plates are not present in the flow, provide an overall
view of the flow for ER=2 and Re=170. As expected in a
backward-facing step flow, a recirculation zone is formed behind
the step. The location of the reattachment point is found to be
XR /h=3.18 and 5.5 at Reynolds numbers of Re=100 and 200,

respectively. These results differ from the experimental findings of
Armaly et al. �25�, who reported reattachment locations of XR /h
=3.1 and 5.4 at Re=100 and 200, respectively. The discrepancy
between the two sets of results can be attributed to the slight
difference in the geometric configuration of the flow. However,
the present numerical results are similar to those of He and Luo
�26�, i.e., XR /h=3.15 at Re=100. As expected, with increasing
Reynolds number the length of flow redevelopment downstream
of the step increased.

Figures 4�b�–4�d� show the velocity vector fields when double
plates are inserted into the channel and inclined at angles of 0, 27,
and 45 deg, respectively, to the flow direction. It is apparent that
the introduction of the double plates causes a narrowing of the
main recirculation region as a result of the interruption within the
flow. The presence of two small recirculation zones behind the
upper inclined plate is noted in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�. As the incli-
nation angle of the double plates increases, the change in the
velocity vectors becomes more significant, i.e., the effect of the
double plates becomes more pronounced. The overall flow struc-
ture is in good agreement with that predicted intuitively.

3.2 Overview of Temperature Field. Case A imposes the
same boundary condition as that considered by Kondoh et al. �11�.
Figure 5 shows the influence of the Reynolds number on the local
heat transfer distribution on the heat transfer surface for condi-
tions of ER=1.5 and Pr=0.7. It can be seen that as the Reynolds
number increases, the peak value of Nu not only increases, but
also moves downstream. The downstream shift of this peak value
is most likely related to a corresponding movement of the flow
attachment length. From Fig. 5, it is clear that the present numeri-
cal data are in good agreement with the results of Kondoh �11�
other than in the vicinity of the step.

Figure 6 shows the influence of the Reynolds number on the
local heat transfer distribution on the heat transfer surface for case
B �a constant temperature wall boundary condition�. Although the
results display a broadly similar trend to those shown in Fig. 5, the
results obtained for the Nusselt number are somewhat different
near the step because of the different thermal boundary conditions
applied. Due to the different thermal boundary condition and Rey-

Fig. 4 Velocity field „ER�2, Re�170… for „a… no obstacle, „b…
plates at 0 deg, „c… plates at 27 deg, and „d… plates at 45 deg

Fig. 5 Comparison of present Nusselt number results with
those of Kondoh et al. †11‡ for Case A „ER�1.5, Pr�0.7…
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nolds number definition, the corresponding Nusselt number is also
different. But the movement of the peak values of the Nusselt
number still related to the movement of the flow reattachment
length.

Figure 7 shows the influence of the Reynolds number on the
local heat transfer distribution for case C, with double plates in-
serted in the flow and positioned parallel to the flow direction. It
can be seen that the local Nu values are higher than in the case
when no obstacles are present in the flow. In other words, the
convective heat transfer performance is improved. The presence
of the double plates in the flow changes the velocity field and
compresses the thermal boundary layer, which enhances the heat
transfer. Figure 8 shows the influence of the Reynolds number on

the local heat transfer distribution when the double plates are in-
clined at an angle of 27 deg. Although the convective heat transfer
performance is improved compared to the case where the double
plates are absent, there is little significant difference between
these results and those of Fig. 7. Figure 9 presents the correspond-
ing results when the plates are inclined at an angle of 45 deg. It is
apparent that the local Nu distribution is significantly improved
compared to the cases where the plates are inclined at angles of
either 0 deg or 27 deg to the flow direction. The enhancement
effect is particularly evident at higher Reynolds numbers.

Fig. 6 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number for Case
B „ER=2, Pr=0.7…

Fig. 7 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number for case
C with plates at 0 deg „ER=2, Pr=0.7…

Fig. 8 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number for case
C with plates at 27 deg „ER=2, Pr=0.7…

Fig. 9 Effect of Reynolds number on Nusselt number for case
C with plates at 45 deg „ER=2, Pr=0.7…
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3.3 Numerical Verification of Field Synergy Principle. Fig-
ure 10 shows the variation of the average Nusselt number with the
Reynolds number with and without the insertion of the double
plates. It is observed that the double plates enhance the thermal
performance, particularly when the Reynolds number is high.
From inspection, the thermal performance is found to increase by
approximately 33% at Re=170 when plates are inserted in the
downstream flow and inclined at an angle of 45 deg. Furthermore,
it can be seen that the improvement in the convective heat transfer
increases as the angle of inclination of the double plates increases.

Three mechanisms are responsible for enhancing the single-
phase convective heat transfer, namely, an increased flow interrup-
tion, a reduced thermal boundary layer thickness, and an increased
velocity gradient near the solid wall �14�. These three mechanisms
lead to a reduction of the intersection angle between the velocity
vector and the temperature gradient. This section of the paper
compares cases B and C to illustrate the inherent relation between
the field synergy principles and to demonstrate that increasing the
flow interruption enhances the single phase convective heat
transfer.

The steady state 2D incompressible energy equation of fluid
flow and heat transfer over the backward-facing step is given by

�cP	u
�T

�x
+ v

�T

�y

 =

�

�x
	k

�T

�x

 +

�

�y
	k

�T

�y

 �34�

The definition of the Int value is given in Eq. �35� below and
represents the energy transferred by convection. Equation �35�
implies that the convective heat transfer can be enhanced by in-
creasing the value of the integral of the convection term �i.e., the
heat source� over the computation domain. It is also clear that an
improved synergy will increase the integration value, i.e., enhance
the heat transfer.

Int =�
�

�cP�V� · �T�dxdy �35�

After integrating both sides of Eq. �34� over the computation
domain, Tao et al. �17� applied the Gauss theorem to reduce the
integral dimension of the right-hand side �RHS� of Eq. �34�. The
reduced version of Eq. �34� is equal to the RHS of Eq. �35�.
Therefore

/

�=abcdea

�cP�V� · �T�dxdy = �
abc

n� · k � TdS +�
cd

n� · k � TdS

+�
de

n� · k � TdS +�
ea

n� · k � TdS

�36�

where n� represents the outward normal along each boundary and
dS is the length differential of the boundary. From Eq. �36�, the Int
value over the computation domain can be easily obtained. Figure
11 shows the variation of the nondimensional Int value with the
Reynolds number with and without the insertion of double plates
inclined at an angle of 45 deg. A higher Int value implies that the
integral value of the convection term is higher, and hence the heat
transfer is enhanced. The trends of Fig. 11 resemble those of Fig.
10. It can be seen that the Int value rises as Re increases and
increases when double plates are inserted downstream of the
backward step, particularly at higher Reynolds numbers. Note that
the nondimensional Int values for plate inclination angles of 0 deg
and 27 deg are deliberately not shown in Fig. 11 since the results
are very similar. In general, it is found that the Int values decrease
as the angle of inclination decreases, and have a minimum value
when the double plates are not present in the flow.

Equation �37� provides a general insight into convective heat
transfer. This equation suggests that the heat transfer can be en-
hanced in one of three ways, namely, increasing the Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers, increasing the fullness of the dimensionless ve-
locity and temperature profiles, and increasing the included angle
between the dimensionless velocity and temperature gradient vec-
tors.

Re Pr� �V� · �T�dy = Nu �37�

V� · �T = �V� ���T�cos � �38�

where �m is the average intersection angle between the velocity
vector and the temperature gradient in the computation domain. If
the local value of � is greater than 90 deg, its value is taken as

Fig. 10 Effect of Reynolds number on average Nusselt num-
ber with and without inclined double plates Fig. 11 Effect of Reynolds number on dimensionless Int value

with and without inclined double plates
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�180 deg-�� when added to the summation of the intersection
angle �16�. Figure 12 shows the variation of the average intersec-
tion angle with Re both with and without the insertion of double
plates. An enhanced synergy is obtained by decreasing the inter-
section angle between the velocity vector and the temperature
gradient. From Fig. 12, it is seen that this can be achieved by
increasing the interruption within the flow. As the intersection
angle reduces by approximately 5 deg, the average Nusselt num-
ber increases by approximately 33% for Reynolds numbers below
Re=170. In the absence of the field synergy principle, the only
indicator of the heat transfer performance is the Nusselt number.
However, the synergy principle provides an alternative index for
evaluating the heat transfer performance. In theory, the optimal
heat transfer is obtained at an intersection angle of 0 deg. In prac-
tice, the intersection angle is determined by the geometry of the
channel and the boundary conditions imposed. So the field syn-
ergy principle is a new direction to assess the heat transfer perfor-
mance.

4 Conclusions
This study has simulated low Reynolds number backward-

facing step flows using a single-relaxation-time model based on
the parallel lattice LBM. The numerical results obtained for the
velocity and temperature fields are in good agreement with the
published experimental and numerical results. The simplified ther-
mal model applied in this study is therefore an appropriate LBM
thermal model for performing accurate simulations of incompress-
ible thermal fluid flows. The results have shown that inserting
double plates inclined at an angle to the flow direction enhances
the convective heat transfer as a result of flow interruption and
thermal boundary layer compression effects. The results have in-
dicated that increasing the inclination angle of the double plates is
beneficial in enhancing the heat transfer and leads to a reduction
in the intersection angle between the velocity vector and the tem-
perature gradient.

Nomenclature
c � lattice streaming speed

cs � speed of sound
cp � specific heat capacity
g� � energy distribution function

g�
eq � equilibrium distribution function for g�

H � channel width downstream of step
h � step height

Int � integral, Int=���cP�V� ·�T�dxdy
k � thermal conductivity

Nu � Nusselt number
Nu � average Nusselt number
Pr � Prandtl number
p � pressure

Re � Reynolds number
T � temperature
U � maximum velocity in inlet

V� � velocity vector
XR � reattachment location
ER � channel expansion ratio, H/h
f� � density distribution function
f�
eq � equilibrium distribution function for f�

Subscripts
b � boundary
c � cool
f � fluid
h � hot

up � upper
w � wall
m � mean

Greek symbols
�v � relaxation time for f�

�c � relaxation time for g�

	 � internal energy

 � diffusivity
� � integral area
� � density
� � kinematic viscosity
� � small parameter

�x � lattice spacing
�t � time step
� � intersection angle between velocity and tem-

perature gradient
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Forced convection in the thermal entrance region of a circular duct is analyzed. Viscous
dissipation effects are taken into account under conditions of laminar hydrodynamically
developed flow. The duct wall is assumed to be isothermal in the region downstream of
the entrance cross section. The prescription of the initial condition at the entrance cross
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duct. The special case of an adiabatic-wall preparation of the fluid in the upstream region
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1 Introduction

The thermal entrance heat transfer in a circular duct with hy-
drodynamically developed laminar flow has been the subject of
several investigations. After the pioneering works by Graetz �1,2�
and Nusselt �3�, many papers on this subject have been published
especially in the second half of the last century. Reviews of the
fundamental achievements in this field are available in Refs. �4,5�.

The original formulation of the Graetz-Nusselt problem deals
with a prescribed uniform wall temperature, under the assumption
of negligible effects of viscous dissipation and axial heat conduc-
tion in the fluid. Important improvements of the Graetz-Nusselt
solution include: the study of prescribed uniform or non-uniform
wall heat flux �6–8�; the analysis of non-Newtonian flows �9,10�;
the introduction of the effects of viscous dissipation and axial heat
conduction in the fluid �9–16�. The latter effects are often ne-
glected in most studies of forced convection in ducts, even if they
may result to be important in some technical cases. As is well
known, the effect of viscous dissipation becomes non-negligible
when fluids with low thermal conductivity and high viscosity flow
in a duct with small diameter and low wall heat flux. On the other
hand, the effect of axial heat conduction in the fluid becomes
important for fluids with high thermal conductivity, e.g., for liquid
metals. Technical cases such that both the effects of viscous dis-
sipation and axial heat conduction cannot be neglected are rare.
Indeed, by comparing the properties of unused engine oil with
those of mercury at a temperature of 300 K, one infers that the
ratio between the thermal conductivity k of oil and that of mercury
is approximately 0.02, while the ratio between the dynamic vis-
cosity coefficient � of oil and that of mercury is approximately
300. Since the typical temperature scale of the viscous heating
effect is �um

2 /k, where um is the mean velocity in a duct section,

one can estimate that the ratio between the viscous heating effect
of oil and that of mercury, for any prescribed value of um, is 1.5
�104.

The aim of the present paper is to show how a physically con-
ceivable assignment of the initial condition for the temperature at
the entrance cross section can be important in the evaluation of
the temperature field and Nusselt number throughout the down-
stream thermal entrance region. The importance of a physically
coherent prescription of the entrance condition at a given axial
station has been pointed out by several authors, when dealing with
a non-negligible axial heat conduction effect in the fluid �9�. In
that case, the prescription of the entrance temperature and axial
heat flux at some axial station must take into account the elliptic
nature of the local energy balance equation, which can induce
feedback temperature changes also in the upstream region. In the
present paper, the effect of axial heat conduction in the fluid will
be neglected, while the effect of viscous dissipation will be taken
into account. It will be pointed out that also the effect of viscous
dissipation poses some restrictions in the assignment of the initial
condition at the entrance cross section. Being the local energy
balance equation parabolic in this case, these restrictions are not
due to some feedback of the temperature field in the upstream
region, but to the role played by viscous dissipation in the prepa-
ration of the fluid upstream of the entrance region.

In the present paper, the analysis of the thermal entrance region
will be performed for a circular duct with a uniform wall tempera-
ture. An adiabatic upstream preparation of the fluid which results
in a non-uniform temperature distribution in the entrance cross
section will be considered. A comparison with the solution that is
obtained by employing a uniform entrance temperature distribu-
tion will be performed.

2 Governing Equations
Let us consider hydrodynamically developed laminar flow in a

circular duct. A sketch of the duct and of the thermal boundary
conditions is given in Fig. 1. The hydrodynamically developed
velocity field is given by the Poiseuille profile
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u�r� = 2um�1 −
r2

r0
2� �1�

Under the assumption of a negligible axial heat conduction in the
fluid, the energy balance equation can be written as

�cpu
�T

�z
=

k

r

�

�r
�r

�T

�r
� + ��du

dr
�2

�2�

The second term on the right hand side of Eq. �2� represents the
viscous dissipation term and can be easily evaluated from Eq. �1�,
so that Eq. �2� can be rewritten as

�cpu
�T

�z
=

k

r

�

�r
�r

�T

�r
� +

16�um
2

r0
4 r2 �3�

2.1 Upstream Region „z�0…. In the region z�0, the fluid is
prepared for the downstream thermal entrance region �z�0�. The
preparation includes the full development of the velocity field, in
order to get the Poiseuille profile, and the thermal adjustment of
the temperature field, in order to obtain a given temperature pro-
file in z=0. This temperature profile represents the initial condi-
tion to be assigned to the parabolic partial differential Eq. �3�.
Even if, from a mathematical viewpoint, any initial condition can
be prescribed in z=0, it is not possible, in practice, to adjust a
thermal preparation of the fluid that produces an arbitrary tem-
perature profile in the entrance cross section. In fact, the thermal
preparation of the fluid can be performed by acting on the wall
conditions assigned in the upstream region, since no internal stir-
ring of the fluid can be introduced without perturbing the fully
developed velocity field. In this sense, the usual initial condition
of a uniform thermal entrance temperature can hardly be prepared
in a fluid with non-negligible viscous dissipation. Undoubtedly,
the internal generation of heat tends to produce a non-uniform
temperature distribution whatever are the wall boundary condi-
tions prescribed.

In this study, a simple thermal preparation of the fluid will be
considered: a thermal insulation of the duct wall in the upstream
region. By a sufficient length of the tube in the upstream direction,
one can obtain a fully developed temperature profile in the vicin-
ity of z=0. In the presence of an adiabatic boundary condition, the
fully developed temperature profile can be easily obtained by
solving Eq. �3� under the assumption of a constant axial change of
temperature

�T

�z
= constant �4�

Under this assumption, the solution of Eq. �3� which fulfills the
boundary condition

� �T

�r
�

r=r0

= 0 �5�

is

T�r,z� = T�r0,z� −
2�um

2

k
� r4

r0
4 − 2

r2

r0
2 + 1�, z � 0 �6�

In general, the wall temperature T�r0 ,z� in the upstream region
does not need to match, for z→0−, the uniform wall temperature
value Tw prescribed in the downstream region. A discontinuity in
the wall temperature at z=0 is nothing but a rough model of what
happens in a real experimental apparatus. Indeed, in a real appa-
ratus neither a perfect thermal insulation nor a perfectly isother-
mal wall is possible. These imperfections of the real boundary
conditions result in a smooth change of the wall temperature when
crossing the entrance cross section z=0. The characteristics of this
smooth change strongly depend on the flow regime and on the
thermal properties of the solid wall. The step change in the wall
temperature is the simplest way to model the real experimental
behavior: it is the same model adopted when viscous dissipation is
neglected and the wall temperature is assumed to have an abrupt
transition from an initial value Te to a value Tw. According to this
approximation, the prepared initial condition at z=0 can be writ-
ten as

T�r,0� = Te −
2�um

2

k
� r4

r0
4 − 2

r2

r0
2 + 1� �7�

where, in general, Te�Tw.

2.2 Downstream Region „z�0…. In the region z�0, the de-
velopment of the temperature field takes place. The evolution of
the temperature profile prescribed at z=0 can be studied by solv-
ing Eq. �3� with the initial condition expressed by Eq. �7� and the
boundary condition

T�r0,z� = Tw, z � 0 �8�
Equations �3�, �7�, and �8� will be solved analytically in the next
section, by utilizing the standard separation of variables method.

3 Analytical Solution
In the analysis of the thermal entrance region, z�0, the tem-

perature field can be expressed as

T�r,z� = Ts�r� + ��r,z� �9�

where Ts�r� is a particular solution of the equation

1

r

d

dr
�r

dTs�r�
dr

	 = −
16�um

2

kr0
4 r2 �10�

and ��r ,z� is solution of the homogeneous partial differential
equation

u�r�
���r,z�

�z
=

�

r

�

�r
�r

���r,z�
�r

	 �11�

One can conveniently choose the particular solution Ts�r�, so that
it matches at r=r0 the wall temperature value Tw,

Ts�r� = Tw +
�um

2

k
�1 −

r4

r0
4� �12�

As a consequence, Eq. �9�, yields

T�r,z� = Tw +
�um

2

k
�1 −

r4

r0
4� + ��r,z� �13�

The boundary and initial conditions for ��r ,z� can be easily de-
termined by employing Eqs. �7�, �8�, and �13�,

��r0,z� = 0 �14�

��r,0� = Te − Tw −
�um

2

k
� r4

r0
4 − 4

r2

r0
2 + 3� �15�

Let us define the dimensionless coordinates

Fig. 1 Circular duct and thermal boundary conditions
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r̃ =
r

D
, z̃ =

z

PeD
�16�

Then, by performing separation of variables in Eq. �11�, one ob-
tains

��r,z� =
�um

2

k 

n=0

	


nRn�r̃�exp�−
�n

2

2
z̃� �17�

The eigenfunctions Rn�r̃� are solutions of the eigenvalue equation

r̃Rn��r̃� + Rn��r̃� + �n
2r̃�1 − 4r̃2�Rn�r̃� = 0 �18�

where a prime denotes derivative of a function with respect to its
argument. The boundary conditions fulfilled by the eigenfunctions
are due to Eq. �14� and to the requirement that no singularity
occurs at r̃=0, namely

Rn�1/2� = 0 �19�

Rn��0� = 0 �20�

The eigenvalue problem expressed by Eqs. �18�–�20� is a Sturm-
Liouville problem. Therefore, the orthogonality relation

�
0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2�r̃Rm�r̃�Rn�r̃�dr̃ = Nn
2�mn �21�

must hold for any m ,n=0,1 ,2 , . . ..
The differential Eq. �18� can be transformed, through a suitable

redefinition of the unknown function and of the independent vari-
able, into a confluent hypergeometric equation. More precisely, let
us define

w = 2�nr̃
2, Bn�w� = ew/2Rn�r̃� �22�

By substituting the definitions given by Eq. �22� into Eq. �18�, one
obtains

wBn��w� + �1 − w�Bn��w� −
4 − �n

8
Bn�w� = 0 �23�

Equation �23� is a confluent hypergeometric equation. A solution
of Eq. �23� regular in w=0 and thus in r̃=0 is given by

Bn�w� = 1F1�4 − �n

8
,1;w� �24�

where 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function of first kind
�17�. Therefore, from Eq. �22�, one obtains

Rn�r̃� = e−�nr̃2

1F1�4 − �n

8
,1;2�nr̃

2� �25�

which fulfills Eq. �20�. The boundary condition expressed by Eq.
�19� provides a procedure to determine the eigenvalues �n. In-
deed, one obtains the equation

1F1�4 − �n

8
,1;

�n

2
� = 0 �26�

The roots of Eq. �26� can be found numerically. The first 15 ei-
genvalues �n are reported in Table 1. The eigenvalues for n15
can be obtained with a high accuracy by adding 8 to the preceding
eigenvalue. In Table 1, the normalization factors Nn

2 are also
given. These factors have been obtained by a numerical computa-
tion of the integral on the left hand side of Eq. �21�.

It must be pointed out that all the steps followed up to this point
are exactly the same as in the existing treatments of the Graetz-
Nusselt problem with viscous dissipation �15,16�. Indeed, the pro-
cedure thus far has not been affected by the initial condition, Eq.
�7�, prescribed at the entrance section. It can be easily checked
that the eigenvalues in Table 1 are in full agreement with those
reported in Ref. �4�.

The coefficients 
n in Eq. �17� can be determined by using the
initial condition �15�. Equations �15� and �17� yield

1

Br
− 16�r̃4 − r̃2 +

3

16
� = 


n=0

	


nRn�r̃� �27�

where the definition of Brinkman number

Br =
�um

2

k�Te − Tw�
�28�

has been used. Note that Br�0 corresponds to Te�Tw �fluid cool-
ing�, while Br�0 corresponds to Te�Tw �fluid heating�.

By employing Eq. �27� and the orthogonality relation �21�, one
obtains


n = −
16

Nn
2�

0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2��r̃4 − r̃2 +
3

16
�r̃Rn�r̃�dr̃

+
1

BrNn
2�

0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2�r̃Rn�r̃�dr̃, n = 0,1,2, . . . �29�

Both the integrals on the right hand side of Eq. �29� can be easily
evaluated on account of Eq. �18�,

�
0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2��r̃4 − r̃2 +
3

16
�r̃Rn�r̃�dr̃ = −

2

�n
4Rn��1/2� �30�

�
0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2�r̃Rn�r̃�dr̃ = −
1

2�n
2Rn��1/2� �31�

Therefore, Eq. �29� can be rewritten as


n =
32Rn��1/2�

�n
4Nn

2 �1 −
�n

2

64Br
� �32�

By employing Eqs. �25� and �26� and the properties of the con-
fluent hypergeometric function of first kind �17�, one obtains

Rn��1/2� =
1

4
e−�n/4�n�4 − �n�1F1�12 − �n

8
,2;

�n

2
� �33�

The first 15 values of the coefficients Rn��1/2� are reported in
Table 1. Therefore, the temperature field can be easily evaluated
by employing Eqs. �13�, �17�, and �32�.

Let us introduce the bulk temperature,

Table 1 The first 15 values of �n, Nn
2 and Rn�„1/2…

n �n Nn
2�102 Rn��1/2�

0 5.40872883977 2.34834419813 −2.02860091731
1 13.3580628987 0.937995958063 2.69848324414
2 21.3467590761 0.586053108459 −3.14463867839
3 29.3421569255 0.426177761709 3.49200867010
4 37.3397437289 0.334840234417 −3.78171424793
5 45.3382867177 0.275745214123 4.03293330605
6 53.3373239920 0.234380795973 −4.25632950017
7 61.3366466818 0.203807995114 4.45851083649
8 69.3361476449 0.180290889575 −4.64388667827
9 77.3357666937 0.161639620322 4.81556232937
10 85.3354676111 0.146485592800 −4.97581650936
11 93.3352273956 0.133929475344 5.12637647931
12 101.335030790 0.123355950679 −5.26858629844
13 109.334867305 0.114329802176 5.40351475337
14 117.334729510 0.106534512939 −5.53202735431
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Tb = 16�
0

1/2

T�1 − 4r̃2�r̃dr̃ �34�

Then, by using Eqs. �13� and �17�, one can evaluate the difference
Tw−Tb,

Tw − Tb = −
5

6

�um
2

k
+

8�um
2

k 

n=0

	

nRn��1/2�

�n
2 exp�−

�n
2

2
z̃� �35�

On account of Eqs. �13� and �17�, one can also evaluate the in-
coming wall heat flux qw,

qw = k� �T

�r
�

r=r0

= − 8
�um

2

D
+

�um
2

D 

n=0

	


nRn��1/2�exp�−
�n

2

2
z̃�

�36�
Therefore, the local Nusselt number is given by

Nu =
qwD

k�Tw − Tb�
=

48 − 6

n=0

	


nRn��1/2�exp�− �n
2z̃/2�

5 − 48

n=0

	


nRn��1/2��n
−2 exp�− �n

2z̃/2�

�37�

4 Discussion of the Results
The expressions of the temperature field and of the local Nus-

selt number, given by Eqs. �13�, �17�, �32�, and �37�, show that the
governing parameter in the thermal entrance region is the Brink-
man number Br. Two limiting cases can be considered

Br → 0 �38�

Br → ± 	 �39�
The former limit applies when the typical temperature scale of
viscous dissipation, �um

2 /k, becomes negligible with respect to the
wall temperature scale, �Te−Tw�. In this limit, the analytical solu-
tion found in Sec. 3 becomes coincident with the classical solution
of the Graetz-Nusselt problem, where the viscous dissipation ef-
fect is neglected both upstream and downstream of the entrance
cross section z̃=0. Note that, for �um

2 /k� �Te−Tw�, the initial con-
dition at z̃=0 expressed by Eq. �7� becomes a condition of uni-
form temperature with a value Te.

The limit given by Eq. �39� is reached either if the wall prop-
erties are such that no step change of the wall temperature occurs
at z=0 �Te=Tw� or if the effect of viscous dissipation is so intense
that the temperature scale �um

2 /k is much greater than the wall
temperature scale �Te−Tw�. Even if the two possibilities are physi-
cally different, they can be considered as equivalent from a math-
ematical viewpoint.

The evaluation of the infinite sums that appear in Eqs. �17� and
�37� have been performed by truncating the series to the first 51
terms. As is well known �4�, the sums employed in the solution of
thermal entrance problems by separation of variables display a
very slow convergence for small values of z̃. Let us use the value
of Nu for Br=1 and z̃=10−4 as the test quantity and let us define
the relative discrepancy

� = �NuN − NuN−5

NuN
� �40�

where NuN is the value of Nu obtained from Eq. �37� with the
sums truncated to n=N. Then, it can be shown that, for N=50, the
relative discrepancy � becomes lower than 0.01%. Note that, for
Br=1 and z̃=10−3, almost the same value of � is reached with
N=19. This increased quality in the convergence of the series at
the left hand side of Eq. �37� is an obvious consequence of the
exponential term in the infinite sums.

4.1 Zeros and Singularities of Nu. An important feature of
the solution found in Sec. 3 is that, for every negative value of Br,
there exists an axial station z̃= z̃0�0 where the wall heat flux
evaluated by Eq. �36� becomes zero. A drawing of the set of
couples �z̃0 ,Br� is reported in Fig. 2 �dashed line�. The physical
meaning of this mathematical property of qw is the following. If
Br�0, the initial wall temperature Te is lower than Tw. This
means that, for an axial interval 0� z̃� z̃0, the fluid is heated by
the external environment �qw�0�. On the other hand, sufficiently
far from the entrance cross section �z̃� z̃0�, the viscous heating
effect becomes dominant and the sign of qw is negative, which
means that the fluid heats the external environment. As everyone
expects, Fig. 2 shows that the higher is the value of �Br� the
smaller is the value of z̃0. In the limit �Br � →0, the value of z̃0
tends to infinity. Indeed, if the Brinkman number becomes van-
ishingly small, the viscous dissipation effect can never prevail
over the fluid heating due to the higher temperature of the wall.

Figure 2 shows that, for a fixed value of Br, the difference Tw
−Tb also becomes zero at some axial station z=z1�0. In this case,

Fig. 2 Set of couples „z ,Br… corresponding to Tw−Tb=0 „solid
line…; set of couples „z ,Br… corresponding to qw=0 „dashed
line…

Fig. 3 Local Nusselt number in the thermal entrance region
„small values of Br…
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the values of Br which correspond to a zero of Tw−Tb in the
thermal entrance region are all the negative values and all the
positive values such that

Br � Brmin = 0.9655185 �41�

Figure 2 displays a drawing of the set of couples �z̃1 ,Br� corre-
sponding to a vanishing difference Tw−Tb. It can be verified that
the set of couples �z̃0 ,Br� which yields qw=0 is disjoint from the
set of couples �z̃1 ,Br�. This means that, for a fixed negative value
of Br, there exist two distinct axial stations in the thermal entrance
region: z̃= z̃0 where qw=0; z̃= z̃1� z̃0 where Tw−Tb=0. By consid-
ering the definition of local Nusselt number, Eq. �37�, it is easily
verified that the former axial station �z̃= z̃0� corresponds to a van-
ishing Nusselt number, while the latter �z̃= z̃1� corresponds to a
singularity of the Nusselt number. Therefore, one may infer that
Nu becomes singular at some axial station only for Br�0 and for
Br�Brmin. Figure 2 shows that, for Br�Brmin, the singular point
z̃= z̃1 of Nu lies in the interval 0� z̃�0.05236552. On the other
hand, for Br�0, the singular point of Nu lies in the range z̃
�0.05236552. The local Nusselt number displays a singularity for
z̃=0.05236552 in the limiting case defined by Eq. �39�. This axial
position can also be determined very easily and with a fair ap-
proximation by considering only the leading term �n=0� in the
infinite sum on the right hand side of Eq. �35�,

z̃ �
2

�0
2 ln�1536R0��1/2�2

5�0
6N0

2 	 = 0.0523 �42�

Beyond the mathematical origin of the singularities of Nu, their
physical meaning relies on the sign change undergone by the dif-

ference Tw−Tb in the evolution from the initial temperature profile
at z̃=0 to the asymptotic temperature profile reached for z̃→ +	.
It is easily checked from Eq. �7� that the initial temperature profile
is such that Te−Tb�0. Moreover, Eq. �35� shows that the
asymptotic temperature profile reached for z̃→ +	 is such that
Tw−Tb�0. Therefore, if Te−Tw�0 �Br�0�, one has Tw−Tb�0
at z̃=0 and Tw−Tb�0 for z̃→ +	, so that by continuity there
must exist an axial station where Tw−Tb=0 �singularity of Nu�.
On the other hand, for Te−Tw�0 �Br�0�, one can have Tw−Tb

�0 at z̃=0 only if Te−Tw is sufficiently small �Br�Brmin�; thus,
only in this case there exists an axial station where Tw−Tb=0
�singularity of Nu�. If Te−Tw is large enough �0�Br�Brmin�,
then the difference Tw−Tb and the wall heat flux qw remain nega-
tive in the whole thermal entrance region and, as a consequence,
the local Nusselt number is positive and free of singularities for
every z̃�0.

4.2 Small Values of Br. A plot of the behavior of Nu as a
function of z̃ for small values of Br is given in Fig. 3. This figure
shows that even a very small value of �Br� can lead to evident
discrepancies in the behavior of Nu, with respect to the limiting
case of the Graetz-Nusselt solution �Br=0�. Indeed, as it is shown
in Refs. �15,16�, whatever is the nonzero value of Br, the
asymptotic value reached by the Nusselt number is 48/5=9.6, as
can be easily inferred also from Eq. �37�. On the other hand, it is
well known �4� that the asymptotic Nusselt number reached in the
case Br=0 is approximately 3.6568. The meaning of these appar-
ently contradictory results is illustrated in Fig. 3 where the three
cases Br=0, Br=10−4 and Br=−10−4, are compared. The figure

Fig. 4 Dimensionless wall heat flux �w and dimensionless
bulk temperature �b versus z̃ for Br=0.2 „a…, Br=0.4 „b…, Br=1
„c…, Br=5 „d… and Br\ ±� „e…

Fig. 5 Dimensionless wall heat flux �w and dimensionless
bulk temperature �b versus z̃ for Br=−1 „a…, Br=−2 „b…, Br=−5
„c… and Br\ ±� „d…
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shows that the values of the Nusselt number are almost indepen-
dent of Br for z̃�0.2. For higher values of z̃, the effect of viscous
dissipation becomes so important that three distinct branches
originate from the same curve: one for each value of Br. Note that
the branches corresponding to Br= ±10−4 asymptotically reach the
value 9.6, while the branch corresponding to Br=0 tends to
3.6568. The curve corresponding to Br=−10−4 displays a singu-
larity at z̃=0.6285063. As discussed above, this singularity is due
to the existence of an axial station where the denominator, Tw
−Tb, in the fractional expression of the local Nusselt number be-
comes zero.

4.3 Large Values of Br. The behavior of the temperature
field for large values of �Br� is illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. These
figures refer to positive values of Br and negative values of Br,
respectively; they display the axial changes of the dimensionless
wall heat flux

�w =
qwD

�um
2 = − 8 + 


n=0

	


nRn��1/2�exp�−
�n

2

2
z̃� �43�

and of the dimensionless bulk temperature

�b =
k�Tw − Tb�

�um
2 = −

5

6
+ 8


n=0

	

nRn��1/2�

�n
2 exp�−

�n
2

2
z̃� �44�

As is expected from Eqs. �43� and �44�, Figs. 4 and 5 show that
the asymptotic values reached by �w and �b are −8 and −5/6�
−0.833333, respectively. These asymptotic values, as well as the
asymptotic value of Nu=�w /�b, can be reached either from above
or from below depending on the value of the Brinkman number.
For large values of z̃, the leading terms in the infinite series which
appear in Eqs. �37�, �43�, and �44� are those corresponding to n
=0. By inspecting these terms, on account of Eq. �32�, one can
easily conclude that Nu, �w and �b approach their asymptotic
values from below when

0 � Br �
�0

2

64
= 0.457099 �45�

On the other hand, Nu, �w and �b approach their asymptotic val-
ues from above if either Br�0 or Br��0

2 /64=0.457099. Illustra-
tions of this feature are given in Figs. 3–5.

The initial condition �7� allows one to deduce that the value of
�b at z̃=0 is 1−1/Br. This feature is clearly shown in Figs. 4 and
5. A check on the convergence of the series employed in Eq. �43�
leads to the conclusion that the limit of �w for z̃→0+ is ±	, with
the only exception of the special case defined by Eq. �39� where
this limit is equal to 0. Indeed, only if Eq. �39� holds, the wall

temperature does not undergo any step change at z̃=0 and, as a
consequence, no singular behavior of qw takes place for small
values of z̃. It must be pointed out that the singular behavior of qw
in the limit z̃→0+ is a well known feature of the classical Graetz-
Nusselt solution �4�. Figures 4 and 5, as well as Eqs. �43� and
�44�, reveal that both �w and �b are monotonic increasing func-
tions of �Br� for any fixed z̃, if Br�0. On the contrary, they are
monotonic decreasing functions of �Br� for any fixed z̃, if Br�0.
The upper frame of Fig. 5 shows that, for any finite negative value
of Br, the wall heat flux is positive �incoming� in an initial region
of the domain z̃�0. This characteristic has a simple physical
meaning: if Br�0, i.e., if Tw�Te, at the beginning of the thermal
entrance region, the fluid is heated by the external environment.
Sufficiently far from the entrance cross section, the fluid starts to
heat the external environment, due to the viscous heating, and the
sign of qw becomes negative �outgoing�.

4.4 Comparison With the Uniform Entrance Temperature
Case. Several studies of the thermal entrance problem with vis-
cous dissipation in a circular duct with isothermal wall are based
on the assumption that the thermal entrance temperature distribu-
tion prescribed in z̃=0 is uniform with a value Te �10,13,16�. If
one considers this different initial condition, the application of the
separation of variables method is exactly the same as that de-
scribed in Sec. 3, as far as the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are
determined. On the other hand, the evaluation of the coefficients

n depends on the initial condition. In the uniform entrance tem-
perature case, Eq. �15� is replaced by

Table 2 The first 15 values of �n, in the case of uniform en-
trance temperature „UET…

n �n

0 −1.35341083421
1 0.504027201460
2 −0.232180064230
3 0.132358829719
4 −0.0853818516527
5 0.0596293273719
6 −0.0440039382592
7 0.0338137139764
8 −0.0267999316210
9 0.0217663407551
10 −0.0180313003826
11 0.0151832470171
12 −0.0129617290358
13 0.0111953826361
14 −0.00976770328616

Fig. 6 Dimensionless wall heat flux �w and dimensionless
bulk temperature �b versus z̃ for positive values of Br. Compari-
son between adiabatic preparation „AP…„solid lines… and uni-
form entrance temperature „UET…„dashed lines….
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��r,0� = Te − Tw −
�um

2

k
�1 −

r4

r0
4� �46�

Therefore, Eq. �27� is replaced by

1

Br
+ 16r̃4 − 1 = 


n=0

	


nRn�r̃� �47�

the coefficients 
n are not expressed anymore by Eq. �32�. In the
case of uniform entrance temperature, these coefficients are given
by


n = �n −
Rn��1/2�
2�n

2Nn
2Br

�48�

where

�n =
1

Nn
2�

0

1/2

�1 − 4r̃2��16r̃4 − 1�r̃Rn�r̃�dr̃ �49�

As a consequence, Eqs. �13�, �17�, and �35�–�37�, as well as Eqs.
�43� and �44�, still hold. Moreover, the numerical values reported
in Table 1 can still be used. On the other hand, the first 15 values
of �n are given in Table 2.

Comparisons between the adiabatic preparation �AP� solution
described in the present paper and the uniform entrance tempera-
ture �UET� solution proposed in several previous papers on the
Graetz problem with viscous dissipation �13,16� are performed in
Figs. 6–9. According to Figs. 6 and 7, the comparisons between
the values of the dimensionless quantities �w and �b evaluated
according to the AP and to the UET solutions reveal strong dif-

ferences. The discrepancies are present throughout the thermal
entrance region. As expected from Eqs. �43� and �44�, the values
of �w and �b evaluated by the two solutions agree in the
asymptotic region. Figures 8 and 9 display the radial temperature
distributions at the axial stations z̃=10−3 and z̃=0.1 either for Br
=1 �Fig. 8� or for Br=−1 �Fig. 9�, according to the AP and to the
UET solutions. These figures show that the sensitivity of the tem-
perature field to the prescribed entrance condition is very strong at
the earlier axial station z̃=10−3, while it becomes weaker down-
stream �z̃=0.1�. This behavior is specially evident for Br=1 �Fig.
8�.

In Table 3, values of Nu at different axial positions are reported
for Br=1 and Br=10−3. These values calculated according either
to the AP solution or to the classical UET solution are compared
with the values of the local Nusselt number obtained in the case of
negligible viscous dissipation �Br=0� by Cotta and Özişik �18�.
An inspection of the data reported in this table shows that strong
differences between the UET values and the AP values occur for
Br=1, while the discrepancies between the two solutions are very
small for Br=10−3. Moreover, both the AP and the UET values of
Nu for Br=10−3 are generally in very good agreement with the
values obtained in Ref. �18� in the absence of viscous dissipation.
In fact, for Br=10−3 and z̃�0.2, it becomes apparent that the
effect of viscous heating becomes very important and determines
the asymptotic value of Nu which, as already pointed out above, is
different from that in the case Br=0. If Br=1, Table 3 shows that,
for z̃�0.007, the value of Nu is negative while, for higher values

Fig. 7 Dimensionless wall heat flux �w and dimensionless
bulk temperature �b versus z̃ for negative values of Br. Com-
parison between adiabatic preparation „AP…„solid lines… and
uniform entrance temperature „UET…„dashed lines…. Fig. 8 Dimensionless temperature k„T−Tw… / „�um

2
… versus r̃ for

Br=1 and z̃=10−3
„upper frame… or z̃=0.1 „lower frame…. Com-

parison between adiabatic preparation „AP…„solid line… and uni-
form entrance temperature „UET…„dashed line….
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of z̃, it becomes positive. Indeed, as can be easily checked in Fig.
4, the value of qw for Br=1 is negative throughout the entrance
region, while the difference Tw−Tb has small positive values at
the beginning of the thermal entrance region �z̃�0.00758� and
then becomes negative.

5 Conclusions
The laminar forced convection in a circular duct with isother-

mal wall has been studied by taking into account the effect of
viscous dissipation. An analytic solution of the energy balance
equation has been determined in the thermal entrance region. It
has been assumed that the initial condition of the thermal entrance
region is the result of an adiabatic preparation of the fluid. More
precisely, the fluid upstream of the thermal entrance section is
supposed to flow through a sufficiently long adiabatic part of the
tube where both the velocity profile and the temperature profile
become fully developed. The result of this adiabatic preparation is
an initial temperature profile which, due to the viscous heating
effect, is not uniform.

The solution, obtained by the standard separation of variables
method, differs from other solutions based on the assumption of a
uniform entrance temperature profile. From a mathematical view-
point, the differences between the procedures are only in the de-
termination of the coefficients of the infinite series expression of
the temperature field, which depend on the initial condition. Con-
siderably dissimilar local values of the wall heat flux, of the dif-
ference between the wall temperature and the bulk temperature, of
the Nusselt number occur. These discrepancies between solutions
corresponding to different entrance section conditions imply a
strong sensitivity of the heat transfer process to the initial condi-
tions. The latter feature should be carefully considered in the de-
sign of an experiment on thermal entrance heat transfer with im-
portant viscous heating effects. The exact solution worked out
here is also a useful benchmark against which to test the accuracy
of numerical methods for laminar flow and heat transfer in ducts.

It has been shown that the effect of viscous dissipation may
produce both positive and negative local values of the Nusselt
number. Moreover, singularities of the Nusselt number are shown
to exist at the axial station where the difference between the wall
temperature and the bulk temperature is zero. These singularities
arise for every negative value and for sufficiently high positive
values of the Brinkman number.
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Fig. 9 Dimensionless temperature k„T−Tw… / „�um
2
… versus r̃ for

Br=−1 and z̃=10−3
„upper frame… or z̃=0.1 „lower frame…. Com-

parison between adiabatic preparation „AP…„solid line… and uni-
form entrance temperature „UET…„dashed line….

Table 3 Values of Nu calculated according either to the adiabatic preparation „AP… or to the
uniform entrance temperature „UET… solutions

z̃

Nu
�AP�
Br=1

Nu
�UET�
Br=1

Nu
�AP�

Br=10−3

Nu
�UET�

Br=10−3

Nu
Ref. �18�

Br=0

0.0005 −558.75 15.053 12.838 12.826 12.824
0.0010 −346.80 12.827 10.141 10.133 10.130
0.0015 −278.56 11.841 8.8502 8.8435 8.8404
0.0020 −249.01 11.266 8.0454 8.0396 8.0362
0.0030 −235.01 10.613 7.0516 7.0470 7.0432
0.0040 −255.93 10.249 6.4375 6.4337 6.4296
0.0050 −317.70 10.018 6.0092 6.0060 6.0015
0.0060 −478.38 9.8606 5.6887 5.6859 5.6812
0.0070 −1225.9 9.7469 5.4376 5.4351 5.4301
0.0080 1617.2 9.6620 5.2344 5.2321 5.2269
0.0090 461.16 9.5971 5.0658 5.0638 5.0584
0.0100 263.04 9.5464 4.9235 4.9217 4.9161
0.0200 47.396 9.3588 4.1806 4.1798 4.1724
0.0500 17.229 9.3810 3.7225 3.7224 3.7100
0.1000 11.802 9.4894 3.6841 3.6841 3.6581
0.1500 10.489 9.5462 3.7107 3.7106 3.6568
0.2000 9.9970 9.5740 3.7677 3.7675 3.6568
0.5000 9.6046 9.5997 7.2510 7.2492 ¯

1.0000 9.6000 9.6000 9.5974 9.5974 ¯
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Nomenclature
Br � Brinkman number, Eq. �28�

Brmin � threshold value of Br, Eq. �41�
Bn � function of w, Eq. �22�
cp � specific heat at constant pressure
D � diameter, 2r0

1F1 � confluent hypergeometric function of the first
kind

k � thermal conductivity
Nn

2 � normalization factor, Eq. �21�
Nu � Nusselt number, Eq. �37�
Pe � Peclet number, �cpumD /k
qw � wall heat flux, Eq. �36�
T � temperature

Tb � bulk temperature, Eq. �34�
Te � entrance temperature

Ts�r� � particular solution of Eq. �10�
Tw � wall temperature
u � z-component of velocity

um � mean velocity in a duct section
r � radial coordinate
r̃ � dimensionless radial coordinate, r /D

r0 � radius of the duct
Rn � eigenfunction
w � variable, Eq. �22�
z � axial coordinate

z0 � axial station where qw=0
z1 � axial station where Tw−Tb=0
z̃ � dimensionless axial coordinate, z / �PeD�

Greek Symbols
�n � eigenvalue

� � relative discrepancy, Eq. �40�
�mn � Kronecker’s delta

��r ,z� � solution of Eq. �11�
�b � dimensionless bulk temperature, Eq. �44�
�n � coefficients, Eq. �49�
� � dynamic viscosity


n � coefficients, Eqs. �32� and �48�
� � mass density

�w � dimensionless wall heat flux, Eq. �43�
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Self-Consistent Open-Celled
Metal Foam Model for Thermal
Applications
Many engineering applications require thermal cycling of granular materials. Since these
materials generally have poor effective thermal conductivity various techniques have
been proposed to improve bed thermal transport. These include insertion of metal foam
with the granular material residing in the interstitial space. The use of metal foam
introduces a parasitic thermal capacitance, disrupts packing, and reduces the amount of
active material. In order to optimize the combined high porosity metal foam-granular
material matrix and study local thermal nonequilibrium, multiple energy equations are
required. The interfacial conductance coefficients, specific interface area, and the effec-
tive thermal conductivities of the individual components, which are required for a mul-
tiple energy equation analysis, are functions of the foam geometry. An ideal three-
dimensional geometric model of open-celled Duocell® foam is proposed. Computed
tomography is used to acquire foam cell and ligament diameter distribution, ligament
shape, and specific surface area for a range of foam parameters to address various
shortcomings in the literature. These data are used to evaluate the geometric self-
consistency of the proposed geometric model with respect to the intensive and extensive
geometry parameters. Experimental thermal conductivity data for the same foam samples
are acquired and are used to validate finite element analysis results of the proposed
geometric model. A simple relation between density and thermal conductivity ratio is
derived using the results. The foam samples tested exhibit a higher dependence on rela-
tive density and less dependence on interstitial fluid than data in the literature. The
proposed metal foam geometric model is shown to be self-consistent with respect to both
its geometric and thermal properties. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352787�

Keywords: open-celled, metal foam, thermal conductivity, geometric model, tomography

1 Introduction
There are many engineering applications where granular mate-

rials must be thermally cycled. Materials such as metal hydrides,
diatomaceous earth, and molecular sieves are examples. These
materials generally have low thermal conductivity due to the poor
contact between particles, the tortuous conduction path, and in
some cases low thermal conductivity of the parent solid material.
Improving the thermal conductivity of these materials has many
benefits, especially in applications where thermal cycling must be
rapid. In order to improve the thermal conductivity of granular
material beds, various techniques have been proposed: insertion of
metal foam, integration of copper wire nets, and compaction of a
porous metal/metal hydride matrix are examples �1–3�.

High porosity metal foam has been used in this way with metal
hydride systems for hydrogen storage �4� and for isotope separa-
tion �3�. The use of metal foam increases the parasitic heat capac-
ity of the reactor bed, reduces the available active granular mate-
rial, and disrupts its packing. The geometry of open-celled metal
foams, to a certain extent, can be tailored for the particular appli-
cation. Therefore there is opportunity for optimization of this
combined metal foam-granular material matrix.

For the ability to optimize this multi-component matrix and to
study local thermal nonequilibrium �LTNE�, multiple energy
equations are required to represent each component. The interfa-
cial conductance coefficients, specific interface area, and the ef-

fective thermal conductivities that couple these equations and
govern transport must be determined. The foam thermal conduc-
tivity is a function of the tortuous structure of the metal foam.
Since solid boundaries disrupt the packing of the granular mate-
rial, the thermal conductance between the foam and the interstitial
material�s� is a function of the metal foam surface area. In order to
determine these geometric dependencies and to have a predictive
capability, a geometric model based on a full understanding of the
metal foam geometry is required. This model should be self-
consistent with respect to �1� the intensive geometric properties of
the foam: relative density, the specific surface area, and the peri-
odicity of the foam structure, �2� the extensive geometric proper-
ties that describe the exact morphology, and �3� its thermal con-
ductance.

Several investigations into the geometry of open-celled metal
foam have focused on the geometric parameters in order to deter-
mine analytical relations for the effective thermal conductivity. Of
these, the ligament diameter, df, and pore diameter, dp, have been
key parameters of interest �5,6�. In general, semi-analytical, one-
dimensional expressions were developed for thermal conductivity
that leave a single free geometric parameter. Data for effective
thermal conductivity were used to determine this free parameter
�5–7�. Traditional means of measuring df and dp has been micros-
copy of physical samples, which is a destructive method. A non-
destructive method is three-dimensional computed tomography
�CT�. This technique has been used by several investigations on
closed-cell foams. Results have been presented for open-celled
metal foam for polymer foam cell morphology �8,9�. Other inves-
tigations have focused on the foam geometry for use as a substrate
�10�. Scanning electron microscopy �SEM� and nondestructive op-
tical analysis has been used for determining geometric parameters
for mechanical analysis as well �11�.
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A specific surface area, Sv, expression for that of a cubic lattice
with cylindrical ligaments has been used in forced convection
investigations with coupled energy equations �5,6,12,13�

Sv =
3�df

dp
2 �1�

Surface area has also been measured using two-dimensional im-
age analysis from CT �14� and preliminary results using three-
dimensional CT �15� were presented. Surface area was investi-
gated nondimensionally for cubic and tetrakaidecahedronal
lattices numerically �16�. The Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller
�BET� technique was used to measure surface area in conjunction
with ligament size measurements to determine semi-empirical sur-
face area and density equations for a dodecahedronal unit cell
structure �17�. With the exception of the Eq. �1�, the authors are
unaware of any completely analytical expressions for Sv, and the
experimental data have a limited parameter range from two dif-
ferent methods that very greatly in their results.

The heat transfer in the foam/interstitial material matrix con-
sists of conduction through the ligaments of solid metal, radiation,
and conduction and convection through the interstitial material.
The bulk thermal conductivity of the foam is geometry dependent
and application of general amorphous porosity relationships is in-
valid. A simple representation of the high porosity solid structure
was first proposed by Dul’nev �18�, who used a cubic lattice struc-
ture with a square cross section to analytically calculate the effec-
tive thermal conductivity of a fluid-saturated structure. An im-
provement over this model was introduction of a cubic lump of
material at the ligament vertices �19�.

Experimental data are presented by several investigations:
nickel and aluminum metal foam with water, air, and glycol �20�,
Al Duocell® foam for air �1 atm� and water combinations �5�, Al
Duocell® foam for air �21�, carbon �RVC�-air �1 atm� and RVC-
water combinations �6�, and Al Duocell® foam air, water, and
oil �16�. These data were fit using a linear combination �6�
and a weighted geometric mean �22� of the parallel and series
bounding equations for effective thermal conductivity. The later
derived the following equation that contains a material dependent
coefficient, F

keff = ��kf + �1 − ��ks�F� kfks

�ks + �1 − ��kf
��1−F�

�2�

Heat transfer due to radiation is typically neglected. However,
results from analytical models and experimental data for radiation
are available �23,24�. In a vacuum, if the radiation is neglected,
keff is a function of only the solid thermal conductivity, ks, the
relative density, �, and a tortuosity factor that captures the affect
of geometry on the conductivity. This effective thermal conduc-
tivity, void of interstitial material influence, is the property of
interest for application in a multienergy equation analysis or when
the ratio of the solid to fluid thermal conductivity, ks /kf, is very
large ��1000� �16�. Under these circumstances, a simple form can
represent keff

keff = Cks� �3�

The value of C was derived in closed-cell polymer foam to be
0.33 �25�. Ozmat et al. �17� derive a relation for the foam-only
thermal conductivity using the assumption that the electrical and
thermal conductance have the same tortuosity factor. Using elec-
trical conductivity measurements, C=0.345 was determined. Elec-
trical conductivity was also investigated and related to a tetrakaid-
ecahedronal structure �26�. These data indicated a value of C
between 0.40 and 0.46. The foam only contribution was deter-
mined by Calmidi and Mahajan �12� by setting kf =0 in their ana-
lytical expression of keff. This method was shown to be in error by
Fourie and Du Plessis �27�. They note that for LTNE, the conduc-
tion within a phase is also a function of the gradient of the locally

mean temperature of the opposing phase. The secondary functions
of thermal conductivity were relatively insignificant for large
ks /kf in this study.

After review of the literature, the authors are not aware of any
previous three-dimensional numerical analysis for effective ther-
mal conductivity or report of metal foam in a vacuum. Several
geometric models have been proposed in the literature for evalu-
ation of thermal conductivity, however there have been no evalu-
ations of the resulting geometry’s self-consistency. Surface area,
for example, is a key component in the foam-to-interstitial mate-
rial heat transfer and is not necessarily represented accurately by a
model determined simply by fitting keff data. The purpose of this
study was to evaluate the self-consistency of a proposed three-
dimensional geometric model of open-celled Duocell® foam. To
accomplish this, thermal conductivity data were obtained experi-
mentally and numerically and the geometry of real metal foam
was quantified. The model is shown to be self-consistent with
respect to both geometric and thermal properties.

2 Metal Foam Model
In this study, real metal foam �Fig. 1�a�� was represented with a

tetrakaidecahedronal lattice that is referred to here as the TetraK
model �16�. This geometric shape has been shown experimentally
to be less representative than a multicell unit cell in polymer foam
�8�; however, it is the most representative single-celled, space-
filling, unit cell of the foam �28�. This is shown in Fig. 2 and is
similar to the structure proposed by Boomsma and Poulikakos �7�
except with spherical nodes, which was deemed more physically
accurate than cubes.

Fig. 1 Photo of real metal foam „see Ref. †27‡…

Fig. 2 One cell of the proposed TetraK Model with pertinent
geometric parameters indicated
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The parameters used to fully describe the TetraK unit cell are
the relative density, �, specific surface area, Sv, average ligament
diameter, df, ligament length, �, and a node size parameter, �. An
additional parameter commonly reported by manufacturers of
open-celled metal foam is the pore density �pores per unit length
�PPI��, which is the inverse of the average pore diameter. In this

study, the average pore diameter, d̄p, is defined as the average size
of the windows �faces� of the polyhedron. This accounts for the
squares, dp,j, and the hexagons, dp,i. The average size of a pore
considering the six squares and the eight hexagons of side length
� is

d̄p = 1.52� �4�
The pore diameter is the measure of the periodicity of the struc-

ture and is related to the unit cell diameter, �, where � is defined
as the mid-diameter of the polyhedron

� = 3� �5�
Using the space-filling properties of the tetrakaidecahedron, the

following dimensionless relations can be written for the unit cell:

� = �1u
3 + �2u

2 �6�

S	� = �3u
2 + �4u �7�

where

u =
df

�
�8�

and �i are functions of the node parameter � �16�

�1 = �/8�2�− �1 + �2 − �2�1 + �2 + 2�3�

�2 = 3�/8�2

�3 = − 3�/4�2��1 + ��2 − 2��1 + �2�

�4 = 3�/2�2 �9�
It should be pointed out that there are experimental evidences

that the cross section of the ligaments vary with porosity �5�. It is
also apparent from inspection that the ligaments of real foam are
thinner at their midpoints. In this study, the TetraK model liga-
ment cross section is circular and the diameter is constant over its
length.

3 Foam Geometric Measurements
No single source of geometric information that covers the nec-

essary parameters from a common set of foam samples exists in
the literature. This was desired in order to make a fair evaluation
of the TetraK model for predicting geometric and thermal proper-
ties. CT, which has the advantage of being nondestructive, was
employed to allow geometric and thermal conductivity measure-
ments on the same samples.

CT surface area and volume calculations were performed on
samples ranging in pore density and relative density using meth-
ods described elsewhere from Hytec Sensors & Imaging Group,
Inc. �Los Alamos, NM� �15�. The metal foam samples were Duo-
cell® 6101 aluminum foam �ERG Aerospace, Oakland, CA�
whose parameters are listed in Table 1. Each sample has a
10.2 cm diameter, 3.2 cm thickness, and has 6.4 mm thick alumi-
num plates dip-brazed to each end. The direction of cell elonga-
tion was in the direction of the sample axis �z-direction�. The CT
calculation region was sliced perpendicularly to the z-axis into
four equal subsections �2.5
2.5
0.65 cm� in which each had
surface area and volume analyses conducted. Data were acquired
at several magnifications. For the highest magnification, the data
had to be reduced to 1/2 resolution due to memory limitations.

This resulted in voxel �3D pixel� sizes of 115, 84, 73, and 58 �m,
which are referred to as 1
, 1.3
, 1.6
, and 2
 magnification.

Two-dimensional images were extracted from the CT data for
measuring extensive properties. These images corresponded to the
center x-y planes of each subsection �e.g., Fig. 3�a��. National
Instruments �Austin, TX� IMAQ Vision Builder image analysis
software was used for two-dimensional image analysis. For liga-
ment diameter, the objects in Fig. 3�b� were filtered by perimeter
to remove the large conglomerations of material leaving only liga-
ment intersections �Fig. 3�c��. Area and perimeter were calculated
for each object remaining in the image. The ligament diameter
was then determined using the hydraulic diameter definition for
each object j

df ,j =
4Aj

Pj
�10�

Cell diameter was measured by manually superimposing ovals
onto each cell cross section of the original image �Fig. 3�a� as
example�. Equivalent diameter was then calculated using the fol-
lowing for each oval consisting of N pixels of size �

�i =� 4

�
Npixels,i�

2 �11�

4 Thermal Conductivity Method
The TetraK ideal model has a spherical node; therefore, an ana-

lytical solution for the effective thermal conductivity was not
readily available due to the complexity of the formulation. The
effective thermal conductivity was determined using finite ele-
ment analysis �FEA� of the unit cell region proposed by Boomsma
and Poulikakos �7�. This is 1 /16 of the full tetrakaidecahedron
that is shown in Fig 1�b�. This region represents the smallest di-
vision of the TetraK geometry using its symmetry planes that still
contains the TetraK’s representative conduction paths. It is com-
prised of three half-ligaments, two half-nodes, and two quarter-
nodes. The overall dimensions of the model were kept constant
and the relative ligament and node sizes varied to represent dif-

Table 1 Metal foam sample information

Sample ID
Pore density

�PPI�a
Relative density determined

gravimetrically �%�b

A 5 8.0
B 10 3.8
C 10 8.7
D 10 11.4
E 20 8.5
F 30c 8.7

aProvided by manufacturer.
bProvided by manufacturer, verified to within 11% uncertainty.
cThroughout this paper 30 PPI is the pore density used for this sample, this was
indicated as more accurate than the standard value quoted for this material which is
40 PPI �Ref. �29��.

Fig. 3 Image progression to extract ligament cross-sectional
information; „a… cropped gray-scale image, „b… binary image
with Asolid/Atotal matched to relative density, and „c… large pe-
rimeter objects filtered out
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ferent foam parameters. Unigraphics solid modeling software
�Unigraphics Solutions, Maryland Heights, MO� was used to cre-
ate solid geometry that was analyzed with DesignSTAR �Struc-
tural Research and Analysis Corp., Santa Monica, CA�.

Dirichlet type boundary conditions were applied to opposing
sides of the model with ks representing the solid foam and kf for
the interstitial material. The interstitial material was assumed stag-
nant since this was the assumption in the experimental apparatus
discussed later. In order to compare to experimental results, an
equivalent thermal conductivity due to radiation was necessary to
represent kf in the case where the foam is under vacuum. This was
estimated using methods from Tao et al. �24�, which resulted val-
ues of 0.001–0.005 W/m K for low and high density foam, re-

spectively. With the foam metal being type 6101 aluminum, the
resulting values of ks /kf used were 73,000, 12,302, and 1434 rep-
resenting vacuum, argon, and helium.

The results were determined to be mesh independent by succes-
sive refinement at the boundaries and at the solid-fluid interface.
The resulting boundary and interface elements were 2.8% and
3.5% of the model’s z thickness, respectively. Figure 4 shows the
1/16 model meshed for �=2 and �=0.07. The effective thermal
conductivity for the x and z directions was calculated using the
following:

keff,i =
qixi

T
, i = x,z �12�

where qi is the average heat flux at the boundaries calculated by
the FEA software. As a first approximation, the average keff was
calculated from a simple weighting of the separate orthogonal
values

keff =
2keff,x + keff,z

3
�13�

Unless otherwise noted, this is the value presented in the results
below.

Experimentally, the thermal conductivity of the foam samples
listed in Table 1 was measured using the apparatus shown in Fig.
5. This uses a comparative method with a single type 304L stain-
less steel comparative �standard� material. Thermocouples were
located along the axis of the experiment and on the exterior of the
acrylic insulation. The temperature gradient in the Al and Cu
plates was assumed zero due to their high relative thermal con-
ductivity, and the thermal resistance of the thermal gaskets and
foam-to-plate braze joints was neglected. After grouping the radial
heat conduction into one term and any mass flow contribution into
another, the energy balance about the central portion of the test
cell is the following:

Fig. 4 FEA model of tetrakaidecahedronal „1/16 model… lattice
„�=0.07, �=2…. Mesh was refined at heat flux boundaries and at
the dissimilar material interfaces.

Fig. 5 Cross section of the cylindrical test cell used to measure thermal conductivity showing ther-
mocouple location and numbering
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Q13 = Q45 + Qradial + Qconvect �14�
where the subscripts refer to the locations shown in Fig. 5. Using
Fourier’s Law the equation for keff is

keff = � kst

L13
�T1 − T3� −

Qradial

Ac
−

Qconvect

Ac
� L45

�T4 − T5�
�15�

Temperature data were obtained for vacuum ��10−2 Pa�, helium
�101 kPa�, and argon �101 kPa�. Table 2 includes additional infor-
mation about the experiment.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Geometric Parameters

5.1.1 Ligament Size. The results from the individual foam
subsections were compared first for hydraulic diameter. For each
sample subsection the modes were within 5% of each other. For
each sample the subsection data were then combined and analyzed
statistically for each magnification. Versus magnification, all of
the sample modes except sample B were within 50 �m. In general
the 1.3
 results had larger standard deviations. It is believed that
there were some braze alloy effects in this data set that shifted the
average diameter larger thereby increasing the standard deviation.

The mean, mode, and standard deviation are listed in Table 3
for all the magnifications. Several intervals were analyzed to de-
termine the average mode. The large standard deviations, which
averaged 28% of the mean, were likely due to the ligament thin-
ning phenomenon that occurs as � increases �29�. This is consis-

tent with other results �9�. Figure 6 shows the histograms of the
samples at 1
. The mean varied directly with density, and both
the mean and standard deviation varied indirectly with pore
density.

The uncertainty in these measurements was quantified three
ways. The hydraulic diameter of each object was calculated from
area and perimeter using Eq. �10�. The area calculation for Eq.
�10� is a simple pixel count, whereas the perimeter calculation is a
National Instruments algorithm that tends to smooth the object
edges. The results from this algorithm are based to a certain extent
on the orientation of the object to the image coordinates. The
effect of this was a 3.8–7.3% variation from low to high density,
which was based on multiple calculations versus rotation of the
image. A second source of error is the uncertainty in the solid
material demarcation. The uncertainty of this was assumed equal
to � for each measurement. Statistically this error is minimal due
to the number of objects measured. Finally, the error due to the
perimeter algorithm was evaluated by using test images with exact
solutions. The error of the National Instruments perimeter algo-
rithm is a strong function of object size. The total uncertainty, Udf,
was taken as the root of the squared sum of the three
contributions.

The arithmetic mean is plotted versus � in Fig. 7 as the solid
symbols with error bars representing Udf. The data from the lit-
erature are shown in Fig. 7 also as various other symbols
�5,10,11�. The lower pore density samples did not change signifi-
cantly with the magnification. The 20 and 30 PPI samples in-

Table 2 Keff experimental setup information

Property Value

k 6101 Aluminum �W/m K� 218
k Acrylic �W/m K� 0.19

k 304L stainless Eq. �14�
k argon �W/m K� 0.0269
k helium �W/m K� 0.1450

k radiation �W/m K� 0.001–0.005
Compression bolt torque �N m� 1.8–2.7

L12 �mm� 12.7
L23 �mm� 12.7

L45 �mm� foam only 31.75
Tc �°C� 10
Th �°C� 60

Table 3 Ligament results for all foam samples and magnifications

Sample A B C D E F

� �%� 8 3.8 8.7 11.4 8.5 8.7
Pore density �PPI� 5 10 10 10 20 30

Mean df �mm� 505 366 476 520 366 355
1.6
 Mode df �mm� 447 336 434 513 328 447

Stand. dev. df �mm� 141 99 132 142 108 97
Udf/df �%� mean 10 14 11 11 15 15

Mean df �mm� 330 329
1.3
 Mode df �mm� 241 248

Stand. dev. df �mm� 153 144
Udf/df �%� mean 20 20

Mean df �mm� 434 244 359 492 230 230
1
 Mode df �mm� 401 258 350 516 237 203

Stand. dev. df �mm� 130 83 168 154 80 62
Udf/df �%� mean 17 30 18 16 33 35

Heywood factor 1.21 1.30 1.20 1.18 1.25 1.23

Fig. 6 Ligament hydraulic diameter histograms at 1Ã
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creased with magnification indicating final convergence was not
obtained for these. Better resolution is necessary to continue a
convergence study. Within the uncertainty, the data agree reason-
ably well with the literature with the exception of the 30 PPI
sample, assuming the pore density can be considered a quantita-
tive value.

5.1.2 Ligament Shape. Ligament cross section is important for
convection applications where an empirical heat transfer coeffi-
cient based on cross-sectional shape is employed �30�. In order to
quantify the ligament cross-section shape, the Heywood circular-
ity factor was used, which is the ratio of the object perimeter to
the perimeter of a circle with the same area

H =
Pobject

Pcircle,Ai

=
Pobject

�4�Ai

�16�

H is equal to one for a circle. This value was averaged over the
entire sample data set and is plotted versus density in Fig. 8. The
10 PPI data points are shown with a linear least squares and a
power law fit in Fig. 8. The value of H is also shown below for
certain ideal shapes. It is unclear which fit function is appropriate
without extending the range of density for the other pore densities.
In either case, the slopes are negative, which qualitatively agrees
with Ref. �5�. It is not clear if the dependence on the pore density
is actual or due to random errors. For the high pore density
samples at 1.6
 the voxel sizes equate to approximately 5 pixels
across the diameter of the ligament. If the voxel size was too large
to capture the corners of the geometry this would tend to shift H
to a lower value �that is, a more circular object�, so we believe
there is some real dependence on pore density. Measurements
should be repeated with a higher magnification over a range of �
and higher pore density to fully quantify this phenomenon, as
there is no other data available for direct comparison. Implicitly,
the shape versus density results could be compared to empirical
data for Nusselt number correlations from Hwang et al. �31� for
example.

5.1.3 Cell Size. Equivalent cell diameter results from Eq. �11�
are listed in Table 4. The trend was similar to the ligament diam-
eter results, in that standard deviation decreased with increasing
pore density. There was negligible dependence on �. The uncer-
tainty was based on two parts: the uncertainty in the image that
was created and the uncertainty in the measurement. The image
uncertainty was assumed to be the pixel size, which ranged from
2.5% to 4.7%. The measurement uncertainty was determined to be
7.3%, which results in an average total uncertainty of 8.0%.

The standard deviation decreases for smaller cell size and hence
for shorter ligament lengths, indicating the propensity for liga-
ment thinning with larger ligament length. The mean of each dis-
tribution is plotted in Fig. 9 versus the vendor specified pore den-
sity. The error bars represent the 8% uncertainty. The PPI
designation is better described as a category of pore size with
30 PPI being more uncertain �29�. Therefore it is not known if the
variation in linearity is simply random variation between foam
lots or a systemic error in measurement. Also shown are the data
from Zhou et al. �11�, which were measured from three-
dimensional image SEM covering densities of 6.5–8%. The varia-
tion in cell diameter with � that was shown was not apparent in
the present data and was also not apparent in data for another
foam production method �32�. The one point �20 PPI, 6.8%� from
Scheffler et al. �10� was determined using microCT and image

Fig. 7 Mean ligament diameter at 1.6Ã magnification com-
pared to data in literature „symbol shape indicates PPI and
symbol shading indicates source…

Fig. 8 Average Heywood circularity factor „Eq. „16…… for each
sample at 1.6Ã „above… and for various ideal geometric shapes
„below…

Table 4 Summary of data from cell size measurements

Sample A B C D E F Ave.

� �%� 8 3.8 8.7 11.4 8.5 8.7
Pore density �PPI� 5 10 10 10 20 30
No. samples �cells� 312 312 312 312 312 312
Mean diam �mm� 4.60 4.20 4.24 4.40 2.80 2.47 3.78

Mode �mm� 4.75 4.55 4.58 4.60 3.00 2.64
Std. dev. �mm� 0.75 0.71 0.72 0.65 0.46 0.40
Std. dev. �%� 16 17 17 15 16 16 16.2
U� /� �%� 7.7 7.8 7.8 7.8 8.4 8.7 8.0
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analysis without discussion about method or number of samples.
The slope of the data is similar, however the present data are
higher by 50%.

5.1.4 Surface Area. Both surface area and relative density
were calculated for the foam samples using CT. To provide an
indication of the accuracy of the CT surface area measurements
�presented later�, the relative density determined by CT was com-
pared to the gravimetrically determined density of the foam. With
the exception of two data points, the results were within the un-
certainty of the gravimetric density calculation. For higher pore
density, there was less variation with magnification but the error
increased to 18% at 30 PPI.

For surface area, each subsection was first compared. The maxi-
mum variation of a particular sample was 25% in the sample F.
The variation was �12% otherwise, which tended to decrease
with magnification. Sv for each sample was calculated by sum-
ming the four subsections and then dividing by the total calcula-
tion region volume �Table 5�. Sv increased with magnification
except for the low density, large cell data. In these cases, the 1.6

 data, which were scanned at 3
 �38 �m voxel� and then re-
duced to 1/2 resolution, appears to be a better measurement than
the 2
 full resolution.

For the 10 PPI sample �B, C, and D� and the constant density
samples ��=8–8.7% �, Sv increased with magnification and ap-
peared to converge. Sv varied directly with relative density and
pore density. Data were compared to Eq. �1� with data from Cal-
midi and Mahajan �5�. The CT values diverged from Eq. �1� with
increasing magnification. Equation �1� was 20–25% lower than
the high magnification CT values.

Specific surface areas were also measured by Ozmat et al. �17�
using the BET method. These were about 40% higher, and there
was a common trend with pore density in surface area; however,
the trend in density was inverted. The actual surface of the metal
foam has smaller scale features that to a certain extent are lost in
the x-ray tomography scan producing a larger BET Sv measure-
ment than the CT calculation. Therefore the BET method may be

more appropriate depending on the application of the data. It was
not clear if the discrepancy is due to loss of the small-scale fea-
tures. The samples from Ozmat et al. �17� were necessarily com-
pressed by 30% to increase the specific surface area for a given
sample size, which may alter the uncompressed surface area. It is
also not clear what the uncertainty in the BET measurement is,
since this method is typically used for much higher specific sur-
face area materials �33�.

Since the PPI designation is better described as a category of
pore size for the samples �29�, the Sv data were plotted versus the
cell diameter measurements from the previous section. This is
shown in Fig. 10 with linear least square curve fits for each mag-
nification. The error bars shown correspond to the error between
the CT � and gravimetrically determined �. This shows the same
general trend in conversion with increased magnification and a
linear relation with cell diameter.

In order to compare the Sv to the TetraK model, a final value as
a function of foam parameters was necessary. It is believed that
due to the convergence of the Sv data with magnification the cal-
culations are within the error of the density comparison
��18% �. We believe this is conservative based on a zeroth order
estimate that the error in the volume calculation will be higher due
to the higher order dependence on df. The slight variations in the
results for the 2
 and the 1.6
 data were believed to be due to
random errors in the system and were averaged. These values are
shown in Table 5.

5.2 Geometric Property Comparison to 3D Model. With
the surface area determined and measurements of cell and liga-
ment size obtained, the TetraK model was evaluated for geometric
self-consistency. In dimensional form, the geometric parameters
in Fig. 2 create a closed set of parameters �df, �, �, �, Sv, ��,
noting that � is really a function of dn and df. These variables are
related by the constitutive equations �Eqs. �5�–�8��. Data for df
and � and an assumed � were used to solve Eq. �6� for �. Then
Eq. �7� was used to solve for Sv and subsequently Eq. �5� for �.
This resulted in calculated values for Sv, �, dp, and �. The as-

Fig. 9 Comparison of mean cell diameter results to data in the
literature

Table 5 Sv for the foam samples versus magnification and voxel size „mm−1
…

ID

Pore
density
�PPI�

Relative
density

�%�

1
 1.3
 1.6
 2


1.6
 and
2
 ave.

0.115 0.084 0.073 0.058

A 5 8.0 0.41 0.54 0.47 0.51
B 10 3.8 0.32 0.46 0.42 0.44
C 10 8.7 0.40 0.58 0.59 0.59
D 10 11.4 0.47 0.58 0.62 0.60
E 20 8.5 0.51 0.64 0.78 0.77 0.77
F 30 8.7 0.60 0.77 0.80 0.85 0.83

Fig. 10 Sv comparison versus mode of measured cell diam-
eter „8–8.7% density…
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sumed value for � was iterated until the Sv from Eq. �7� matched
the Sv measured with CT. This was successful for each of the six
samples, with the exception of sample B ��=3.8% �, which was
not matchable due to a lower limit on �. The resulting geometric
parameters are listed in Table 6 and discussed below.

The calculated TetraK cell diameter falls within the standard
deviation of the measured values except for smallest cell diameter.
Their ratio is listed in Table 6. The measured data are likely lower
due to the elongation of the foam cells in the z-direction, which
can be as high as 38% �11�. The pore diameter resulting from the
TetraK calculation was compared to Calmidi and Mahajan �5�. It
was approximately 25% lower than their data. Their data are
based on a hexagonal dodecahedron, and it is not clear how a pore
diameter was obtained from their data, so we believe that this
comparison is qualitative. The average pore diameter of another
model, such as the Weaire–Phelan model �28� may compare more
favorably since it is a conglomeration of polyhedrons that has a
more representative pore shape distribution �8�. The pore diameter
was plotted versus the measured cell diameter, which demon-
strated a linear relationship. There is limited data for �, the liga-
ment length. The present calculations have similar slope to the
data from the other references �11,17�; however, the values fall
between the Ozmat et al. �17� fit to experimental data that used a
dodecahedron and Zhou et al. �11� who used optical measure-
ments from three-dimensional SEM images.

The last comparison was for �, 	, and dn versus � and �. �
varies directly with relative density and cell diameter, which im-
plies material is shifting from the ligaments to the nodes. The
sample B ��=3.8% � Sv,calc, was not matched to the Sv,CT, calcu-
lation due to a lower limit of 1 for �. A � of less than one is still
physical, but the TetraK model does not support this as it was
formulated in Eqs. �6� and �7�. As �→0, dn→df, which is the
lower limit on a physically realistic model. This is an indication
that in this case the circular ligament cross section is limiting the
ability of this model. The Sv will increase as the ligament cross-
sectional shape approaches a triangle, which is the case for the
small density foam.

The TetraK model was overall a good approximation of the real
foam geometry for predicting intensive properties and magnitude
of the extensive properties with some exceptions at very low den-
sity. Incorporation the shape of the ligament cross section and
thinning of the ligaments may improve the geometric model.

5.3 Thermal Conductivity Results. The effective thermal
conductivity was first calculated using FEA for a range of densi-
ties for �=1 and �=2 to understand the effects of this parameter.
Using Eq. �12�, the maximum variation of keff for the TetraK
model between the x and z directions was determined to be 6% for
�=1 and 4% for �=2 over the applicable range of relative den-
sity. To explore the effects of the unit cell used, FEA results were
also obtained for a unit cell with twice the z thickness as Fig. 4.
The difference between the keff results were insignificant between
the models. A unit cell that was rotated 45 deg about the z axis in
Fig. 4 was modeled as well. Although, the variation between the
orthogonal keff values was greater �13%�, the average keff using

Eq. �13� was nearly identical to the unit cell shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, based on the study of unit cell effects, Eq. �13� with the
unit cell shown in Fig. 4 was deemed sufficient to calculate aver-
age thermal conductivity for the TetraK structure, and a more
elaborate formulation was not pursued.

In general, keff is a parabolic function of � with a maximum at
� equal to approximately 1.4. The FEA results were compared to
data in the literature using the correlation in Eq. �2�. This indi-
cated that � must increase with increasing density. That is, more
material is accumulating at the ligament vertices with increasing
density, which is consistent with the findings from the previous
geometric comparison results. The keff was also calculated for
each parameter set in Table 1 in order to compare the TetraK ideal
model to the real foam. The geometry for each of these later
models was determined using the results from the previous geom-
etry section.

The thermal conductivity experiment was characterized in re-
gard to system errors. Ice bath measurements with the thermo-
couples indicated that the temperature differences, T1-T3 and
T4-T5, had a total error of 0.5% and 0.3%, respectively.
Random variations due to assembly alignment variations were in-
vestigated by repeated assembly/disassembly and eliminated
through various means. The uncertainty in the length measure-
ments was +/−4.9%. For Eq. �15�, kst must be known. Data for
type 304L stainless steel were gathered from the literature to ob-
tain the following temperature relationship �2,34,35�:

kst = 0.0171T + 14.228 �17�

All the 304L data was within +/−3% of Eq. �17�, which was
the assumed uncertainty in kst. The Qradial term in Eq. �15� was
calculated using the centerline temperature distribution and the
temperatures of the outer acrylic insulation. The worst-case radial
heat flow was 2% of the axial heat flow and is neglected from here
forward. The Qconv term in Eq. �15� was investigated by operating
the test cell in multiple orientations with respect to gravity. There
were no detectable changes in keff with respect to orientation
therefore this term was assumed negligible. A general uncertainty
analysis of the experiment was performed using the remaining
terms of Eq. �15� and the following:

Ukeff

keff
= ��

i

	 1

keff

�keff

�Xi
UXi


2�1/2

�18�

where i represents each independent variable of Eq. �15� assuming
the uncertainties are independent and Eq. �15� and its derivatives
are continuous �36�. This resulted in the following equation for the
uncertainty normalized with keff:

Ukeff

keff
= �	Ukst

kst

2

+ 	UL45

L45

2

+ 	UL13

L13

2

+ 	UdT13

dT13

2

+ 	UdT45

dT45

2�1/2

�19�

where

Table 6 Summary of data from TetraK geometric calculations

ID

Pore
density
�PPI�

Relative
density

�%� �
�calculated

�mm�
�calculated

�measured

dp,calc
�mm�

�
�mm�

A 5 0.080 1.5 5.15 1.12 2.61 1.72
B 10 0.038 1.0 5.04 1.20 2.55 1.68
C 10 0.087 1.4 4.55 1.13 2.53 1.52
D 10 0.114 1.9 4.99 1.07 2.30 1.66
E 20 0.085 1.3 3.47 1.24 1.76 1.16
F 30 0.087 1.3 3.25 1.31 1.64 1.08
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	UdTij

dTij

2

= 	 UTi

Ti − Tj

2

+ 	 UTj

Ti − Tj

2

�20�

The value for Eq. �19� averaged 7.9% for all the data with
UL13/L13 being the dominant term.

Results from Eq. �15� were normalized by � and ks
�218 W/m K� to achieve the form of Eq. �3�. This resulted in an
average value of C=0.39 with a 6% standard deviation. This falls
between values of C from previous investigations �17,25,26�,
which varied from 0.33 to 0.46. There was insignificant variation
with pore density, which was consistent with other investigations
�5,20�.

The present experimental data were compared with data from
the literature �5,16,21� in Fig. 11. Linear least squares curve fits
are shown separately for the present data �ks /kf =72,667,
vacuum�, the literature data for ks /kf =349 �water�, and the litera-
ture data for ks /kf =8107 �air�. The magnitude of the present data’s
slope is larger compared with data from the literature. Several
explanations for the larger slope were investigated. The data from
each individual investigation have a characteristic slope with re-
spect to density that appears to be tied to the method by which the
foam was joined to the test apparatus. Data from the present in-
vestigation, which have the largest slope of all the individual data
sets, have the better thermal connection due to the high alloy
braze technique used. Braze alloy has wicked itself onto the liga-
ments near the Al end plates, augmenting keff in the joint region
and has reduced the contact resistance. Data from Calmidi and
Mahajan �5� have a smaller slope, which was also obtained with a
brazed condition. This may have been a low volume alloy braze
however. The slope of the data in the other investigations, Refs.
�16,21�, is lower yet due to a mechanical joint, which likely re-
sults in a larger contact resistance. This contact resistance will be
a function of the interstitial fluid thermal conductivity. In the
present experiment, brazing the foam to the end plates has mini-
mized this contact resistance and removed the fluid dependence.

Finally, FEA results of the TetraK model and the present ex-
perimental values for keff were compared. As previously indicated,
the FEA results for �=1 and �=2 bound the experimental results.
The exact geometries �1���2� determined from the previous
sections were modeled using FEA and are compared in Fig. 12 for
the vacuum case. The linear curve fit is for the experimental data,
and the error bars represent the experimental error determined
from Eq. �19�. The average error between the model and the ex-
perimental thermal conductivity data was 11%, and the maximum
was 14% for the largest density sample ��=11.4% �. The FEA
result for this density appears to be anomalistically low in relation
to the other densities. We believe this is an indication of a limita-
tion of the TetraK model at large relative density. At large density,
� is greatest, therefore the most material is in the nodal region.
This region is represented by a sphere, which is not conducting as

efficiently from ligament to ligament as a tetrahedral shape with
the same density. After inspection of Fig. 1, it is apparent that a
tetrahedral shape is a better representation of the nodal region
with respect to thermal conductivity. At lower density the value of
� is less significant therefore we do not see this effect. In general,
we believe the TetraK model represents the thermal conductivity
well with a slight bias to underpredict at high density.

6 Conclusions
A tetrakaidecahedronal three-dimensional model was proposed

to simulate the complex structure of high porosity metal foam to
evaluate foam geometric and thermal properties. Relations for po-
rosity and specific surface area of the foam were determined in
terms of dimensionless parameters convenient for parametric
studies. To address limitations in previous investigations, com-
puted tomography at three magnifications was utilized to acquire
data for six metal foam samples with varying pores density and
porosity. The surface area data trended well with magnification
and appeared to converge. An error of less than 18% is attributed
to the surface area measurement. The large pore density samples
appear to be at the limit of the use of this particular CT apparatus.
Cell diameter and ligament diameter were acquired from the
samples using two-dimensional image analysis, and the ligament
cross-sectional shape was quantified. The proposed three-
dimensional geometric model was evaluated with this acquired
geometric property data. The node diameter varies directly with
cell diameter and relative density, indicating that in real foams
extra material accumulates at the vertices at larger densities. Over-
all, the ideal model was a reasonable approximation of the real
foam geometry and is self-consistent with respect to its extensive
and intensive geometric properties. The data acquired here allow
for future evaluation of other geometric models. The effective
thermal conductivities predicted by the proposed model and mea-
sured in our experiments were compared with previous investiga-
tions. Our data have a larger dependence on relative density com-
pared with others. The method in which the foam is connected in
parallel to the experimental apparatus appears to have a significant
affect on the results. When using the exact geometric parameters
determined from the TetraK model, the thermal conductivity pre-
dictions are within the experimental data error with the exception
of the high density sample. Therefore, our proposed foam model
was shown to be self-consistent with respect to both the geometric
and thermal properties with some limitations at the density ex-
tremes. We believe this evaluation of a metal foam model for
thermal applications is the first of its kind in the literature.

Fig. 11 All keff data for Duocell® foam in literature „present
data for vacuum…

Fig. 12 Comparison of TetraK model numerical keff and
present experimental data for vacuum. Present experimental
data has linear least squares curve fit and experimental error
from Eq. „19….
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Nomenclature
Ai � area of pixels
Ac � cross-sectional area

BET � Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller surface adsorp-
tion technique

C � tortuosity factor used in Eq. �3�
CT � computed tomography determined parameter

F � weighting function used in keff correlation �22�
FEA � finite element analysis

H � Heywood circularity factor, Eq. �16�
L � length between thermocouple locations �m�

LTNE � local thermal nonequilibrium
N � number of pixels
P � perimeter �m�

PPI � vendor designation for pores density �pores/in.�
Rf � radius of curvature used to describe ideal

shapes
Q � heat flow �W�
Sv � specific surface area �m−1�

SEM � scanning electron microscopy
T � temperature �°C�
U � measurement uncertainty
X � magnification indication of sample

�1
 =115 �m voxel size�
df � ligament diameter �m�
dn � node diameter �m�
dp � pore diameter �m�

keff � effective thermal conductivity �W/m K�
keff,calc � effective thermal conductivity using parallel

fluid path �W/m K�
keff,vac � effective thermal conductivity in vacuum

�W/m K�
kst � thermal conductivity of 304 stainless steel

�W/m K�
ks � thermal conductivity of foam parent material

�W/m K�
keff � effective thermal conductivity �W/m K�
kf � thermal conductivity of interstitial material

�W/m K�
q � heat flux �W/m2�
u � dimensionless ligament diameter to length ra-

tio, df /�
x � spatial dimension in FEA model
� � node size parameter dn=df

�1−�2

�i � geometric function i of �
� � length of ligament from node center to node

center
� � foam void fraction, 1-�
� � relative density �solid fraction�, 1-�
 � scalar difference
� � pixel or voxel size
� � foam cell diameter
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Free convective heat and mass transfer from a vertical surface
embedded in a doubly stratified non-Darcy porous medium has
been analyzed. The wall temperature and concentration are con-
stant and the medium is linearly stratified in the vertical direction
with respect to both temperature, and concentration. A series ap-
proximation is made for stream function, temperature, and con-
centration in terms of the stratification parameter. The flow, tem-
perature, and concentration fields are affected by the complex
interactions among the diffusion ratio Le, buoyancy ratio N and
stratification ratio Sr in addition to the inertia parameter Fc. The
effect of double stratification of the medium on nondimensional
heat and mass transfer coefficients is discussed.
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Introduction
Coupled heat and mass transfer phenomenon in porous media is

gaining attention due to its interesting applications. The flow phe-
nomenon in this case is relatively complex than that in pure
thermal/solutal convection process. Processes involving heat and
mass transfer in porous media are often encountered in the chemi-
cal industry, in reservoir engineering in connection with thermal
recovery process, in the study of dynamics of hot and salty springs
of a sea. Underground spreading of chemical waste and other
pollutants, grain storage, evaporation cooling, and solidification
are a few other application areas where combined thermosolutal
convection in porous media are observed.

Under boundary layer assumptions Bejan and Khair �1� and Lai
and Kulacki �2� have analyzed free convection heat and mass

transfer in porous media while Lai �3� studied mixed convection
heat and mass transfer from a vertical wall in a Darcian fluid
saturated porous medium. Due to the coupling of temperature and
concentration, new parameters like buoyancy ratio and Lewis
number �diffusion ratio� arise and they influence the convective
transport to a greater extent. For moderate flows, the Darcy law is
invalid and the effect of inertia and solid boundary are well dis-
cussed in Vafai and Tien �4�. Recently, Murthy �5� analyzed the
effect of double dispersion on mixed convection heat and mass
transfer in a non-Darcy porous medium and discussed the effect of
Lewis number, buoyancy ratio on the heat, and mass transfer co-
efficients in both the aiding and opposing flows. A review of both
natural and mixed convection boundary layer flows in Darcy and
non-Darcy fluid saturated porous media is given in Nield and
Bejan �6�.

Although the effect of stratification of the medium on the heat
removal process in a porous medium is important, very little work
has been reported in the literature. Bejan �7�, Singh and Sharma
�8�, and Kalpana and Singh �9� studied the problem of boundary
layer free convection along an isothermal vertical plate immersed
in a thermally stratified fluid saturated porous medium using inte-
gral and series solution techniques. The case of power law varia-
tion of wall temperature with thermal stratification of the medium
was discussed at length by Nakayama and Koyama �10�, and by
Lai et al. �11�. Takhar and Pop �12� investigated the free convec-
tive transport from a vertical flat plate in a thermally stratified
Darcian medium where the ambient temperature varies as x1/3

using the similarity solution technique. In practical situations
where the heat and mass transfer mechanisms run parallel it is
interesting to analyze the effect of double stratification �stratifica-
tion of the medium with respect to the thermal and concentration
fields� on the convective transport in porous media. Murthy et al.
�13� extended the work of Takhar and Pop �12� to uncover the
effect of double stratification on free convection heat and mass
transfer in a Darcian fluid saturated porous medium using the
similarity solution technique. Interesting results for heat and mass
transfer in the boundary layers were reported in �13�. The effect of
thermal stratification of the medium and thermal dispersion on the
mixed convection heat and mass transfer from a vertical wall in a
non-Darcy porous medium has been analyzed recently by
Chamkha and Khaled �14� using power law variation for the ther-
mal stratification.

In combined heat and mass transfer studies in porous media,
Murthy et al. �13� reported that the temperature and concentration
became negative in the boundary layer depending on the relative
intensity of the thermal and solutal stratification. Similarly, Pos-
telnicu �15� has reported in his study of effect of Dufour and Soret
parameters on free convection on combined heat and mass trans-
fer in porous media that both nondimensional heat and mass trans-
fer coefficients become negative for certain combinations of the
Lewis number and the buoyancy ratio. These are a few articles to
quote from the literature where the temperature/concentration or
nondimensional heat/mass transfer coefficients becoming nega-
tive. Angirasa et al. �16� presented an analysis of combined heat
and mass transfer in a thermally stratified porous enclosure while
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Rathish Kumar and Shalini �17� presented the free convection
heat and mass from a vertical wavy surface in a doubly stratified
external porous layer.

The results presented in �12,13� have given the impetus for
investigating free convection heat and mass transfer characteris-
tics in a non-Darcian fluid saturated doubly stratified porous me-
dium. Unlike in �12� and �13�, the medium is assumed to be strati-
fied linearly with the height, which is a more physically realistic
case. As a result of this, the mathematical model ceases to have a
similar solution. In the light of the results obtained in �13�, the
present analysis will be more significant as will be clear from the
section, “Results and Discussion.” This type of investigation is
useful in understanding heat and mass transfer characteristics
around a hot radioactive subsurface storage site or around a cool-
ing magmatic intrusion where the theory of convection heat and
mass transport is involved.

Governing Equations
Consider the flow configuration shown in Fig. 1. The flow is

moderate �i.e., order of Reynolds number is greater than one�, so
pressure drop is proportional to the linear combination of fluid
velocity and the square of the velocity �Forchheimer flow model�.
Viscous resistance due to the solid boundary is neglected under
the assumption that the medium is with low permeability. The
vertical wall temperature and concentration are assumed to be
constant and the porous medium is assumed to be vertically lin-
early stratified with respect to both heat and concentration as in-
dicated in the Fig. 1. The boundary layer equations along with the
equation of continuity may be written as

�u

�x
+

�v
�y

= 0 �1�

�u

�y
+

c�K

�

�u2

�y
= �Kg�T

�
� �T

�y
+ �Kg�C

�
� �C

�y
�2�

u
�T

�x
+ v

�T

�y
= �

�2T

�y2 �3�

u
�C

�x
+ v

�C

�y
= D

�2C

�y2 �4�

and the boundary conditions are

y = 0:v = 0,T = Tw,C = Cw

y → � :u → 0,T = T�,0 + Ax,C = C�,0 + Bx
�5�

Here x and y are the Cartesian coordinates, u and v are the aver-
aged velocity components in x and y directions, respectively, T
and C are the dimensional temperature and concentration, respec-
tively, �T and �C are the coefficients of thermal and solutal ex-
pansion, respectively, c is the Forchheimer constant, � is the ki-
nematic viscosity of the fluid, K is the permeability, g is the
acceleration due to gravity, and � ,D are the thermal and solutal
diffusivities of the medium. Here, A and B are constants, varied to
alter the intensity of stratification in the medium. The thicknesses
of thermal and solutal boundary layers ��T ,�c�, which are shown
in Fig. 1, are depending on the strength of the respective field and
for all calculations we have taken the boundary layer thickness as
the maximum of these values. The subscripts w, �� ,0� and �
indicate the conditions at the wall, at some reference point in the
medium, and at the outer edge of the boundary layer respectively.

Making use of the following transformation which is derived
using order magnitudes

� =
y

x
Rax

1/2, f�x,�� =
�

�Rax
1/2 �6�

��x,�� =
T − T�,0

TW − T�,0
−

Ax

TW − T�,0

�7�

	�x,�� =
C − C�,0

CW − C�,0
−

Bx

CW − C�,0

the governing Eqs. �1�–�4� become

f � + 2Fcf f � = �� + N	� �8�

� � +
1

2
f�� = 
f� + 
� f�

��

�

− ��

� f

�

� �9�

	� +
1

2
Lef	� = Le Sr
f� + Le 
� f�

�	

�

− 	�

� f

�

� �10�

and the boundary conditions �5� transform into

� = 0:f�
,0� = 0, ��
,0� = 1, 	�
,0� = 1

� → � :f��
, � � = 0, ��
, � � = 0, 	�
, � � = 0
�11�

The various parameters involved in the present study which influ-
ence the system are the Darcy-Rayleigh number Rax= �Kg�T�Tw

−T�,0�x� /�� which is defined with reference to the thermal con-
ditions, the inertia parameter Fc which is defined as
�c�KKg�T�Tw−T�,0�� /�2, the diffusivity ratio Le=� /D and the
buoyancy ratio N= ��C�Cw−C�,0�� / ��T�Tw−T�,0��. When the
Forchheimer coefficient c is zero, Fc will become zero, the inertia
effects are absent in the medium, and the study becomes double
stratification in the Darcy porous medium. Thermal buoyancy acts
always vertically upward, the species buoyancy may act in either
direction depending on the relative molecular weights. So N�0
indicates aiding buoyancy where both the thermal and solutal
buoyancies are in the same direction and N�0 indicates opposing
buoyancy where the solutal buoyancy is in the opposite direction
to the thermal buoyancy. When N=0, the flow is driven by ther-
mal buoyancy alone. The thermal stratification parameter is given
by 
=Ax / �Tw−T�,0�. Here we are defining a quantity called the
stratification ratio Sr=B�Tw−T�,0� /A�Cw−C�,0� which is a con-
stant, it indicates the relative strengths of solutal and thermal
stratification in the medium. As �Tw−T�,0� and �Cw−C�,0� are
constants, when Sr�1, solutal stratification is more than the ther-
mal stratification in the medium and vice versa. The product
Sr.
=Bx / �Cw−C�,0� will be the solutal stratification parameter.

Fig. 1 Free convective heat and mass transfer from a semi-
infinite vertical wall in a fluid saturated doubly stratified porous
medium
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Expanding the Stream function, temperature distribution and
concentration distribution in terms of perturbation functions
fm ,�m ,	m as

f�
,�� = �
m=0

�

�− 1�m
mfm���

��
,�� = �
m=0

�

�− 1�m
m�m���

	�
,�� = �
m=0

�

�− 1�m
m	m���

�12�

and substituting Eq. �12� into Eqs. �8�–�11� and equating the co-
efficients of various powers of 
 to zero, we have the following
sets of ordinary differential equations for zeroth, first, and second
order in 
 as following:

f0� + 2Fcf0�f0� = �0� + N	0�

�0� +
1

2
f0�0� = 0

	0� +
1

2
Le f0	0� = 0

�13�

subject to the boundary conditions

f0�0� = 0, �0�0� = 1, 	0�0� = 1

f0���� = 0, �0��� = 0, 	0��� = 0 �14�

f1� + 2Fc�f0�f1� + f1�f0�� = �1� + N	1�

�1� +
1

2
�f1�0� + f0�1�� + f0� + �− f0��1 + f1�0�� = 0

	1� +
1

2
Le�f1	0� + f0	1�� + Le Srf0� + Le�− f0�	1 + f1	0�� = 0

�15�

subject to the boundary conditions

f1�0� = 0,�1�0� = 0, 	1�0� = 0

f1���� = 0, �1��� = 0,	1��� = 0
�16�

and

f2� + 2Fc�f0�f2� + f1�f1� + f2�f0�� = �2� + N	2�

�2� +
1

2
f0�2� +

3

2
f1�1� +

5

2
f2�0� − f1��1 − 2f0��2 + f1� = 0 �17�

	2� +
1

2
Le�f2	0� + f1	1� + f0	2�� + Le Srf1�

− Le�f1�	1 + 2f0�	2 − f1	1� − 2f2	0�� = 0

subject to the boundary conditions

f2�0� = 0, �2�0� = 0, 	2�0� = 0

f2���� = 0, �2��� = 0, 	2��� = 0
�18�

Results and Discussion
The sets of differential Eqs. �13�–�18� are solved successively,

by giving appropriate initial guess values for the missing initial
conditions f i��0�, �i��0�, 	i��0� , i=0,1 ,2. NAG software
�D02HAFE routine� is used for integrating the corresponding
first-order system of equations and shooting and matching the
initial and boundary conditions. The integration length �� varies
with parameter values and it has been suitably chosen at each time
such that the boundary conditions at the outer edge of the bound-
ary layer are satisfied. Extensive calculations have been per-
formed to study the effect of double stratification of the porous

medium on flow, temperature, and concentration fields. A wide
range of parameter values are considered, the ranges are −0.5
N2, 0.1Le50, 0.1Sr5, 0.1
0.9, and 0Fc1,
and the results obtained in the present study are accurate up to
fourth decimal place.

The nondimensional heat and mass transfer coefficients in
terms of Nusselt and Sherwood numbers are written, respectively,
as

Nu

Rax
1/2 = 	− �0��0� + 
�1��0� − 
2�2��0� + ¯ 
 �19�

Sh

Rax
1/2 = 	− 	0��0� + 
	1��0� − 
2	2��0� + ¯ 
 �20�

As we have used a series solution for solving the problem and the
stream wise derivatives of the dependent variables are also con-
sidered in the governing equations, the results obtained here will
be much more accurate. The values for �0��0�, �1��0�, 	0��0�, and
	1��0� are significant, and the results showed that even if we con-
sider more terms in the series expansion for � and 	 �i.e., after the
second level of perturbation�, the resulting values for �2����,
	2����, etc., and their contribution �i.e., +
2�2�−
3�3����+
4�4����
−¯, 
2	2�−
3	3����+
4	4����− ¯ � to the heat and mass transfer
coefficient will be negligibly small and can be neglected.

Similar to free convection results presented in Murthy et al.
�13�, it has also been observed in the present study that the non-
dimensional temperature and concentration values are becoming
negative inside the boundary layer for different values of the
stratification parameter depending on the values of stratification
ratio and other parameters. It is observed that there exists critical
values for �T, �C at which both the temperature and concentration
profiles become negative and finally they reach their outer edge
boundary conditions. Also, �T shifts toward the wall as the param-
eter 
 becomes large and �C shifts toward the wall as the param-
eter Sr. 
 becomes large. This can be explained by the way in
which the temperature and concentration fields are defined. We
have �TW−T�,0���x ,��= �T−T�,0−Ax��=�T−T��x���, and when
the temperature in the medium becomes smaller than that of the
stratified ambient medium, i.e., �T−T��x���0, then ��x ,���0 as
�TW−T�,0� is always positive quantity. Similarly, 	�x ,�� has to be
negative when �C−C��x���0, which happens when the solutal
stratification parameter is larger. It is quite natural to make an
assumption that different strata of the medium are at different
stratification levels, to a first-order approximation, we considered
linear stratification of the medium for both the temperature and
concentration fields. Also, overpowering of thermal stratification
over the concentration stratification and vice versa have resulted
in a very unusual results for thermal and solutal fields both in the
aiding buoyancy and in opposing buoyancy cases, and these re-
sults are presented in the following sections for both cases.

Aiding Buoyancy. In Figs. 2 and 3 some of these results are
presented for the aiding buoyancy case. From the nondimensional
temperature profiles plotted in Fig. 2�a� for varying 
 and Sr, it is
seen that the nondimensional temperature changes significantly
due to both Sr and 
. As the value of thermal stratification param-
eter 
 is increased �here it is varied between 0 and 1 since the
series in Eq. �12� converges uniformly in this range�, the nondi-
mensional temperature takes negative values up to some value of
� inside the boundary layer and finally it attains its outer edge
boundary condition i.e., 0 as � increases. It is observed that as the
value of Sr increases, the temperature distribution in the medium
is further lowered and the magnitude of � increased with Sr. This
is clear from Fig. 2�b�. As mentioned earlier, Sr. 
 will be the
solutal stratification parameter, when Sr. 
�
, the nondimen-
sional concentration profile takes negative values inside the
boundary layer for all values of other parameters. The intensity of
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these negative values of concentration is observed to increase with
increasing values of Sr. Some of these results are shown for both
Darcy and non-Darcy media in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

The nondimensional heat transfer coefficient plotted against the
stratification parameter in Fig. 4�a� for different values of Le and
Sr indicates that it increases with the stratification parameter.
Also, the results indicated that increases in Sr and Le increases the
heat transfer coefficient in aiding buoyancy case. In Fig. 4�b� the
nondimensional mass transfer coefficient is plotted against the
stratification parameter for different Le and Sr. It is evident from
this figure that for small values of Lewis numbers the nondimen-
sional mass transfer coefficient becomes negative and decreases
with increasing values of 
 and increases with increasing value of
Sr. But for large values of Lewis numbers it decreases with in-
creasing values of stratification parameter for a small stratification
ratio and increases with increasing values of the stratification pa-
rameter for large stratification ratio values.

Opposing Buoyancy. Contrary what has been observed in the
aiding buoyancy case, the temperature overshoots in the boundary
layer for large values of stratification parameter in opposing buoy-
ancy as shown in Fig. 5�a�. For small values of stratification pa-
rameter and stratification ratio, the nondimensional temperature
decreases from its maximum to minimum, while 
�Sr
 the non-
dimensional temperature exceeds the wall temperature near the
wall region and decreases to zero. From Fig. 5�b� it is observed
that non-dimensional temperature exceeds the wall temperature
for small values of Sr inside the boundary layer and attains the
outer edge condition as � increases further.

But the nondimensional mass transfer is decreasing with in-

creasing � and increases with increasing values of the stratifica-
tion parameter as shown in Fig. 6�a�. From Fig. 6�b� it is observed
that nondimensional mass transfer takes negative values for large
Sr and tend to outer edge condition as � increases further. An
interesting result is that for small values of Sr, only nondimen-
sional temperature overshoots the wall temperature inside the
boundary layer but this phenomena is not observed for nondimen-
sional concentration.

The nondimensional heat transfer coefficient increases with in-
creasing values of stratification parameter but decreases with in-
creasing values of stratification ratio for small Le as shown in Fig.
7�a�. But for large Le, the nondimensional heat transfer coefficient
becomes negative and decreases as the stratification parameter
increases for small stratification ratio values and increases with
increasing values of stratification parameter for large stratification
ratio. Also the nondimensional mass transfer coefficient is taking
negative values and decreases as the stratification parameter in-
creases for small values of stratification ratio and increases for
large values of stratification ratio as the shown in Fig. 7�b�.

In Table 1, typical values of the parameters are given for which
the nondimensional temperature and concentration are becoming
negative. For instance, in the aiding buoyancy when 
�0.1 for
any Sr�0, � is being negative. But in the opposing buoyancy, this
is seen for any 
, when Sr is large. The nondimensional concen-
tration takes negative values when Sr
�
 in the aiding buoyancy
case whereas in the opposing buoyancy case, the same is observed
for sufficiently large Sr. In the aiding buoyancy case the nondi-
mensional heat transfer coefficient is never negative but in the
opposing buoyancy case for 0�Le�50, 
�0.2 and for all Sr

Fig. 2 „a… Variation of nondimensional temperature for fixed Fc, N, and Le; „b… variation of
nondimensional temperature for fixed Fc, N, Le, and �
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�1 heat transfer coefficient becomes negative. Similarly, nondi-
mensional mass transfer coefficient becomes negative in both aid-
ing and opposing buoyancy cases for small values of Le. In aiding
buoyancy case, the nondimensional mass transfer coefficient is
negative for 
�0 and for all Sr�10 whereas in the opposing
buoyancy case it is negative for Sr�5. These results are shown in
Table 2. It is not natural to expect the Sherwood number becom-
ing negative. In the present study, we have limited the ranges of
the parameters so that the heat and mass transfer coefficients re-
main positive, but some typical cases are considered to show how
and when the heat and mass transfer coefficients are becoming
negative. Only the experimental results can validate the ranges of
these parameters for which the nondimensional temperature, con-
centration, heat, and mass transfer coefficients must be non-
negative.

Effect of Lewis Number
In Fig. 8�a� the variation of nondimensional heat transfer coef-

ficient is plotted against the Lewis number in both aiding and
opposing buoyancy cases. It is observed that in the opposing
buoyancy case the nondimensional heat transfer coefficient attains
maximum for small values of Le and up to certain values of Le
and then increases with increasing values of Le for an increasing
stratification parameter. But in the aiding buoyancy case it is ob-
served that the nondimensional heat transfer coefficient decreases
and becomes negative with increasing values of the Lewis number
and stratification parameter. In Fig. 8�b� variation of the nondi-
mensional mass transfer coefficient is plotted against the Lewis
number for both aiding and opposing cases. It has been observed
that the nondimensional mass transfer coefficient becomes nega-
tive for small values of the Lewis number and further it increases
with increasing value of the Lewis number while it decreases with

Fig. 3 „a… Variation of nondimensional concentration for fixed Fc, N, and Le; „b… variation of
nondimensional concentration for fixed Fc, N, Le, and �

Table 1 The critical values N, Le, �, and Sr for which nondi-
mensional temperature and concentration are taking negative
values

N Le � Sr

� 0.5 �1 �0.1 �0.1
−0.5 �1 �0.5 �5

	 0.5 �1 �0.5 �0.1
−0.5 �1 �0.5 �2

Table 2 The critical values N, Le, �, and Sr for which nondi-
mensional heat and mass transfer coefficients are taking nega-
tive values

N Le � Sr

Nux /Rax
1/2 −0.5 �1 �0.2 �1

�50 �0.1 �1
Shx /Rax

1/2 2 �1 �0 �10
−0.5 �1 �0.1 �5
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Fig. 4 „a… Variation of nondimensional heat transfer coefficient with �
for fixed Fc, N; „b… variation of nondimensional mass transfer coefficient
with � for fixed Fc, N

Fig. 5 „a… Variation of nondimensional temperature for fixed Fc, N, and
Le; „b… variation of nondimensional temperature for fixed Fc, N, Le, and �
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Fig. 6 „a… Variation of nondimensional concentration for fixed Fc, N, Le;
„b… variation of nondimensional concentration for fixed Fc, N, Le, and �

Fig. 7 „a… Variation of nondimensional heat transfer coefficient with � for fixed Fc
and N; „b… variation of nondimensional mass transfer coefficient with � for fixed Fc
and N
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increasing values of the stratification parameter. But in the aiding
buoyancy case the nondimensional mass transfer coefficient is in-
creasing with increasing values of the Lewis number and increas-
ing values of the stratification parameter.

Conclusions
Natural convection heat and mass transfer from a vertical sur-

face embedded in a doubly stratified non-Darcy porous medium
has been analyzed using series solution technique. The wall tem-
perature and concentration are constant and the medium is linearly
stratified with respect to both temperature and concentration in the
vertical direction. The flow is moderate, the pressure drop is pro-
portional to the linear combination of fluid velocity and the square
of the velocity. Viscous resistance is neglected as the medium is
assumed to be with low permeability. In this situation, the flow,
temperature, and concentration are governed by the complex in-
teraction among the flow governing parameter, the buoyancy ratio,
and diffusion ratio along with the stratification parameters. The
evolution of nondimensional heat and mass transfer coefficients as
a function of each of these parameters is described in both the
aiding and opposing buoyancy. In the aiding buoyancy, it is ob-
served that the heat transfer coefficient is increasing with increas-
ing values of the stratification parameter and for increasing values
of the stratification ratio in both Darcy and non-Darcy medium.
The nondimensional mass transfer coefficient is positive and de-

creases with increasing values of stratification parameter for suf-
ficiently small stratification ratio and increases with increasing
values of stratification parameter for increasing stratification ratio
for a large Lewis number. The mass transfer coefficient becomes
negative and decreases with increasing values of stratification pa-
rameter and increases with increasing values of stratification ratio
for small Lewis number. Also, the values of the governing param-
eters have been tabulated for which the temperature and concen-
tration profiles as well as the nondimensional heat and mass trans-
fer coefficients behave abnormally.
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An experimental investigation of a nanofluid oscillating heat pipe
(OHP) was conducted to determine the nanofluid effect on the
heat transport capability in an OHP. The nanofluid consisted of
HPLC grade water and 1.0 vol % diamond nanoparticles of
5–50 nm. These diamond nanoparticles settle down in the mo-
tionless base fluid. However, the oscillating motion of the OHP
suspends the diamond nanoparticles in the working fluid. Experi-
mental results show that the heat transport capability of the OHP
significantly increased when it was charged with the nanofluid at
a filling ratio of 50%. It was found that the heat transport capa-
bility of the OHP depends on the operating temperature. The in-
vestigated OHP could reach a thermal resistance of 0.03°C/W at
a heat input of 336 W. The nanofluid OHP investigated here pro-
vides a new approach in designing a highly efficient next genera-
tion of heat pipe cooling devices. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352789�

Keywords: oscillating heat pipe, nanofluid, nanoparticle

Introduction
Effective thermal management has become one of the most

serious challenges in many new technologies due to constant de-
mands for faster speeds and continuous reduction of device di-
mensions. High thermal conductivity of nanofluids produced by
adding only a small amount of nanoparticles into the fluid has
qualified nanofluids as a most promising candidate for achieving
ultra-high-performance cooling �1�. When a small amount �less
than 1% volume fraction� of copper nanoparticles or carbon nano-
tubes were dispersed in ethylene glycol or oil, their thermal con-
ductivity could be increased by 40% and 150%, respectively �2,3�.
Since Choi’s work �1�, outstanding discoveries and seminal
achievements have been reported in the emerging field of nano-
fluids. Das et al. �4� explored the temperature dependence of the
thermal conductivity of water-based nanofluids containing Al2O3
or CuO nanoparticles and reported the discovery of a two- to

four-fold increase in thermal conductivity enhancement for nano-
fluids over a temperature range of 21°C to 51°C. Patel et al. �5�
have shown a 5–21% increase in thermal conductivity of water at
vanishing concentrations ��0.00026 vol % � of monosized gold
nanoparticles with citrate stabilization. They suggested that the
strong temperature dependence of thermal conductivity is due to
the motion of nanoparticles and nanoparticle surface chemistry.
Even more interesting behavior was discovered by You et al. �6�,
Bang and Chang �7�, and Vassallo et al. �8�, who measured the
critical heat flux �CHF� in pool boiling and showed an increase of
CHF. These features make nanofluids strong candidates for the
next generation of coolants.

Oscillating single-phase fluids significantly enhance heat and
mass transfer in a channel, and have been employed in a number
of heat transfer devices �9–11�. The oscillating motions generated
by a variable-frequency shaker �10,11� could result in a thermal
diffusivity of up to 17,900 times higher than those without oscil-
lations in the capillary tubes, but the use of mechanically driven
shakers may limit its applications to miniature devices. Akachi
�12� invented a new device, called oscillating heat pipe �OHP�. It
utilizes the pressure change in volume expansion and contraction
during phase change to excite the oscillation motion of the liquid
plugs and vapor bubbles, which results in four unique features that
do not exist in regular heat pipes: �1� OHP is an “active” cooling
device, in that it converts intensive heat from the high-power gen-
erating device into kinetic energy of fluids in support of the oscil-
lating motion; �2� liquid flow does not interfere with the vapor
flow in high-heat removal because both phases flow in the same
direction; �3� the thermally driven oscillating flow inside the cap-
illary tube will effectively produce some “blank” surfaces that
significantly enhance evaporating and condensing heat transfer;
and �4� the oscillating motion in the capillary tube significantly
enhances forced convection in addition to the phase-change heat
transfer. Because of these features, the OHP has been extensively
investigated in the past five years �13–18�.

Most recently, Ma et al. �19� charged the nanofluids into an
OHP and found that nanofluids significantly enhance the heat
transport capability in the OHP. When the nanofluid �high-
performance liquid chromatography �HPLC� grade water contain-
ing 1.0 vol % 5–50 nm of diamond nanoparticles� was charged to
the OHP, the temperature difference between the evaporator and
the condenser can be significantly reduced. For example, when the
power input added on the evaporator is 100 W, the temperature
difference can be reduced from 42°C to 25°C. In the current
investigation, an experimental investigation on an OHP charged
with nanofluid was conducted to determine the effect of operating
temperature on the heat transport capability.

Experimental System and Procedure
For the vapor and liquid regions to remain separate, the diam-

eter of the tube for an OHP must be small enough for capillary
forces to dominate over gravitational forces. This diameter can be
approximately calculated by the Bond number, i.e., Bo=D2g��l

−�v� /�. The maximum diameter allowed to create distinct slugs is
found by applying a critical Bond number determined experimen-
tally and is defined as Dmax=�Bocrit� /g��l−�v�. Shafii et al. �20�
use a critical Bond number of 1.84 while Khandekar et al. �16� use
the value of 2 to determine the minimum tube diameter. In the
current investigation, a Bond number of 1.84 and the properties of
water are used to determine the inside diameter of the tube. Con-
sidering commercial availability, Alloy 122 copper tubing with an
inside diameter of 1.65 mm and an outer diameter of 3.18 mm
was used for the OHP investigated herein. The heat pipe, as
shown in Fig. 1, has 12 turns traversing three sections: evaporator;
adiabatic; and condenser section. The evaporator has dimensions
of 59.9 mm�301.5 mm where a uniform heat flux was added on
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one side and the condenser has the same dimension where the
cooling plate was attached. The distance between the evaporator
and the condenser was 101.6 mm.

Nanofluids used in this study were HPLC grade water contain-
ing diamond nanoparticles. The nanoparticles with size ranging
from 5 nm to 50 nm were fabricated by the 20 kW rf plasma with
a high frequency of 13.56 MHz. The nanofluid was produced by
adding nanoparticles directly into HPLC grade water. Most of the
nanoparticles in the motionless water settle down as shown in Fig.
2. TEM investigation shown in Fig. 3 indicated that only the nano-
particles with size �10 nm can be suspended in the motionless
water. In the current investigation, the volume ratio of nanopar-
ticles charged to the heat pipe was 1.0% of the base fluid. Once
the OHP was built, it was placed on a scale and the charging tube

was connected to a vacuum pump. The air was removed and the
working fluid was then introduced into the OHP. Once the correct
volume percent was achieved, as indicated by the scale, the charg-
ing tube was sealed. Previous experiments �21,22� have shown
that the OHP with a working fluid of water can operate at a filling
ratio �liquid volume/total volume� of 50%. As a result, a filling
ratio of 50% was used for the current study.

Figure 4 illustrates the experimental setup used to test the heat
pipe. In order to reduce the contact thermal resistance from the
heater to the evaporating section, a copper plate with dimensions
59.9 mm�301.5 mm�6.6 mm was used. The semicircular
grooves machined on the plate created a good fitting with tubing
to further reduce the contact thermal resistance. The condenser
was fashioned in the same manner. The OMEGATHERM “201”
thermal paste was used between the tubing and the copper plates
to reduce contact resistance. The paste was also used to adhere the
heater and water cooled blocks onto the evaporator and condenser
plates, respectively. The heat input to the evaporator was provided
by a strip heater. Two water cooled aluminum blocks were placed
on the condenser plate. The temperature controlled water was sup-
plied by a Julabo F34 circulator. Type T thermocouples were
placed on the outside surface of OHP in the locations shown in

Fig. 1 Oscillating heat pipe „a… dimensions and thermocouple
locations „mm…, „b… picture

Fig. 2 The sedimentation of untreated diamond nanoparticles
at settling times of „a… 0 min, „b… 1 min, „c… 2 min, „d… 3 min, „e…
4 min, „f… 5 min, and „g… 6 min

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopy image of diamond
nanoparticles collected from suspension phases in a motion-
less nanofluid
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Fig. 1�b�, which could also be used to detect the movement of
vapor plugs and liquid slugs by the temperature variation. A NI
SCXI-1000 data acquisition system and personal computer pro-
vided an uncertainty of 0.1°C of the temperature measurement
were used to record the temperatures. Power was supplied by a
Staco 3PN501B voltage regulator and the voltage was measured
by a Fluke 45 dual display multimeter. The entire OHP was sur-
rounded by insulation material to ensure heat transfer occurs only
in the evaporator and condenser regions. At the highest power of
336 W, the temperature on the outer surface of insulation material
was 28°C. The heat loss through the insulation to the atmosphere
was calculated to be less than 3.0% of the overall heat load. The
OHP was tested vertically, i.e., the evaporator on the bottom and
condenser on the top.

Prior to the start of the experiment, the system was allowed to
equilibrate and reach steady state such that the temperature of the
cooling media and the heat pipe were constant at 0±0.5°C over
the sample time, which was controlled by the cooling bath. When
the desired steady-state condition has been obtained, the input
power was increased in small increments. The test indicated that a
time of approximately 60 min was necessary to reach steady state
at low power levels and 10 min at high power levels. To obtain
the data for each successive power level, the power was incre-
mented and the OHP was allowed to reach steady state until the
maximum heat power of 336 W which could be provided by the
heater. During the tests, the thermal power and the temperature
data were simultaneously recorded using the data acquisition sys-
tem controlled by a personal computer.

Results and Discussion
Using the experimental setup and procedures described above,

the effect of operating temperature and power input on the heat
transport capability in the OHP was studied. Due to the heater
power limit, tests were conducted by varying the heat load be-
tween 0 W and 336 W. The operating temperature controlled by
the condenser water supply was between 10°C and 70°C. For all
tests, the heat pipe was charged with a filling ratio of 50%. In
order to demonstrate the nanofluid effect, the same heat pipe
charged only with HPLC grade water was tested as well.

Figure 5 shows comparisons of a nanofluid effect on the heat
transport capability in an OHP with the one charged only with
HPLC grade water. As shown, when the OHP was charged with
nanofluids, the thermal resistance significantly reduced. Obvi-
ously, this large reduction in thermal resistance is due to the nano-
particles added in the base fluid. However, the detailed informa-
tion of the nanoparticle effect on the thermal conductivity of
nanofluid or/and convection coefficient is not known. When the
nanofluids investigated here were motionless, most of the nano-
particles settled down as shown in Fig. 2. For a functional OHP,
the thermal energy added on the evaporator produces strong os-
cillating motions, which suspends the nanoparticles in the base
fluid. When the oscillating motion is generated in an OHP, heat is

transferred from the evaporator to the condenser through phase-
change heat transfer in the evaporator and condenser, and forced
convection through the oscillating motions of vapor bubbles and
liquid plugs. The oscillating motion excited by the thermal energy
in the OHP enhances the forced convection heat transfer, and
more importantly it keeps the nanoparticles suspended in the fluid.
For both OHPs either charged with pure water or nanofluid, there
exists a startup heat input. When the heat input was less than this
required startup, no oscillating motions were observed and the
temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser in-
creased linearly as the power input increases. Once the oscillating
motion started in the OHP, the further increase of power input did
not significantly increase the temperature difference. Before the
heat input reached the startup, there were no oscillating motions
similar to the situation shown in Fig. 2, where most of the nano-
particles settled down. At this situation, the nanoparticles might
stay in the evaporating section for a vertical position, i.e., the
evaporator on the bottom, and this might be the reason that the
heat resistance for the nanofluid OHP is the same as the one with
pure water before the heat pipe started to function. Once the os-
cillating motions started and the nanoparticles were well mixed,
the thermal resistance reduced significantly. The nanoparticle sus-
pension excited by the oscillation motion of vapor bubbles and
liquid plugs is the primary reason enhancing the heat transport
capability in a nanofluid OHP. When the nanoparticle size is re-
duced, the thermal conductivity of the nanofluid increases �1–3�.
However, the nanoparticles may agglomerate, settle, or coalesce
to the walls with long-term operation of the nanofluid OHP. Pre-
liminary long-term testing of the prototype device shows that the
heat transfer performance remains the same over a period of at
least six months, although further research is warranted to estab-
lish the longer-term reliability.

Figure 6 shows the operating temperature Top effect on the ther-
mal resistance occurring in the OHP. As shown, when the operat-
ing temperature increased, the thermal resistance significantly de-
creased. When the operating temperature was at 70°C, the
thermal resistance occurring in this OHP can reach 0.03°C/W at
a total heat input of 336 W. If the heat transfer rate from the
evaporator to the condenser is expressed as Q=UA�Te−Tc�= �Te

−Tc� /R, where Q is the heat transfer rate, U is the overall heat
transfer coefficient, A is the total cross-sectional area of the OHP,
Te is the average temperature on the evaporator, and Tc is the
average temperature on the condenser, the overall heat transfer
coefficient �U� increases from 8.13 W/ °C at 20°C to 27.8 W/ °C
at 70°C, which increased 3.4 times when only the operating tem-
perature increased from 20°C to 70°C. When the operating tem-
perature increases, higher thermal conductivity, lower viscosity of

Fig. 4 Experimental setup

Fig. 5 Thermal resistance comparison between a water
charged OHP and a nanofluid charged OHP „filling ratio=50%,
vertical, Top=20°C…
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nanofluid, and stronger oscillating motion might be the primary
factors enhancing the heat transport capability in a nanofluid os-
cillating heat pipe. Further investigation of these aspects is needed
for a conclusive determination, and will be addressed in a future
work.

Conclusions
An experimental investigation of nanofluid oscillating heat pipe

�OHP� was conducted to determine the nanofluid effect on the
heat transport capability in an OHP. The nanofluid consisting of
HPLC grade water and 1.0 vol % diamond nanoparticles of
5–50 nm can significantly increase the heat transport capability in
an OHP. Due to the thermally excited oscillating motion occurring
in the OHP, the diamond nanoparticles can be suspended in the
base fluid, which can increase the heat transport capability of
nanofluid. The operating temperature can significantly affect the
heat transport capability in the investigated OHP and when the
operating temperature increases, the heat transport capability in-
creases. The investigated OHP charged with nanofluids can reach
a thermal resistance of 0.03°C/W at a power input of 336 W.
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An experimental technique for measuring the effective thermal
conductivity of saturated porous media is presented. The experi-
mental method is based on the transient heating of a semi-infinite
cylinder by a constant heat flux at the boundary. The data reduc-
tion technique is unique because it avoids determining the effec-
tive thermal diffusivity and quantifying the boundary heat flux.
The technique is used to measure the effective thermal conductiv-
ity of glass-water, glass-air, and steel-air systems. These systems
yield solid-fluid conductivity ratios of 1.08, 25.7, and 2400, re-
spectively. The solid phases consist of 3.96 mm glass spheres and
14 mm steel ball bearings, which give mean porosities of 0.365
and 0.403. In addition, particular attention is paid to assessing
experimental uncertainty. Consequently, this study provides data
with a degree of precision not typically found the literature.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2352791�

Keywords: porous media, effective thermal conductivity, transient
measurement technique

Introduction
The effective thermal conductivity of saturated porous media

continues to be an important problem in heat transfer science �1�.
In particular, the influence of medium morphology is difficult, if
not impossible, to investigate experimentally. Therefore modeling
is the only practical approach to explore this dependency. Models
however, require reliable effective conductivity measurements for
validation. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the existing database is
largely unknown. Thus a primary objective of this study is to
estimate the experimental uncertainty that can be expected from
typical effective conductivity measurements. This is accomplished
by measuring the effective conductivity of three representative
solid-fluid systems using a recently developed measurement tech-
nique.

Measurement Technique
The measurement technique is based on heat conduction in a

semi-infinite cylinder following the sudden application of a con-
stant heat flux at the boundary �Fig. 1�. Assuming that the solid
and fluid phases are in local thermal equilibrium �2,3� and that the
fluid phase is stagnant, the temperature field is given by

��z,t� =
2q���et
��ke

exp�−
z2

4�et
� −

q�z

ke
erfc� z

2��et
� �1�

where ��z , t�=T�z , t�−T0 �4�. The effective thermal diffusivity and
the effective volumetric heat capacity are defined by

�e =
ke

��cp�e
�2�

and

��cp�e = ���cp�f + �1 − ����cp�s �3�
The effective conductivity can be determined by substituting tem-
perature, time, position, and heat flux measurements into Eq. �1�
and solving the transcendental equation for the effective thermal
diffusivity. The effective conductivity can then be found from Eq.
�2� and the effective volumetric heat capacity �Eq. �3��. For in-
stance, Lacroix et al. �5� employ this strategy to determine the
effective conductivity of copper wool and duraluminum turnings
subjected to a radiative heat flux in a rarefied gas environment.

Although simple, this approach has significant disadvantages
from a numerical perspective. For example, if one substitutes typi-
cal temperature, time, position, and heat flux measurements into
Eq. �1� and determines ke by iteration, convergence is found to be
problematic at best. Iteration fails because �e�10−7 m2/s and
��cp�e�3�106 J /m3K, whereas ke�1 W/mK. Consequently,
roundoff can lead to significant errors in ke. In fact, roundoff may
account for the observed variations in the effective conductivity
measurements of Lacroix et al. In contrast, Nozad et al. �6� also
employ the sudden heating of a semi-infinite domain to measure
effective conductivities, but they avoid numerical difficulties by
using a constant temperature boundary condition.

Round-off error is minimized by using an alternate form of Eq.
�1�. This form is obtained by letting �0 and � represent the bound-
ary temperature and the argument of the complimentary error
function. That is

�0 =
2q��t

��ke��cp�e

�4�

and

� =
z���cp�e

2�ket
�5�

Incidentally, it should be noted that

� =
Fo−1/2

2
�6�

where

Fo =
�et

z2 �7�

is the Fourier number at location z. Equations �4� and �5� are
substituted into Eq. �1�, and the result is simplified to give

���� = exp�− �2� − ��� erfc ��� �8�
where

� =
��z,t�

�0
�9�

is the temperature ratio. Thus one can measure � and solve for �.
Round-off error is minimized because ��1 and ��1. An addi-
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tional benefit of this technique is that heat flux measurements are
avoided, with the requirement that the heat flux must be constant.

Therefore to determine the effective conductivity from experi-
mental data and Eq. �8�, the following procedure is used: Two
axial temperature measurements are recorded while the medium is
heated. The first temperature �0 is located at the boundary and the
second �1 is located in the interior at a distance, l from the bound-
ary. Next, the temperature ratio � is computed for each pair of
measurements and the corresponding value of � is obtained from
Eq. �8�. Finally, the quantity l /2��cp�e

1/2t−1/2 is computed from
ancillary experimental data and the effective conductivity is ob-
tained from a plot of � versus l /2��cp�e

1/2t−1/2.

Apparatus and Procedure
The test cell consists of a cylinder that is 22.2 cm in diameter

and 40.6 cm long �Fig. 1�. The chamber is heated from above by
a thin foil heater sandwiched between brass and acrylic disks. A
guard heater of identical type is located between the acrylic disk
and the aluminum cover plate. The power dissipated in the guard
heater is adjusted until the temperatures at opposite faces of the
acrylic disk are equal, i.e., zero heat flux. This procedure ensures
that the heat flux applied to the medium is constant. The boundary
temperature is measured by a 30 AWG type E thermocouple
mounted in the brass plate that bounds the test cell. The interior
temperature of the medium is measured by a thermocouple lo-
cated at the center of a support that resembles a bicycle wheel.
The data acquisition system consists of a computer running Unix
System V, and a multichannel multimeter. Thermocouple output is
determined to 4.5 digits of precision with an ice bath reference.
Further details regarding the experimental apparatus and experi-
mental procedure can be found in Aichlmayr �4� and Aichlmayr
and Kulacki �7�.

Data Analysis
Thermocouple potentials are acquired sequentially. Conse-

quently the interior temperature �1 and the boundary temperature
�0 are acquired at different times. To incorporate this time lag in
the data analysis, a slight modification to Eq. �8� is made. The
modified form is obtained by assuming that �1 is acquired at time
t and that �0 is acquired at time t−	, where 	 is the delay time.
Equations �1� and �4� are evaluated at these times to give

���,t,	� = exp�− �2� − ��� t

t − 	
�1/2

� erfc��� �10�

following simplification. One should note that 	 is typically 11 s
whereas t ranges from hundreds to thousands of seconds. Hence
the delay is generally inconsequential.

The effective conductivity is related to the slope of a line fitted
to experimental data in � versus l /2��cp�e

1/2t−1/2 coordinates. Fig-
ure 2 is a representative plot of experimental data in this form.
Hence

ke =
1

b1�
2 �11�

where b1� is the slope of a line fitted to the data. One should note
however, that the uncertainty in � varies greatly during an experi-
ment. Consequently least squares regression, which assumes that
the error in the independent variable is zero and that the error in
the dependent variable is uniform �8�, is not an appropriate
method for determining b1�.

Instead, a technique for estimating the slope of a regression line
when both variables have uncertainty is used �8�. This method
assumes that the independent and dependent variables have un-
equal variances. Unfortunately, these variances cannot be deter-
mined a priori. To circumvent this problem, variances are approxi-
mated by experimental uncertainties �9�. Therefore the
uncertainties in � and l /2��cp�e

1/2t−1/2 must be estimated before
determining the regression equation, which couples the data and
uncertainty analyses. One should consult Aichlmayr �4� or Aichl-
mayr and Kulacki �7� for further details of the uncertainty analysis
and an assessment of the constant boundary heat flux assumption.

Results and Discussion
The results of the present study are derived from 19 experi-

ments conducted with three solid-fluid combinations. The solid
phases consist of 3 mm glass beads and 14 mm steel ball bear-
ings. Saturating fluids include air and water. Each solid-fluid com-
bination is characterized by two experiments performed at two
thermocouple support locations.

Fig. 1 Effective conductivity measurement apparatus. The cy-
lindrical test chamber is 22.2 cm in diameter and 40.6 cm long
„reproduced from Ref. †1‡….

Fig. 2 Typical uncertainty limits encountered when determin-
ing ke „glass-water system, l=30 mm…. The effective conductiv-
ity is determined by fitting a regression line to the data. Also,
time increases from right to left on the ordinate; consequently
the uncertainty in � decreases with time.
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The 19 effective conductivity measurements are collapsed into
average effective conductivities for each solid-fluid system; the
results are presented in Table 1. In addition, these results are com-
pared to the measurements of several investigators �6,10–14� in
Fig. 3. One should note that the data are enclosed within the
physical bounds delineated by the Maxwell formulas �11� and that
the present measurements are consistent with those of previous
investigators. The experimental results are also used to estimate
overall uncertainties at the 95% confidence level. The relative
uncertainties in the overall glass-water, glass-air, and steel-air
conductivity measurements are 15, 14, and 16%, respectively.

The present results can be further scrutinized by comparing
them to the effective conductivity measurements of Ofuchi and
Kunii �13�. Ofuchi and Kunii employ a steady conduction tech-
nique to measure the effective conductivities of glass spheres hav-
ing diameters between 1.15 mm and 12.1 mm and steel balls hav-
ing diameters between 3.09 mm and 10.9 mm. Saturating fluids
include water, helium, carbon dioxide, and air. Hence except for
experimental technique, the present study and Ofuchi and Kunii
are very similar. The present results are compared to the data of
Ofuchi and Kunii in Table 2.

Referring to Table 2, the glass-water result yields the smallest
discrepancy between the present study and Ofuchi and Kunii. This
difference is 11%, which compares well to the estimated uncer-
tainty of 20% in 
 �Table 1�. Similarly, the glass-air result differs
from Ofuchi and Kunii by 17%, which is slightly greater than the
experimental uncertainty �14%�. The steel-air result however, dif-
fers from Ofuchi and Kunii by 25%, which exceeds the experi-
mental uncertainty by 11%. One should note however, that the
solid-fluid conductivity ratio of the present study is 45% greater
than Ofuchi and Kunii. Consequently the solid materials are dif-
ferent, which diminishes the validity of this comparison.

Conclusion
Effective thermal conductivity measurements of glass-water,

glass-air, steel-water, and steel-air media have been obtained us-
ing an experimental technique based on a classical transient heat
conduction problem. The unique experimental apparatus and pro-
cedures facilitate a detailed uncertainty analysis. Moreover, the
data reduction procedure is coupled to the uncertainty analysis.
The measured effective thermal conductivities of glass-water,
glass-air, and steel-water media are 0.61±0.09, 0.14±0.02, and
0.37±0.06 W/mK at 95%, respectively. These measurements are
consistent with those of previous investigators.
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Nomenclature

Roman Symbols
b1� � estimated slope of the error-free line, Eq. �11�
cp � constant pressure specific heat �kJ/kgK�, Eq.

�2�
dp � particle diameter �mm�
ke � effective thermal conductivity �W/mK�, Eq. �2�
kf � fluid thermal conductivity �W/mK�
ks � solid thermal conductivity �W/mK�
l � thermocouple array position �m�

q� � boundary heat flux �W/m2�, Eq. �1�
T � temperature �°C�, Eq. �1�
t � times �s�, Eq. �1�
z � axial coordinate �m�, Eq. �1�

Greek Symbols
�e � effective thermal diffusivity �m2/s�, Eq. �2�

 � effective-fluid thermal conductivity ratio, ke /kf

�unitless�
� � temperature ratio �unitless�, Eq. �8�
�0 � boundary temperature �°C�, Eq. �4�
� � solid-fluid thermal conductivity ratio, ks /kf

�unitless�
� � argument of the complimentary error function

�unitless�, Eq. �5�
� � mass density �kg/m3�, Eq. �2�
	 � temperature measurement delay time �s�, Eq.

�10�

Fig. 3 Results of this study compared to previous investiga-
tors †6,10-14‡. A porosity of 0.38 is assumed when computing
the Maxwell limits.

Table 1 Summary of effective thermal conductivity
measurements

Medium � � 
 ke�W/mK� at 95%

Glass-Water 0.387 1.08±0.06 1.0±0.2 0.61±0.09
Glass-Air 0.365 26±1 5.6±0.8 0.14±0.02
Steel-Air 0.403 2.43E+03±70 14±2 0.37±0.06

Table 2 Comparison of the data of Ofuchi and Kunii †13‡ and the present study

Ofuchi and Kuinii �13� Present study

Medium dp �mm� � � 
 dp �mm� � � 
  �%�

Glass-Water 2.66 0.34 0.90 0.90 2.96 0.376 1.08 1.0 11
Glass-Air 3.69 0.369 21 6.71 2.96 0.376 26 5.6 17
Steel-Air 10.9 0.403 1650 18.6 14 0.403 2400 14 25
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Microdevices are becoming more prevalent and important in cur-
rent and future technologies. Over the past decade, countless stud-
ies have been conducted in developing thermal microdevices. This
paper focuses on the progress of research made during the last
decade regarding heat transfer and fluid flow in microheat sinks,
micropumps, microturbines, microengines, micromixers, as well
as microsensors. Recent experimental techniques in the thermal
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) field have also been
presented. Although some thermal MEMS devices have penetrated
the commercial market, the mass implementation of thermal
MEMS devices in future technology is still quite far, and is highly
desirable. During the next decade, vast amounts of research need
to be conducted before other microdevices can infiltrate the main-
stream. Possible future directions of research have also been
provided. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2352792�
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1 Introduction
Microelectromechanical systems �MEMS� are becoming in-

creasingly prevalent in today’s technologies. The main advantage
of these systems, in addition to their small size, and hence prac-
ticality, is that the manufacturing costs are significantly lower
when compared to their larger counterparts due to the mass pro-
duction methods used to fabricate them. Examples include micro-
heat sinks for electronics cooling, and power-plants-on-chips for
portable electronics and robotics. An array of micropower-plants-
on-chips can also be used as auxiliary or emergency power for
flight vehicles. Over the past decade, countless studies have been
conducted in this field, which is indicative of the attractiveness of
thermal MEMS. The earliest investigations in the field of thermal
MEMS focused on single-phase flow in microchannels, and the
vast majority of these studies used liquid-phase working fluids.

Papautsky et al. �1� provide a review on single-phase laminar
flow in microchannels. Friction factor and surface roughness of
liquid flows has been under great investigation by researchers
such as Mala and Li �2�, Celata et al. �3�, Wu and Cheng �4�,
Lelea et al. �5�, and Kim and Darve �6�. Low transition Reynolds
numbers ranging from 1600 to 1800 have been reported by Li et
al. �7� and Zeighami �8�. Also, in smooth microchannels, the con-
ventional relation of f ·Re=64 for laminar flows in circular chan-
nels is acceptable in most of these studies. Figure 1 shows a
comparison of experimental data for pressure drop of Peng and
Peterson �9� and Xu et al. �10� with conventional theory. It can be
seen that more recent studies have less discrepancies with conven-
tional theory than earlier studies. This can be explained by the fact
that Xu et al. �10� used silicon micromachined microchannels
while Peng and Peterson �9� used machined metal channels. Chan-
nel roughness is relatively negligible in silicon microchannels,
and thus the actual diameter is much closer to the nominal diam-
eter. Thus, the more recent experimental data show better agree-
ment with conventional theory.

Adiabatic and diabatic two-phase flows in microchannel have
also become a topic of interest. Flow regimes in gas-liquid two-
phase flow in microchannels of different geometries have been
extensively studied in the past decade by numerous research
groups �e.g., �11–19��. Regimes of dispersed flow, slug flow, an-
nular flow, and churn flow have been observed in microchannel
experiments. Discrepancies were observed when transition lines
generated in these studies were compared, as shown in Fig. 2.
Two factors explain these discrepancies, the first factor pertains to
the scarcity of data related to these transition flow regimes lines
and the second is due to inconsistency in the definition of a flow
regime. It has been generally accepted that both nucleate boiling
and convective boiling mechanisms exist in mini and microchan-
nels, although the dominant mechanism remains inconclusive. The
majority of the studies however, suggest that nucleate boiling is
the dominant mechanism �20�, which has been determined by ob-
serving the stronger dependence of heat transfer coefficient with
heat flux, and not mass flux. Flow instabilities during boiling have
been observed in mini and microchannels �e.g., �21–23��. The
length of the period of fluctuations and their large amplitude are
unique to the microchannels.

The fundamental knowledge of the underlying physics for heat
transfer and fluid flow in microchannels is almost understood and
documented in literature. However, the research conducted in the
field of thermal-fluid MEMS devices is not as impressive as in
microchannels due to many challenges in manufacturing and mea-
surements. In this paper, the author has undertaken the challeng-
ing task of reviewing previous work and proposing areas of future
research. The paper provides a good overview of the field and can
act as a starting point for interested researchers or as a brief sum-
mary for experts in the field and industrial decision makers. Only
recent references have been given here, and earlier reports may be
traced through the reference lists of the papers cited. The reader
may need to search further in the cited references in order to fully
appreciate the research challenges outlined and motivated in the
paper for a particular microdevice. This paper also reviews the
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progress of research tools such as heat measurement techniques
that have applied at the microscale. Future directions of research
and recommendations have been proposed.

2 Microdevices

2.1 Microheat Exchangers. Microheat exchangers, or micro-
heat sinks, are mainly fabricated from a silicon wafer in which
parallel grooves are machined. A cover plate is placed on top of
the grooves, and the result is a parallel arrangement of microchan-
nels through which a coolant fluid may flow. Tuckerman and
Pease �24� introduced the microheat exchangers in 1981. The
coolant may be single-phase liquid �25–29� or two-phase �30–32�.
Various input parameters have been studied in microchannel heat
sinks such as the flow rate or Reynolds number �25,28,31�, micro-
channel size �29,32�, and heat flux �26,27,30,33�. For the two-
phase heat sinks, the effect of vapor quality was studied as well
�30,31�.

The performance of the microchannel heat sink is dependent on
the uniformity of the applied wall heat flux. When a uniform heat
flux is applied to the heat sink at a single wall, the heat transfer
coefficient was found to be greatest at the entrance since there is
minimum convective resistance in that region. In two-phase mi-
crochannel heat sinks, it was found that the wall temperature is
relatively uniform, rendering it preferable over the single-phase
microchannel heat sinks. However, boiling characteristics in mini-
and micro-channels are very complex, and are dependent on the
vapor quality inside the channel as shown in Fig. 3. In the low
quality region, the decreasing heat transfer coefficient with quality
is much more significant than for larger channels. Also, as the
diameter decreases, dryout occurs at earlier qualities. Koo et al.
�32� and Quadir et al. �34� numerically investigated the effect of
nonuniform heat flux in microheat sinks, and observed that the
thermal resistances of the microchannel increases if the applied
nonuniform heat flux distribution is higher at upstream end. In
addition, lower pressure drops, lower average wall temperature,
and a more uniform temperature field were reported when a
hotspot is located near the downstream end.

The critical heat flux �CHF� for an array of microchannels was
studied by Bowers and Mudawar �35� and some recent develop-
ments have been reviewed by Bergles and Kandlikar �36�. This
parameter is of great importance in designing safe microheat ex-

Fig. 1 Comparison of pressure drop data in microchannels from recent
and earlier studies †119‡

Fig. 2 A comparison of transition lines on a flow regime map
plotting the superficial liquid velocity „JL… versus the superfi-
cial gas velocity „JG… from studies conducted by „1… Damian-
ides and Westwater †11‡, „2… Fukano et al. †12‡, „3,4… Triplett et
al. †15‡, „5… Kawahara et al. †18‡, and „6,7… Hassan et al. †19‡ in
horizontal microchannels †19‡

Fig. 3 Boiling characteristics in mini- and micro- channels as
a function of vapor mass quality †120‡
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changers. Two limiting cases for failure in microchannel heat
sinks induced by CHF are the misdistribution of flow between the
channels and the instability between the channels. In a study using
a 2.98 mm diameter tube with water as the working fluid, it was
found that the CHF occurred at qualities ranging between 0.5 and
1.0, which is higher than that found in larger diameter tubes. In
addition, the critical heat flux decreased with decreased mass flux,
which is opposite to that occurring in macrosize channels �37�.

The boiling incipience has been studied by Hollingsworth �38�
and Piasecka and Poniewski �39� among others. There is a sharp
transition to boiling in laminar flow, in comparison to turbulent
flow. In addition, the transition from incipience boiling to fully
developed nucleate boiling takes different paths on the boiling
diagram dependant on the states of the wall superheat and/or heat
flux. This is contrary to what is observed in standard pool boiling
whereby only a single path occurs. Inlet pressure, liquid sub-
cooling, and flow velocity have all been found to have an influ-
ence on boiling incipience. The functional form for the relation
between these parameters and the Nusselt number at boiling in-
cipience is given by

NuBI = A · �Re · Bo�b · Prc

where Nu is the Nusselt number hDh /kL, Re is the Reynolds num-
ber GDh /�L, Bo is the boiling number q�Lhfg /V, Pr is Prandtl
number �LCpL /kL, and A, b, c are constants corresponding to the
dataset. Also, Dh is the hydraulic diameter, h is the heat transfer
coefficient, hfg is the latent heat of vaporization, kL is the thermal
conductivity, G is the mass flux, �L is the liquid dynamic viscos-
ity, CpL is the liquid specific heat capacity, and q is the heat flux.

Flow instabilities during boiling have been observed in mini-
and microchannels �4,21–23�. Three unstable boiling modes were
observed by Wu and Cheng �4,23� �a� liquid/two-phase alternating
flow occurring at low heat flux and high mass flux; �b� continuous
two-phase flow, occurring at medium heat flux and medium mass
flux; and �c� liquid/two-phase vapor alternating flow occurring at
high heat flux and low mass flux. These different modes are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The instabilities are relatively periodic and cause
fluctuations in the temperature, pressure, and mass flux. This was
explained by the fact that the onset of boiling increases the pres-

sure drop, which subsequently decreases the mass flux. The re-
duced mass flux alternatively causes a reduction in pressure drop,
and thus initiating the fluctuations. If the heat flux is not sufficient
to boil the fluid during an increase in the mass flux period, a
single-phase liquid will appear. The length of the period of fluc-
tuations and their large amplitude are unique to the micro-
channels.

The parallel flow microchannel heat sink has been modified in
order to enhance its performance. In one instance, an impinging
jet was added to the configuration �27�. It was observed that the
thermal resistance decreased and pressure drop increased as the
flow rate was increased. The cooling performance of the imping-
ing jet microchannel heat sink was evaluated numerically and its
performance compared with that of the parallel flow microchannel
heat sink as well as the manifold microchannel heat sink. Results
showed that impinging jet microchannel heat sink provides 48.5%
better cooling performance than the other two, with 90.5% less
pressure drop than the parallel flow microchannel heat sink due to
its larger volume flow rate and larger hydraulic diameter. In addi-
tion, the recent concept of a two-layered microchannel heat sink
with opposite flows in each layer has been proposed �40�. Opti-
mization of the geometric design parameters and the thermal per-
formance was structured on numerical modeling. Simulated re-
sults shows lower streamwise temperature and less pressure drop
across the two-layered microchannel heat sink when compared to
the single-layered heat sink.

Based on the number of parameters that will affect the boiling
in microheat exchangers, and the lack of available data, more
studies with improved systematic approaches to evaluating the
influence of various parameters are recommended. In addition,
these studies should follow strict protocol in collecting and pre-
senting their results, as reported by Thome �20�. These guidelines
are as follows: �i� validating the test apparatus with single-phase
data; �ii� measurement of the surface roughness; �iii� comparison
with other works at similar conditions in order to verify the data
integrity; and �iv� consistent inlet conditions. The boundary be-
tween macro- and micro-channel boiling phenomena is not yet
clearly established and so additional data generation and analysis
on this subject is required. The critical heat flux �CHF� is critical

Fig. 4 Unstable boiling modes, „a… liquid/two-phase, „b… continuous two-
phase, „c… liquid/two-phase vapour alternating flow †23‡
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in rendering future microchannel heat sinks safe for operation, and
the amount of work focusing on this phenomenon is limited.
Hence, additional research investigating the parameters that influ-
ence the CHF, as well as how to control it, are necessary in future
studies. Flow instabilities appear to have a unique characteristic in
microchannels. Additional studies to complement the work of Wu
and Cheng �4,23� are warranted since these fluctuations may shed
light on some of the anomalous effects observed due to time-
averaged measurements. Future research directions in the field of
microchannel heat sinks may include studying the effect of non-
uniform heat fluxes in great detail. Different configurations could
also be studied, such as the one presented by Jang et al. �27�
where an impingement jet is applied to a microchannel. This con-
figuration is more compact and it was shown that the pressure
drop is significantly lower, and that the wall temperature distribu-
tion is more uniform when compared to that in the parallel flow
microchannel heat sink. Novel configurations would also be wel-
come.

2.2 Micropumps. Micropumps are among the most devel-
oped of all microdevices, and have already been implemented into
the mainstream. For example, micropumps are used in ink jet
printers to inject ink droplets, as well as in fuel injector applica-
tions. Micropumps operate as a result of completely different prin-
ciples than those applied in traditional pumps like the axial or
centrifugal pumps. Microdimensions limit the effect of centrifugal
forces and inertia forces in general, and the large surface-to-
volume ratio amplifies the effect of viscous forces, rendering it the
dominant force at the microscale �41�. Laser and Santiago �42�
provide an excellent literature review of the progress of research
in the field of micropumps over the past 25 years, and which
includes 287 references. Figure 5 shows a comparison of several
micropumps reported by Laser and Santiago �42�. They identified
that though much progress has been made, there is still much
future research before micropumps become suitable for important
applications.

Positive displacement pumping is the most prevalent method
used in micropumps, yet the actuation of the reciprocating dia-
phragm is achieved by applying different principles. Thermopneu-
matic, piezoelectrical, and electrostatic actuations are examples of
the actuation methods used �43�. The positive displacement mi-
cropumps require check valves at the inlet and outlet ports, which
add to the complexity of design especially on such a small scale.
To simplify the design, Stemme and Stemme �44� suggested the
replacing of the check valves with a nozzle at the inlet, and a
diffuser at the exit �45�. An oscillating diaphragm can either in-
crease or decrease the chamber’s volume. The micropump oper-

ates in supply mode by increasing the chamber volume, where
flow is injected at the inlet. In the pump mode, the chamber’s
volume is decreased and flow subsequently leaves the pump
through the outlet. One advantage of this particular micropump is
that it is suitable for both gas and liquid working fluids. In addi-
tion, the geometry is simple and therefore has low fabrication
costs. The valveless micropump was fabricated from silicon by
Olsson et al. �46� and CFD simulations were performed by Olsson
et al. �47� and Olsson et al. �45�. This type of pump uses channels
with small opening angles for redirecting the fluid. While the op-
eration of the pump proved successful, the performance of the
pump could still be improved.

Various other pumping ideas were proposed to overcome the
valve problem associated with positive displacement pumps. Bart
et al. �48� presented the electrohydrodynamic pump, which uti-
lizes dielectric fluids. For this particular pump, a voltage is ap-
plied to the electrode array in order to generate an electric field
and produce charge at the material interface below. The interac-
tion between the electric field and the induced electric charge
generates momentum in the fluid. However, pumping is not pos-
sible if one of the materials is a fixed wall. In addition, instabili-
ties that cause mixing can lower the pump’s performance. When
the micropump was fabricated and tested, it was determined that
the performance could be improved by use of induction of the free
charge in the fluid volume with the use of temperature-induced
conductivity gradients. Electroosmotic pumps, studied by Harri-
son et al. �49� and by Manz et al. �50�, use an electric field to
control the flow of an aqueous solvent inside a microchannel. This
particular pump incorporates on-chip electrophoretic separation
along with electro-osmotic flow. Applying a potential difference
across any two inlets of the pump will produce electro-osmotic
pumping in the channels connecting the two inlets.

Thermopneumatic micropumps utilize heat transfer in their op-
eration. One form of micropump is the thermopneumatically
driven reciprocating displacement pump, and has been widely
studied. This micropump consists of a primary pump chamber as
well as a second chamber which houses secondary fluid. The sec-
ondary fluid is heated using a thin-film resistive heater causing the
pump diaphragm to expand, and thus forcing the fluid in the pri-
mary chamber through the pump outlet. When the heater is deac-
tivated, the diaphragm relaxes causing the intake stroke to occur.
Since the temporal response of the thermal actuator depends on
the rate of heat transfer in and out, thus the thermopneumatically
driven reciprocating pump tends to operate at low frequencies.
Another variant of thermopneumatic micropumps is a “bubble”
type pump, where there is no secondary fluid, and the primary

Fig. 5 Comparison of several reported micropumps based on maximum flow rate
Qmax, maximum pressure �pmax, and package size Sp. Self-pumping frequency is
here defined as fsp=Qmax/Sp †42‡
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fluid is heated until the phase changes. These thermopneumatic
bubble pumps typically operate at higher frequencies than their
reciprocating counterparts �42�.

All the micropump concepts mentioned above, although appli-
cable, are complex since they involve the use of different auxiliary
components in order to make the fluid environment suitable for
pumping action to occur. Thus, the viscous micropump was intro-
duced by Sen et al. �41�, which incorporates both applicability at
the microscale and simplicity in design in a sense that there are
less components required. The viscous micropump is simply a
cylinder placed eccentrically inside a channel with its axis perpen-
dicular to the channel axis. When the cylinder rotates, a net force
is transferred to the fluid due to the unequal shear rates on the
upper and lower surfaces of the cylinder, thus forcing the fluid to
displace. Its operation depends mainly on viscous forces, and can
operate in any situation where viscous forces are dominant. Nu-
merical studies of the viscous micropump has been conducted by
Sharatchandra et al. �51,52�, Decourtye et al. �53�, Abdelgawad et
al. �54�, and Phutthavong and Hassan �55�. These studied focused
on the effect of the channel height, rotor geometries and eccen-
tricity, and pump load. Imperfections in microfabricating the rotor
may lead to noncircular rotors. The efficiency of the viscous mi-
cropump with noncircular rotors is much lower than that with
circular rotors. The sharp corners of the rotor inhibit the flow from
attaining higher values since the velocity continually fluctuates.
However, it is necessary to study such a configuration since it may
not always be possible to implement perfectly circular rotors.

Viscous micropumps with grooves machined on the surface of
rotating disks have recently become a subject of interest in the
research community, and shall be called henceforth spiral viscous
micropumps. There are currently two forms of spiral viscous mi-
cropumps under investigation. One is the spiral groove viscous
micropump studied by Frechette et al. �56� which has a polar array
of radial grooves inclined at a constant spiral angle. This viscous
micropump was chosen for a microsteam turbine engine since low
liquid flow rates will be used in this device, and also because of
the simplicity of the design. Models for the macroscale spiral
groove viscous pump were used to determine the effect of channel
geometry, rotational speed and flow rate on the pressure rise,
torque, and power consumption. Design optimization was con-
ducted over a large range of pressure ratios, and maximum effi-
ciencies between 4% and 5% were obtained. The groove depths
considered in their design were 3.1 �m and 4.6 �m, and the
clearance was 0.5 �m and 0.6 �m, for the low and high pressure
pumps, respectively.

The second spiral channel viscous micropump has been devel-
oped by Kilani et al. �57� using Sandia’s Ultraplanar Multilevel
MEMS Technology �SUMMiT�. The spiral channel micropump
consists of a rotating disk with a spiral groove machined on one
surface with the inlet and outlet located at either end of the spiral
groove. The rotating disk rotates over a stationary disk, which
creates a spiral microchannel between the two disks measuring
4459 �m in length, 54.4 �m in width, and 10 �m in height. The
clearance measures 0.5 �m in height. An analytical model of the
spiral channel viscous micropump was generated by Kilani et al.
�57� by approximating the spiral channel to a straight channel with
identical dimensions and boundary conditions. A linear relation
for volumetric flow rate and pressure head was generated, and
experimental results from a scaled-up spiral pump were used for
comparison. The flow rates obtained experimentally generally
agreed well with the predicted flow rates from the analytical
model. It was observed that at lower rotating speeds, the analytical
results over predicted the experimental data. This was attributed to
the existence of cross flow, which occurs through the clearance
gap between the spiral wall and stationary disk. The cross flow
becomes more significant at higher pressure loads. When the ro-
tational speed of the top disk is increased, centrifugal effects com-
pensate for the losses due to the cross flow. Therefore, it was

concluded that the clearance height must be carefully considered
in order to minimize the amount of cross flow as well as the
amount of power consumed by the micropump.

2.3 Microengines. Microengines are being developed in or-
der to produce electric power for small and portable electronic
devices, and they include the micro gas turbine engine, the P3

microheat engine, the microreciprocating engine, the micro-
Wankel engine, and the microsteam engine. All these engines,
with the exception of the microsteam engine, rely on the combus-
tion of gases for their operation. The microsteam engine utilizes
water as the working fluid. Thermodynamic cycles, such as the
Brayton cycle for micro-gas turbine engines, the Rankine cycle
for the steam engine, and the Otto cycle for the micro-Wankel
engine have been included in the design of these microdevices.
Higher power range engines have an output of 1–100 W, which
include the microgas turbine engine, the micro-Wankel engine,
and the microsteam engine. The purpose of the engines is ex-
pected to be for portable power. On the other hand, lower power
range engines have outputs in the order of milliwatts or even
microwatts, such as the viscous microturbine �mentioned in the
previous section�, microheat engine, and the Sugiyama and
Toriyama �58� microreciprocating engine. These particular mi-
croengines could be used in sensor or actuator applications �59�.

The millimeter scale microgas turbine engine has been the one
of the focii of study of Epstein �60� at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology shown in Fig. 6, and it is still under development.
This microturbine engine consists of six silicon wafers, and is
equipped with a compressor, diffuser, combustor, nozzle guide
vane, and turbine rotor. Thermodynamics of this engine is identi-
cal to that used in conventional-sized gas turbine engines. Jacob-
son and Epstein �59� report that electric and magnetic generators
are currently being developed to convert shaft work into electrical
power. Isomura et al. �61� are currently developing a microgas
turbine engine with Ti-6Al-4V as the primary material instead of
ceramic material.

The main component of the microgas turbine engine that has
been studied in great detail is the microcombustor �61–63�. Vari-
ous configurations were studied in order to improve the perfor-
mance of the microcombustor. Mehra et al. �62� and Spadaccini et
al. �63� developed a silicon microcombustor which consists of a
recirculation jacket in order to improve efficiency by preventing
heat loss to the ambient. Also, different inlets to the microcom-
bustor were tested. The slotted inlet device consists of multiple
slots through which the fluid may enter. This configuration gener-
ated higher exit temperatures and efficiencies due to the presence
of multiple recirculation zones. However, the performance of the
microcombustor declined rapidly since the ignition zones were
rapidly dispelled. The annular inlet device did not have the mul-
tiple slots and so there was a single and large recirculation zone.
This allowed longer ignition time but generated lower efficiency.
The microcombustor was further modified by adding an array of
holes in order to connect the upper recirculation or cooling jacket
to the combustion chamber, thus bleeding air into the chamber. By
bleeding air into the chamber, the hot combustion gases are cooled
to the desired turbine inlet temperature. As a result, there are two
zones inside the chamber, and so is called the dual-zone micro-

Fig. 6 Six-wafer microgas turbine engine †60‡
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combustor. Isomura et al. �61�, on the other hand, developed a
cannister type microcombustor, similar to that found on large
scale gas turbine engines and compared it to the donut-shaped
microcombustor developed by Mehra et al. �62� and Spadaccini et
al. �63�. The cannister-type combustor experienced much lower
heat loss, and so was chosen for the design of another microgas
turbine engine.

The P3 microheat engine has been developed and tested by
Whalen et al. �64,65�. The microheat engine is essentially a cavity
containing a saturated two-phase fluid, and is bounded on top by
the thin film piezoelectric membrane generator, and at the bottom
by a membrane with an integrated heater. Heat is transferred to the
two-phase working fluid, causing its quality and volume to in-
crease. Heat then leaves the fluid, causing the quality and volume
to decrease. As a result, the piezoelectric membrane flexes in and
out acting like a piston, and electrical power is produced as the
membrane expands. A reliable power source may be constructed
by arranging the individual microheat engines together. In paral-
lel, each cell would operate with the same temperature difference
across them. Alternatively, the cells could be arranged in series
where an individual cell would operate with only a fraction of the
total temperature difference applied across the entire cascade of
cells. The main challenge in the design of the microheat engine is
the fact that there is a significant amount of heat loss to the device
through conduction. As a result, heat transfer cannot occur
through phase change processes, and so the vapor cannot recon-
dense. This was attributed to the absence of active cooling of the
system, and so heat rejection is slower than heat addition. There-
fore, in order to solve this problem, a thermal switch is being
developed in order to cool the engine during heat rejection.

Sugiyama and Toriyama �58� and Park et al. �66� have devel-
oped micro-reciprocating engines, equipped with pistons and
combustion chambers. Sugiyama and Toriyama �58� use voltage
and magnetic forces to maintain the oscillatory motion of the pis-
tons, and their engine as shown in Fig. 7. Voltage is generated
through changes in magnetic fluxes, using permanent magnets,
which are placed at the terminals of the pistons. Springs support
the opposite pistons, and are forced into oscillation by the forces
produced during combustion. The magnet at the piston’s terminal
oscillates through a gap inside an induction coil, located outside
the engine. The work output is in the order of milliwatts. First, the
fuel is injected into the fuel chamber, and proceeds to the com-
bustion chamber where spark plugs ignite it. At this point, the
piston is moving toward the combustion chamber thus compress-
ing the fuel. An explosion occurs and the pressure from the ex-
plosion causes the piston to move back in the other direction,
compressing the fuel being injected in the other side. The burnt
fuel is pushed through the exhaust hole by the new fuel being
injected on the opposite side. The main problems associated with

the microreciprocating engine is the fact that the combustion
chambers are susceptible to a large amount of heat loss due to
their miniature sizes, and so must be insulated in the future. Leak-
age between moving and static parts is also a problem and will
reduce the performance of the micro engine. Microseals should be
implemented in order to avoid this.

Kirtas et al. �67� developed a high aspect ratio microreciprocat-
ing engine used to generate electric power. The free piston is fitted
with permanent magnets, and is forced to move as the mi-
croengine is placed inside a permanent magnet coil. The aspect
ratio of the microengine is high, thus standard design techniques
for lower aspect ratio engines could not be applied in the micro-
combustor’s design. Thus, the authors performed large eddy simu-
lations �LES� in order to understand the microcombustor’s com-
bustion dynamics. Using the results from the simulations, the
microengine was developed, and experiments were conducted in
order to determine the accuracy of the simulation results. It was
found that the numerical model overpredicted many results, in-
cluding the work generated by the microdevice. Thus, it was con-
cluded that the numerical model needed to be improved in order
to obtain more realistic results. Some of the key factors that have
a significant effect on the microcombustor’s performance are ig-
nition, flame propogation, heat losses, and quenching.

Aichlmayr et al. �68� presented a complete study of a homoge-
neous charge compression ignition �HCCI� free-piston-
compressor capable of generating 10 W. In HCCI, a fuel-air mix-
ture is compressed until an explosion occurs, and is characterized
by simultaneous ignition at various locations within the combus-
tion chamber and rapid consumption of charge. In addition, there
is an absence of flame propagation and of an external ignition
system, rendering HCCI highly suitable for microengine applica-
tions. In addition, quenching is minimized in the HCCI engine.
Heat transfer was shown to have a significant effect on the engine,
which limits the size of the microengine. Even though the fuel
conversion efficiency increases, with decreasing aspect ratio, the
specific heat transfer rate increases drastically as the engine size
or aspect ratio are decreased. As a result, the region of operation is
reduced along with the fuel conversion efficiency. Future work
aims to model HCCI by coupling HCCI and free-piston motion
using a multizonal formulation.

The microrotary internal combustion Wankel engine has been
investigated by Fu et al. �69�, Heppner et al. �70�, and Lee et al.
�71�, and is intended to replace common alkaline and lithium-ion
batteries. The rotary engine design consists of a triangular rotor
placed eccentrically inside the epitrochoidal-shaped housing. As
the rotor rotates, the three apexes of the rotor are constantly in
contact with the walls, forming three separately sealed chambers.
The microrotary engine operates on four strokes. During the in-
take stroke, fresh fuel/air mixture enters through the intake port,
and as the rotor’s apex passes over the port, the volume of the
mixture increases. During the compression stroke, the following
apex closes the intake port, and the rotation of the rotor causes the
working fluid to compress. During the power stroke, the fuel/air
mixture is ignited using either a spark plug, glow plug, or com-
pression ignition. The sharp increase in pressure causes a net
torque on the rotor axis from which power may be extracted. The
exhaust gases are released during the exhaust stroke, where the
apex reveals the exhaust port as it continues to rotate. The cycle is
repeated as the rotating apex reveals the intake port once again.
Leakage and heat loss from the combustor are the main concerns
in this particular microengine. Seals were developed in order to
solve the problem of leakage. Heppner et al. �70� designed a small
slit machined extremely close to the lateral surface of the rotor
near each apex. The result is a thin cantilever beam hovering over
each apex, and so was named the cantilever flexure apex seal.
Meanwhile, Lee et al. �71� developed seals bearing springs, which
ensured that the rotor remains in contact with the housing at all
times, except in a modified section. The modified section was
fabricated in order to eliminate the compression stroke of the Otto

Fig. 7 Microreciprocation engine proposed by Sugiyama and
Toriyama †58‡
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cycle. Due to the small surface-to-volume ratio, there is an exces-
sive amount of heat loss through the rather large surface of the
engine. This leaves insufficient heat in the engine to sustain com-
bustion. To solve this problem, recesses were implemented along
the sidewalls of the rotor in order to increase the combustion
chamber’s volume by Lee et al. �71�.

Frechette et al. �56� proposed a plant-on-a-chip, or microsteam
engine, that used water as a working fluid and is based on a closed
Rankine cycle. This microengine consists of microheat exchang-
ers �an evaporator as well as a condensor�, a viscous micropump,
and a generator, which is powered by a microsteam turbine. Two-
phase heat exchangers are implemented instead of a combustion
chamber, which renders the device more versatile in terms of heat
addition purposes. Frechette et al. �56� identified the importance
of the condensor’s ability to reject the high heat fluxes from the
device, whose magnitude would be approximately 50–100
W/cm2. At the microscale, it is very difficult to isolate hot com-
ponents from cold ones, and so heat leakage by conduction be-
comes an extremely important issue. Due to the low thermal re-
sistance between the evaporator and condensor, significant heat
loss through direct conduction is a huge issue since the heat would
not contribute to any power generation. Another important issue is
the fact that, at the microscale, viscous forces dominate, resulting
in higher viscous losses and lower adiabatic efficiency, when com-
pared to their larger turbomachinery counterparts.

2.4 Microsensors. Many commercial microsensors are avail-
able in the market from companies such as Sensirion and Red-
wood Microsystems. Sensirion uses CMOSens® technology,
which basically integrates a sensor on a CMOS �complementary
metal oxide semiconductor� chip. The sensors available from Sen-
sirion are able to detect gas and liquid mass flow rates as well as
humidity �72�. Redwood Microsystems have developed a MEMS
based pressure sensor, which will be described below. Since the
focus of this paper is thermal-fluid microdevices, the following
sensors described below are those that may be implemented into
thermal microfluidic applications. These microsensors are used to
detect various phenomena such as flow rates �73� wall shear stress
�74,75�, humidity �76�, pressure �77�, and heat flux �78�.

Heat was used to calculate and obtain values for the flow rates,
wall stress, and heat flux. The main component of the sensor
developed by Wu et al. �73� is a microchannel, with a boron-
doped polysilicon thin film resistor embedded inside the wall. A
heated polysilicon thin-film sensing element, the heater, is built
onto the channel wall, and is placed near the channel exit in order
to minimize deflection of the wall. The microconvective heat
transfer from the heater to the channel flow is used to determine
the temperature of the heater, which is used to calculate the liquid
flow rate. Yoshino et al. �74,75� developed a microhot-film shear
stress sensor capable of measuring wall shear stress inside a chan-
nel with turbulent flow. The microflow sensor is composed of a
platinum thin-film heater placed on a diaphragm made of Si3N4
with an air cavity fabricated below the diaphragm, and is shown in
Fig. 8. There are two hot-films placed perpendicular to one an-
other so that the streamwise and spanwise wall stress components
may be measured. It was noted that heat conduction in the fluid

and indirect convective heat transfer has a significant effect in
reducing the accuracy of the measurements. The length of the
diaphragm was optimized in order to improve the sensor response.

Oh et al. �78� developed a microheat flux sensor, which is cir-
cular in shape and capable of measuring convective heat transfer
at small heat fluxes. Heat flux from a wall travels to the sensor
through a contact layer of copper. The heat then flows through a
thermal path made of copper, which runs through the center of a
connecting cylinder made of SU-8 serving as insulation, as shown
in Fig. 9. The temperature difference is measured between two
points in the thermal path, and this measurement is used to deter-
mine the wall heat flux. Since the sensor has a thermal resistance
itself, heat flux lines are distorted in this area. Future research will
aim to further improve the design of the micro heat flux sensor.

Some microsensors use the deformation of certain microstruc-
tures to quantify the variation of properties such as humidity and
pressure. Lee and Lee �76� developed a microhumidity sensor
capable of detecting the humidity, which comprises of a sus-
pended microcantilever over a glass substrate. The suspended mi-
crocantilever was coated on one side with a vapor-absorbent film,
and when water is absorbed, a tensile stress was developed due to
the expansion of the cantilever. The bending of the micro-
cantilever changes the measured capacitance between it and the
substrate. A definite correlation relates the measured capacitance
to the actual relative humidity. The sensitivity of this humidity
microsensor is very high, and is capable of compensating for tem-
perature drift. In addition, the microsensor is very stable with low
hysteresis and rapid response time. Henning et al. �77� have pre-
sented the micropressure sensor developed by Redwood Micro-
systems. The microsensor is composed of two capacitor plates,
where the bottom plate is mechanically fixed, while the top plate
is a flexible silicon membrane. The pressure in the sealed cavity is
set at a fixed reference value, and as external pressures greater
than that of the reference pressure are exerted on the sensor, the
membrane deflects toward the fixed plate. The deformation of the
membrane can then be correlated to obtain the applied pressure.
This pressure microsensor was shown to have high sensitivity,
excellent repeatability, is capable to function over a wide range of
pressures, and is compatible with most gases and liquids used in
semiconductor applications.

Future research in the field of microsensors should focus in
improving the accuracy of the measurements. Insulation can be
implemented in order to reduce heat transfer leakage, which is the
main source in measurement error. Calibration of these devices

Fig. 8 Microsensor for measuring wall shear stress proposed
by Yoshino et al. †74,75‡

Fig. 9 Microsensor for measuring heat flux proposed by Oh et
al. †78‡
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should also be another issue in future studies. Different fluid types
should also be tested in order to ensure that these microsensors
yield appropriate measurements for all kinds of fluids.

2.5 Micromixers. Micromixers are typically used in inte-
grated microfluidic devices for mixing reagents prior to chemical
or biological reactions in chemical analyses. Complete mixing is
necessary in reaction kinetics studies of chemical and biological
substances as well as in protein folding investigations. In such
cases, mixing times on the order of sub-milliseconds are required,
thus the main goal of micromixers is to achieve the shortest mix-
ing time possible. Due to the low Reynolds numbers associated
with microdevices, micromixers do not apply turbulent mixing in
their operation. Instead, diffusion processes are implemented, and
increasing the contact area of the samples has been established as
an efficient means of encouraging diffusion �79,80�.

Micromixers can be classified as either active or passive, and
Fig. 10 from Ngyen and Wu �81� compares the operation ranges
of passive and active micromixers from numerous studies. Active
micromixers rely on some form of power source, while passive
micromixers operate by applying pressure in order to generate
mixing through fluid motion. Some active micromixers utilize
magnetic forces. The Bau et al. �82� micromixer utilized a series
of electrodes to generate magnetic and electric fields in an elec-
trolyte solution, thus producing Lorentz forces in the fluid. The
different arrangements of the electrodes can generate various flow
fields for mixing purposes. Lu et al. �83� fabricated a complex
micromixer that included magnetic microstirrers set into motion
by a rotating magnetic field. Rong et al. �84� used magnetic beads
inside the fluid set into motion by pairs of integrated electromag-
nets. Other active micromixers generate acoustic waves by apply-
ing ultrasonic frequencies to the samples. Vivek et al. �85� used
annular rings of half wave band sources to produce acoustic
waves, while Rife et al. �86� used ultrasonic piezoelectric trans-
ducers. Yang et al. �87� generated acoustic waves by exciting a
piezoelectric lead-zirconate-titanate �PZT� ceramic with a square
wave voltage. The main problems associated with these active

micromixers are that these types of mixers are not capable of
providing sufficient mixing rates for some biological analyses.
Also, in acoustic micromixers, the vibrations of the acoustic
waves may generate heat, which can be problematic �79,80�.

Typical passive micromixers use microchannels in order to feed
samples, although some mixers utilize holes �88� or cantilever
plate valves �89�. Various arrangements of microchannels in pas-
sive micromixers have been investigated. He et al. �90� fabricated
a micromixer with intersecting channels of various lengths and
widths, while Knight et al. �91� and Wong et al. �92� investigated
the cross-shaped micromixer. Perhaps the most studied configura-
tion is the T-form micromixer. Although turbulence mixing is not
typical in micromixers, Bökenkamp et al. �93� achieved a turbu-
lence mixing time of 110 �s by using larger channels 500 �m
wide. Gobby et al. �94� numerically studied gaseous flows in a T
micromixer in which they showed that the mixing length increases
with flow velocity, while the mixing length decreases when the
flow is throttled. Engler et al. �95� provide an in-depth study of
fluid mechanics in the T micromixer, in which three different flow
regimes, laminar flow, vortex flow, and engulfment flow, were
identified. At high flow velocities, the symmetry of the flow field
breaks down and this is called engulfment flow. Superior mixing
is associated with engulfment flow. The T mixer developed by
Wong et al. �79�, with a 67 �m hydraulic mixing channel, com-
pleted mixing in less than a millisecond when 5.5 bar of pressure
was applied. Lin et al. �80� developed a T-form mixer which gen-
erated electroosmotic flow and flow instabilities simultaneous
through the application of a switching dc field. A maximum mix-
ing efficiency of 97% was attained for this particular micromixer
�79,80�.

3 Advances in Measurements and Simulations
This paper also reviews the progress of research tools such as

heat measurement techniques that have applied at the microscale.
Cahill et al. �96� reviewed three different techniques for tempera-
ture measurement at the micro- and nano-level, and they are ther-

Fig. 10 Typical operating ranges of passive and active micromixers †81‡
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mal microscopy, picosecond reflectance thermometry, and scan-
ning optical thermometry. In scanning thermal microscopy, a
sharp tip is placed on the surface, and the surface temperature may
be derived from the localized heat transfer between the surface to
the tip. Most common setups utilize a cantilevered tip on an
atomic force microscope. Spatial resolutions in the range of
30–50 nm have been obtained. Applicable areas in need of im-
provement are acquiring fundamental understanding of the tip-
sample heat transfer, as well as designing and fabricating inte-
grated multifunctional probes. Additional information on the
scanning thermal microscope may also be found in Gu et al. �97�.
The second method is picosecond reflectance thermometry, which
is similar to reflectance thermometry but is extended to pico-
second time scales. This method involves generating laser pulses
and directing them at the surface of interest. Mode-locked lasers
are used to produce a series of less than 1 ps pulses repeating at a
rate of 76 MHz. One likely reason for the limited use of picosec-
ond thermoreflectance is the expense of the mode-locked lasers.
These pulses diffuse heat into the surface, and the decay of the
reflected light is used to obtain measurements. The third technique
is scanning optical thermometry where, through the use of solid
immersion lens �SIL� technology, spatial resolution of optical
measurements can be increased past the diffraction limit. The
main problem with scanning optical thermometry is the reduction
in transmissivity with a reduced aperture which limits the sensi-
tivity to temperature. The use of solid immersion lens �SIL� tech-
nology in principle may possibly be used to mitigate this draw-
back. The first micromachined lens was recently produced by
Fletcher et al. �98�, yet this approach is still in its infancy.

Liquid crystal thermometry, and in particular through un-
encapsulated thermochromic liquid crystals �TLCs�, has been
demonstrated for microgeometries �99,100�. The liquid crystal
material is an anisotropic mesophase formed between the crystal-
line solid and isotropic liquid phase of some materials. When
illuminated with white light, it will reflect light of wavelength
proportional to the temperature it is experiencing. Their use has
been restricted to the heated coating measurement technique using
a thin foil, whereby a voltage is placed across a foil to produce a
uniform heat flux surface. The outer wall temperature is usually
assumed to be the same as that of the inner wall. In the case of
Hohmann and Stephan �100� spatial resolutions of 0.83 �m/pixel
were demonstrated. The liquid crystal in its encapsulated form
�capsules of 5–50 �m� is favored for macroapplications since it is
more resilient and easier to handle, however spatial resolutions
such as the above are not possible due to its capsule size. The
liquid crystal material has been applied with a paintbrush, yet
significant difficulty was noted in obtaining a continuous uniform
layer necessary for effective temperature interpretation. Liquid
crystals have been utilized by Hollingsworth �38�, Piasecka and
Poniewski �39�, Muwanga and Hassan �101�, and Lakshmi-
narasimhan et al. �102� for use in mini- and microchannels.

Infrared thermography has been investigated for measurements
in microgeometries by Hapke et al. �103�, Hetsroni et al. �104�,
Narayanan �105�, and Diaz et al. �106�. When measuring the tem-
perature of a micro-object with the infrared technique, the back-
ground will introduce significant noise if it is at a different tem-
perature than the object being measured. This causes the
uncertainty in temperature to be relative to the background. This
problem is not immediately solved by adding a microscope lens.
Hetsroni et al. �104� compensated for this through the control of
the background temperature during measurement of a capillary
surface temperature. For the studies incorporating heat transfer
measurements, the inner wall temperature was estimated using a
one-dimensional �1D� heat conduction approximation.

Kim et al. �107� investigated the applicability of the ratiometric
laser induced fluorescence �LIF� thermometry technique at the
microscale. They noted that the fluorescing intensity of the dyed
fluid is proportional to the illuminating light intensity, the dye
concentration, and the optical constant of the dye. For a constant

illuminating light intensity and dye concentration, the intensity
may be related to temperature. However, since it was difficult to
maintain a constant light intensity, the ratiometric technique was
introduced. Here, the temperature-dependant dye intensity was
normalized with a temperature-independent dye intensity. The dye
fluorescence degraded with repeated excitations and it was sug-
gested that the best accuracy and repeatability was obtained with
mixtures no older than 2–3 days. This measurement technique was
evaluated in a channel 1 mm wide by 45 mm long. Temperature
uncertainties of 2.0°C for a 150 �m�100 �m area and 0.4°C
for a 1200�800 interrogated area were obtained. The accuracy of
the LIF technique will be dependant upon the interrogation region
considered. This technique should be developed further for use
when full surface temperature measurement is required.

Thermocouples are still a standard choice for many researchers
while investigating heat transfer due to their relatively low cost.
Many studies of microchannel heat transfer have used thermo-
couples by placing them a distance from the surface of interest
and estimating the internal wall temperature through a 1D heat
conduction approximation or used them for bulk fluid measure-
ments �e.g., �22,31,37,108,109��. Current fine gage wire thermo-
couples on the market have diameters as small as 0.0127 mm for
K and E Type and 0.0760 mm for D and C Type �110�. Thermo-
couple diameters for specialized hypodermic probes are as small
as 0.2000 mm, while standard small size probes have diameters as
small as 1.5875 mm �110�. Although thermocouple probes are
available with diameters close to the limiting resolution of TLC
and IR, their drawback remains the need for an array when spatial
variation is of interest.

An overview of the various kinds of micromachined thermal
sensors may be found in Kovacs �111�. Many of the macrosize
thermal sensing concepts have been fabricated as a microtrans-
ducer. These include thermomechanical sensors which rely on
thermal bimorph of two dissimilar metals, thermoresistive trans-
ducers where temperature is related to change in resistance, and
thermocouple type sensors which rely on the Seebeck and Peltier
effect. Self-heating becomes a significant problem as the size gets
smaller for resistive sensors due to the excitation required. If the
thermal time constants are known for the system, pulsed measure-
ments may be incorporated to minimize this self-heating and in-
crease accuracy. A recent example of the fabrication of an inte-
grated resistive sensor may be found in Liu et al. �112�. It is
attractive to manufacture thermocouple type sensors from semi-
conductor materials which are already readily available, since the
Seebeck coefficient is generally larger ��10−3 V/K as opposed to
10−8 V/K�, and hence is more sensitive. Junction-based sensors
utilizing diodes or transistors are also common for micromachined
thermal sensors.

Overall, these methods allow for measurements with length
scales on the order of the mean free path and times scales on the
order of the relaxation times of the electrons and phonons at room
temperature. However, the combination of these two is very dif-
ficult and further advances are required. Whilst these techniques
are being developed to study microscale heat transfer, to further
advance these techniques, a better understanding of microscale
heat transfer is equivalently required �96�. The main challenge
with micromachined thermal sensors lies in the fabrication meth-
odology and application.

Rapid development in measuring techniques also allowed cap-
turing velocity of the flow field in a fraction of second using
nonintrusive optical measurements techniques, such as particle
image velocimetry �PIV� systems. Currently, micro-PIV systems
have mainly been used in liquid microsystems because it is simple
to set up and uniform seeding is usually easily attained �113–115�.
Micro-PIV tests for gas and two-phase flow in microsystems need
to be investigated more in the near future. Micro-PIV presents a
number of challenges including visualizing tracer particles that are
smaller than the wavelength of light, minimizing errors due to the
Brownian motion of tracer particles, and illuminating flow volume
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instead of illuminating the light sheet. Accurate PIV measure-
ments in microchannels with spatial resolutions on the order of
several microns requires that the diameter of tracer particles dp
must be on the order of 100 nm to 300 nm along with visible light
��=532 nm� to illuminate the particles so that the scattered light
should be in Rayleigh scattering range �dp���. Due to the ran-
dom Brownian motion of fluid molecules in the microchannel, the
effect of single collision of seed particles increases with decreas-
ing particle size. Brownian motion creates an unbiased error that
can be reduced by averaging over groups of particles. Today, com-
mercially available micro-PIV systems are available from compa-
nies such as Dantec Dynamics �116�. However, the micro-PIV
system is under continuous development and several improve-
ments are expected in the near future.

A flow imaging process called “microbubble lensing induced
photo bleaching” ��-BLIP� is introduced by Sinton et al. �117� in
order to measure local fluid velocity in microgeometries. The pro-
cess works by injecting a negative scalar flow marker in an aque-
ous buffer solution inside the microchannel with a 100 �m inner
diameter, and with a 200 �m long stationary bubble at the center
of the channel. The path of the marker helps in determining the
velocity of liquid, while the bubble aids in the photoinjection of
the marker. The motion of the marker is governed by electroki-
netic transport, thus numerical simulations were produced in order
to study the electrical potential and flow field. The region near the
bubble was photobleached and a 2600 V potential was applied to
the fluid. The electric field lines were found to be concentrated in
the thin film region around the bubble. The velocity profiles were
obtained at distances 0.1, 0.4, and 1.0 capillary diameters from the
bubble’s edge. The velocity adjacent to the wall was found to be
slightly higher than that at the centerline of the capillary. The
velocity rapidly changed into a profile typical of that for tradi-
tional plug flows. The disadvantage of this technique was the re-
quirement of a bubble for the photoinjection of the marker. How-
ever, it is possible to obtain information on the bubble geometry,
bubble velocity, and local fluid velocity in two-phase flow concur-
rently, which renders it a promising technique in flow imaging.

4 Conclusion
The present paper provides a comprehensive review on the

progress of research made during the last decade in the area of
heat transfer and fluid flow in microchannels, micropumps, micro-
turbines, microengines, micromixers, as well as microsensors. Re-
cent experimental techniques in the thermal microdevices field
have also been presented. During the next decade, vast amounts of
research need to be conducted before microdevices infiltrate the
mainstream. The following are possible future directions of re-
search.

Microscale internal flows have received much attention over the
past two decades. However, there still remain certain microflow
conditions for which the pressure drop and heat transfer have not
yet been clearly defined and understood. The study of developing
flows in the entrance regions of microchannels is limited and
should be focused on in the future, since the effect on the subse-
quent flow field and heat transfer may be quite significant. The
development of the hydrodynamic and thermal boundary layers,
and location of the entrance regions are all associated with differ-
ent flow and heat transfer mechanisms, which may dictate the
manner in which devices such as microchannel heat exchangers
be designed. However, it is still quite difficult to obtain local flow
measurements, especially local heat measurements at the mi-
crolevel. As microscale measurement techniques improve, flow
and heat transfer readings in this very small region may be ob-
tainable. In addition, the effects of varying wall temperature or
varying heat flux on internal microflows should be studied in
greater depth in the future since they are more realistic boundary
conditions.

Both single-phase and two-phase microchannel heat exchangers
have been studied in the open literature. In two-phase microchan-

nel heat exchangers, the wall temperature has been found to be
relatively uniform, rendering it preferable over the single-phase
microchannel heat exchanger. Understanding the fundamental
characteristics of two-phase flow boiling heat transfer in mini- and
micro-channels is very important in the development of high heat
flux miniature cooling devices. Based on the studies to date, the
dominant boiling mechanism in such channels remains inconclu-
sive. Although, very high heat transfer rates have been achieved
with the two-phase microheat exchangers, stable operation in su-
perheated conditions has rarely been reported. Typically, dry-out,
bubbles, unsteady flow phenomena, and the critical heat flux pre-
vent stable superheated operation. There is also a significant lack
of data pertaining to boiling two-phase flow regimes inside micro-
channels, particularly in ranges less than 500 �m. The two-phase
boiling study of different fluid types/regimes is also important
when considering appropriate nondimensional groupings for boil-
ing in microheat exchangers. Also of main interest are the pres-
sure drop and area required to evaporate and fully superheat a
constant water stream. Finally, numerical modeling of two-phase
flow studies could greatly contribute to the study of two-phase
microchannel heat exchangers by capturing the complex flow
field, and should be a future goal in research.

There are still some issues that still need to be resolved con-
cerning micropumps. The first is the complexity of some positive-
displacement micropumps. The use of valves may render the
pump difficult to maintain and to repair should any problems
arise. In order for micropumps to be applicable in the commerical
market, they should be as universal as possible. In other words,
they should be able to adapt to various situations and applications.
Most valveless micropumps are very restricted since they require
additional components such as a heater or electrodes. The viscous
micropump is simple in design, however requires that the rotor be
rotated by some external source. This may be difficult through
mechanical means, so investigating biological rotors should be
considered in the future, which one research group has already
successfully implemented in the cellular motor based micropump
�118�. Improving the efficiency of the cellular motor based micro-
pump could be achieved by using the symmetrical dual vertical
rotor.

Future research directions for the spiral viscous micropump
may include analyzing the effect of spiral curvature, microchannel
height, clearance gap height, as well as of cross flow on the
pump’s performance at both high and low Reynolds numbers �57�.
Heat transfer effects should also be investigated, especially if the
micropump is to be integrated onto a plant-on-a-chip device that
produces heat, such as the microsteam turbine engine. At small
scales, heat conduction through the structure of the device could
occur causing the viscosity of the working fluid inside the micro-
pump to decrease. This may affect the performance of the pump
since it relies heavily on viscous forces for its operation. Applying
a constant heat flux to the stationary plate could simulate this
situation and provide insight should conduction heat transfer oc-
cur.

Most, if not all the engines reviewed here are still in their early
stages of development. The two main concerns for microengines
are the large amounts of losses and heat transfer. Heat transfer
through conduction tends to be a problem since the dimensions
within the structure are so small. Microstructures and materials
that control heat conduction paths should be developed in future
studies. Also, the implementation of seals and cooling mecha-
nisms should be the focus of future research. Detailed numerical
studies of microengines should be conducted in order to investi-
gate the effects of different parameters such as geometry and flow
conditions on the overall fluid and heat transfer behavior within
these devices. Besides the microsteam turbine engine, all micro-
engines use single-phase gas as the working fluid. It may be of
interest to develop more microengines that use liquid-phase work-
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ing fluids so that micropumps, instead of compressors, are used.
This could be advantageous since micropumps are among the
most developed microdevices to date.

Most microthermal-fluid experiments still rely on large-scale
external apparatus for their operation. Thus, in order to achieve
complete portability, the reliance on larger infrastructure must be
reduced. Progress in microsensors design, for measurements and
control, would lead to the development of future microsystems on
chips.
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